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Abstract
This thesis examines the representation of misogyny in literary texts from the beginning of Chinese
Australian writing in the late 19th century to the contemporary period. It focuses on the following
questions: What is the nature of misogyny in Chinese culture? With successive waves of immigration, do
Chinese people take their misogynous ideology and practices to other countries? What form does it take?
Where does it originate and how does it evolve over time? How is it presented in literary works? How does
misogyny in the host countries differ from that of the native land? How is it presented in literature at
different times and from different perspectives, and more specifically, how is it presented in diasporic
Chinese Australian writing?

This thesis details the ideas and practices of Chinese culture that produced and perpetuated misogyny as a
basis for exploring attitudes toward misogyny articulated by a range of authors from the Chinese Australian
diaspora. I argue that misogyny is not simply “hatred of women” and its perpetrators are not always men,
as patriarchy is not solely represented by men. Misogyny has deep cultural roots, and women can be
perpetrators as well as victims. Hostility towards women, objectification of women, fear of women’s
sexuality, punishment of “bad women” and promotion of “good women” are common practices of
misogyny represented in my selected texts. In my exploration of these texts, I argue that misogyny is deeprooted in Chinese culture and migrates with Chinese people when they settle in other countries. The forms
taken by misogyny may evolve and vary but its ideology and practices are resistant to eradication. The
location (in time and place) of the authors, their gender, their political and moral stance and the readership
of their texts all impact on the way misogyny is represented in literary texts.

The main body of my thesis consists of three sections arranged according to the time of the events narrated
in the texts: the pre-socialist period, the Maoist period and the contemporary period. The chronology begins
with the first Chinese Australian novel, The Poison of Polygamy, and ends with a contemporary novel,
Swallowing Clouds. The story time of the selected texts covers the period from the second half of the 19th
century through to the end of the 20th century. The stories are set in China and countries of the Chinese
diaspora (Australia in particular). They range from urban settings (“The Other Woman”, “Siao Yu”, The
Eastern Slope Chronicle and Swallowing Clouds) to the countryside (“Indica, Indica”), or a combination
of both (The Poison of Polygamy, Born to Be Subservient Women and Silver Sister) and include a military
environment (“Maidenhome”). The authors are female (Ding Xiaoqi, Bi Xiyan, Geling Yan and Lillian
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Ng) and male (Wong and Ouyang) and their stories are drawn from different times ranging from the “early
diaspora” of the late 20th century (Wong Shee-Ping) to the “new” diaspora of the late 20th century. Some
of the authors were born and grew up in China (Ding, Bi, Yan and Ouyang Yu) and some, like Ng, were
born outside China.

As the study of literature is an interdisciplinary subject, my text analysis is supported by a range theoretical
material from narratology, feminism, gender studies, psychology and cultural studies. For narratology, this
thesis draws on the work of Shlomith Rimmon-Kenan, Wayne C. Booth and H. Porter Abbott. It also
applies Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson’s theory of life narrative, theories on second-person narrative
discussed by Matt DelConte and Monika Fludernik, notions of Chinese masculinity and femininity drawn
from the work of Kam Louie, Ray Hibbins, Susan L. Mann, Bret Hinsch, Song Geng, Susan Brownwell
and Jeffrey N. Wasserstrom, the feminist theory of Kate Manne and Chizuko Ueno, theories of
objectification by Martha C. Nussbaum and Rachel M. Calogero, and the work of Kaku Sechiyama, Judith
Stacey, Maria Mies, Pavla Miller and Valentine M. Moghadam’s on patriarchy. Discussion of the
psychological motivations of misogyny draws in the main on Adam Juke’s theory, and the cultural theory
of E. A. Kaplan and Stuart Hall has also proved useful in the transcultural interpretation of these literary
texts.

My exploration of these texts demonstrates that Chinese misogyny is embedded in Chinese culture and
survives in spite of massive social and political change. When old forms of misogynistic practices are
eradicated, new forms replace them. When Chinese people migrate, misogyny travels with them.
Misogyny is a societal, familial and individual problem. Social expectations of women’s roles as good
wife, good mother and good daughter play an important part in the perpetuation of misogyny. The family
is the most common site of misogynistic practices. But misogyny also affects relationships outside the
family. Different readerships and different contexts play an important part in representations of misogyny.
Though the authors are all of Chinese ancestry, their cultural backgrounds and locations vary and their
representations of misogyny differ correspondingly. An author’s gender may also impact their
representation of misogyny. Women do not always take a passive role when they experience misogynistic
treatment. Their improved economic position and social status helps them confront misogyny. Their
position within different cultures impacts their attitudes towards misogyny and the ways they react to
misogynistic practices.
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Introduction
This thesis explores the representations of misogyny in Chinese Australian writing from the first Chinese
Australian novel to contemporary writing by authors of the Chinese diaspora. I selected nine works as my
primary texts: Wong Shee-Ping’s The Poison of Polygamy (1909-1910; 2019), Lillian Ng’s Silver Sister
(1994) and Swallowing Clouds (1997), “Indica, Indica”, “Maidenhome” and “The Other Woman” taken
from Ding Xiaoqi’s Maidenhome (1994), Bi Xiyan’s Born to Be Subservient Women (2003), Ouyang Yu’s
The Eastern Slope Chronicle (2002) and Geling Yan’s “Siao Yu” (1994; 1999). Though Yan is an
American Chinese writer, her migration to the US coincided with the second wave of immigration of the
Chinese Australians and her text “Siao Yu” is about the life of the new Chinese diaspora in Sydney,
Australia. These texts form a continuity of story time: The Poison of Polygamy takes place in the second
half of the 19th century; Silver Sister is set mainly in the early 20th century; Ding’s and Bi’s stories mainly
take place in the Maoist era; and the last two texts deal with contemporary life. I will examine how
misogyny evolves with the change of time and place, the authors’ positions and the complexity of
misogyny and its representations in these texts.

Impetus
Reading Diana Coole’s Women in Political Theory: From Ancient Misogyny to Contemporary Feminism
(1988) a few years ago, I reflected on the statement “all of Western culture is massively male-centred” as
I found that Chinese culture is also male-centered. In her work on Japanese misogyny, Chizuko Ueno
mentions that “Women’s difficult situation is regardless of West and East, or political systems. China has
Chinese misogyny, waiting for someone’s research”. This propelled me to take a closer look at Chinese
misogyny. Reading Yu Ouyang’s The Eastern Slope Chronicle (2002) gave me the impetus to pursue a
comparative study of misogyny as figured in English language literary cultures over different historical
periods. However, reading 20th and 21st centuries Chinese diasporic writings like Amy Tan’s The
Bonesetter’s Daughter (2001), The Joy Luck Club (2006) and The Kitchen God’s Wife (2006), Maxine
Hong Kingston’s The Woman Warrior: Memoirs of a Girlhood Among Ghosts (1989), David Henry
Hwang’s Golden Child (1998), Fae Myenne Ng’s Bone (2008), Jade Snow Wong’s Fifth Chinese Daughter
(1988), Lan Samantha Chang’s Inheritance (2012), Gish Jen’s The Love Wife (2004), Adeline Yen Mah’s
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Falling Leaves Return to Their Roots: The True Story of an Unwanted Chinese Daughter (1997), PangMei Natasha Chang’s Bound feet & Western Dress (1997), Jung Chang’s Wild Swans: Three Daughters
of China (2012), I found the representation of misogyny so striking and so widespread that the field had
to be narrowed for the purpose of a PhD. Residing in Australia, I decided to focus on a study of Chinese
Australian writing.
Chizuko’s observation that China has Chinese misogyny, which encouraged me to ask a series of questions:
What form does it take? Where does it originate and how does it evolve as time goes by? How is it
presented in literary works? With successive waves of immigration, do Chinese people take their
misogynous ideology and practices to other countries? How does misogyny differ in the host countries
from that of the native land? In such a tolerant and multicultural country as Australia, does misogyny even
exist? How is it presented in different times from different perspectives in literature, and more specifically,
in diasporic Chinese Australian writing?
My research developed around these questions and focuses on the differences between Chinese and
Australian cultures in their shaping of and influence on misogyny as expressed in modern and
contemporary Chinese Australian texts. I want to consider the nature of misogyny and misogynous
practices in historical, social and literary interaction between China and Australia over the course of a
century. My study of the literary representation of misogyny explores the historical persecution and
oppression of women as presented in Chinese Australian writing, set in different places and times from the
late nineteenth century to the contemporary period.

Related Research
Misogyny has been studied from the different perspectives of race, sociology, history, politics, psychology,
as for example Nancy Anne Harrowitz’s Antisemitism, Misogyny, and the Logic of Cultural Difference:
Cesare Lombroso and Matilde Serao (1994), Sue Wilkinson and Celia Kitzinger’s Representing the Other:
a Feminism & Psychology Reader (1996), Adam Jukes’s Why Men Hate Women (1993), Diana H. Coole’s
Women in Political Theory: From Ancient Misogyny to Contemporary Feminism and Tonglin Lu’s
Misogyny, Cultural Nihilism, and Oppositional Politics: Contemporary Chinese Experimental Fiction
(1995). But, to date, major studies on the representation of misogyny in literature haven’t included Chinese
Australian writing.
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The study of Chinese Australian writing is scattered and tends to focus on a specific writer or a particular
work or narrow topic. There are few systematic studies of Chinese Australian writing, let alone anything
that focuses on misogyny. Regarding Australian scholarship, Xirang Liu (2007) discusses in his PhD thesis
various themes but excludes the issue of gender in Chinese Australian fiction by new immigrants; Zhong
Huang’s 2012 PhD thesis studies masculinity represented in Chinese Australian writing since the
multicultural policy was implemented. Beibei Chen’s 2015 PhD thesis explores memory and identity
represented in the new diaspora’s works; Haizhi Luo (2017) examines in his MA thesis genres of Chinese
Australian fiction published in Chinese language newspapers in the last decade of the 19th and first decade
of the 20th century. Wenche Ommundsen’s Bastard Moon: Essays on Chinese-Australian Writing is a
collection of essays about the early Chinese immigrants’ protestations against the policy and practice of
the “white” Commonwealth, self-images of Chinese as presented in the earliest Australian-Chinese
autobiographical writings, Chinese masculinity, the construction of Chinese Australian identities, and
studies of a few Chinese Australian writers like Ee Tiang Hong, Beth Yahp, Fang Xiangshu, Lillian Ng
and Brian Castro, including interviews with some Chinese Australian writers. Among these essays, Shirley
Tucker’s “Beyond belief: Representation and revolt in Lillian Ng’s Swallowing Clouds” touches on
misogyny, but mainly focuses on the exploitation of the female protagonist’s body and Lillian Ng’s
subversion of stereotypical female characters. This essay doesn’t touch on other aspects of the
representation of misogyny in this novel. Ommundsen’s article “The Literatures of Chinese Australia”
(2017) provides an overview of Chinese Australian literature, but doesn’t touch on misogyny. Tseen-Ling
Khoo’s Banana Bending (2003) examines aspects of race relations, multiculturalism, nationhood and
citizenship, as experienced by Asian Australians and Asian Canadians as well as gendered issues of
masculinity and femininity, but it does not tackle misogyny.
Among the various topics of Chinese scholarship, few are on misogyny—those that consider misogyny
are in Chinese history, customs, media and literature, or misogyny in Western history and culture in a
particular period such as medieval Europe, Renaissance Italy, and Greek mythology (see Luo Yan and
Yang Feng 2013), or misogyny as depicted in a particular Western writer’s work like Beauvoir’s Second
Sex (2015).
Scholarship on Chinese Australian literature tends to engage with a particular writer or a specific work
such as Xiaojin Zhou’s study on the writing characteristics of Alice Pung’s autobiography (2017, pp. 8795). Jian Guo and Zengliu Hong’s research on two generations of Chinese Australian writers traces their
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Australian Chinese identities (2012, pp. 77-81). Some scholars such as Li Jingyan (2006), Yin Rui (2011)
and Zheng Shouhuan (2010) provide an overview of Chinese Australian writing, but these are again
individual essays. To date there has been only one doctoral dissertation conducted among Chinese scholars
about Chinese Australian literature “The Two Others in the Overseas Chinese Literature by Australia’s
New Immigrants” written by Xiaoling Hu (2010). It focuses on Chinese Australian literature produced by
writers who emigrated from Mainland China during the1980s and the 1990s. To these writers, Australia
is an “other”. However, when they look back and reflect on their experiences, they discover that China
has also been an “other”. Thus Hu’s thesis studies the two “others” in the writing of new immigrants.
There have been two master degree theses: one is Juan Li’s “Study on Ancient-Style Poems in Chinese
Australian literature” (2014), which explores thematic and stylistic features of Chinese Australian poets,
and the other is Jun Peng’s “Introduction to Chinese Australian Literature” (2007) which focuses on the
work of Chinese Australian writers since the 1980s. Wang Guanglin’s book on Chinese Australian
literature focuses on the cultural identities of Chinese American and Chinese Australian writers but does
not engage with misogyny.
A survey of the extant scholarship reveals the marginalised state of the study of Chinese Australian
literature in both Australia and China, and that the topic of misogyny in Chinese Australian writing has
been neglected by both Western and Chinese scholarship.

Outline
Through a feminist analysis of texts by Chinese Australian writers, this thesis will review the
representation of oppression and persecution of Chinese women from the first wave of Chinese
immigration to Australia in the 19th century to the contemporary period, marking the changing misogynous
practices and ideology as represented in these texts, and offering an analysis of the circumstances that have
generated these changes.
My research outlines the origins of misogyny in Chinese culture and traces its development in diasporic
Chinese communities exposed to both Chinese and Western cultural and philosophical traditions. Through
the analysis of literary texts by diasporic Chinese writers I trace continuity and change in behaviour and
attitudes as Chinese patriarchy meets Western influences (patriarchal as well as feminist) as refracted
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through the lens of a range of authors across a century. My reading analyses how diasporic Chinese women
respond to misogyny combined with other challenges such as racism and cultural stereotyping.
My thesis consists of four chapters. Chapter 1 provides a history of misogyny in Chinese culture, past and
present—starting from the prehistoric period, through the long feudal period to modern and contemporary
times. I explore how misogyny evolves over time and what forms it takes so as to provide a context within
which to read the literary texts.
Chapter 2 consists of three sections. In the first section, I discuss theories of patriarchy including Maria
Mies’ Patriarchy and Accumulation on a World Scale: Women in the International Division of Labour
(1986), Sechiyama Kaku’s Patriarchy in East Asia (2013), Pavla Miller’s Patriarchy (2017) and Valentine
M. Moghadam’s Patriarchy and Economic Development (1996), and Chizuko Ueno’s theory about
“transvestite patriarchy” (1996). I will focus on elements of these theories in the interpretation of my texts.
The second section analyses traditional misogynous practices such as foot-binding and polygamy, and the
fear of women’s sexuality in Poison of Polygamy, the first Chinese Australian novel written in Chinese by
an author with the alias Jiangxia Erlang, whose true name is identified by Ely Finch (2019) as Wong SheePing. The novel was published in Melbourne in instalments in the Chinese Times from June 1909 to
December 1910. The story is set in China and Australia during the second half of the 19th century, enabling
readers to see how misogynistic ideology and practices have migrated with the Chinese diaspora to
Australia. Wong/Jiangxia reveals the venom of these feudal traditions which are not only harmful to
Chinese women but also to the family and to society. The novel suggests the need for the reform and
abolition of these “poisonous” practices that have impeded China’s modernisation compared with the host
country Australia.
These misogynous practices are also exposed and protested against in Silver Sister, a novel published in
Melbourne in 1994—the focus of discussion in the third section of this chapter. Silver Sister is based on
the life story of an amah employed by the writer as a nanny. The story is narrated from the perspective of
the titular heroine in different settings—Canton, Hong Kong, Singapore and Australia—covering almost
the whole of the 20th century. Besides foot-binding and polygamy, the author also reveals that it is not only
men who oppress women but women persecute or exploit other women. The female protagonists in these
two novels offer a contrast: in Poison of Polygamy she is submissive while in Silver Sister she is endowed
by the author with a proto-feminist determination to expose the misogynous tradition. Thus the former
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becomes a victim and finally dies while the latter survives and lives an independent life. In both novels
these misogynous practices are revealed to be the products of Chinese misogynistic traditions, and the
different attitudes of the narrators can be understood to be the result of different historical contexts at the
time of writing.
Chapter 3 analyses changing misogynous practices as revealed in Maidenhome, a collection of short stories
written by Ding Xiaoqi in Chinese and published in China in the 1980s, then translated into English by
Chris Berry and Cathy Silber and published in Melbourne in 1993. The stories are set in China in the
second half of the 20th century. In the early socialist period, the practices analysed in Chapter 2—polygamy
and foot-binding—are abolished, yet new forms of polygamy appear: the trafficking of women as brides
in the poor and remote countryside as presented in “Indica” reveals the fate of a daughter who is transacted
as a bride to a far northern peasant family from the middle part of China in order to relieve the economic
stress of her family. The author implies that this is the fate not only of this particular girl, but the common
fate of many daughters, especially in the backward countryside. Another form of misogyny can be seen in
the husband who has another woman outside the marriage, which brings suffering to his wife as well as to
his mistress. This is revealed in two stories—“The Other Woman” and “If You Were still Alive”. Despite
the avowed Maoist aims to liberate Chinese women, in these stories Ding makes it clear that various
misogynous practices are still prevalent. Although classic patriarchy seemed to collapse, a new patriarchy
emerged. Women as well as men still lack agency in their choice of partner, as revealed in “Maidenhome”.
The changing nature of misogyny is not only reflected in different forms of practice, as this collection of
stories show, but the perpetrator of misogyny also changes.
The next novel selected, Born to Be Subservient Women, again reveals misogyny perpetrated by women
who project hatred and cause suffering to other women. The novel was published in China in 2003 by
Shanghai Wenyi Chubanshe (Shanghai Literature and the Arts Publishing House) and is written in Chinese
by the Chinese Australian writer Bi Xiyan. The story is told from a young woman, Xiao Liu’s, perspective
and set first in China in the Maoist period and then in Australia in the 1980s and 90s. The second half of
this chapter will analyse the representation of misogyny practiced by women and its causes.
Most of the examples of misogyny to this point take place in a Chinese setting. In the stories that take
place in Australia, misogyny is also conspicuous, though it takes different forms. Chapter 4 analyses the
second wave of Chinese migration to Australia and explores misogyny represented in the new diasporic
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writing. First, I analyse how misogynous ideology and practices are presented in Yu Ouyang’s The Eastern
Slope Chronicle, a novel published in Australia in 2002. Narrated from a male perspective, the novel
focuses on a few Australian Chinese immigrants in the period after the students’ movement in 1989. The
novel reveals a deep-rooted internalisation of misogyny that is exposed by Ouyang in the characters’ minds
and acts. I then move on to discuss how women are exploited to ensure the migrants’ survival and how
they respond to misogyny as represented in “Siao Yu”, a story collected in White Snake and Other Stories,
written in Chinese by Geling Yan and translated into English by Lawrence A. Walker, her husband. The
English version was published in San Francisco by Aunt Lute Books in 1999. Though the writer is now a
Chinese American, the story is set in Sydney during the second wave of the Chinese immigration to
Australia around the 1980s, and deals with misogyny in the form of a marriage of convenience as well as
the female protagonist’s method of countering misogyny. I conclude the chapter with an examination of
women’s subversion of traditional submissive roles as revealed in Swallowing Clouds, another novel
written by Lillian Ng, published in Australia in 1997. The novel is set before, during and after the student
movement of 1989. In this section I discuss the female characters’ response to misogynistic ideology and
practices in the new environment and analyse how traditional misogynous roles played by the mother-inlaw in relation to her daughter-in-law as revealed in this novel differ in the new world in the contemporary
era from those of the native country in the past.

What is misogyny?
The Oxford English Dictionary (1989, p. 877), Collins English Dictionary (1995, p. 877) and Collins
Australian Dictionary & Thesaurus (2004, p. 761) all defines misogyny as “hatred of women”, but as the
definitions given by dictionaries are too simple and narrow; a broader, more complex, understanding of
the term can be gleaned from feminist studies. Japanese feminist Chizuko Ueno interprets it as a “distaste
for women”, and “contempt for women” (2015, p. 1.). She explains that in a heterosexual society, both
men and women are engaged in misogyny as it involves not only men’s contempt for women but also
women’s self-contempt. In The Troublesome Helpmate: A History of Misogyny in Literature, Katharine
M. Rogers interprets misogyny as “hostility to women”; “denigration” of women; “fear of maternal power”;
“fear of female dominance which has haunted men, even in strongly patriarchal societies”; “reviling
women”; “fear and dislike of women”; “attacks on women” (pp. x-xi). Manifested in literature, misogyny
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might be expressed overtly but more often “appears in a disguised form”: it is “not only direct expressions
of hatred, fear, or contempt of womankind, but such indirect expressions as misogynistic speeches by
dramatic characters who are definitely speaking for the author and condemnations of one woman or type
of woman which spread, implicitly, to the whole sex” (xi-xiii). Rogers’ descriptions suggest that misogyny
is practised entirely by men, whose target is all womankind, and she argues further that her study of
misogyny in English literature presents it as “the negative side of men’s attitude toward women” (p. xv).
But misogyny might be women’s hostile attitude against women, as Manne argues: “women who aspire
to be ‘good’ have social incentives to distance themselves from a woman deemed ‘bad’ and “women
penalize highly successful women just as much as men do” (2018, p. 263). Manne refers to “patriarchal
settings” that “police and enforce women’s subordination” and “uphold male dominance”. She understands
misogyny to be:
primarily a property of social systems or environments as a whole, in which women will tend to
face hostility of various kinds because they are women in a man’s world (i.e., a patriarchy), who
are held to be failing to live up to patriarchal standards (i.e., tenets of patriarchal ideology that have
some purchase in this environment). (pp. 33-34)

Manne emphasises the social environment that generates misogyny and highlights the political dimensions
of misogyny by arguing that misogynists’ hostilities “must be part of a system that polices, punishes,
dominates, and condemns those women who are perceived as an enemy or threat to the patriarchy” (p. 34).
Thus the targets of misogyny are “bad women” and the aim of hostility is to promote “good women”—
those who “conform to gendered norms and expectations, in being loving mothers, attentive wives, loyal
secretaries, “cool” girlfriends, or good waitresses” (pp. 71-72)—and punish “bad women”—those who
resist or violate these norms and expectations (p. 49)—so as to maintain men’s dominant position. Thus
misogyny may also occur among women who are positioned in a misogynistic environment and have
internalised misogynistic ideology. And misogyny can both be “interdivisional” and “intradivisional”, to
use Louise Richardson-Self’s words. That is, misogyny can target all women as women or some of them
(bad women) (p. 264).
According to Ueno, misogyny under patriarchy is implanted by the husband into the mind of the wife who
then transmits it to her daughter, thus the wife/mother becomes the agent of misogyny (Ueno 2015, p. 134).
A man who is encouraged to disparage and abuse his wife sets up a misogynistic cycle: The daughter
witnesses her mother’s fate and fears a future life like her mother‘s. She might choose to prevent becoming
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a woman like her mother, or she might identify with her father and despise her mother, but in either case
the result is that the daughter identifies with patriarchy (pp. 135-137).
The Japanese literary critic Jun Etō (1967; 1988) describes women’s self-distaste as the “deepest feeling”
implanted into Japanese women by “modern times”. He argues that to some extent women’s self-distaste
can be said to be a “universal feeling” in women of all industrial societies (Ueno 2015, pp. 116-117). His
argument suggests that women’s self-distaste is restricted to time and space: it is a product of modern times
and it is limited to industrial societies. I propose that it transcends time and space. It has existed in the
distant past, and continues in the present and might determine the future for as long as patriarchal society
and patriarchal ideology still exists.
Both Adam Jukes and Chizuko Ueno agree that misogyny is a kind of disease. Ueno states in the preface
of her work that both men and women are susceptible to this disease (2015, p. 3). “It is a disease”, she
argues, “a cultural disease as well as a psychological one”—in fact, “more cultural than psychological”.
Misogyny, both male and female, has a deeply rooted historical, political, cultural and psychological basis,
and it is dynamic, as time and place changes.

A Note on Chinese “Diaspora”
Different names have been applied to the ethnic Chinese who reside outside the boundaries of China.
Nomenclature involves the politics of identity as it relates both to history and respect for the feelings of
the nominated (Tan 2013, p. 3). According to the Chinese scholar Zhuang Guotu, before the 20 th century
these people were referred to as huaren, huamin, huagong, huashang—the first two meaning Chinese
people abroad and the last two meaning Chinese workers and Chinese merchants abroad. According to
Wang Gungwu, from the late 19th and the early 20th century, the term huaqiao became popular. The English
equivalent is “Chinese overseas”. The term connotes the patriotic feeling of these people and their support
for China (Li et al. 2013, p. 17), thus it implies that they were strongly attached to and remained subjects
of China with the intention of return. This separated them from the host country and the local communities,
thus they were given the name “sojourners”, not without negative meaning; but as many settled down and
received citizenship of the host country, this term became inappropriate (p. 17). In addition, migrants from
Taiwan nowadays dislike to be conflated with Chinese mainlanders, preferring to identify as taiqiao,
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meaning overseas Taiwanese (Tan 2013, p. 4). Some scholars avoid these contestable terms by referring
to migrants of Chinese descent as those “with Chinese Ancestry” in their works (see Ling 1990; Sun 2007).
As the interest in the study of diasporas grows, especially since the 1990s, American and European scholars
have used the term “Chinese diaspora” for the Chinese outside the territory of China. But this term is also
problematic, as Tan argues that it suggests these people are “not rooted” or China-centred (2013, p. 3).
Robin Cohen argues that those migrants who have settled down permanently in the adopted country and
become integrated with the host society no longer fit this term. Alexander G. Larin in his studies about the
Chinese in contemporary Russia expresses a similar opinion—that these Chinese do not fit this label as
they don’t form communities in Russia (Tan 2013, p. 3). However, as Carl Dahlman points out, the
contemporary usage of diaspora among Western scholars in social sciences and humanities has gone
beyond its conventional reference to “Jewish diaspora and the cultural exile”. According to scholarship on
diaspora, diaspora has emerged as a “special form” of “transnational ethnic communities” characterised
by a “persistent sense” of belonging among members “across borders and generations”. It has been
integrated increasingly into “the lexicon of the multicultural, transnational, and cosmopolitan moment in
social inquiry”, denoting “transnationalism, multiculturalism, and hybridity”—border-crossing may be a
group or individual activity, members can preserve their source culture and their identity is multiple
(Dahlman 2007, pp. 485-487).
There have been two waves of immigration of Chinese to Australia. Though a small number of Chinese
were employed as cooks, carpenters and servants in Australia before 1820 (Rolls 1992, p. 32), the first
major wave of Chinese migration to Australia took place around the 1850s with the discovery of gold in
Victoria and New South Wales and later Queensland (Ommundsen 2017). Besides gold-diggers, this early
diaspora also included “coolies” who replaced the supply of convict labour from England (Yen 2013, p.
77). They are now recognised as “the old diaspora”, like the author and the main characters of The Poison
of Polygamy, who were called sojourners because they had a strong sense of Chinese community and
returned to China or had the intention of returning.
It was not until more than a century later that the second mass immigration took place. Whereas the
majority of the early migrants were lured by gold, the later arrivals immigrated for education, business,
freedom and safety. The Chinese from Vietnam and Cambodia were mainly refugees, and those from
mainland China came to study at institutes of higher education. Those from Hong Kong and Taiwan
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migrated in pursuit of business or to reunite with their family (Lee 1998, pp. 578-579). Among those who
obtained permanent residency were expatriates from the students’ movement, who met the requirements
of an “exile” status (McKeown 1999, p. 307). My use of the term “the new Chinese diaspora” for these
new immigrants in my last chapter is predicated on one of Monika Fludernik’s categories of diaspora—
“the movement of individual professionals and their families to mostly Anglophone industrial nations”
(2003, p. xiii). Here Fludernik refers to migrants who are cultural elites in their original country, which
suits both the authors, Ouyang Yu, Lillian Ng and Geling Yan, and the protagonists of their texts to be
discussed in this chapter. Ding Xiaoqi and Bi Xiyan in the previous chapter also belong to the new diaspora.
As the meaning of diaspora has evolved, so has misogyny. My next chapter will provide a history of
misogyny in Chinese culture, past and present.
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Chapter 1
A Brief History of Misogyny in Chinese Culture
Misogyny is trans-historical, transnational, and transcultural, but in different historical periods and in
different societies the forms and manifestations may vary. It has indigenous characteristics. But misogyny
appears to be historical, that is, it doesn’t begin with the beginning of human history. What we know of
some “pre-historical” societies where matriarchy was dominant suggests that in some cultures misogyny
was absent. Chinese misogyny can be divided into the feudal, modern and contemporary historical periods.

The Prehistoric Period
This refers to the period between the late Paleolithic and early Neolithic Age, a period known in China for
its matriarchal society. Fossils and cultural relics from all over China represented by “Hetao Man”,
“Liujiang Man”, “Zhiyu Man” and “Upper Cave Man” prove the existence of a matriarchal society. It is
believed that in matriarchal communes, a communist system was practiced where products were
distributed equally. Each clan was formed by common blood. Its members worshipped their common
ancestors. They lived together and were buried in the clan cemetery. With the advent of primitive
agriculture and domestic livestock farming, women were respected as inventors of this productive and
economic life. They gained a leading and dominant position. The matriarchal clan was established on
maternal blood relationship. Women enjoyed high social prestige because of their important roles in social
production and social life (Luo 2016, pp. 25-26.).
Women’s predominant roles were determined by the following factors: First, their important role in
economic life. In primitive society, men and women must share the labour and the division of labour was
simple: men were engaged in hunting and fishing while women were responsible for gathering, cooking,
sewing and breeding/looking after children, etc. But under a system of low productivity, men’s fishing and
hunting barely met the necessary demands of survival—being seasonal and of uncertain yield, whereas
women’s yield from gathering was comparatively stable. This vital role ensured the respect of the clan.
Second is the importance of women’ procreation and the worship of it. Primitive people regarded women’s
procreation as a magical power. In addition, due to low social productivity, humans constituted the entirety
of the productive force. The population and the strength of its constitution determined the wax and wane
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of the clan, so they valued women’s child birth. Women’s breastfeeding ability was also vital to the
sustainability of the population and the survival of the clan, thus women’s lofty position was well
established.
Third, women play the leading role in social life. They were the major administrators in determining blood
relationship and maintaining the strength of the clan, as well as organising political, economic and religious
matters, resolving internal conflicts, governing redistribution and marital affairs, etc. (p. 29).
During this period property was also matriarchal. The high esteem enjoyed by women was also proved by
burial rituals. In most cases, there were more funeral goods in women’s graves than in men’s (p. 30). Julia
Kristeva’s description of what she saw in China reinforces this:
I went to the Panpo Museum of pre-history, near Xi’an. The excavations begun in 1953 have
unearthed a village that modern Chinese archeologists consider to have been organized as a
primitive matriarchal commune, prior to the appearance of patriarchy, private property, and class
distinctions. In 1958, the findings were placed in a museum which, by a state decree of 1961, is
under the auspices of the State Council.
“It was the women who gathered the wild plants; by cultivating them around the house, women
invented agriculture, which allowed them to play a major social—and even political—role”,
explains Mme Chang.
Women not only cultivated the grain, but made the pottery and did the cooking.
We know that it was matriarchal essentially from the burial grounds. The women’s graves contain
more funerary objects—pottery, bracelets, bone hairpins, whistles, etc.—than the men’s. (Kristeva
1977, pp. 58-60)

If pre-historical society is matriarchal, then misogyny is historical. Women played the dominant role in
pre-historical society and were highly respected. But this dominant status declined during the period of
Yangshao culture and Longshan culture for a number of reasons:
First come changes in economic life. Farming became the major productive activity. Men began to take
up farming instead of fishing and hunting. This required strength, thus men began to take the leading role.
Simultaneously, women were engaged in domestic work and the value of bearing and breeding children
was debased as they lost the dominant role in economic life.
Second is the appearance of private property. The commune system in matriarchal society was replaced
by private property which led to changes in marital, familial and sexual life. The nature of labour also
changed. Women’s labour became private and secondary.
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Third is the shift away from procreation worship and an increase in patriarchal consciousness. As humans
began to know more about themselves, they were less afraid of nature and the worship of female
procreative power weakens. Men’s power to dominate finance was enhanced by dint of their dominance
in social productivity. Consequently, individual family units developed and men’s dominance was
entrenched in both social and familial life.
Fourth is population growth and the related more frequent occurrence of wars. As the population grew,
conflicts between clans were intensified. Wars broke out frequently and men’s defensive and protective
power for the maintenance and survival of the clan became increasingly important (Luo 2016, pp. 32-34).
As a result, Chinese patriarchy supplanted matriarchy, marked by androcentric theory and practice such as
hereditary kinship from father to son and the androcentric marital system during the Xia Dynasty (2070
B.C.-1600 B.C.). By the time of the Zhou Dynasty (c. 1046 B. C. -256 B. C.), a patriarchal system had
been founded on the nobility with the institution of the Zhou Ritual, which created clear gender hierarchy
with the division of inside and outside and associated demarcation of value as well as notions of superiority
and inferiority. The core of this patriarchy was lineal primogeniture that prescribes males’ superior and
females’ inferior positions. Even among women, there was a hierarchy of the elder and the younger, the
close and the distant, the superior and the inferior, depending on the social status of the males (Luo 2016,
p. 35). Regarding the marital system, patrilocal monogamy was established. Nominally, one man could
have only one wife, but he could have as many concubines as he liked. Polygamy guaranteed the absolute
prerogative of men over women in the marital system. The establishment of patriarchy is the beginning of
misogyny.

The Feudal Period
According to the patriarchal system of the West Zhou Dynasty (1046 B.C.-771 B.C.), women had no
independence, they were subordinate and restricted to the private sphere. They couldn’t participate in the
discussion of public affairs including familial affairs, that is, they had no say in state and family matters.
In addition, a woman must follow the threefold obedience: to obey her father or brother before marriage,
to obey her husband after marriage and to obey her son after the death of her husband. Women’s fertility
was no longer valued as in primitive society, but was viewed as an important duty. If women were sterile
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or if they bear girls, they were despised (Luo 2016, p. 42). Misogyny is not only manifested through sexual
discrimination, but also reflected in particular by another privilege assigned to men: Only a man could
divorce his wife, but a woman couldn’t divorce her husband. A man could repudiate his wife for one of
seven reasons: no male heir; adultery; unfilial to her in-laws; gossip; theft; jealousy; serious disease (such
as blindness, deafness, disability, etc.).
During the Spring and Autumn Period and the Warring States Period (475 B.C.-221 B.C.), various
philosophers express misogynous ideas. Confucius places women on a par with a petty man, “It’s women
and small-minded men that are impossible to nurture. If you’re close and familiar with them, they lose all
humility. If you keep your distance, they’re full of resentment” (Confucius 2014, p. 160.). Han Fezi, a
representative of the Legalist school of Chinese philosophy, goes further, expressing clearly that a husband
should be warned against the wife’s likely conspiracy and betrayal; to avoid this, he should use his force
and majesty to make his wife submissive. Han states explicitly that the wife should serve her husband (Luo
2016: 46). Bound by these ideas, women were not allowed to think, to speak, to act freely. They were no
more than living ambulatory chattels of men.
There are four prominent forms of misogynistic practice dating from the late slave period (2070 B.C.-476
B.C.) and persisting throughout the feudal period (475 B.C.-1840 A.D.): the importance placed on the
preservation of women’s chastity, polygamy, foot binding and prostitution.
The oppression of women is reflected in the requirement of “chastity”. A virtuous woman was to remain
a faithful wife to one husband, even if he was dead: as early as the Qin Dynasty (221 B.C.-207 B.C.),
emperor Qin Shihuang prescribed that if a widowed woman who had a child remarried, it would be
considered to be a betrayal and her child couldn’t claim her as mother (Luo 2016, p. 150). A married
woman suffered more than an unmarried one. Under the feudal patriarchal marital system, should a woman
leave her husband, she would be punished; whereas if a man deserted his wife, no punishment was involved
(p. 156). The requirement of chastity went to extremes in the Song Dynasty. Cheng Yi, the Confucian,
insisted a woman should starve to death rather than get remarried, “To starve to death is trivial, what really
matters is the loss of chastity” (p. 234). Thus, chastity was valued more than human life itself. A double
standard again was apparent: while a man could disown his wife and remarry, a woman could not. The
government colluded in the encouragement of chaste women, praising these women and erecting a chastity
archway to honour them. She and her family received material rewards for maintaining chastity. This
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occurred especially during the Ming Dynasty (1368-1644) (p. 235). It became so prevalent that even some
unmarried women followed suit. When the fiancé died after their engagement and before their wedding,
the fiancée refused to get married and preserved her chastity all her life. Some women went to the extreme
of choosing self-mutilation or even committing suicide rather than accepting a marriage proposal. And
during this period of their preservation of chastity, if they were seduced, raped, or touched bodily, or
merely teased by another man, some committed suicide to prove their chastity, by hanging, burning, or
starving themselves to death. Thousands of women died because of this ideology during the Ming and
Qing (1644 -1911) dynasties (p. 237). Since the late slave society, there had been a rule that the male and
female couldn’t have physical contact unless they were husband and wife. To preserve their chastity, some
women even refused to see a doctor to avoid being touched by him. Such a choice might mean unnecessary
suffering or even death (p. 234).
During the Song Dynasty (960-1279), faithful wives and chaste women became the major focus of the
Biographies of Chaste Women (Lienüzhuan), which is believed to have been compiled by Liu Xiang of
West Han (202 B.C.-8 A.D., also called the Former Han to mark it from East Han or the Later Han). Liu
selected stories about virtuous and chaste women from earlier classical works like the Book of Songs and
edited this book with the original intention of admonishing kings to be cautious in their choice of
concubines, believing that virtuous women could help the state and family prosper while “pernicious and
depraved” women would topple the state and ruin the family. Later this book became a didactic text for
women to follow in their speech and conduct (Rosenlee 2006, pp. 96-97). Among these virtuous women
were some who cut their thighs to cure their parents of diseases (it was believed that human flesh broth
was tonic and medicinal). In the dynasties of Yuan, Ming and Qing, there were cases in which women cut
their flesh, let their blood, removed their liver, or chiselled their brain to prove their filial piety or chastity.
Prior to Liu’s edition (C. 20 B.C.), this book had offered examples of women with various virtues and
wisdom that others might follow (Luo 2016, p. 241). The change of the contents in the Biographies of
Chaste Women reflects a change of values—the representation of the woman corresponds to social norms.
For a woman, the value of chastity transcended the value of life itself (p. 242).
Polygamy is an unequal marital system that establishes the absolute privilege and dominance of men over
women. Under this system, a man could marry many wives, without being bound by law or morality. There
were two major reasons for a man to marry many wives: first, to meet the requirements of posterity, and
second, to meet his sexual desire (Luo 2016, p. 86).
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According to Mencius, a man must show filial piety to his parents. There were three ways in which he
could be unfilial: first, if he followed their opinions without pointing out where they were wrong; second,
if he didn’t study hard to become an official to earn and save money so as to serve his elderly parents; and
third, if he had no male heir. Of these three unfilial ways, the last towered above the other two. This shows
that traditional Chinese society placed most value on posterity through the male heir. It made it quite
natural and lawful for a man to marry other women if his wife failed to produce a male heir. A law of the
Ming Dynasty stated: The emperor’s eldest son and other princes could marry two more women if they
had no son at 25. They could have four concubines at the age of 30 if they still had no son. A General
could have two concubines at 30 and three at 35 if he had no son. A Lieutenant could have a concubine at
30 and two at 35 in the same circumstances. An ordinary man over forty could have a concubine if he had
no son. The most important reason for polygamy was to beget male heirs. But under the concept of “more
sons, more happiness”, a man could have concubines even if he already had sons. The man’s wife could
not be jealous if her husband took concubines, otherwise, this would be a lawful excuse for him to disown
her. A good wife should offer to buy her husband concubines (Luo 2016, pp. 86-87). Besides the
consideration of having more male heirs, some men bought concubines to do housework when they were
elderly. A man was expected to marry a woman whose family conditions, including social status and
wealth, match his, and his wife was required to have four virtues: laudable personal qualities and
temperament, decorous appearance and bearing, appropriate speech and demeanour, and the ability to
manage the household so as to help her husband to breed children, to respect the elders and to love the
younger family members, to be industrious and thrifty in managing the household. There was a saying that
a man marries a wife for her virtue and took a concubine for sex (p. 87). In the feudal dynasties many men
married more than one or two concubines, and might have more than ten. Due to the low social status of
the concubines, they were often given as gifts to friends or awarded to a subordinate as prizes (p. 88). An
additional reason for the prevalence of polygamy was the degree to which it was deemed to be a symbol
of one’s wealth, power and social status. The higher a man’s social status, or the more powerful and
wealthy he was, the more concubines he might have. Though there were previous restrictions determined
by the man’s age, the condition of whether he had a son or not, and the number of concubines he might
have, in actual circumstances, men, especially those who were high officials and the powerful or wealthy,
could have as many concubines as they like. In the dynasties of Sui and Tang when polygamy was very
prevalent, men of noble and wealthy families might have “owned” hundreds of concubines (p. 88).
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However, not all wives’ positions were the same under this system. There was a hierarchy of wives known
initially as the “Teng Qie System”—a hierarchy of wife and concubines married to the same man. This
system originated in the Slave Society, became widespread in the Spring and Autumn Period (770 B.C.476 B.C.) and continued in later dynasties (p. 79). According to this system, the most important position
belongs to the wife (qi), next to the wife was her sister or niece (teng) as part of “dowry”, then came the
concubine (qie), originally slaves or captured prisoners, whose major role was to serve the whole
household, including sexual service to the master (p. 85). The privilege of this system was enjoyed at first
only by the nobility, but after the Warring States Period, an ordinary man could also marry as many women
as he liked or could afford. At this point in time the system became known as “Qi Qie System”, with one
lineal wife and the rest concubines (qie). The social status of the wife and concubines was quite different:
the wife was the mistress of the household and the concubines must follow her orders (most often related
to various housework) and succumb to her discipline (p. 91). Even among the concubines, there was a rank
of identity and status. While the “teng” and “qie” had clear identities, other concubines such as attending
slaves and household servants did not. Those who had identities were considered to be “ordinary” people
while those who had no identity, together with actresses, belonged to the lowest social class. These people
couldn’t marry “ordinary” people (p. 90). They could be bought and sold, and given away as gifts. That is,
they were not viewed as humans, but as commodities. Not only were slave girls and concubines controlled
by the wife, the latter could even decide whether they should live or die.
A wife was protected by the law while concubines were not. When they violated the law, punishment was
also different. For example, if a concubine beat her master, the punishment was more severe than for a
wife who beats her husband. The concubine could be sentenced to death for this. Nevertheless, if a
concubine was beaten by the wife or husband, the wife or husband might not receive punishment (p. 93).
The origin of foot binding is controversial. Some scholars believe it began as early as the Shang Dynasty
(c. 1600 B.C.-1028 B.C.), some say the Spring and Autumn Period, or the Warring States Period, or Han
(206-220), or the two Jins (265-420), or Tang (618-907), or the Five Generations (907-960), etc. (Luo
2016, p. 223). The most accepted opinion of both Chinese and Western scholars is that it started from the
end of Tang, as suggested by both Luo Huilan in Chinese Women’s History (2016, p. 223) and Julia
Kristeva in About Chinese Women:
The custom seems to date back to the beginning of the tenth century, between the end of the Tang
Dynasty (906) and the beginning of the Song (960). It is attributed to one of the great love poets and
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the second ruler of the Tang Dynasty, Li Yu (937-978), who is supposed to have compelled his
favourite Yaoniang to bind her feet so as to dance on the image of a large lotus flower. At first the
privilege of the aristocracy, the custom spread throughout the whole population. Mothers perform
the operation on their daughters before the little girls’ fifth birthdays. The toes are bent under the sole
of the foot, and the broken foot is then bound with several metres of bandages that stop the circulation.
The operation lasts ten to fifteen years, and the only reward of this unimaginable suffering is that it
transforms a woman into a fetish, and, thus, a pure object of love. By imitating in some way the fate
of her mangled and fetishized feet, a woman enters into the ‘code of love’—a code of tears and
suffering. (1977, pp. 81-82)

The bound foot (also known as the “golden lily” or the “perfumed lily”) along with its “little staggering
dancelike walk” became “the most erotic organ of the female body”. It helped a married woman “to gain
the respect and recognition of the in-laws”, who valued the beautiful tiny feet even more than her dowry
because the bound foot was a mark of the woman’s “capacity to suffer” (Kristeva 1977, p. 82) and
“absolute obedience to her husband and in-laws” (Rosenlee 2006, p. 140).
This practice of bodily disfigurement and torment which caused inconvenience in everyday life lasted
more than a millennium. Luo gives the following reasons:
It highlighted the feminine temperament as different from the masculine. Ancient Chinese society stressed
distinctions between males and females. Males should be masculine and females should be feminine, and
males should be strong while females should be weak. Whether foot-binding started from court dancing
or originated in the fashion of the upper class, it was inseparable from the aesthetics and norms of
patriarchal society. It added a unique symbol to females apart from their secondary sex characteristics.
This symbol stimulated men’s sexual desire and satisfied their sexual psychology, but also segregated the
inside from the outside. Foot-bound women stayed inside their chambers and abided by the rule that men
and women were forbidden bodily contact. This also helped to establish the formation of their humble
personality and infirm disposition which consolidated their dependence on men (Luo 2016, p. 225).
Foot-binding also highlighted social distinction. Bound feet symbolised male wealth, power and glory as
foot-binding was mainly prevalent in the court, among rich and powerful families, or in brothels. If poor
families bound their daughters’ feet, they did it roughly. Compared with women of Han, minority women
did so even more rarely. The more wealthy the family, the more tiny and delicate the girls’ bound feet
were, because during the foot binding, the girls must be looked after which was almost impossible for a
common family. It took several years for the girl to get a pair of tiny feet like lotuses, which marked her
family’s affluence and also marked her value. Thus when the match-maker came to arrange the girl’s
marriage, she would first observe the girl’s feet. Tiny feet were the prerequisite for alliance with a noble
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and wealthy family. To ensure their daughters would be married into such families, all households of a
certain class strove to bind the feet of their daughters (Luo 2016, p. 226).
One more reason given by Luo for foot-binding is to meet male aesthetic standards. In a male dominant
society, the appearance of the female was the essential condition to please the male. Since foot-binding
became a vogue, males became infatuated with foot bound females who were deemed to be delicate. In
addition, foot-binding was believed to bring about changes to women’s bodies and physiology which
would help them to produce offspring. That is, the foot bound women walked on their heels and as they
walked, their hips and pelvis were affected in such a way as to improve their child bearing capacity (p.
227).
Originally, foot-binding was a decoration to dancing which appealed to males so that it was observed by
women in aristocratic or wealthy families at first and later became widespread among the population. At
first a trend, it later became an enforced practice and even a standard for the choice of a wife. It reinforced
men’s dominance over women who were restricted more severely to the household by their bound feet.
Not only restrictive of women’s freedom, but causing great pain and suffering, foot-biding is a misogynous
practice.
In the Spring and Autumn Period and the Warring States Period (770-221 B.C.), a prostitute was a woman
whose artistic abilities, primarily as a musician and dancer, were employed to entertain an audience. The
woman didn’t provide sex for men, but as society developed, the meaning of ‘prostitute’ changed. She
began to sell her body, not just her talent (Luo 2016, pp. 211-212).
Prostitutes were divided into different categories: those who served the court with singing or dancing were
known as “court prostitutes”. Those who served generals and soldiers in the military camps were known
as “camp” or “military prostitutes”. Those whose names were listed in the record of musicians were known
as “official prostitutes”. There were also “household prostitutes” or “private prostitutes” who were kept in
private houses and “street prostitutes” or “business prostitutes”, the most common type, who provided
sexual services to their clients (pp. 212-213).
Prostitutes were also classified according to their professions or talents which included singing, music,
dancing and poetry (p. 213). They were drawn from prisoners of wars, or were the family members of
convicts whose possessions including their wives, children and slaves were confiscated. For example,
Emperor Ming Chengzu sent the wives and daughters of all the loyal ministers of Emperor Jianwen who
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opposed him to become prostitutes to be ravaged by soldiers. The trafficking of prostitutes became the
major source of private prostitutes. They were either sold by their parents or husbands primarily in times
of famine or abducted to be sold to brothels (p. 214).
When China was ruled by the first emperor of Qin, a great number of court prostitutes were kept in imperial
palaces and residences. With the development of commercial business, street prostitutes and private
prostitutes prospered and prostitution became commercialized. The Tang Dynasty was the most prosperous
period of feudal society during which the rules and restrictions relating to sex were comparatively loose,
thus there was an increase in brothels and prostitutes. When the feudal period moved into the Song, national
power had begun to decline and the rulers lacked the capability to maintain a large number of prostitutes,
so official prostitutes, household prostitutes and camp prostitutes dwindled or even disappeared. In the
Ming and Qing dynasties, there was a revival of prostitution, especially in large cities where transportation
was well developed (pp. 214-215). The Qing Dynasty levied a tax on prostitutes, thus affirming the
lawfulness of prostitution. The government issued laws for the administration of prostitution, some even
concerning the protection of prostitutes (pp. 218-219). Other misogynistic practices in late Qing Dynasty
included renting, pawning and selling of wives by husbands in the crisis of poverty and survival. Female
infanticide was also common to reduce economic pressure (Mann 2011, p. 58).

Modern Times (from the 1910s to the 1970s)
The early twentieth century witnessed a turning point in Chinese women’s history. Believing that China’s
“backwardness” was related in part to social practices such as polygamy and foot-binding, progressive
young men began to campaign against them. Political change began to affect classic patriarchal society
and resulted in the toppling of the Qing government which was replaced by the Republic of China (1912).
During the May Fourth Movement (1919) young educated men and women advocated “free social
interaction between the sexes” and free choice in love and marriage which was in harmony with the call
for modern nation-building. The “woman question” and gender relations became rubrics of revolution and
reformation. Women were encouraged to walk out of the inner sphere (nei) to the outer arena (wai) to
receive education and find work. Foot binding was abolished. Gender terms for Chinese women like “nüzi”
(girl, unmarried women) and “funü” (wife, married women) were contested and superseded with a
neologism like “nüxing” (female) imported from Japan by young people who studied there (Mann 2011,
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p. 47). They demanded the end of the classical separation of the sexes, deeming this to be a necessity if
China was to become a modern nation (p. 48).
But despite the reformers’ efforts, misogyny in various forms still prevailed. During these uncertain times
with incessant wars among warlords and civil wars between nationalist and communist armies, women
were “vulnerable to trafficking, rape and assault”, notably by the nationalist army because the communist
army was under stricter regulation resulting in their “exemplary sexual restraint” (p. 60). In addition, the
faltering Republican law was duplicitous in its dealing with the marriage problem. On the one hand, it
advocated monogamy, on the other hand, it encouraged polygamy by protecting concubines—a wife could
not neglect her husband’s concubine. This marriage law protected the interest of rich upper-class families
(p. 74). The divorce law hardly improved women’s situation either. Though it opened up avenues for
women to end an unhappy marriage, “social stigma, expense, economic concerns, and other factors
unaffected by changes in the law (such as difficulty of remarrying)” still made it difficult for most women
to opt for a legal procedure. The Republican reforms didn’t challenge the Confucian norm that stigmatised
remarried women and bolstered chaste widowhood. In addition, widows’ right to hold property was not
protected. Consequently the new law caused “unintended negative consequences for many women”,
according to Susan L. Mann (p. 75).
Although the communist government demonstrated its commitment to “equality” for men and women by
abolishing prostitution, putting an end to concubinage, commercial sex markets, female servitude and
promoting widow remarriage (Mann 2011, pp. 60-61), women didn’t gain real equality as in many places
they did not receive the same pay as men and they worked harder than men because they were expected to
work both outside and inside home (see Stacey 1983). During the Cultural Revolution, many young people
were sent to remote places in the countryside to work where young women became victims of sexual
violence and abuse at the hands of their colleagues, local peasants, and the cadres who took charge of them.

The Contemporary Period (from the 1970s)
Changes occurred with new government policies which allowed old forms of misogyny to resurface and
new forms to emerge. The government’s fertility control, beginning in the 1970s, developing into the onechild policy from 1979 and thereafter until 2015, met with resistance, especially in the countryside. It led
to sex-selective abortions as many Chinese people, especially those in rural areas, still had a preference
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for sons. This resulted in a high male sex ratio, and the shortage of women for marriage resulted in
kidnapping and trafficking for the marriage market and for sex workers (Hesketh et al. 2005, p. 1173).
Underground marriage markets appeared where agents mediated between families buying and selling
brides in poorer areas of China (Mann 2011, pp. 63-64). A preference for males contributed not only to an
increase in abortions but also female infanticide, gender discrimination, the devaluation of girls, and the
abuse of wives who bore daughters (Hershatter 2007, p. 33). Other types of abuse of girls included
deliberate neglect, malnutrition, and abandonment (Hom 1992, p. 257). Sharon Hom argues that the social
system played an active part in the death and abuse of girls, calling it “social femicide” (p. 260).
As the 1980s progressed, significant changes occurred regarding sexuality. In the previous decades, the
Communist Party had enforced puritanical rules as regards sexuality—according to Mann, “expressions
of individual sexual desire and performance were suppressed” (Mann 2011, p. 61). Premarital sex was a
taboo and non-marital sex more generally was forbidden. Although the number of people who condemned
pre-marital sex was diminishing, active pre-marital sexual involvement was still regarded as immoral and
irresponsible by most (Honig & Hershatter 1988, pp. 81-83). The high value placed on women’s chastity,
handed down from a Confucian heritage, was still influential. There were many cautionary tales that
stressed the ruin of women who lost their virginity, which functioned as a “guarantee of legitimate romance”
leading to “a decent marriage” (pp. 66). Female purity was still regarded as an asset, a means by which to
establish a happy marriage (Evan 1997, p. 106). Though it was stated that both men and women should
control their sexual desires, the responsibility in fact lay with women alone. Women’s chastity was
regarded as a social goal. According to one young Chinese woman: “Our concept of chastity is an
expression of the spirit of communist civilisation in the realm of love and marriage. Unmarried women
must preserve their purity; married women must be loyal to their own husbands. This is the social morality
that women must observe in a socialist society” (Honig & Hershatter 1988, p. 66). The desirability of
female pre-marital virginity was still the dominant discourse regarding sexuality (p. 195). In other words,
sexual double standards were prevalent. The warning given men and women regarding the danger of a
second sexual relationship was always aimed specifically at women. Women’s behaviour was used as the
yardstick for normative sexual morality, be it a deterrent against bourgeois liberty in love or a paradigm
of socialist virtues of self-sacrifice for the male lover (p. 105).
Though pre-marital sex was frowned upon, it was not prohibited, but pre-marital pregnancy was still
considered a stigma, a “loss of honour”. Such women became the target of rumour and gossip and were
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despised (Evans 1997, p. 106). An unmarried mother had no legal status and was considered to be immoral.
In addition, the fear of being discovered by others in case of an abortion put women under huge pressure
(p. 103). Pre-marital constraint was the normative expectation of women (p. 105).
Wifehood was defined in relation to the husband and to reproduction. Since the Maoist era, the dominant
discourse advocated that both men and women should conform to monogamy. But the focus was always
on the wives who were responsible for proper sexual behaviour within marriage. This clearly shows that
female conduct was still the main standard and measure of marital harmony. Monogamy as a principle of
sexual and gender relations often implied that wives should serve their husbands faithfully and selflessly
(Evans 1997, p. 113). Regarding reproduction, the responsibility for controlling fertility always fell on
women though both husband and wife were required to adopt contraceptive methods. Failed contraception
often resulted in forced abortions, and sterilisation of women was common. These practices and attitudes
indicate that women were the sufferers in body and mind, resulting in their resistance to or loss of interest
in sex which was connected with “pain, brutality and coercion”. Women were also under constant
surveillance and pressure to observe the birth control policy, which affected their sexual subjectivity and
experience (Evans 1997, p. 118). In sexual relations, women’s passivity and men’s activity was assumed
so that wives’ sexual enjoyment and arousal depended on their husbands. And to consolidate the marital
relationship, wives were often advised to put their husbands’ desires above their own. Even in this most
private aspect, pressure was placed on women to preserve family and social stability (p. 121).
As the demand for pre-marital chastity lay almost exclusively with women, responsibility for marital
fidelity also fell on women. When there was an intrusion of a third party in the marriage, fault was assumed
to lie with the wife who had failed to hold her husband’s affection. Even when the man was as responsible
as the “third party” woman in committing adultery, it was more often the woman who was castigated (p.
130). The female “third party” was marginalised morally and socially as an unacceptable woman whereas
husbands were often absolved, escaping punishment (pp. 198-200). There was social tolerance of men’s
adultery. The surveillance of women’s virginity and maintenance of the wife’s subordinate familial
position indicate the continuation of patriarchy from the past into contemporary times.
In the Post-Mao period (after 1976), the government changed its radical policy in support of divorce to
protect social stability. Wives were encouraged to be caring and supportive. Now women were told to
dress up prettily for their husbands and this was no longer understood to be a bourgeois activity (pp. 129-
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130). The sexual division of labour in the family was still maintained in that it stressed the husband’s
contribution to the family as creative while the wife’s was one of service (p. 131). Women’s role as wifemother was re-emphasized as they were told that the duties of a housewife were also a form of social
employment (p. 130).
Advice offered women on how to maintain their husbands’ affection in middle age when men were
vulnerable to the attraction of younger women indicates the dominant image of the “self-sacrificing,
considerate and nurturing wife”. They were told to make themselves attractive to their husbands, not to
criticise them but to show understanding (Evans 1997, p. 133). That is, wives should accommodate,
tolerate, and support their husbands for the maintenance of the family even if the husbands betrayed them.
The social expectation of wifehood was one of self-denial—a form of supplication to the dominant male.
In a word, women had no self-determined identity: At work, they were expected to place the state and
society above their own interests; within the family, they were expected to succumb to the needs of their
husbands. Women’s position was secondary.
As a market economy was put into practice and expanded, women were not only victims of gendered
layoffs, but some were abducted and sold into marriage and prostitution. They were also susceptible to
domestic and sexual violence at increasing levels (Evans 2002, p. 336). In these matters, women’s situation
worsened rather than improved, compared with the Maoist period when women enjoyed equality in work
and at home, at least in policy and as promulgated through propaganda. Polygamy and prostitution that
had existed in the pre-revolutionary period resurged under the market economy—an economy that
encouraged the commodification of women’s sexuality.
Economic reform brought wealth to many men and money symbolised the “essence of masculinity”
(Hinsch 2013, p. 163), resulting in new forms of polygamy. One of these, when a married man took another
woman without legal protection or social acknowledgement, was known as “ernai(s)”, meaning a second
woman besides a wife. Lang and Smart (2002) name these women the “second wife”. According to
Zundorfer, men took “ernai” to exhibit their manliness, or masculinity (Zurndorfer 2016, pp. 14-15).
Besides “ernai”, wealthy or powerful men also took “xiaomi”, meaning secretary-cum-lover. Women’s
bodies were thus commodified to meet the male sexual appetite and enhance the status of rich and powerful
men (pp. 26-27).
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A survey of the history of misogyny in Chinese culture demonstrates that misogyny is so entrenched that
neither political movements nor economic development has been able to eradicate it. Misogynistic
practices take different forms in different historical periods and they are all manifested in my selected texts.
Of these practices, the one which is most resistant to eradication is polygamy, in old or new forms, as
represented in most of the texts to be discussed in the following chapters.
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Chapter 2
Representations of Misogyny in the Pre-Socialist Period
This chapter analyses the role of patriarchy and patriarchal ideology in the perpetration of misogyny as
represented in two Chinese Australian texts: The Poison of Polygamy, a novel written by Wong Shee-Ping
in classic Chinese and published in a Chinese newspaper in Melbourne, The Chinese Times, during 1909
and 1910; and Silver Sister, a novel written by Lillian Ng in English and published in Sydney in 1994.
Though these two novels were published with an interval of almost a century, the settings are similar: The
Poison of Polygamy is set in both China and Australia and Silver Sister is set alternately in China and
Australia, and also in Singapore. The major story time of these two novels is before the establishment of
the People’s Republic of China; the first novel is set in the second half of the 19th century during the gold
rush in Australia and most of the second novel takes place in the first half of the 20 th century.

Patriarchy and “Transvestite Patriarchy”
The literal meaning of patriarchy is “the rule of fathers” (Mies 1986, p. 37). The concept of patriarchy
derives from the idea of the patriarch—“the leader of a clan or tribe”—which had been used by social
scientists long before feminists endowed it with a special meaning, (Sechiyama 2013, p. 8). Its use became
established in cultural anthropology in the second half of the nineteenth century. According to Sechiyama,
Sir Henry Maine was the first among the early cultural anthropologists to “offer a systematic theoretical
description of the patriarchal family”. Maine sets up the Roman patriarchal family as a model to describe
the characteristics of the ancient type and found that most often the patriarch, usually the father, wielded
absolute power over the entire household (p. 9). Male dominance today is not confined to the rule of the
fathers but extends to the rule of husbands, male bosses, and ruling men in most social institutions, in
political and economic fields, to “what has been called ‘the men’s league’ or ‘men’s house’” (Mies 1986,
p. 37). Pavla Miller argues that patriarchy, integrated in the Old and New Testaments in the Bible and in
Roman legal doctrines, “has been a powerful organising concept with which social order has been
understood, maintained, enforced, contested, adjudicated and dreamt about for over two millennia of
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Western history” (2017, p. 3). The same is the case in Chinese history, though Chinese patriarchy takes in
different forms with different particularities.
Chinese patriarchy is not embedded in the Bible, but in feudal ethics and rituals, notably in the social
philosophy of Confucianism, whose impact goes beyond China and extends to Korea and Japan. The
subordination of women and domination of men is the same in both Western and Eastern patriarchal
cultures, but definitions of patriarchy vary. Chizuko Ueno interprets patriarchy as “a system giving
authority to males and senior persons—from among the various asymmetric gender and generational
variables” (Sechiyama 2013, p. 18). This is close to the patriarchy of traditional Chinese culture.
Sechiyama Kaku defines patriarchy as “a comprehensive set of relationships and norms characterized by
a gender-based allocation of set roles and a distribution of power that places men in a superior position”
(p. 19). Sylvia Walby’s preferable definition of patriarchy is “a system of social structures and practices
in which men dominate, oppress, and exploit women” (Moghadam 1996, p. 21).
I suggest it might be more convenient to divide patriarchy into social structure and familial structure, as
there has been a division of patriarchy into two forms in the West over the last couple of centuries: the
private and public (Moghadam 1996, p. 29). Under a system of private patriarchy a husband or a father is
“the direct oppressor and beneficiary, individually and directly, of the subordination of women”. In the
public form of patriarchy women are expropriated collectively more often than individually and exploited
at all levels, and they are in a disadvantageous position in each institution (pp. 29-30).
Millett and Rich conceptualise patriarchy as “a powerful underlying ‘system’ perpetuated above all
through trans-historical habits of mind, and built into a whole range of institutions which helped enforce
and reproduce it”. They attach an important role to family in that it socialises children into a patriarchal
ideology which is then undergirded by other agencies of socialisation (Miller 2017, p. 60). Children’s
exposure to patriarchal ideology and practices comes not only from parents and other members of the
family, but also from other sources like the neighbourhood, the community, and the whole social
environment in which they grow up. Juliet Mitchell focuses on unconscious trans-generational
transmission (Miller 2017, p. 72), but the trans-generational transmission of patriarchal culture might be
both unconscious and conscious. Feminists like Zillah R. Eisenstein highlight patriarchy’s control of
women’s consciousness:
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Patriarchy as a political structure seeks to control and subjugate women so that their possibilities
for making choices about their sexuality, childrearing, mothering, loving, and labouring are
curtailed. Patriarchy, a system of oppression, recognizes the potential power of women and the
actual power of men. Its purpose is to destroy women’s consciousness about her potential power,
which derives from the necessity of society to reproduce itself. By trying to affect woman’s
consciousness, and her life options, patriarchy protects the appropriation of women’s sexuality,
their reproductive capacities, and their labour by individual men and society as whole. The sexual
organization to control women reflects the priorities of patriarchy. (Miller 2017, p. 77)

Marxist feminists tend to link patriarchy with capitalism, believing that capitalist productive relations are
the determinant forces of social inequality (Miller 2017, p. 78). However, patriarchy transcends political
regimes. It is not only embedded in capitalism but also entrenched in other political systems such as
socialism. As I will discuss in the next chapter, pre-socialist patriarchy impacts the socialist regime in
China. In a study of the transformation of patriarchy in different periods in Chinese history, Judith Stacey
(1983) puts forward the notion of a “new democratic patriarchy”, which is a compromise made by the
Chinese communist party with Confucian patriarchy. Patriarchy thereby becomes a trans-historical, transcultural, trans-regional and trans-regime system of power relations.
Classical Chinese patriarchy, Confucianism, prescribes women’s absolute submissive position to men and
proscribes women’s transgression of the established ethics, rites, and code of conduct for women, which
forms the solid basis for misogynistic ideology and practices. Classical Chinese patriarchy crossed the
gender divide. In large households, female patriarchs are represented by a mother-in-law in the oppression
and exploitation of a daughter-in-law, and by the wife who oppresses and exploits concubines and slaves.
Thus patriarchy in dynastic times, as illustrated in the two texts selected for discussion in this chapter, can
be defined as unequal power relationships based on gender, class, age and generation in that men dominate
women, the upper class dominate the lower class, the advantaged dominate the disadvantaged, the elder
dominate the younger, the older generation dominates the next. As the British feminist sociologist and
peace activist Cynthia Cockburn states, the gender order is always interwoven with “a social class order,
an ethnic order and other facets of power in society” (Miller 2017, p. 104). The Poison of Polygamy and
Silver Sister explore the domination and misogyny of women by women. They reveal how women
internalise patriarchal ideology and practices to the degree that they perpetuate a patriarchal culture.
Women collude with men to oppress and exploit other women, thereby perpetrating misogyny. These
women, to use Ueno’s term put forward in 1995, represent a “transvestite patriarchy”. She uses this term
to describe Japanese women who accept a low self-evaluation and internalise misogyny, thereby
oppressing other women and acting as agents of patriarchy themselves:
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Japan is often described by the cliché “mother-dominated society.” This in turn is often
misunderstood as indicating matriarchy. However, we have little if any firm evidence in the past,
let alone the present. Matriarchy is a red herring: “mother dominance” in Japanese society must be
seen as an aspect of patriarchy, in which the “Mothers” represent male fantasies and re-present
patriarchal thought. It is these “Mothers” who teach their sons to reproduce patriarchy in the next
generation. “Transvestite patriarchy” might be the best name for it: male dominance hiding behind
the skirts of the “Mothers.” It is a form of male dominance which keeps its female agents, the
“Mothers,” between itself and its victims, so that these “Mothers” can absorb the resentment of
their sons and the aggression of their daughters. Since it is able to deflect hostility from itself to its
female agents, “transvestite patriarchy” is more difficult to identify and overcome than more direct
versions of male dominance. (Ueno 1996, p. 15)

In Ueno’s study, “transvestite patriarchy” refers to the Japanese mothers who act as agents of traditional
patriarchy in their dominance over their sons and daughters. I will extend Ueno’s “transvestite patriarchy”
to my study of The Poison of Polygamy and Silver Sister where I identify the authors’ attitude toward
patriarchy, not only evident in men’s relationship to women but also in the portrayal of Chinese mothers
who carry out misogynous practices and inculcate misogynous ideology in their daughters, mothers-inlaw who dominate daughters-in-law, and wives who do the same to concubines, mistresses or girl slaves
in Silver Sister. This chapter will identify misogynous practices and ideology in the two texts—
misogynous practices and ideology that are similar (foot-binding, polygamy, the superiority of men over
women, etc.), but the perspectives chosen by the authors and the contexts differ. The Poison of Polygamy
is told from the perspective of a male narrator while Silver Sister is narrated by a woman. The background
of the first novel is a backward China with internal wars and foreign invasions and a more progressive
Australia ruled by law where women enjoy more freedom. The background of the major part of the second
novel is a poor China ridden with internal wars as well as the Sino-Japanese War.

The Poison of Polygamy: Misogyny Embedded in Traditional Patriarchy

Neither the Nationalist revolution nor rapid industrialization could assuage the humiliation of
bullying at the hands of foreign powers. To the contrary, integration into the global capitalist
system only exacerbated the general mood of cultural crisis. Stricken by a sense of national
emasculation, intellectuals and activists began to search for ideologies that could put their nation
back on its pedestal, thereby restoring collective honor to Chinese men.
—Bret Hinsch, Masculinities in Chinese History (2013, p. 153)

This section explores traditional misogynistic ideology and practices represented in the first Chinese
Australian novel, The Poison of Polygamy, published at a time when the Chinese diaspora suffered from
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racism in Australia. Around this time China’s military frustrations in the world triggered a self-conscious
diasporic identity and ethnic nationalism among the Chinese diaspora. In light of this, the progressive ideas
embraced in the novel are nationalistic rather than feminist, considering the historical context of the story.
As Kuo and Williams argue, Wong’s criticism of many aspects of old Chinese culture is “closely allied to
his nationalist agenda of seeking to create a modern social identity for Chinese Australians in the first
decade of the twentieth century” because the old China was too weak to protect the Chinese diaspora from
being discriminated against (2019, pp. 27-28)—“the suffering of the Chinese in White Australia was a
result of the despotism of the Manchu government” (Kuo 2013, p. 116). The novel clearly disapproves of
many of the female characters. It presents an ideal femininity and condemns unfeminine behaviour. The
language used to refer to and describe women is often negative. A dominant patriarchal consciousness
pervades the text. All these elements make the novel, despite the claim of its title, a conduit for misogyny.
The Poison of Polygamy (Chinese title “多妻毒”, in pinyin Duo qi du) is a novel published in serialised
form, made up of 53 instalments1, published in Melbourne in the Chinese newspaper The Chinese Times
from the 5th of June 1909 to the 10th of December 1910.2 The story is set in the second half of the 19th
century during and after the gold rush in Australia. My analysis begins with an introduction to The Poison
of Polygamy, and then explores its genre. The focus of my analysis is on its presentation of misogynous
practices and ideas, followed by a discussion of its misogynous elements. The novel is essentially
misogynistic despite its seemingly feminist propositions; it depicts polarised images of good and bad
women, it describes and belittles women in disparaging language. The seemingly feminist ideas expressed
through the narrative voice, that foot binding and polygamy should be abolished and that equality should
be established between men and women, are responses to issues at the time of publication, between a
decaying Qing dynasty (1644-1912) in China and the democratic Western country of Australia. These
_______________________
1

There are two instalments with the same number, 25, dated 6 November and 2 December 1909 in the Chinese lunar calendar, so
there are actually 53 instead of 52 instalments. Here “chapter” and “serial” do not mean the same as our understanding of them today.
The genre “chapter/serial novel” comes from the story-telling script of the Song and Yuan dynasties. In Chinese serial/chapter novels,
the chapter/serial is marked by a number, just as PoP is. “Serial” or “chapter” means “scene”, or “time”. In Song and Yuan, the stories
were told by a story-teller instead of being read, as many common Chinese people were illiterate at that time. The script of a story
was too long for the story-tellers to finish in one sitting, so they often ended one fragment with “if you want to know what happens
afterwards, please listen to me next time” to attract the attention of the engrossed audience (He 1982). The length of each scene is
nearly the same. Many chapter or serial novels have a title beside each number to summarise the main idea of a chapter, or rather,
fragment.
2

Mei-Fen Kuo states that its publication date is between 8 June 1909 and 16 December 1910 (2013, p. 222), but my research indicates
the first episode was published on 18 April 1909, and the last on 9 November 1910 (Chinese lunar calendar). Their corresponding
Gregorian calendar dates are 5th June and 10th December.
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progressive ideas are put forward from a nationalistic perspective rather than from a feminist stance. The
novel’s misogynistic nature is rooted in the misogynous Chinese culture of Confucianism though it
seemingly attacks Confucian ideas that oppress women.
Considered the first novel about Chinese-Australians to be published in a Chinese language newspaper
(Kuo 2013, p. 223; Huang and Ommundsen 2016), Duo qi du has gained the attention of critics and
translators. Huang and Ommundsen first translated its title from Chinese into English as The Poison of
Polygamy, and have analysed it from a postcolonial perspective (2016). Kuo notes the novel’s emphasis
on the value of kinship and brotherhood for Chinese immigrants, as well as its criticism of traditional
Chinese values and manners. Ely Finch translated the novel into English and published it with Sydney
University Press in 2019 in tandem with the original Chinese version. When the novel was first published,
the author used an alias, Jiangxia Erlang （江夏二郎）. Finch has done much work to discover its
author—Wong Shee-Ping (Huang Shuping) (黄树屏), an editor of the Chinese Times (Wong 2019).
According to Lydia H. Liu, writers in early print media which circulated among Chinese diasporas in many
places in the world, criticised the Qing dynasty in their works. To avoid censorship, these critics used
pseudonyms (Liu 2013, p. 42). The author of The Poison of Polygamy follows this trend, and uses
“Jiangxia Erlang” to denounce the corruption of the Qing government and to criticise the degeneration of
Chinese society. A political radical who advocated and supported an overturn of the corrupt Qing
government, Wong had already, according to Michael Williams, had many political rivals before he
became editor of the Chinese Times (Wong 2019, p. 5). It seems likely that he chose to publish under a
pseudonym not only to evade censorship, but also to protect himself from attack by his political opponents.
The novel is set in China and Australia, beginning between 1850 and 1860, during the Taiping Rebellion
(1850-64),3 Punti-Hakka Clan War (1854-1867)4 in China and the gold rush in Australia, and ending
______________________
3 Taiping

Rebellion (1851-1864): a massive civil war in southern China from 1850 to 1864, against the ruling Manchu Qing dynasty.
It was a millenarian movement led by Hong Xiuquan, who announced that he had received visions, in which he learned that he was
the younger brother of Jesus. At least 20 million people died, mainly civilians, in one of the deadliest military conflicts in history.
Hong established the Taiping Heavenly Kingdom with its capital at Nanjing. The Kingdom’s army controlled large parts of southern
China, at its height ruling about 30 million people. The rebel agenda included social reforms such as shared property in comm on,
equality between man and women, and the replacement of Confucianism, Buddhism and Chinese folk religion with Christianity. The
Qing government eventually crushed the rebellion with the aid of French and British forces. In the 20th century, Sun Yat-sen, founder
of the Chinese Nationalist Party, looked on the rebellion as an inspiration, and Chinese leader Mao Zedong glorified the Taiping
rebels as early heroic revolutionaries against a corrupt feudal monarchy (Dillon 2016, pp. 663-664).
4 Punti-Hakka

Clan War (1854-1867): a series of battles between the Punti and Hakka peoples, concentrated mainly in the County of
Xinning (now Taishan). Punti has become a commonly used word in Hong Kong law courts and other authorities. It is a transliteration
of Cantonese “Boon Dei” meaning “local” (Liu 2003).
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between 1880 and 1890. The story is told by an omniscient narrator who interrupts the narrative from time
to time, commenting on an event, criticising a social problem, or initiating a dialogue with the reader.
The dominant theme of The Poison of Polygamy is a criticism of polygamy as performed by the central
character Shangkang (Sheung Hong) 5 who is addicted to opium and poverty- stricken. Having no money
to treat his sick mother and to bury her after her death, he is supported by a cousin of his wife, Ma. The
cousin provides him with money for a trip to Australia where he hopes to get rich quickly. During the trip
and after his arrival in Australia, he is helped by a clansman whose name is Huang Peng, but referred to
in the novel as Chengnan (Ching Nam), his style name. 6 Shangkang earns some money with the help of
Chengnan and another countryman Chen Liang (Chan Leung). He plans to buy a concubine after his return,
but soon after returning to China, squanders the money in the opium den and the plan is dashed. As he and
Ma have been childless, they adopt a son, naming him Jinniu (Kam Ngau). Chengnan invites Shangkang
to go back to Australia and he agrees. Chengnan is prosperous in business, establishing a furniture store
and lets Shangkang manage it. Shangkang is now known as a rich merchant in Chinatown and he is once
again thinking of getting a concubine. This time he succeeds in buying Qiaoxi (Tsiu Hei), a slave girl
smuggled to Australia. Shangkang indulges in opium smoking and neglects Chengnan’s business. He,
Qiaoxi and their two daughters live extravagantly on Chengnan’s investment. When Chengnan’s business
is nearly bankrupt, Shangkang and Qiaoxi abscond to China, making a clansman Rongguang (Wing
Kwong) a scapegoat for the failed business. Soon after their second return, Ma becomes pregnant and gives
birth to a son. Out of jealousy, Qiaoxi poisons Ma and smothers the baby. When Shang- kang discovers
the truth, he is angry and remorseful, but unable to do anything to Qiaoxi. He dies of grief. Qiaoxi resumes
a morally loose life in China. One of her lovers, Jing (Ah King) covets Jiuniu’s wife. Afraid of Jinniu’s
revenge, Qiaoxi conspires with Jing to kill Jinniu. Their scheme fails and Qiaoxi is caught by the towns_______________________
5 Finch

translates the characters’ names according to their Cantonese pronunciation. My thesis uses the names according to standard
pinyin of mandarin with Finch’s translation in the brackets correspondingly.
6 Style

name: also known as courtesy name. In ancient China, a man used to have two or three names. When he was a child, he had
called a pet name. When he went to school, he had a formal name. After he became an adult, he got another name, which is called
“style name”. Style name was usually based on the meaning his formal name. For example, the formal name of the famous general
Zhang Fei (220-265) in the Three Kingdom Period is “fei”, meaning “fly”. His style name is “Yide”. “Yi” means “wing” and “de”
means “virtue”. The connection between his formal name and style name is that to be able to fly is the result of the virtue of the
wings. The formal name was for the elder generation and people of a superior position to call a person while other people call him
by his style name, otherwise, it would be considered impolite. It was not until the Yuan dynasty (1271-1368) that an ordinary person
ceased to have a style name. Those who still have a style name are the ones marked with extinguished social position.
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people and the villagers who want justice on behalf of Jinniu, the murdered Ma and her baby son. This
results in Qiaoxi’s execution by lynching.The novel is eloquently written in classical Chinese. The
language is lyrical; the descriptions of the natural world reflect the inner life of the characters. The
historical and literary allusions are pregnant with meaning. The plot is well-constructed and its social
criticism is overt. But although the interposed authorial comments offer criticism of misogynous ideas and
practices, the text also reinforces the belittlement of women, the preference for submissive wives, and
describes female characters in pejorative terms.
For Western readers and readers unfamiliar with Chinese literary history, The Poison of Polygamy might
be read as a picaresque novel (see Huang and Ommundsen 2017), but its genre is “new fiction”, which has
its origins in the magazine New Fiction, established by Liang Qichao in Yokohama of Japan in 1902
(Zhang 2015). According to Kuo, Liang visited Australia during October 1900 and April 1901 (2013, p.
96), followed by the circulation of his New Fiction (p. 156), so it is likely that this genre was made known
in Chinese-Australian literary circles during this time. The Tung Wah News (former name of the Tung Wah
Times) also published Liang’s collection of speeches and thoughts written in Sydney and circulated it
widely in the Chinese-Australian community (p. 99). The Tung Wah Times was an agent for Liang’s
literary journal New Fiction and shared his opinion of the social value of the novel, arguing that “the novel
and other new forms of literature had the power to reform society” (p. 156). The Chinese Times carried on
the reformist ideas of the Tung Wah Times and goes further: unlike the conservative Tung Wah Times, the
Chinese Times sympathised with Chinese revolutionaries and shared their anti-Manchu views, which is
reflected in The Poison of Polygamy, consistent with Liang’s ideas.
Liang’s The Future of New China (1902) is a prototypal novel of new fiction. Feeling that the old genres
had failed to ameliorate social problems, this new fiction was created by Liang with the aim of enlightening
people and promulgating new knowledge and learning (Wang 1993). However, what Liang and the other
innovators of this genre stress is that “new fiction” involves a specific method of narration, and specific
subject matter while still preserving the serial or chapter form of traditional novels. The narrative of the
new genre, however, centres on the revelation of social darkness, emphasising the need for social reform
and praising innovation (Xia 2017). It should embody the progressive ideas of the time. According to its
content, new fiction can be divided into political fiction, social fiction, and historical fiction. The Poison
of Polygamy belongs to social fiction in that it criticises many social problems prevalent at the time.
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Apart from its attack on the evil of polygamy, The Poison of Polygamy is punctuated by the narrator’s
criticism of superstition (Wong 2019, pp. 80-97), opium-taking, charlatanism (pp. 88-93), and foot binding
(pp. 196-199). These are exactly what the title means by “poison (du)”. According to Liang Qichao, the
retrogressive traditional beliefs and practices in China’s thousand year history were “poison” that needed
to be “washed out” (Hinsch 2013, p. 136). But “poison (du)” in the title is ambiguous. It might refer not
only to these harmful beliefs and practices, but also to the poisonous personality of Qiaoxi.
The Poison of Polygamy is studded with criticism of misogynous practices and ideology (polygamy, footbinding, women’s lack of education and their submissiveness) through the narrative voice or the characters
as spokespeople. The narrator sympathizes with women suffering from the pain of bound feet; he criticises
women’s lack of education; and he advocates for women’s liberation from patriarchal thought and
submissiveness to men.
Polygamy is unequivocally condemned throughout the novel, both in the narrator’s own words and through
the mouth of Zhou Suiqing (Chau Sui Hing), Shangkang’s friend. The narrator praises the wisdom of
monogamy and laments the bane of polygamy in the opening lines of the story:
Monogamy is the most perfect of system, but China is a country of polygamy, and consequently of
gloomy boudoirs and extinguished happiness. The collapse of whole families is often heard of, and
time and again bedchamber changes are the cause. In lament of this, I have chosen from village
events the saddest and most tragic, in order to hold a lens to society. (Wong 2019, p. 80)

Consistent with the narrator’s opinion, Zhou criticises polygamy performed by Chinese men, which is
most harmful to humanity and ethics:
They…fill their intramural entourages with painted beauties, who, in the end, vie amongst each
other for favour, in a contest of charm that throws a sea of jealousy into violent upheaval. Beyond
enumeration is the catalogue of those who have lost their families or countries on this account.
How lamentable that is…. In polygamy, envy secretly grows, love necessarily dissipates, and,
alongside, ill feeling arises. When ill feeling has accumulated in a family, what happiness is there
to speak of? (p. 310)

In criticising polygamy, however, the author and the character Zhou don’t blame the patriarchal marriage
system itself but attribute the tragic result to women’s jealousy.
Foot-binding is represented with sympathy for the victim and criticism of this shabby tradition. Ma is a
representative victim. In describing a pitiable scene in which she walks very slowly on her bound feet to
cut the grass and later is found crying from the pain of her bleeding feet, the narrator’s sympathy for the
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foot-bound women is clear:
Alas, that pairs of plain and natural feet should be thus transmuted into these putrid ulcerated
appendages! Of what are our Chinese women guilty that they should suffer this punitive
amputations? Perhaps the wicked practice’s instigator Li the Last eats thereby his fill of flesh. (pp.
196-198)

The scene reveals the narrator’s unequivocal objection to the practice of foot-binding as he compares this
practice to the penalty of having one’s feet cut off and suggests that the initiator of this practice should be
punished in the afterworld, indicated by “eats his fill of flesh”. But on the other hand, the narrator blames
women for carrying out this crippling practice on their daughters at this late stage of their physical
development, denigrating them as “these are women who lack intelligence”, instead of condemning the
perverted patriarchal aesthetics imposed on women. The fact is, a girl from a poor family had to help with
housework or farm work and couldn’t start foot binding early because during foot binding she couldn’t
work and needed someone to look after her. But if she didn’t have her feet bound, a suitable marriage
would be difficult. Thus the author does not recognise the injustice of blaming women here.
In the novel, the narrator deplores the fact that women’s lack of education makes them resort to
superstitious practices to cure disease, as Ma does when her mother-in-law is sick (p. 84). He also reveals
how women’s lack of education prevents husband and wife from enjoying privacy of communication,
when Ma can’t read Shangkang’s letter and has to ask others to read it for her (pp. 202-206). The author
attributes the unique submissiveness of Chinese women to the problem of women’s education (p. 230). He
criticises Chinese women who are exposed to liberty in Australia, the country of freedom, and become
unrestricted in their immoral behaviour, which is also the result of their lack of education (p. 324). Besides,
he attributes women’s failure to bring up their children to become good citizens to their lack of education,
as exemplified by Ma, who is criticised from time to time for her ignorance, especially when she spoils
Jinniu, a naughty boy who dislikes school and often plays truant:
Alas, our country’s women are ignorant and silly, no different to the savages of the various islands. How,
on deduction, might a country produce good people when there is no education in the home, only the
selfish love of a parent for its young? (p. 252)

Here the author’s criticism is obviously partial. Lack of education is not Chinese women’s own fault as
they are brought up in a culture that advocates “ignorance is virtue” and they are deprived of the chance
to receive an education. His advocacy of women’s education isn’t aimed at women’s personal
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improvement, but at cultivation of good people for the nation. Women are still confined in the inner space
of home and their productive role is reinforced. Here we can see the author’s seemingly feminist ideas as
motivated by nationalism.
The narrator criticises women’s submissiveness explicitly in Instalment 26:
Alas, our country’s women are possessed of an especially subservient nature. Holding to the dictum
Thou shalt not disobey thy husband, they are wont to steadfastly endure, without the slightest
feeling of resentment, whatever insults and beatings their husbands care to mete out. Their claim
to a feminine virtue of feebleness unique throughout the globe stems in fact from the inability of
education to spread, as a result of which their intellects have not been fired. One of the causes of
this is the sorry state of women’s rights. (p. 230)

The narrator exclaims this when Shangkang returns home after a six-year separation and is indifferent to
Ma. Yet she doesn’t resent him despite his snub but suppresses her feelings. The next morning, Ma gets
up early to do the housework while Shangkang is still lying in bed. Before he gets up for breakfast, she
waits on him, washing his face and preparing a towel and water for him.
The novel seems to critique arranged marriage. Qiaoxi is a slave girl of 18, brought from China to Australia
to be married to Gong Luo (Kung Lok), a rich bachelor of nearly 50. This is arranged by her master Huang
and her mistress Mrs. Huang. She breaks off the arrangement in Australia. In China where marriage used
to be arranged by parents, this practice is common: a slave girl had no say in whom she should marry but
had to comply with the choice made by her master and mistress. The objection to arranged marriages is
expressed by Ma’am Lian (Lin Neung), a woman hired by Gong Luo to serve Qiaoxi. When she sees that
Qiaoxi is reluctant to marry Gong, she encourages Qiaoxi: “Worry not miss, here [in Australia] men and
women must be willing before a wedding can take place” (p. 272). Later, Huang wants Ma’am Lian to
persuade Qiaoxi to accept Gong because he has accepted Gong’s substantial sum of money for the
engagement and is reluctant to revoke it. If Qiaoxi insists on refusing to marry Gong, Huang will have to
refund Gong. Ma’am Lian, however, acts against Huang’s will as she herself feels that Gong is too old and
his appearance is not appealing. Again she encourages Qiaoxi: “if my mistress can find it in her to
persevere, this old handmaid selects again on your behalf for a fine match” (p. 272).
In the pronouncements made by Zhou Suiqing, Ma’am Lian as well as the narrator himself, we can see
these seemingly feminist responses to a misogynous ideology and associated practices represented in the
novel: Zhou and the narrator advocate monogamy against polygamy and demand equality between men
and women, Lian stresses the freedom of marriage, and the narrator stands against foot-binding and the
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submissiveness of wives to husbands; he also advocates education for women.
Without considering the historical context of these representations, one might take these ideas expressed
by the narrator and the character Zhou as feminist. However, they are not intrinsically feminist but
nationalistic and even masculinist. The text is set in a period when China was invaded and defeated
repeatedly during the Opium Wars (1840-1842, 1856-1860), the Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895), and the
Siege of the International Legations (1900-1901), which made China degenerate into a semi-colonized and
semi-feudal country. These recurrent defeats at the hands of alien forces, as Bret Hinsch argues, “made
Chinese men feel neutered or feminized and this helped fostering nationalist sentiments” (Hinsch 2013, p.
135). Progressive men began to see themselves through Western eyes. Now they thought that China’s
relative weakness and backwardness was related to the “woman problem” and the previously admired
submissive women whose bound feet and seclusion from public life had symbolise purity and morality
now became markers of backwardness that must be modernised (Brownell and Wasserstrom 2002, p. 28).
Polygamy, opium smoking and foot binding, according to Zurndorfer, “came to represent China’s
backwardness in the face of imperial encroachment and cultural denigration by foreign powers” (2016, p.
13), as presented to the throne by the famous reformer Kang Youwei:
Now China is narrow and crowded, has opium addicts and streets lined with beggars. Foreigners
have been taking pictures and laughing at us for these things and criticizing us for being barbarians.
There is nothing which makes us objects of ridicule so much as foot binding. I, your humble servant,
feel deeply ashamed at heart. (Hinsch 2013, p. 133)

It is the feeling of shame that foot binding is a stigma of a retrograde China that stimulated these Chinese
men to abolish it. Polygamy is another part of the modernization project. According to Dikötter, Chinese
nationalist reformers thought polygamy typified the debilitating sexual degeneration that had been
responsible for China’s decline (Zurndorfer 2016, p. 13). The urge to learn from Western countries is
another factor that prompts them to abrogate polygamy, as another famous progressive Chinese man, Hu
Shi, expressed in a letter to his mother: “Your son always supports monogamy, because this is the system
prevailing in all the civilized societies” (p. 24). Neither is women’s education advocated for women’s own
sake, but to enable them to raise good citizens for the country (as expressed by The Poison of Polygamy).
Apart from nationalism, however, there is another reason for the abolition of these practices—the
progressive reformists’ frustrated masculinity. No progress-minded young man wanted to have an illiterate
wife with bound feet. This doesn’t mean that they valued gender equality, as Zurndorfer argues, but rather,
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that “an educated woman was an asset to them” (p. 25), that is, it was a humiliation of their modern
masculinity to have an “outdated” wife. Thus the opposition to these traditional practices is represented in
this novel with a strongly nationalist and masculinist perspective rather than a feminist one. Judging from
its depiction of women—Ma as the paragon of femininity, Qiaoxi as the stereotype of the shrew, Ma’s
mother and Ma’am Lian as the stereotype of snobbery – as well as a language that belittles and despises
women and the male characters’ preference for a subservient wife, the novel is misogynistic despite its
progressive messages.
Noteworthy female characters in the novel include the main characters Ma and Qiaoxi, and minor
characters Ma’s mother, Ma’am Lian, and the Chinese wives. All of them except Ma are depicted
negatively as having various defects. Even Ma is not without fault and her virtues are nothing but the
patriarchal norms of ideal femininity. Qiaoxi is the egregious villain of the text, outdoing even the antihero Shangkang.
Ma, the only positively portrayed female character in this novel, is depicted as a paragon of virtue as wife,
daughter and daughter-in-law. Her most prominent virtue is filial piety. Filial piety has a very important
role in Confucianism not only as a personal virtue and family virtue but as the basis and source of public
virtue. According to Li-Hsiang Lisa Rosenlee (2006) in Confucianism and Women, filial piety is the
consistent theme of the Four Books (The Analects, The Great Learning, The Doctrine of the Mean, and
The Book of Mencius). In the Book of Li (Propriety) and also reiterated in the Four Books for Women,
women are required to follow the guide of proper conduct: fude, furong, fuyan, and fugong. Fude means
women’s virtue: to abide by the rules of propriety. Furong refers to women’s appearance: to look clean
and tidy instead of appearing tawdry. Fuyan requires women to be careful of their words. Fugong means
women’s mastery of household skills such as weaving, spinning and food preparation (pp. 104-105). In
the Qing dynasty, the standard for a virtuous woman is filial piety, chastity, and faithfulness in marriage
(p. 100). According to the Four Books for Women, a woman’s major function is to serve others and she
must behave in a modest and humble way; she must serve her husband; she must avoid conflict with her
husband and be considerate of him; she must observe the four virtues; she must be faithful to her husband;
she must be submissive to her parents-in-law’s will (p. 119). All these virtues are demonstrated by Ma in
The Poison of Polygamy —she is presented as the perfect model for the four womanly virtues.
At the beginning of the novel, her mother-in-law is sick and Ma is worried about her. She stays with her
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and nurses her while Shangkang is in the opium den. To get the money for treatment, she pawns all her
possessions including her new cotton-padded coat. When the old lady dies, they have no money for the
funeral and burial. Her filial piety moves the relatives who raise money for these occasions. She is also
filial towards her own mother. When she receives Shangkang’s money remitted from Australia, she shares
it with her mother. She also gets along well with her neighbours, relatives and in-laws and never quarrels
with them. Her filial piety goes further. According to Mencius, failure to bear a male heir is the greatest
violation of filial piety (p. 140). From the beginning of the story to the end of her life, Ma does her best
for the continuation of the Huang family line. During Shangkang’s absence from home, Ma lives through
poverty, hard work, and loneliness. When she feels that life is too hard, she wants to hang herself, but
considering that she is still childless, she gives up this idea. After Shangkang returns from Australia and
they are still childless, Ma is worried and persuades Shangkang to buy a boy to be adopted as their son.
Shangkang agrees and they adopt Jinniu, ensuring that the family line is continued and Ma’s long time
wish is fulfilled. When news of Shangkang’s marriage to Qiaoxi comes to Ma, she feels very miserable.
She considers killing herself, but remembers her duty to bring up Jinniu. She also thinks of the Huang
family line and comforts herself by thinking that the family blood might be carried on through Qiaoxi.
Besides her filial piety, she shows obedience to her husband and tolerance towards his concubine.
Although she is snubbed by Shangkang who despises her for her loss of youth and beauty, she still serves
him, doing all the housework. Although she is angry and sad to learn that he has broken his promise and
married Qiaoxi, she overcomes her personal feelings, telling herself that she must obey her husband,
believing it is fair according to law and nature that Shangkang takes a concubine. When Shangkang brings
Qiaoxi home, the latter disregards traditional rules that stipulate that a concubine should be respectful
towards the wife. Ma doesn’t force her, let alone punish her for breaking traditional rules. On the contrary,
she allows herself to be bullied and humiliated by Qiaoxi who calls her names such as “cunyu (村嫗)”,
meaning old village woman (Wong 2019, p. 361). Ma’s modesty and tolerance enable them to live in peace.
She knows her husband loves Qiaoxi and she doesn’t want to act against his will.
She is also faithful to Shangkang. Years of hard work, poverty and loneliness haven’t changed her love
for him. Before Shangkang’s letters arrive, Ma’s mother urges her to remarry, saying that he might have
been swallowed into a fish belly in the ocean or might be dead on an island of savages. Ma is very angry
hearing this and declines her mother’s suggestion bluntly.
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Such is Ma, a woman who fits in well with the standard patriarchal femininity: filial to both parents and
parents-in-law, submissive, understanding, tolerant, hardworking, thrifty (she saves Shangkang’s earnings
as much as she can apart from necessary expense), and faithful. She has all the virtues required by both
the Book of Li and the Four Books for Women. She is altruistic in her service to others and always takes
into consideration others’ feelings and needs before her own. As a product of a patriarchal culture, she is
meek and weak and becomes a victim of the patriarchal marriage system of polygamy. Her death as well
as that of her baby son highlights the wickedness and cruelty of Qiaoxi, whom the author blames for the
tragedy, rather than blaming the unequal marriage system itself.
Qiaoxi is depicted as a shrew—“a woman who is verbally aggressive, sexually immoral, and physically
strong” (Brownell & Wasserstrom 2002, p. 45), whose behaviour and personality are immoral, disobedient,
and unfeminine.
Qiaoxi is also depicted according to a by-product of patriarchal ideology: fear of the sexually insatiable
woman. She is a woman of easy virtue and the villainess in the novel. While she is still on the ship to
Australia, she starts a sexual relationship with Shuangde (Song Tak), a man who is entrusted with escorting
her to the new country, and they pass themselves off as husband and wife. The narrator calls her a “trollop
(dangfu)” (Wong 2019, pp. 264-265). She agrees to accept Shangkang as her husband not because of love,
but because of his stupidity and seeming honesty. That is, she can do whatever she likes without fearing
he will discover it, or even if he discovers, he won’t control her. She is right. After marriage, she resumes
her affair with Shuangde while having sexual intercourse with other men. Even though Shangkang is told
by his clansman what she is doing, he can do nothing to control her. She knows how to bring him to heel.
When they are back in China, she has a villa built away from other villagers and neighbours so that after
Shangkang dies, she can continue doing what she used to do in Australia—having sex with Jing and other
men. The narrator frequently describes her as a sexually insatiable woman—“meeting every night, on the
pretext of theatre-going, with the objects of her affection”, and her home in Chinatown is described as
resembling a “brothel” with “wild bees and wandering butterflies going unceasingly to and fro” (p. 328).
Here “wild bees” (kuangfeng) refers to dissolute men and “wandering butterflies” (lang die) refers
specifically to Qiaoxi. These two metaphors are used to imply Qiaoxi’s life of debauchery. Close to the
end of the story, the author again exaggerates Qiaoxi’s sexual insatiability—after Shangkang’s death, she
seduces young ruffians to her villa where they “congregated and debauched day and night” (p. 376). They
entertain themselves to such an extent that her house is turned into “a striking likeness to a brothel” (p.
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378).
Qiaoxi is not only depicted as a woman of loose sexual morals, she is also cruel and inhuman. Qinglian is
an orphan left by Shangkang’s clansman whose wife has died and who has entrusted Shangkang and Qiaoxi
to bring her up. To outsiders, the girl is seen as their adopted daughter, but in fact, she is treated as a slave.
Qiaoxi often abuses and flogs Qinglian. The little girl is tortured and treated so badly that she is all skin
and bones. What’s more, Qiaoxi often burns the girl’s lips to prevent her from betraying her debauchery.
When Shangkang asks Qinglian if what is rumoured to have happened between Qiaoxi and Shuangde is
true or not, Qinglian eventually confirms Qiaoxi’s adultery. Qiaoxi knows this and torments Qinglian more
severely. She heats a piece of iron until it is red hot and applies it to Qinglian’s mouth so that her mouth
and lips are burned and ulcerated. Qinglian shrieks with pain, which arouses the attention of the neighbours.
They report this to the police and Qinglian is saved, but Qiaoxi is only imprisoned for a week (p. 350).
The narrator expresses his sympathy with the girl and critiques Qiaoxi’s cruelty, noting that: “the Salvation
Army had rescued the young lotus from hell’s furnace” (p. 352). Later when Qiaoxi is back with
Shangkang’s family in China, she mistreats Jinniu and his young wife. The narrator again arouses the
reader’s compassion, describing them as “cruelly treated” by Qiaoxi.
Qiaoxi is also depicted as jealous, wicked and cold-blooded. She cannot bear to see Shangkang with Ma,
nor can she bear that Ma has a son while she doesn’t. She pretends to look after Ma who is in bed after
labour and offers to boil the herbal medicine for her, however, she adds opium to the pot which kills Ma.
After Ma dies, she urges Shangkang to bury the body immediately to avoid being discovered. She then
finds an opportunity to kill the baby son while Shangkang is fast asleep. The narrator chastises Qiaoxi as
“vicious[ly] ruthless” and criticises her evil deeds in exaggerated language: “she would not rest until she
had removed every root and severed every branch”, meaning that she will eradicate all of Shangkang’s
male posterity. Her cruelty is rooted in her jealousy— “for a life of sourness had resulted in the utter
destruction of her conscience” (Wong 2019, p. 366), revealing the disastrous result of women’s jealousy
and the evil of polygamy. Later Qiaoxi plots with Jing to rid herself of Jinniu and tricks Jinniu into their
trap. Her scheme fails because of the villagers’ involvement.
From the moment she is introduced to the end of the novel, Qiaoxi is presented as a thorough villain:
sexually loose, selfish, cunning, cruel, licentious and unbridled. To eliminate her enemies, she is merciless.
In the novel, she is not beautiful, but she knows how to manipulate men. Even Gong Luo seems to be
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enchanted by her. Having seen her only once, he cannot get over the frustration of her refusal to marry
him. He is so intoxicated by her that he soon after becomes insane and drowns himself. In the novel, she
is a symbol of evil. As I have noted earlier, “poison (du)” in the title of this novel has multiple meanings.
It not only means that the marriage system of polygamy is like poison, but also relates to the personality
of Qiaoxi. There is a misogynous Chinese saying “zui du furen xin” which is translated into English as
“nothing is as poisonous as a woman’s heart”. There is yet another interpretation of “poison”, that is,
Qiaoxi poisons Shangkang’s wife Ma. All these meanings are related to her: Shangkang commits
polygamy by marrying her, which brings disaster to his family; she has a poisonous heart which leads her
to poison Ma and smother the innocent infant son.
According to Kate Millett the culture of patriarchy imputed the “evils” and “danger” of women to their
sexuality (2016, p. 51). This is demonstrated in two dominant myths of Western culture—the classical tale
of Pandora’s box and the Biblical story of the Fall, wherein “earlier mana concepts of feminine evil have
passed through a final literary phase to become highly influential ethical justifications of things as they
are” (p. 51). Pandora was the origin of “the damnable race of women—a plague which men must live
with”, and the myth of the Fall interprets women as the root of “human suffering, knowledge, and sin”,
which is still the basis of sexual attitudes, and represents “the most crucial argument of the patriarchal
tradition in the West” (p. 52). Myth and religion collaborated to convey the same themes: for women, sex
is “unclean, sinful, and debilitating”, and for men women’s sexuality is dangerous and fearful (pp. 51-52).
Chinese culture contains the same message through myths about the danger of the femme fatale that
express the fear of female sexuality. In The Poison of Polygamy Qiaoxi is the Chinese version of Pandora,
endowed with mana that causes Gong Luo’s insanity and drowning, and finally Shangkang’s death.
The treatment reserved for this villain is misogynous. In the final instalment, Qiaoxi is caught by the
villagers. They fasten her hands and feet with hemp ropes and put her in a container made of bamboo used
for a pig. On the way to the place where she is to receive the death penalty, she is followed by the villagers,
one of them holding a long bamboo pole by which she is driven—a pole used for gathering ducks or driving
cattle. That is, she is treated as an animal.
Throughout the novel, Qiaoxi is depicted as a sexually insatiable and promiscuous woman, and her
powerful sexuality is the source of men’s fear and hatred that results in her elimination. The emphasis on
women’s sexual desire and the fear of women’s attractiveness in this novel are the result of two ideas: one
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is women’s life-giving power and the other is the power of yin in women which is thought unlimited and
renewable. As Wawrytko suggests in “Prudery and Prurience: Historical Roots of the Confucian
Conundrum Concerning Women, Sexuality, and Power”, “abject male fear” of women’s life-giving power,
“which men did not and could not share”, generated gynophobia (Li 2000, p. 164). According to Chinese
Daoist doctrines, the power of yin, possessed by women, is “an essential ingredient for male survival and
even the secret to longevity”. It is “unlimited and renewable”. In contrast, a man’s yang is “distinctly
limited and has to be carefully guarded”. As a result, men have to “monitor and restrict their emissions”
while women can indulge themselves unrestrictedly (p. 173).That is, the yin power in women is never
depleted while men’s yang power is exhaustible. The fear and jealousy of women’s procreative power, the
fear of dependence on women’s erotic yin power, leads to men’s desire to subdue women and place them
under their yoke. This is why Shangkang is always defeated by Qiaoxi: he cannot resist her sexual
temptation but depends on her to satisfy his sexual desire. This is also the reason why the author presents
Ma as sexually stronger than Shangkang, and why Qiaoxi is never satiated. The yin power in women is
like a well that never dries up—water keeps running steadily and incessantly.
Katharine M. Rogers argues that misogynists “long chafed against the power of women” (1966, p. 236).
This power covers not only maternal power but also their sexual power, as the men in this novel fear
Qiaoxi’s sexuality. When a woman’s sexual role is active and independent, as in the case of Qiaoxi, it
brings disaster. If it is in a passive role, it is innocuous, as shown in Ma. This fear of women’s sexuality
arises out of men’s ambivalence: on the one hand, they rely on women sexually. On the other hand, they
have a fear of the destructive power of women’s sexuality (p. 244). Men are afraid that their sexual
dependence on women might empower women so much that they are beyond men’s control, or worse, that
they will take control over men, as is the case with Qiaoxi’s power over Shangkang and Jing. It would
appear that the narrator of The Poison of Polygamy is anxious about men’s precarious supremacy over
women. As Rogers observes, misogynists must keep women subjected. When they are not submissive,
they are “destructive” (p. 249). Qiaoxi is an example of this. When Shangkang fails to dominate her, she
cuckolds him. Her domination over him leads to her murder of his wife and baby son. The narrator repeats
that it is the husband’s fault if he succumbs to his wife instead of making her succumb to him. He declares
that he writes about Shangkang’s sad case so that other compatriots will not follow his lead. Husbands
should know how to dominate their wives so as to avoid being dominated by them.
For all the men in the novel, an ideal wife is one who is submissive, like Ma. When Shangkang considers
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taking a concubine, he dismisses the idea of a Western woman who is influenced by monogamy and will
not submit to him: he wants a submissive woman. Gong Luo expresses the same idea when asked by Huang
what kind of wife he prefers. He will not choose a Westernised woman either because in his opinion this
kind of woman is too much of a feminist, not thrifty and unlikely to be faithful to him all her life. A
Westernised woman is even worse than an actual Westerner. She lacks both the complete education of a
Westerner and the submissive character of a Chinese. She demands unrestricted freedom. A Chinese
woman in Australia tends to be picky and her requirements of a husband are hard to meet. He concludes
that he would be happy to pay a high price to marry a Chinese woman who would like to come to Australia
to marry him, even if she is a slave girl, he wouldn’t mind. He tells Huang that the reason why he prefers
a Chinese woman is because of her tameness and obedience. His standard for a wife here is again her
submissiveness. The author/narrator would appear to endorse this preference, given no opposition is
mounted or critique is offered.
While the narrator criticises Ma’s submissiveness, the male characters in the novel all prefer a submissive
wife. This seems contradictory, but it is not. In the Republican era (1912-1949) the reformers argued that
China’s relative weakness and backwardness was to a large extent due to the fact that the Chinese women
were “brutally oppressed and living in a condition of virtual slavery” (Brownell & Wasserstrom 2002, p.
28). Wong wrote and published this novel at a time when reformers advocated reform of the corrupt Qing
regime and when the “woman problem” loomed large, thus rendering women’s slavishness the target of
criticism, as represented by the gentle critique of Ma’s submissiveness to Shangkang. On the other hand,
however, indoctrinated into patriarchal ideology, many men couldn’t let go of, and even enjoyed, their
dominance over women, as manifested in these husbands’ standard for an ideal wife. This is why the
narrator criticises Ma’s submissiveness while describing the Chinese wives in Australia who confront their
husbands in a disparaging and sarcastic tone. Another interpretation is this: when the narrator criticises
Ma’s submissiveness, he doesn’t mean to condemn the submissiveness of all women. He just means that
Ma’s submissiveness is unnecessary when she is married to an undeserving husband such as Shangkang.
There is nothing wrong with women’s submissiveness in general, but they should not be submissive
indiscriminately. As Rogers points out: “The most important cause of misogyny, because the most widely
and firmly entrenched in society, is patriarchal thinking, the wish to keep women subject to men” (1966,
p. 272).
Other female characters also become targets of denigration in The Poison of Polygamy. Ma’s mother is
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depicted as a snob. When no news comes from Shangkang, she tries to persuade her daughter to give up
her poor and lonely life and marry someone else, but after her daughter receives remittance from
Shangkang and has money to support her, she begins to praise Shangkang as a virtuous man (Wong 2019,
pp. 200-207). The author again attributes this aspect of Ma’s mother to her lack of education: “There was
of course nothing unusual in this, for such is the disposition of our country’s uneducated women” (p. 206).
Ma’am Lian is a motherly figure in the novel. As Qiaoxi’s maidservant, she behaves like a mother to her.
This motherly figure is also depicted negatively, as primarily interested in money. Money is the key issue,
including in the choice of a husband, as she explains to Qiaoxi: “when we choose commitment, money
should be our guiding principle”. Once her purse is filled, she can do whatever she wants as there is no
restriction in Australia where “women’s rights are especially strong” (288-289).
These female characters, major or minor, are either cast from patriarchal models (Ma), or negative images
such as the snob (Ma’s mother and Ma’am Lian), or the femme fatale, the pure and simple villain (Qiaoxi).
As Rogers argues, the fact that some male writers have always chosen a female culprit—the whore, the
shrewish wife, the “unfeminine” woman, the devouring mother—to “hold up to ridicule, censure, or
furious indignation” is indicative of their “perennial desire to express hostility against women”. These
female images all serve one purpose—to “provide a morally justified outlet for the expression of misogyny”
(Rogers 1966, p. 265). Thus in this novel, the representation of female characters reflects an overall
misogynistic disposition. Even the Chinese wives who appear only once in the novel are presented as
shrews characterised as “unruly”, because these women are beyond their husbands’ governance. When
Shangkang blames these women for their bad influence on Qiaoxi, they summon a meeting to confront
him, leaving him dumbfounded and crestfallen. When Shangkang encourages their husbands to beat them,
the women threaten that they will prosecute them if they dare do so. They refuse to be abused by their
husbands who feel inept in front of them. The narrator uses negative terms to describe these women,
revealing his negative attitude towards them.
Mention should also be made of the novel’s treatment of daughters, or rather, their absence from the
narrative. Ma gives birth to a daughter soon after Shangkang’s departure for Australia the second time, but
the baby dies a few months later. Qiaoxi also gives birth to two daughters, but apart from their birth and
Shangkang’s loving attitude to them, we know nothing about them. The novel doesn’t mention whether
they are left in Australia or are taken back to China when Shangkang and Qiaoxi return to Shangkang’s
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native home. This is evidence of the lack of attention given to girls in a patriarchal culture.
Another misogynistic feature is the language used by the narrator and male characters to address and
describe female characters. The most conspicuous and most frequent epithet used by the author is “sheogre” (muyecha)”, which is a derogatory name for fierce, tough women. This epithet is used for Qiaoxi in
her abuse of Qinglian (Wong 2019, pp. 350-351) and in her violence towards Shangkang (pp. 376-377)
and it is also used to describe the Chinese wives (pp. 346-347). Additionally the narrator uses “female
chickens” to refer to these women—indicating his denigration of women.
Apart from these, the narrator uses derogatory words to describe a woman (especially Qiaoxi) who is
deflowered before marriage. For example, the author uses the phrase “fallen flowers and spent catkins
(luanhua canxu)” (pp. 304-305), to show his repugnance for a woman who is not chaste. He also uses
similar phrases such as “a wilting melon late in fall whose young fruit split in yesteryear” and “a faded
flower deep in spring whose ruby petal early dropped” to insinuate her loss of virginity, and he mocks
Shangkang who is deceived by Qiaoxi’s feigned chastity. The narrator also uses animal metaphors to refer
to women such as “lion” (p. 308; p. 322), “leonine might” (340) and “rouge tiger” (p. 322) to describe
Qiaoxi, indicating her fierceness. Shangkang also uses contemptuous terms to refer to his wife Ma such as
“old village woman (laocunyu)”, and “worn slipper (bilü)” (pp. 300-301) meaning that his wife is no longer
attractive to him.
Besides these misogynistic epithets, the author expresses his fear and disparagement of women. His
opinion that men shouldn’t be controlled by women but should control them is plainly stated time and
again in the text as seen in the following example when Shangkang overhears his neighbours’ accusations
and gossip about Qiaoxi’s easy virtue but has no way to reform her:
Huh! He who spoke previously of a real man’s masculine might had been subdued by feminine
might! And he who spoke previously of not fearing any Ho Tung lion now feared a rouge tiger!
When our country’s uneducated women reside in a land where there is liberty of action, it is lawless
liberty to which they adapt most readily. Furthermore, those who are their heavens have neither a
fine formula for reigning them in, nor the ability to reform their wild nature, or to check and prevent
insidious developments. (p. 322)

The idea represented in Chinese language here is that man is woman’s “heaven”, meaning that the husband
is above the wife, superior to her, and should control her. Because the women reside in Australia where
women have sexual freedom, and in a country ruled by law, the Chinese husbands cannot control their
wives by force. The author attributes these women’s evil deeds to their husbands’ lack of power to control
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and reform them. At the end of this instalment, the author writes that he feels shame when writing about
his fellowmen’s failure to control their wives in a free country, but he has to write it down as a warning to
his fellow men and out of love for them. That is, the husband should know how to govern his wife to
ensure she does not conduct herself immorally. The idea that men should not be controlled by women is
again expressed at the end of the novel when Jing is about to rape Li, but is stopped by the jealous Qiaoxi
who picks up a piece of firewood and hits Jing hard on the back. Jing apologizes to Qiaoxi who then leads
him by the ear all the way back to the villa. The narrator exclaims, “Hah! How formidable is women’s
power of attraction that a notorious and powerful bandit should be subdued as though he were a beast of
burden being driven” (p. 382). The narrator expresses his surprise and disapproval that a violent thug like
Jing should be controlled by a woman. Here again he is obviously opposed to the idea that men should
yield to women. The source of this ideology is the belief that wives should conform to their husbands and
women’s chastity is of paramount importance. If men and women do not conform to these expectations,
they will be considered as freakish, the implication being that it is against the natural way of things for a
woman to control a man. As Millett observes of patriarchal relations: “What goes largely unexamined…in
our social order is the birthright priority whereby males rule females” (1971, p. 25).
The turn of the 20th century was a critical time when China faced internal troubles such as political
corruption, the people’s rebellion, enlightened men advocating reform, and external problems of foreign
invasion and colonization. The novel answers the call of the times. Published in a Chinese newspaper in
the more democratic country of Australia, the novel also fulfils the stated aim of the newspaper, an
important and effective medium at that time, of educating Chinese people to rid themselves of backward
traditional ideas and practices. Thus, though progressive at the time, its criticism of polygamy, women’s
lack of education and their slavishness is not feminist but nationalistic, aiming at improving the nation
rather than ameliorating the lives of women as the misogynist tendency of the novel makes clear. Reform
of polygamy and other “primitive” practices is necessary and urgent, not for the benefit of women per se,
but for China to catch up with the powerful countries in the west. Located in Australia and threatened by
the White Australia Policy of 1901, the Chinese diaspora must assist its members to become assimilated
into Australian life.
But behind the feminist veneer we hear a cacophony of misogyny. The misogynistic characteristics of this
novel are partly due to the masculinist perspective of the narrator who has been indoctrinated into
patriarchal culture, the source of misogynist ideology. His view would appear to be the author’s given the
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lack of outright authorial condemnation or even gentle critique. The fear and hostility of excessive female
sexuality, the requirement of chastity as the most important feminine virtue, the idea that husbands are
superior to wives and women should be kept in subjection, and the preference for feminine submissiveness
are all rooted in patriarchal ideology. The misogynistic language used to depict a woman’s loss of virginity
illustrates the patriarchal view of a woman’s chastity as proof of the husband’s right to dominate the wife’s
sexuality. As Rogers argues, convention plays an important role in misogynistic writing (1966, p. 267).
Passivity in sexuality is the expected marker of femininity. In the 1970s, Millett argued that sexual
dominance was “perhaps the most pervasive ideology” of Western culture and provided “its most
fundamental concept of power” because Western society was based on patriarchy (1971, p. 25). Her
argument is applicable to Chinese culture and society. Published in Chinese language, The Chinese Times’
intended readers are the Chinese community in Australia. In the first decade of the 20 th century, most
Chinese Australians were males without family members in Australia (Kuo 2013, p. 2). That is, the
readership of the Chinese language newspapers is mainly male. The masculinist tendency and misogynist
features of The Poison of Polygamy resonate with its male diasporic perspective and male diasporic
readership.

Silver Sister: Misogyny under “Transvestite Patriarchy”
In woman, personal history blends together with the history of all women, as well as national and
world history.
——Hélѐne Cixous, “The Laugh of the Medusa” (1976, p. 882)

Patriarchy is not only perpetuated by men, but also by women who internalise patriarchal ideology and
carry out misogynistic practices that exploit and oppress other women who are in disadvantaged positions.
These women practise what Ueno calls “transvestite patriarchy”. In this section I will extend her
interpretation of transvestite patriarchy to include a greater range of power relations between women.
According to Ueno, the Japanese mother inculcates self-detestation in the daughter’s consciousness
through distaste for the latter’s femininity. For example, when the daughter’s first menstruation starts, the
mother views it as dirty and says, “You are a woman at last”, which makes the daughter feel hurt, because
the appellation “woman” is associated with contempt (2015, p. 119). Ueno claims that the category
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“woman” with its multiple connotations pervades Japanese society and a girl is born into the
preconceptions associated with her gender The Japanese example has resonance with Chinese society:
The category “woman” exists before the individual was born and the individual accepts the
appellation of woman from others: “you are a woman”. “Yes, I am a woman”. When the individual
accepts this definition, “woman” was born…When a person becomes a woman, she must accept,
willy-nilly, the historical misogyny carried by the category of “woman”. (pp. 119-120)

The daughter learns to fit the category and to wear all the preconceptions society projects onto her. The
mother’s dissatisfaction is combined with her inability to change the status quo. She curses her fate but
imposes the same life upon her daughter, which gives rise to the latter’s rejection of the mother. The
daughter views the mother as a poor example that she doesn’t want to follow. The daughter knows that if
she wants to free herself from her mother’s domination, she will have to rely on someone else— a man—
but she is afraid that the man on whom she will depend will be like her father who dominates her mother
(pp. 121-122).
From Ueno’s analysis, we can see how a daughter’s self-detestation comes directly from the mother who
imposes her own self-detestation on her daughter. The other factor is the daughter’s inability to change her
status: she must either place herself under her mother’s dominance, or succumb to another man who will
control her as her father does her mother. The mother is indeed the first source of a daughter’s misogyny,
but she is not the only one.
This section will explore misogyny perpetrated by women in the novel Silver Sister by Lillian Ng.
Misogyny is a manifestation of the power structure and social hierarchy of patriarchal society, not just
male over female and not just mothers over daughters, but also the privileged class over those of lower
social status. Female misogyny is not simply women’s self-detestation but can be understood either as a
protest against the suffering and helpless state of women under the oppressive social system and norms
imposed by men on women, or as a self-interested reaction, countering misogynous practices by revisiting
them onto other, even more disadvantaged women, as illustrated and critiqued by this text.
While most feminists focus their criticism on misogynistic practices perpetrated by men (Rogers 1966;
Coole 1988; Millett 2016; Manne 2018), misogyny, as Ueno makes clear, is often perpetrated by women
as well. Silver Sister demonstrates this in its portrayal of a mother’s abnegation and killing of her daughters,
and a mother-in-law’s oppression of a daughter-in-law. In addition, we are given a portrait of a mistress’s
exploitation and objectification of her slave girls, and a wife’s hatred of her husband’s lover, as well as
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women’s self-abnegation and self-objectification. The mother, mother-in-law and wife all exercise the
misogyny of a “transvestite patriarchy”, that is, they are women who carry out patriarchal practices to
oppress and exploit other women in a position subordinate to themselves.
Published in 1994, Silver Sister is a novel by Lillian Ng, who was born in Singapore to a very strict and
traditional Chinese father who did not allow his children to go to a public school. He employed a tutor
who taught them classical Chinese at home. It was only after 1949 that the children were allowed to receive
an English education in a public school. Ng left Singapore for England in the mid-1960s and her daughter
was born there. After her husband left her she employed a nanny to look after her daughter. When she was
offered a job in Australia, she came to live in Sydney with her daughter and the nanny who became the
prototype for the novel Silver Sister. Ng has lived in Australia since 1978. She began her career as a
gynaecologist and started to write this novel when she was attending creative writing classes, where she
was advised to start writing about her own experience. She thought it “too private to write about myself
and read it in class”, so she wrote about her nanny instead.
The nanny is a member of the Ah Mahs, women who took a vow to remain single (Ouyang 2001, pp. 111118). This practice had been adopted by women in places like Guangdong, the province of Silver Sister’s
birth, since the middle and late Ming Dynasty when many silk reeling factories were willing to employ
unmarried women to guarantee steady profit. More and more women left home and found a job there.
Known as “comb-ups”, these women combed up their hair by themselves in the style of married women
as a sign of their determination to be celibate and independent, thereby differentiating themselves from a
woman intent on marriage who had her hair combed up by a female elder and relied on her husband
economically. The practice reached its climax during the late Qing Dynasty (1636-1912) and the
Republican Period (1912-1949). It faded away with the rise of women’s social status after the 1930s (Luo
2016, p. 272). According to Ng, to be a “comb-up” was the only way many women could stay together as
a group and make a living independent of men. The alternative would have been to get married through a
matchmaker, thereby entering into a partnership and a life over which they would have little control
(Ouyang 2001, p. 118).
In spite of its declared genre of novel, Silver Sister might be better described as a fictional autobiography.
Narrated in the first person by a character based on a real person known to the author, it takes the form of
an autobiography. Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson define the fictional autobiography as having the effect
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of an autobiographical text “with the expectation that the protagonist is a person living in the experiential
world, not a fictional character, and that the narrative will be a transparent, truthful view of that world”
(2010, pp. 259-260). This is what the author told the interviewer Ouyang Yu about her relationship with
her nanny, who becomes the protagonist and narrator of her text:
…My daughter was born in England. And then my husband left me. That’s how I got Nanny. She
looked after my daughter …
[The nanny was] From China, but we met her in Singapore. When I was in difficulty in England, I
wrote to my friend to help her come to England to help me. And she gave me the inspiration for
my first book, Silver Sister. (2001, p. 112)

Based on this real figure, the novel reads like Silver Sister’s own story of her life. By making the
protagonist the narrator of her own life, the author “gives ownership and validation to the individual, a
reclamation of agency, particularly to those who have been marginalised through gender, class and race”
(Green 2008). In this text, Ng uses this strategy to represent the life story of a humble and obscure country
woman. In effect, Ng’s role is that of ghost writer for her nanny, whose story might otherwise have
remained unknown, because she is illiterate. The author becomes the mouthpiece not only for Silver Sister,
but for other women who have no voice and whose suffering remains unrecorded. This woman’s story is
then more than a story of one woman for Ng’s novel integrates this woman’s story with Chinese and world
history, indicating that women’s fate is linked to the fate of their country and the world—Ng writes China’s
civil war, World War II, and the worldwide feminist movement into her novel.
Taking autobiographical form, the story is narrated in first person by the titular protagonist who is given
no formal name. It is also a narrative of “multiple migrations” of “the Asian diaspora from mainland China
to Southeast Asia and [finally] Australia” (Khoo 2009, p. 165) where Silver Sister begins to learn English
and enjoy the final years of her life. Her story covers 80 years from her birth in 1912 to 1992, charting her
trajectory from miserable childhood to comfortable old age.
Silver Sister begins her story in Sydney in 1992 and ends her story where she started—in Sydney—in 1991.
The story is made up of “homodiegetic analepses”, to use Rimmon-Kenan’s term, that is, the narrator
“participate[s] in the story” (1983, p. 95) and narrates the story-event “at a point in the text after later
events have been told” (p. 46). This diegetic method is an effective way to pique the reader’s interest: after
being told of her present locale and time—Sydney, 1992—and the year of her first arrival—1971, the
reader will be curious: Who is she? What brought her to Australia? How was she able to come to Australia?
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What has happened to her?
Silver Sister narrates her story in five parts chronologically, based on her life in five different locations: a
village in Guangdong Province, Canton (Guangzhou), Hong Kong, Singapore and Australia. Part One
details the protagonist’s life in a village in Guangdong from her birth into a very poor family, the family
of Wong, in 1912, until she is fourteen years old. She is known as Ah Pah, meaning the eighth child of the
family. At the end of this part, with the help of their former neighbour Lee Sao, Ah Pah joins the sisterhood
of “comb-ups”, together with Lee Sao’s niece Ah Han and Ah Han’s two friends Ah Yin and Ah Fong.
They go together to find jobs with rich families in the city.
Part Two moves from the village to the city of Canton where Ah Pah is employed by the House of Tang.
The other three girls are employed by different families. It is here that Ah Pah is named Silver Sister by
the mistress of the house whom they call Tai Tai (meaning Mistress, Madame or Lady). Silver Sister’s
duty is to serve Tai Tai who needs support day and night because of the inconvenience caused by her
bound feet. After the master’s grandfather dies, the house of Tang is sold and Tai Tai sells their properties
in order to migrate to Formosa (Taiwan) when the Sino-Japanese War breaks out. In all, Silver Sister serves
the House of Tang for ten years.
Part Three is about Silver Sister’s life in Hong Kong. After she parts with the House of Tang, Silver Sister
comes to Hong Kong where her sworn sisters have arrived before her. Before her arrival, her former
mistress, Tai Tai, has written a letter of recommendation to her friend, Little Peacock Lien, who becomes
Silver Sister’s new mistress. Little Peacock Lien is a singer-cum-actress and a kept mistress to a rich man,
Mr. Xi, who has a wife, Rose. Rose discovers their love affair and comes to Little Peacock Lien’s studio
one day. The two have a fierce fight and Rose threatens Little Peacock Lien. Soon after, Little Peacock
Lien is hit by an acid bomb, thrown by an unknown person but thought to be arranged by Rose, and
hospitalised. Little Peacock Lien’s career is ruined because she is disfigured and she has to terminate her
contract with a movie company. The apartment where they have been living is sold by the Xi family and
Little Peacock Lien has to live at her friend Alice’s parents’ home. She decides to go to USA for plastic
surgery and Silver Sister decides to go to Singapore with her sworn sisters to escape the Sino-Japanese
War.
Part Four finds Silver Sister still a domestic servant in Singapore. During her stay of 32 years here, Silver
Sister serves Dawn, through her friend Kam’s introduction. Dawn is a daughter of the family of Nonya
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and Baba Lim, meaning mistress and master respectively. Silver Sister witnesses Dawn’s betrayal by her
husband, Peng, followed by their divorce. Silver Sister helps Dawn to bring up her three children, among
whom the youngest, Kim, later goes to study and live in Australia, where Silver Sister joins her in her later
years.
Part Five deals with Silver Sister’s life in Sydney from her arrival in 1971 to the end of the narrative. She
travels there because Kim requests her help. Kim is now a young woman working in Australia and pregnant
by a man who has a family in Kuala Lumpur. Silver Sister arrives two weeks before Kim gives birth to her
daughter Suchin. Kim had hoped it would be a boy as that might have enabled her to win back the baby’s
father who is a married man who already has a daughter. However, she gives birth to a girl and has to raise
her by herself. Fortunately, she has Silver Sister to help her, a faithful servant to her mother in the past and
now to her. Silver Sister succeeds in getting her citizenship and in 1991 is allotted a one-bedroom unit by
the government. She finally settles down in Australia and enjoys her life with a pension.
The novel is narrated from the perspective of Silver Sister as a woman of around 80, resident in Australia,
and reminiscing about past events that mainly take place in south-east Asia and in China. This creates a
contrast between her miserable past in China and present happy life in Australia. Silver Sister is not merely
telling her life story but interpreting what has happened to her and to other women in her story. As Sidonie
Smith and Julia Watson write, “remembering involves a reinterpretation of the past in the present. The
process is not a passive one of mere retrieval from a memory bank. Rather, the remembering subject
actively creates the meaning of the past in the act of remembering” (2010, p. 22). The narrator, an obscure
and illiterate Chinese woman from the countryside, is empowered by the author to voice her suffering as
well as that of other women. In a sense Silver Sister and Ng produce the text collaboratively for us to read
and interpret. As Riv-Ellen Prell writes, “in the life history, two stories together produce one. A speaker
and a listener ask, respond, present and edit a life” (1989, p. 254). Ng is the listener, the editor and the
author of Silver Sister’s life story, who retells it to her readers. The author’s choice of what and how to
tell is of course “subjective and idiosyncratic”, to use Smith and Watson’s words (2010, p. 6). Ng places
women and the misogyny they have experienced in the foreground. While the author doesn’t insert her
personal evaluations obtrusively into the text, readers are nevertheless “silently” guided in their
interpretation. “The novel” fits well with the genre of life writing, described by Green as ideologically
appropriate to feminism:
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…it is a way of telling women’s story, of re-making a female story, creating a new tradition and
mode of interpretation of writing for women silenced by institutionalised, monologic discourse.
Life writing enacts feminism’s strong exhortation to women to break the silence, to claim language
and validate their unique subjective experience. (2008, p. 52)

In the novel, Silver Sister’s roles are manifold. She is both victim of and witness to misogyny. In the first
part, she is a sufferer of misogyny. She experiences oppression and exploitation in her family. The
relationship between father and daughters, brother and sisters is exploitative, suppressive and oppressive.
The daughters or sisters are their father and brothers’ servants. They must serve the latter tea, rice, water
etc. when they are home (Ng 1994, p. 8). They cook meals for the males and wash their clothes (p. 22).
They are bullied by the male members of the family. They are also the men’s target for venting their bad
mood and temper. They are called names such as “good-for-nothing slaves” (p. 8). During the famine, two
girls are sold to brothels and another two to rich families as slaves or concubines (pp. 13-14). After their
house is looted by KMT soldiers they become beggars. Two more girls are given away to passers-by—
refugees from the north. Driven by poverty and by the instinct to survive, Silver Sister wishes she could
be sold to a rich family like her other sisters but knows this is unlikely because of her ungainly appearance
and stature. Her mother worries that she will not find a husband, going so far as to regret not having killed
her at birth:
I wished I could go with them, to have a chance of survival, free of hunger, but nobody chose to
buy me, Mother said, because of my eye defect (My right eyelid droops when I’m tired, and my
nose is flat, almost level with my face, and I am short: I stand up to four feet nothing.). Our
neighbour, Lee Sao, the only close friend of the family, remarked that I was probably the
reincarnation of a toad, and it would be very hard for me to find a husband. My mother often
worried about my future and said with a sigh that it would be better if she had stifled my cry as
soon as I was born. (p. 14)

The description here shows that Silver Sister is of no value even as a commodity. To be a “comb-up”
seems to be her destiny and her only way out: her parents are dead; she has a younger brother to look after;
she is ugly and no one would want to take her as a wife or as a prostitute; she is illiterate and it is impossible
for her to get a job by herself. This is the Republican Period when few women had any education and a
woman’s social role was still as wife or mother. Thus becoming a “comb-up”, as advised by her neighbour,
Li Sao, is the only option left.
The author’s choice of Silver Sister as the narrator is significant for multiple reasons: Silver Sister comes
from the underclass, and misogyny experienced by such people is rarely told. Silver Sister makes a living
as a maidservant, so has an intimate understanding/experience of women’s sufferings. However, she is an
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ignorant and illiterate woman, so it is understandable that her worldview and experiences are limited or
even wrong, and her narration is frequently marked by exaggerations and mistakes. However, her identity
and background prompt readers and critics to understand her limitations as a narrator and importantly, her
role as a maidservant brings readers directly into contact with the daily misogyny suffered by the women
she has served. Thus in the sections that follow, her role is mainly that of witness of misogyny and an aid
to those who suffer from it. Silver Sister has seen many other women suffering. When she serves Little
Peacock Lien in Hong Kong, Silver Sister witnesses Lien’s objectification as a plaything by her lover, Mr
Xi, and her later disfigurement by Xi’s wife Rose. When Silver Sister is in Singapore, she sees Dawn’s
neglect and then abandonment by her husband. Finally, she witnesses the desertion of Dawn’s daughter
by her lover, leaving her an unmarried mother. Silver Sister is spectator and audience, observing and
listening to the miseries of the slave girls, especially Gold, and her sworn sisters, such as Ah Yin’s
exploitation by her boss Mr. Wu in Australia. The boss is murdered by someone as punishment for his
exploitation of employees. His family and the innocent Ah Yin are implicated and wounded, which results
in the latter’s pathetic death. Silver Sister also acts as helper to numerous women in her life: she attends
to Tai Tai’s reeking bound feet; she looks after the hospitalised Little Peacock Lien who is a victim of Xi
and his wife; she helps Dawn who is the victim of a wanton and irresponsible husband, and she assists
Kim and her baby daughter.
Importantly however, Silver Sister is, to some extent, an unreliable narrator, in that she often doesn’t
understand what is happening and is blind to the way she herself is a victim. Ng takes advantage of the
autobiographical form to bring readers close to the narrator. We understand her and empathise with her, at
the same time as we see the meaning she fails to see and interpret what lies behind her narration. In the
first two parts, we hear the voice of a country girl, inexperienced, ignorant and naïve, a “country bumpkin”
as Tang Ma calls her (p. 65). When Silver Sister enters the House of Tang as a servant girl of fourteen, she
is so ignorant that she doesn’t know that mah-jong is a game but imagines that Tai Tai and her friends are
playing with a sparrow as “mah-jong” and “sparrow” share the same sound “ma” in Chinese (p. 65). Her
knowledge about Chinese culture is limited. When she speaks of the reasons for a man to get rid of his
wife in old China, she lists “talkativeness” and “adultery and barrenness” (p. 91), but in fact, there are
seven grounds known as “qi chu” (“qi” means “seven” and “chu” means “to oust”), as detailed in the
previous chapter. Silver Sister cannot understand what being sold to the brothel means and regards this
only in terms of money instead of considering what suffering her sisters might endure there. She compares
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her salary with the money her father received for selling one of her sisters:
…four pieces of silver per month. Accommodation, food and clothing provided. And salary would
be doubled at the New Year, plus a bonus—lots of red-packet money. And to think that Papa had
sold third sister to the brothel for only four pieces of silver—sixteen years old, and worth only four
silvers! (p. 54)

Coming from a village and having experienced poverty, she is attracted to material things and views her
life in the House of Tang as luxurious. She enjoys it so much that she is afraid that it might not be true:
I admired Tang Ma’s thick strong cotton pyjama suit and the shoes on her big feet. How I longed for the
luxury of a new pair of hand-stitched calico shoes with corded straps and thick quilted pads for soles… (p.
59)

And she describes in detail her bed and bedding in the House of Tang, showing how luxurious all these
are in her eyes:
My bed was of polished wood, well varnished, about two feet high, resting on four wooden bun
legs. It was laid with a finely-woven mat covered with a light silk quilted blanket, with a bolster
placed at the end of the bed. My pillow was of ceramic, shaped like an oblong box; a mosquito net
was suspended within my reach above my bed. It took me a few nights to get used to such luxuries.
For the first fifteen years of my life, I had slept on the floor. I would lie awake feeling the soft silk,
the smooth polished wood, just to assure myself that I wasn’t dreaming. (p. 67)

Her ignorance also lies in her failure to realise that her unattractive appearance is a blessing to her in that
it saves her from the fate of prostitution. Instead, she is filled with self-hatred:
For the first time in my life I realised how ugly I was. One of my eyelids drooped, my nose was
squashed, the bridge very flat, I had small, beady eyes, and many teeth missing. And I now realised
why nobody had wanted to buy me, not even the brothel…I threw the brass plate [from which she
views herself] away, frightened at my own image, disgusted with my ugly self. (pp. 63-64)

As a teenage girl, Silver Sister fails to see that she, and not only the slave girls, is oppressed. She even
feels superior to them. She insists that she is a “comb-up”, a wage-earner, and has freedom, “autonomy”
and “power”:
I retained my own surname, because I was not a slave, not sold to the family. Slaves were bought
by the House, and didn’t earn a wage, they adopted the surname of their boss and were considered
as part of the household, a chattel. A “comb-up” like me worked as a domestic servant, for wages.
I was not tied down to the boss’s family. Although there was no written contract regarding salary,
condition and kind of work, agreement was by mutual consent. Employment could be terminated
immediately in case of any dissatisfaction or disagreement. Such was the autonomy and power of
a wage-earner. (p. 64)

She seems to enjoy her status as a “comb-up” and keeps a distance from the slave girls:
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…The slaves and I were never close, they kept to themselves, knowing I was not the same as them.
I was a “comb-up”, and also a wage-earner, of different status.
So there existed a barrier between us, of envy and resentment. The slaves were not allowed out of
the House of Tang, not even on New Year. (p. 96)

Silver Sister forgets that she is not allowed to enter or exit through the front gate to the house but only the
side gate (p. 52), signifying her humble position. She is not allowed out except on the second day of the
New Year (p. 56), so in this way Ng makes it clear to the reader that Silver Sister’s status is no better than
the slave girls—they are all confined to the House of Tang and have little freedom. If she does something
wrong, she can also be beaten (p. 79). But she is proud of her superiority to the slave girls, emphasising
repeatedly that she is different from them: the slave girls have to adopt the surname of their boss while she
can preserve her own; she can earn a wage while they are not paid (p. 64); she is exempt from Tai Tai’s
punishment while the slave girls are targets when Tai Tai is venting her emotions (p. 79). She is blind to
her own low social status. She fails to see they are of the same class—the exploited and oppressed.
Ng makes full use of Silver Sister’s ignorance of her own predicament, making her narration more
convincing to the reader and her suffering more stark. It also reveals the degree to which many women
like her are ignorant, though their lack of a feminist consciousness and their acceptance of misogyny is
understandable. As Valarie G. Lee and Marjorie E. Madden argue: “narratives, specifically literature and
memoir, offer a way to build empathy and understanding by moving readers to deeper levels of text
interpretation and critique” (2016, n.p.). In this text, the very fact that the narrator in some sense can be
said to be an unreliable ironically makes her more believable. Her ignorance of her own predicament
clearly demonstrates to the reader the effects of a misogynistic society on women of the lowest classes,
and creates even greater empathy for her suffering, and her courage. It is an effective use of the
autobiographical form to convey a critique of a repressive culture while at the same time portraying the
narrator in her many roles as victim, witness and survivor.
As a “comb-up”, Silver Sister detaches herself from married women’s experience of misogyny. She fails
to realise that misogyny goes beyond marriage. Social norms and customs also play their part in misogyny,
for example, fear of women’s menstruation and the consideration of women as something dirty. After
Silver Sister becomes a “comb-up” she speaks, thinks, and acts as an outsider rather than an insider of the
misogynous system. Her upbringing in a misogynistic social and familial environment makes her ignorant
of the fact that she is despised as a woman and as a servant. The requirement that she wash thoroughly,
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the proscription of entering the House of Tang through the front gate, and her segregation are all marks of
misogynistic customs that reflect the fear of and contempt for women related to their menstruation.
Ng presents misogynous practices in this novel in two forms: those that are performed by men on women
and those that are performed by women on other women, that is, male misogyny and female misogyny.
Misogyny, both male and female, is deeply rooted in historical, political, psychological and cultural
conditions, and it is dynamic, as time and place change. Female misogyny is not manifested merely in
women’s self-hatred; it might be expressed in antagonism, hostility, malice, and persecution among
women. Ng’s text reveals the role of transvestite patriarchy in the perpetuation of misogyny through the
hostile relationship between mother and daughter, mother-in-law and daughter-in-law, wife and slave girls,
wife and mistress.
Transvestite patriarchy is first represented by the mother in the treatment of her daughters. According to
the narrator, the mother colludes with the father to objectify daughters as commodities. Girls are family
property and can be sold. In times of difficulty, girls rather than boys are sold to relieve poverty and ensure
survival. When the Wong family is threatened with famine, two girls are sold to a brothel and another two
are sold to a rich family as slaves or concubines (Ng 1994, p. 14). They are treated as a burden on their
family, “a liability”, “a losing concern” (p. 6), something unwanted to be given away to others or to be
abandoned. This is also the case with Silver Sister’s two sworn sisters, Ah Yin and Ah Fong, who have
been abandoned by their parents at the nunnery (p. 41).
Silver Sister’s mother’s harsh treatment of her daughters echoes her husband’s attitudes. Silver Sister’s
father blames her mother: “Why did you give birth to so many live ones, and so many slaves? Good for
nothing slaves, can’t help in the field or fight in the war (p. 5)…Girls are a liability to the family…A losing
concern, for they marry out to strangers who demand dowries” (p. 6). As 21 st century readers, we realise
the nonsense of such statements – as if children are produced by a woman alone. His scorn for daughters
clearly influences the mother’s treatment of the girls in the family. The most egregious example of this is
infanticide: “female babies were secretly smothered with rags or drowned by dipping their heads in a
shallow basin of water even before their first cry” (p. 6).
The roots of these misogynistic practices are complex. First and foremost are historical and cultural
factors—the establishment of the patriarchy at the beginning of the West Zhou period (c. 11th century-771
B. C.), marked by the formulation of Zhou Li (the ritual of Zhou) (Luo 2016, p. 35). With the establishment
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of patriarchy, the dominant position of the man in the family is decreed, accompanied by the differentiation
between male and female, the superiority of men and inferiority of women (p. 37). Thus in the family of
Wong, the wife has no say in the matter of the men’s mistreatment of girls. The subjection of women is a
reflection of patriarchal ideology. Under patriarchy, only males can carry on the family line and inherit
family power and property (p. 37), which results in the preference for sons over daughters. This is why in
the family of Wong, it is always the girls who are sold or given away, never the sons.
Another reason for female infanticide and abandonment of daughters is the social custom of dowry on
marriage. Recorded in the Rite of Li (Luo 2016, p. 280), this custom becomes more and more prevalent in
the middle and late Ming Dynasty, and in the Qing dynasty. The expense of a dowry is so exorbitant that
even middle and upper class families find it difficult to manage. It is impossible for ordinary families. The
amount of the dowry affects the bride’s position and treatment in the in-law’s family, including the
relationship between bride and bridegroom. The more dowry her family provides, the higher the position
she will be given in her husband’s family (pp. 280-281). For a poor family like the Wongs, even the
bringing up of girls is a big problem, let alone the provision of dowry for their future marriages. The
patriarchal family is patrilocal: after the daughter is married, she becomes a member of her husband’s
family. These factors – the ideology of male superiority and female inferiority, the marrying away of
daughters, the burden of dowry, the poverty of the family—all come together to produce commodification,
infanticide or abandonment of daughters. This is demonstrated in the fate of the four blood sisters in Part
Two of the novel—Gold, Jade, Pearl and Ruby. When their father dies, their family is in debt and they are
sold to Tai Tai as part of her dowry. Although they are from a middle-class family and well educated (Ng
1994, p. 70), they can still be sacrificed when their family is in economic straits—hence the paradoxical
value indicated by their names.
However, not all daughters suffer the same fate as those of the family of Wong, Ah Yin and Ah Fong, and
the four slave girls. Ng’s text demonstrates that caste, social status and economic class play a role in the
differential treatment of daughters. In the House of Tang, the six daughters of Tai Tai are all well dressed
and educated by tutors who teach them different subjects. Their mother even thinks of sending them away
to university in America (p. 129). Apart from the privilege of education, the daughters of Tai Tai are
absolved from binding their feet. As a victim of this practice, Tai Tai has experienced the restrictions
caused by her bound feet and decides that she will not allow her daughters to be subject to this treatment
(p. 71). By offering these details, Ng critiques the social injustice relating to girls’ fate.
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Silver Sister is ignorant of the reason her mother kills baby girls. She just narrates the fact that her mother
does so. A mother might wield her power over her daughters for two major reasons—one is the Confucian
prescription of filial piety, the other is her authority as a parent. When Pang-Mei Natasha Chang, a Chinese
American writer, retells the story of her great aunt, Chang Yu-I, and the famous Chinese poet, Hsü Chihmo, in Bound Feet & Western Dress (1997), she reports what Yu-I tells her about the importance of filial
piety. When Yu-I was young, she was taught classic Chinese culture, Confucianism, and the importance
of filial piety:
The lessons in Confucian training included the twenty-four examples of filial piety that we all
adhered to. The Emperor of Shun, who had ruled from 2255 to 2208 B.C., was included in the Xiao
jing [sic], the Classic of Filial Piety, because he honored his parents even though they made several
attempts to kill him. (1997, p. 46)

No matter what is done to the child by the parents, he or she must still show filial piety towards them. The
parents have a right to decide on their children’s life and death.
The infanticides committed by Silver Sister’s mother are rooted in traditional Chinese thought. According
to classical teaching, the child’s life and body is given by the parents, so they have the right to take it away
if they like. Infanticide was not considered a crime in pre-socialist China. Chinese mothers’ contempt for
and detestation of their daughters are not changed with migration. Helene Chung, an Australian born
Chinese, writes in Ching Chong China Girl about her maternal grandmother’s aversion to her daughters,
especially Joyce, her first daughter, and Dorothy, the second, who is Helene’s mother, “You’re only a girl.
You should have been put in a bucket and drowned at birth!” (2001, p. 11) Joyce was born in China, the
year before Helene’s grandmother sailed for Australia with her grandfather in 1918. Her birth is a bitter
disappointment to the mother: “I should’ve strangled you and thrown you in the river!” Her mother curses
Joyce and rants at her, “What use are you, a girl?” (p. 23). When she migrates to Australia, she brings
Chinese misogynistic ideology with her into the new country. She only loves her sons. On her death, she
leaves nothing to the daughters, all the property going to the sons (p. 16). It is this parental authority and
the requirement of a Chinese daughter’s filial piety that authorise the mother to treat her daughters harshly,
even violently, as Silver Sister’s mother does in the text.
The second representative of transvestite patriarchy in Silver Sister is the mother-in-law in her treatment
of the daughter-in-law. In Part Two, the mother-in-law, Ancient Mistress, was a victim of patriarchal
society herself—she came to the House of Tang as a child-bride at the age of ten (Ng 1994, p. 76). The
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child bride practice was prevalent in old China, especially in the Qing Dynasty, when it existed in over
half of the counties in China (Luo 2016, p. 281). It was most popular in southern provinces such as Fujian,
Guangdong, Jiangxi and Sichuan. To avoid the huge expense of their sons’ marriage, many families
adopted a child bride as young as five or even less. The girl’s family complied with this practice so as to
be freed from bringing up the girl and also from the pressure of dowry. Other causes such as the death of
the girl’s parents, the migration of her family, etc. also led to this practice. To fulfil the betrothal that might
have been made even before the birth of the child bride and bridegroom, the girl’s family sends her away
ahead of the agreed time for marriage. Another reason for the child bride practice is that when the child
bridegroom is sick he is “married” so he might recover from his illness, according to a superstitious belief
that marriage will bring about a cure. Whatever the reason, in most cases, the child bride suffers a lot: it is
common for her to be mistreated, sexually harassed, or terribly exploited by the in-laws (Luo 2016, pp.
281-282). A good example is Fusang in Geling Yan’s The Lost Daughter of Happiness (2001), who is
engaged to an eight-month-old boy while she is still in the cradle. As she grows up, someone from the
boy’s family comes to see her and is pleased to find her slow of mind and speech, thinking that once she
is married, they can treat her like chattel and she won’t say a word (2001, pp. 44-45). After they marry her
into the boy’s family, she is a de facto servant. Another example is Lindo Jong in Amy Tan’s The Joy Luck
Club (2006), whose family engages her to a dullard when she is two. She is married into the boy’s family
at twelve after a flood has caused her own family to migrate. She works for her in-laws’ family for many
years before her escape (2006, pp. 49-66). The novel Silver Sister doesn’t describe Ancient Mistress’ life
as a child bride, but this practice itself is misogynous. Now that she has become a mother-in-law, she
stands on the side of patriarchy to maintain its norms and traditions, including the practice of polygamy,
in the House of Tang to increase their chances of producing a male heir to carry on the family line.
Her daughter-in-law, Tai Tai, has given birth to six children, but none of them is a son, so one morning,
Ancient Mistress says to her:
“Before I die, I wish to have a grandson…The matchmaker sent me this photo, to match Master
for a concubine. It’s important for the Master, the first-born of the family, to have a son to continue
the family line.” (Ng 1994, p. 79)

Exerting pressure on the daughter-in-law to beget a male heir or to take concubines for her son is not all
that a mother-in-law makes the daughter-in-law endure. In her work The Diggers from China (1981) Jean
Gittins writes about the Chinese diggers’ marriage before immigrating to New Gold Mountain, Australia.
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The marriage for the man is a happy thing, but for the woman, it is different. A young girl’s marriage
“often marked the beginning of a life of servitude” as well as the loss of a farm hand for her natal family
(1981, p. 25). Pearl S. Buck also writes about the role of a Chinese daughter-in-law as servant to her
mother-in-law in East Wind: West Wind (1995), her novel about Chinese women in the early decades in
the 20th century. Here the narrator, Kwei-lan, speaks of her nervousness in serving her mother-in-law for
the first time after she is newly wed:
I went into the presence of my husband’s mother. Bowing, I said to her, “I beg that the honourable
one will consent to refresh herself with bathing in this hot water.”…I dared not look at her as she
sat up to lave her hands and face. When she had finished she motioned me without speaking to
remove the basin and withdraw. I do not know whether my hand caught in the heavy silken curtains
of the bed, or whether—being frightened—my hand shook, so that when I lifted the basin it tipped,
and a little water spilled upon the bed. I felt my blood stop with fright. My mother-in-law cried
angrily in a hoarse voice, “Now then! What is this for a daughter-in-law!” (pp. 40-41)

A daughter-in-law must serve her mother-in-law without making any mistake, otherwise, she will be
blamed and even punished. She cannot protest but must be obedient. She must behave properly, too, as
Kwei-lan further explains:
My mother has instructed me carefully in all those attentions due from a daughter-in-law to the
mother of her husband. I rise politely and remain standing in her presence. I lead her to the most
honourable seat. I rinse her tea bowl and pour slowly the freshly infused green tea and present it
carefully with both hands. I may refuse her nothing. I must cherish her as my own mother, and her
reproaches, however unjust, I must bear in silence. I am prepared to subject myself to her in all
things. (p. 42)

In Silver Sister, Tai Tai is not required to serve Ancient Mistress, her mother-in-law, as the daughters-inlaw do in The Diggers from China and East Wind: West Wind. But she is required to follow Ancient
Mistress’ command and help produce a male heir for the House of Tang. The authority of the mother-inlaw and the obedience of the daughter-in-law reflects the power structure. The mother-in-law in presocialist China was the “patriarch’s female deputy in the Chinese family”. She was “the immediate,
unchallengeable supervisor of her daughter-in-law’s work and life”. She was “the one to whom the new
bride owed most of her direct service and obedience. Thus the enmity between mother-in-law and
daughter-in-law was ‘intrinsic’” (Stacey 1983, p. 54). This enmity has lasted till modern times. In modern
Chinese society, mothers-in-law and daughters-in-law are hostile to each other due to their competition
for the devotion of the man who is son to the one party and husband to the other (Shih 2017, p. 11). It is
the same in diasporic Chinese families, as displayed in Swallowing Clouds (1997), another novel by Lillian
Ng, which I will discuss in the last chapter. They may also despise each other due to the pressure of needing
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to produce a male heir. Diasporic mothers-in-law like the one in Swallowing Clouds may also want to have
a grandson, as Ancient Mistress does in Silver Sister.
The third form of transvestite patriarchy is represented by the wife in her treatment of the slave girls and
her husband’s other women. Under pressure from Ancient Mistress to obtain a concubine for Master, Tai
Tai tries to prevent this from happening. She has anticipated it and has already taken measures to avoid it.
To cope with the problem of not having produced a male heir and to prevent her husband from frequenting
the brothel and taking a concubine, Tai Tai encourages him to have sex with her slave girls. Where in The
Poison of Polygamy polygamy is presented in the form of wife and concubine, this novel represents
polygamy in the form of wife and slave girls. Slave girls are also components of the polygamous structure
and they are the lowest stratum—the descending hierarchy is wife, concubine, slave girls. Slave girls like
Gold in Silver Sister are turned into mere vessels for procreation. Thus Ancient Mistress and Tai Tai play
a double role: they are both victim and victimiser.
In the feudal period, the caste of slave girls, like that of prostitutes, actors and actresses, is the lowest. They
have no freedom and their body is controlled by their master or mistress (Luo 2016, p. 91). They are
chattels. Tai Tai has four slave girls and three of them, Gold, Pearl and Ruby, become sexual objects. Jade
is spared because she hasn’t started menstruation and is unable to conceive (Ng 1994, p. 69). The four
slave girls enter the House of Tang as part of Tai Tai’s dowry, and are under the command of both Master
and Tai Tai. They are terribly exploited. They girls work for the House of Tang without pay as servants,
and have to provide sexual services to the Master. They are often abused by both master and mistress.
They are voiceless in the novel. Even other servants like Silver Sister keep a distance from them. Silver
Sister only hears their voices when, abused by their mistress, they cry:
Master’s gambling debts upset and depressed Tai Tai, and she took it out on the slaves. At the
slightest excuse she caned them, pulled their hair and ears, or burned their fingers with the lighted
ends of joss sticks. Crying and bawling, the slaves begged for mercy by pulling their ears—a sign
of repentance. And they knelt to offer Tai Tai cups of tea, to appease her anger… (p. 79)

These innocent girls become the scapegoats of their mistress’ bad mood and hot temper when she is angry
with her husband. The one who is exploited most is Gold. She is not only silent, but also invisible in the
novel. It is only through gossip among the servants that Silver Sister learns of Gold’s existence. Gold is
confined in a nunnery, waiting for the birth of her child. According to a conversation between Tai Tai and
Ancient Mistress, she is confined there to avoid a miscarriage, because Master is often drunk and wants to
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bed her (p. 78). According to Ho Ma, however, Silver Sister knows that Gold is prettier and younger than
Tai Tai, so she is likely to be favoured by Master and become Master’s concubine if she gives birth to a
boy. This is the real reason for her seclusion in the nunnery. In feudal China, a slave girl’s social status
can be raised and her name might be listed in the pedigree on condition that she has a child with the master
of the family (Luo 2016, p. 91). The likelihood of Gold becoming a concubine is great as she is predicted
to give birth to a boy. From what happens next, Ho Ma’s judgment is right—Gold is segregated from the
House of Tang because of Tai Tai’s jealousy and she will not be back if her baby is male. Three months
later, Gold does give birth to a boy. That very night, Tai Tai dispatches Tang Ma to the nunnery to bring
the baby to the House of Tang (Ng 1994, p. 83), leaving Gold in the nunnery to be looked after by Wu Ma.
When the post-natal month is over, Wu Ma returns to the House of Tang, where she tells of Gold’s intention
to commit suicide by swallowing her hairpin. She is stopped in time, then given a tonsure, and becomes a
nun (p. 87). She is triply exploited: by the master who occupies her body, by the mistress who uses her as
a surrogate to produce a male heir on her behalf so that Ancient Mistress won’t get a concubine for the
master, and by the House of Tang whose lineage is maintained with Gold’s son. While the whole household
is celebrating the birth of the baby, Gold, the biological mother, is excluded. She is deprived of freedom,
motherhood, and even the right to take her own life. She is represented in Ng’s novel as a tragic victim of
the patriarchal system and of the hierarchy of the polygamous system.
Besides slave girls, another victim of a wife’s malice and persecution is the husband’s “kept woman”.
Unlike Canton, where a man may have concubines and can also sleep with slave girls with the wife’s full
knowledge, Hong Kong is ruled by the British government (1842-1997) and polygamy is unlawful during
the period of Silver Sister’s residence there. However, Ng reveals how the restriction of the law doesn’t
stop a man from practising polygamy in another form: having a kept woman, or mistress, without the
wife’s knowledge. This is even more favourable for him since he can easily change his lover once he is
tired of her: the kept woman’s position is quite insecure and more precarious because she is not
acknowledged. Little Peacock Lien is such a woman, kept by Xi, who not only occupies her body, but
restricts her freedom. She must cater to his taste, and cannot do things that displease him. She is objectified.
As Silver Sister says to her three sworn sisters:
“Mr. Xi treats her like a plaything, like keeping a pet, for his pleasure only. She is dressed and
made-up in the way he likes, and not allowed to have her friends not even Little Phoenix, in her
flat.” (Ng 1994, p. 150)
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When she is not at home waiting for him, he becomes impatient, throw tantrums, loses his temper and
starts a big quarrel (p. 151). She is his belonging, reserved for his exclusive use. Even so, he cannot protect
her. When she is blackmailed by Ah Sai’s gang, he doesn’t stop this from happening for fear that his
identity will be revealed and his affair disclosed to his wife (p. 152). When she becomes more and more
famous, he proposes to her and decides to divorce his wife. His promise is built on her pretty face and her
fame. After she is disfigured by his wife, he is nowhere to be seen. He does not even come to see her once
during her hospitalization. Instead, during her absence from home he removes all the jewellery he has
bought her as well as her own money (p. 171). In the end, even the flat she is living in is sold by him and
his wife. She has to rely on a friend for accommodation. Ng demonstrates how Little Peacock Lien is a
victim of this illegal relationship, betrayed and deserted by Xi. She is also a victim of the wife. She is
humiliated, abused, and bullied by Rose who seeks her out and condemns her as a “husband snatcher”.
She calls Little Peacock Lien names like “vile fox”, “witch”, “stinker” and “husband snatcher”, and
threatens her—“Just wait and see” (pp. 157-159). This foreshadows Little Peacock Lien’s disfigurement.
Her appearance, fame and career in Hong Kong are all ruined. Rose takes the upper hand due to her lawful
status. A mistress’ status is similar to that of a concubine and she is likely to become the victim of the wife.
Wives’ dominance over slave girls, concubines or kept women in modern society is due to their position
in a Chinese family. Confucianism values an orderly society where the younger must respect the elder and
the inferior must honour the superior. The wife is the mistress of the family and concubines as well as
slave girls must follow her admonishment, instruction and arrangements (Luo 2016, p. 91). In the
traditional Chinese family, the first wife was respected, even if she had no son. Chinese scholars Xiaonan
Deng et al. provide the example of Empress Dowager Cixi and Empress Dowager Ci’an to prove this.
Although Cixi gave birth to Tongzhi who later became emperor, Ci’an was Emperor Xianfeng’s first wife,
so Ci’an commanded more respect than Cixi (2011, p. 9). In modern Chinese society, the wife’s
ascendency over the kept woman comes both from her rightful position in the family and her lawful
position in society. However, not all wives behave like Tai Tai and Rose in Silver Sister. Dawn, for
example, acts in the opposite manner. Compared with Rose, she is too meek. Though she knows that Peng
is a womaniser and is often not home for several days, she doesn’t stop him. Even after she witnesses Peng
entering a taxi holding hands with a European woman, she doesn’t take any action against him or the other
woman. It is only on her sister Kitty’s suggestion that she file for divorce on the grounds of Peng’s
desertion and adultery that she finally complies and gets the divorce five years later. Not long after their
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divorce, Peng moves to an unknown place and ceases to pay maintenance for his children. Dawn doesn’t
resort to the law to defend herself and the children. Her silence is tacit acceptance of Peng’s behaviour,
resulting in her own financial strain and the difficulty of looking after the children by herself. But for the
legacy from her father, she might have been in dire financial strife. Thus Ng reveals another source of a
wife’s power or its lack—her temperament—a strong temperament might help her to resist misogyny and
a weak one might make her a victim. As also manifested in The Poison of Polygamy, misogynous
behaviour tends to be characterised by aggressiveness, peremptoriness, and audacity. Those who are meek,
tender, courteous, and tolerant are susceptible to persecution. Qiaoxi in The Poison of Polygamy is a good
example. Though she is the concubine, she refuses to follow the cultural mores that expect her to show her
respect to Ma, the wife.
As Silver Sister has revealed, Chinese women’s social position in old China was low, but some women,
like the mother-in-law and the wife, did have some power in the family to dominate other women in a
subordinate position. These women internalise patriarchal ideas and practices and act as men’s
accomplices in the persecution of other women or girls. Ng seems to suggest that the women who are
likely to engage in female misogyny tend to be those in social ascendancy, such as Ancient Mistress and
Tai Tai. In the old patriarchal society, it was quite common for women to turn against other women,
especially the mother-in-law in the oppression of the daughter-in-law, and the wife in the persecution of
the concubine and slave girl. Ng (and other writers referred to) reveal how these women are assimilated
into patriarchy and become part of it in the exploitation and suppression of other women who are in a
disadvantaged position. They are victims of the patriarchal system, but when they change their position to
turn against other women, either to help maintain patriarchal norms, or to defend their own interest, they
become victimisers.
Ancient Mistress and Tai Tai are not the only women who play a role in maintaining the patriarchal system.
In Silver Sister, Little Peacock Lien, the absent and nameless mistress of Peng, and Kim, all collude in the
system by willingly accepting their roles as mistresses. These women are men’s sexual objects, victims,
and modern concubines. By being complicit in this relationship, they are riding for a fall. Their fate is
deplorable, but they hurt other women by partaking in men’s misogynistic practice of polygamy, whether
in the old or new form. To have a kept woman or lovers is a continuation and an alternative form of
polygamy, it is a way for men to exploit and objectify women. When they play the role of victimisers,
women do not challenge the patriarchal system or the men, but rather engage in internecine strife. Silver
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Sister points to the patriarchal system as the root of misogyny and the cause of enmity and confrontation
between women. Patriarchy is so entrenched and so powerful that it is beyond their ability to counter it, as
the man is the source of their sustenance.
Like their economic status, these women’s power also comes from men, as is the case of Qiaoxi in The
Poison of Polygamy, who makes use of Shangkang’s favour to persecute Ma. But after Shangkang dies,
she is condemned by the villagers. As Kate Millett points out, a few women in old China did wield
significant power behind the scenes, but the power was not theirs by right—it was delegated to them by
men and circumstance. The imperial legal codes granted a mother the same authority over her children as
their father enjoyed, but she derived this privilege from her position as a wife. Were there to be a conflict
between them in the exercise of authority, the husband’s will would always prevail legally (1971, p. 45).
In accordance with this system, Ancient Mistress and Tai Tai in Silver Sister are granted power by
patriarchy due to their predominant position over subordinate women. Ancient Mistress and Tai Tai are
representatives of transvestite patriarchy.
Apart from the hostile relationships that exist between mother-in-law and daughter-in-law, wife and slave
girls, wife and mistress, as manifested in Silver Sister, female misogyny also finds expression in relations
between sisters or half-sisters in contention for the parents’ favour and property, as seen in Adeline Yen’s
Falling Leaves Return to their Roots: The True Story of an Unwanted Chinese Daughter (1997), or in
rivalry over the same man’s love, as in Lan Samantha Chang’s Inheritance (2012). In the old polygamous
marriage system, beside hostility between wife and concubines, it was quite common for concubines to
fight for their mutual husband’s favour and for production of male offspring. This is reflected in David
Henry Hwang’s Golden Child (1998). Su Tong’s Raise the Red Lantern (1993) shows the destructive result
of female rivals’ overt and covert competition which leads to one concubine’s insanity, another concubine
being hanged on their husband’s order, and a slave girl’s death. Thus female misogyny goes well beyond
the hostile relationship between mother and daughter(s) described by Ueno.
In Silver Sister, Ng presents the mother as the first source of a daughter’s misogyny, as Ueno argues. In
this novel, Silver Sister’s mother internalises misogynous ideology and carries out misogynous practices
on her daughters. Her mother indoctrinates the girls in her family. Their speech is restricted, as are many
other activities, by the need to abide by taboos. “Decent girls don’t sing such a song” (Ng 1994, p. 8), she
warns her daughters. She joins with her husband and sons to control the girls with corporeal punishment,
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restricting their movement to the private sphere as she too is restricted (p. 27). When Silver Sister starts
her menstruation on New Year’s morning, her mother exclaims, “What bad luck you bring! The curse on
New Year” (6). Silver Sister explains how the “Menses was regarded as dirt, a discard from the mysterious
inside of women, an inferior being, the Yin, embodying the undesirable and bad luck” (p. 6). Through
Silver Sister, Ng demonstrates how women are indoctrinated into this misogynistic attitude and internalise
the idea that they are dirty. They begin to despise themselves. As Millett points out, there are many taboos
that restrict women in patriarchal societies, ostensibly so they will avoid contamination —they are not
allowed to touch objects or food because women’s sexual functions such as menstruation, labour and
delivery are considered impure or even as a “curse”. This results in women’s suffering and discomfort,
which is often “psychosomatic rather than physiological, cultural rather than biological in origin” (Millett
2016, p. 47). One of the psychosomatic consequences is women’s self-detestation (p. 55), as reflected in
Ng’s portrait of Silver Sister.
According to Kate Millett, the prejudice concerning women’s menstruation comes from men’s fear of
women’s life force. Women’s physiological difference makes men consider them as “other” or “alien”
(1971, p. 46). According to Wawrytko, gynophobia was harboured by Chinese men because of women’s
sexuality and procreative “mana” (2000, p. 176). They show antipathy to women’s menstrual blood and
also the blood of childbirth, which, in Chinese tradition, leads to confinement of the lying-in woman, as is
shown in Gold’s case in this text. This fear is generated out of men’s ignorance, prejudice and superstition
about women and the desire to dominate them. However, being an ignorant woman, Silver Sister doesn’t
know what lies behind these prejudices against women; she just accepts them as taboos and does what she
is told. She doesn’t realise that being forbidden to enter the House of Tang through the front gate and the
requirement to take a bath on entering the house as mentioned earlier are also based on these misogynistic
ideas.
Silver Sister reveals that Ueno’s theory of transvestite patriarchy is not confined to the mother passing on
misogynistic thinking and practice to her daughter. It shows some of the other factors contributing to the
misogynistic culture she is exposed to and inculcated into. Misogyny in a woman cannot be defined simply
as self-detestation, because a woman’s self-hatred is the result of patriarchal ideology that debases and
oppresses women. As de Beauvoir states, woman is “not born, but rather becomes” (2011, p. 293), so girls
are not born to despise themselves, but they are made to do so in a misogynistic environment, as clearly
illustrated by Ng’s text. From early childhood, Silver Sister has been exposed to misogynist ideas and has
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suffered and witnessed misogynous practices in her own family. After she enters the House of Tang, what
she hears and sees is again the suffering of women, their submissiveness to men and their inability to
change their husband’s misdemeanours. Servants such as Tang Ma, Ho Ma and Wu Ma gossip every day
about their Master’s womanizing and the slave girls’ miseries, concluding that it’s a tragic life for women
(Ng 1994, p. 70). It is in this context it is hardly surprising that Silver Sister negates her own sex and
wishes to be reincarnated as a man in her next life.
Through the genre of fictional autobiography, Silver Sister offers a picture of Chinese women’s suffering
in China as well as in other parts of Southeast Asia in the pre-socialist period, and also in Australia (in the
case of Kim) in the 1980s. Ng plays with two different genres: fiction and autobiography, the former
masquerading as the latter and the two played against each other. One reason the author adopts this genre
is to protect her nanny “because she is very shy and she is still alive” (Ouyang 2001, p. 112). Ng reports
what Silver Sister has recounted but tells that story in her own words —in effect ventriloquising Silver
Sister to allow for a “silent” critique of misogynistic patriarchy. The story is based on Silver Sister’s life,
but in the telling, it is fictionalised and reprocessed. Everything is filtered, firstly through the mind of the
narrator, who is a woman of limited education and understanding, and secondly through the feminist
consciousness of the author. It is a story that is carefully managed to produce the effect of direct, nonfiltered communication so as to provide reader access to the experiences and perceptions of an illiterate
Chinese woman. Her suffering as well as that of the other women is revealed to Western readers. The
sympathetic rendering of first-person narration prompts readers to be tolerant of her limitations as an
uneducated and parochial woman. The author doesn’t interpolate any comments or explanations of her
own into the novel, thus making the story appear more coherent, natural and reliable. The tone, the
language, and the mode of narration all suit the simple-minded and uncultured narrator, who is complacent
about her present life in Australia, compared with her miserable past: “To have a permanent residency and
to be a citizen of Australia is a wonderful achievement. I am now a free woman and have the whole world
before me. Life, whatever is left of it…should no longer be empty or sad, but something to be enjoyed” (p.
281). Due to her limited experience and general ignorance, Silver Sister seems to imply that misogyny is
only practised by Chinese men, as she overstates the advantages of Australia, the privileges of living in
Australia and the superiority Australian men while downgrading Chinese men: “…these feng kwei lao
aren’t so barbarous after all. They have kind hearts and are more civic-minded than the Chinese male, who
care only for themselves, and would never stop to help a female or child” (p. 278). This demonstrates her
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limited experience and ignorance of men from other cultures, for misogyny exits in Australia, both in
fiction and in real life, as manifested in recent publications such as Clementine Ford’s Fight like a Girl
(2016) and Charlotte Wood’s The Natural Way of Things (2015), as well as in the mass media. Silver
Sister’s narration shows an adulatory attitude towards her adopted country because her life in Australia is
greatly improved. Women’s life stories allow us to obtain “a broader and deeper understanding of women’s
consciousness”, past and present (Geiger 1986, p. 335). Ng’s fictionalised autobiography allows Western
readers to experience something of Chinese women’s suffering over half a century from the perspective
of a marginalised woman who has a vague and tentative feminist consciousness in her sensitivity to
women’s suffering and in her sympathy with and support of women. Ng seems to suggest that women’s
mutual support and sisterhood might be an effective tool to combat misogyny, as shown in Silver Sister’s
assistance to Little Peacock Lien, Dawn, and Kim.

Conclusion
Though the two texts analysed in this chapter were written and published at different times and there is
almost a century between their publications, both texts reveal the part played by patriarchy in the
perpetration of misogyny. The Poison of Polygamy and Silver Sister reveal how misogyny is not only
practiced by men but perpetrated by women as well. However, narrated from different perspectives and
aimed at different readerships, the meanings and ideological positions of the two texts are different. The
Poison of Polygamy is narrated from a male diasporic perspective and its readership is the Chinese diaspora
in Australia. Set against the background of a more democratic host country, it echoes progressive thoughts
such as advocating for Chinese women’s education and monogamy. However, these are not primarily
aimed at women’s welfare, but presented as part of a nationalist ideology and the wish to modernise China
and make it more competitive with Western countries. The text’s leitmotif is still the perpetuation of
patriarchy which imposes its norms on women. Through the characters of Ma and Qiaoxi it prescribes an
ideal femininity for women to follow and holds up the opposite as a warning to women not to trespass on
patriarchy. As Kate Manne argues, misogyny often involves distinguishing between “good” and “bad”
women, judged by whether or not they abide by patriarchal norms and values (2018, p. 263). “Misogyny’s
primary function and constitutive manifestation” is to punish “bad” women and policewomen’s behaviour
(p. 192). Thus Ma is commended as a role model for feminine virtues according to the patriarchal standard
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and Qiaoxi is despised, alienated, and eliminated for violating patriarchal rules and posing a threat to its
perpetuation. The model woman is a “ruse”, as Andrea Dworkin suggests, adopted by men to ensure that
all women comply with patriarchal norms (cited in Richardson-Self 2018, p. 268). Women are part of the
patriarchal system and they must conform to and help maintain this system.
Silver Sister is narrated from a female diasporic perspective and its feminist consciousness is clear. The
narrator, while limited in her understanding, is sensitive to women’s suffering, and the overall message to
the reader is unambiguous. Aimed at a Western readership, this novel presents Chinese women’s suffering
as exotic and shocking, in part because of its emphasis on women who, entrenched in patriarchal society,
consciously or unconsciously help to defend and maintain the patriarchal system. Female misogyny is not
just performed by mothers towards daughters, it is also practiced by mothers-in-law against daughters-inlaw, wives against slave girls and concubines under the polygamous marriage system, and wives against
their husband’s mistresses in modern society. As male misogyny is a manifestation of an underlying power
structure, assuming men’s dominance over women, female misogyny is also a reflection of that power
structure. The dominant positions of mother, mother-in-law, and wife over the subordinate or
disadvantaged positions of daughter, daughter-in-law, slave girls or concubines in the old patriarchal
society and kept women in modern life reflect this structure. These texts reveal that female misogyny is to
a large extent caused by women’s precarious position in patriarchal society, as well as a misogynistic
ideology, that results in the cultural devaluation of women. The novels demonstrate Chinese women’s
economic and emotional dependence on men, and its role in the perpetuation of misogyny.
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Chapter 3
The New Patriarchy: Misogyny Survives State Feminism
The category of women, like that of class, has long been exploited by the hegemonic discourse of the state
of China, one that posits the equality between men and women, by depriving the latter of their difference.
In the emancipatory discourse of the state which always subsumes women under the nationalist agenda,
women’s liberation means little more than equal opportunity to participate in public labour.
——Lydia H. Liu, “Invention and Intervention: The Making of a
Female Tradition in Modern Chinese Literature” (2002, p. 150)

While the previous chapter explores the role of patriarchy and patriarchal ideology in the perpetration of
misogyny as represented in Chinese Australian writing mainly set in the pre-socialist period, this chapter
will analyse the continuation of misogynistic ideology and practices into the socialist period (1949 to the
early 1980s) as represented in Bi Xiyan’s novel 《天生作妾》 (Born to Be a Subservient Women, 2003)
and Ding Xiaoqi’s short story collection Maidenhome (1994). It begins with an introduction to the
historical and political context as this is a prerequisite to the understanding and interpretation of these texts.
As Ravni Thakur argues, “any attempt at criticism of women writers has to locate itself within a specific
cultural and historical context” (1997, p. 13).

State feminism in Early Socialist China
This socialist period is also called Maoist China because Mao led the Chinese Communist Party (CCP)
from 1935 and the People’s Republic of China from 1949. His leadership lasted over three decades until
his death in 1976. Compared with pre-socialist China, this period witnessed tremendous change in
gendered relationships and women’s lives, in policy and in reality, though it was not unproblematic.
Predicated on the liberation of women and opposition to Confucian patriarchy, many measures were
adopted by the CCP to mobilise women in the war against the Japanese invaders, then in a power struggle
with the Guomindang. After the CCP won power, women were mobilised in the construction of the new
country.
Mao had engaged in the feminist movement as early as the first decade of the 20 th century, inspired by
Yang Changji, Mao’s teacher and later father-in-law, who regarded the patriarchal family as a major reason
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for China’s weakness (Kristeva 1977, pp. 105-106). Mao thought the feminist movement was a radical
way to change society (p. 107). With his friend Cai Hesen he founded a society named xinminxuehui (新
民学会) in 1917 to fight against the old Confucian morality and social customs such as prostitution,
concubinage, and the abuse of family power (p. 106), such as forced marriages. He asserted that these were
obstructions to individual freedom and prevented women from deciding their own fate (p. 109). But the
feminist agenda was not carried through; instead, it came, in Kristeva’s words, to an “impasse” in the
1930s due to internal and external threats and division in the nationalist, socialist, and communist
movements (p. 114), especially the nationalists’ repression of the early labour movement and the women’s
movement in 1927. This repression is known as the “white terror”, during which thousands of communists
and their supporters were slaughtered. Among them more than 1,000 women leaders were killed. Girls
were “stripped naked and nailed on crosses”. Their noses and breasts were cut off prior to their murder
(Thakur 1997, pp. 42-43). During this stage, the CCP subordinated the “woman problem” to revolutionary
propaganda, economic reform and military victory over the nationalists and the Japanese. The “woman
problem” was thus integrated into the Communist Revolutionary movement rather than addressed in its
own right (p. 42).
With the efforts of the CCP, women’s position was raised, by law and by policy. For the first time in
Chinese history the principle of gender equality was written into law in 1931, when the constitution of the
Chinese Soviet Republic was passed (Lee 1999, p. 30). The Marriage Law of 1934 proscribed polygamy
and decreed that a man and a woman’s choice of marriage partner was free, and divorce became freely
available (Kristeva 1977, p. 122). The trade in girls was forbidden according to a new family code of the
1930s (Verschuur-Basse 1996, p. 12). The Marriage Law of 1950 went further, establishing equal status
between husband and wife (p. 131), and a more advanced step was the recognition of the labour of the
housewife. The revised marriage law stated that the wife’s work in the home was equal to the husband’s
outside the home, and entitled the wife to an equal share of family property (p. 133).
The major sources of the CCP’s ideology were Marxism and Leninism, both of which asserted the
importance of participation in production for women’s liberation. In the 1940s and 1950s the CCP and the
Government introduced a number of policies and measures to mobilise women to participate in agricultural
production (Croll 1979, p. 8). Measures were taken to guarantee this, such as equal pay for equal work for
both men and women (p. 14). To relieve women from time-consuming and heavy housework, domestic
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labour became socialised: a number of community services such as creches, nurseries, sewing centres and
dining facilities were introduced to help housewives (p. 32). Women’s health was also taken into
consideration with the establishment of health clinics, and they were offered maternity leave with full pay
(p. 15).
These are the positive changes brought by the CCP during this period. However, there were problems in
the implementation of these laws and policies. The preliminary period of the CCP’s dealing with the
“woman question” witnessed limited changes in gender relations. Though the Party challenged traditional
orthodoxy, it failed to change the inveterate practice of gendered discrimination (Thakur 1997, p. 45). This
was especially obvious in its policy on intra-family relations. The Party’s basic position was to liberate
women to participate in production, but when gender conflicts occurred, the Party suspended the
implementation of its policies. This trend became more obvious after 1940. For instance, regarding the
struggle for women’s rights in relation to marriage and divorce, the CCP made compromises with rural
patriarchy and tradition in order to further the aims of its “general revolution”, because once the marriage
law regarding divorce was implemented, some peasants would lose not only their wives but also their lands
which had been allotted to the wives. Women who pushed to carry out family reform were accused of
supporting separatism over the interests of the general revolution (p. 45). As Davin points out, the Party
made compromises with the peasants to control the Chinese countryside (p. 47).
According to Helen Snow, marriage reform went fairly smoothly in the cities, but often resulted in tragedy
in some rural areas. For example, neighbours might be hostile to a female divorcee and the woman
demanding a divorce was often rejected by the local cadre who restricted divorce at will (Kristeva 1977,
p. 137). Some women were killed by their husbands when they requested divorce or committed suicide
when divorce was refused. By the late 1950s, the divorce policy was changed from encouraging a woman
to end an unhappy marriage to prioritise the interest of social stability (Thakur 1997, p. 48). Also, though
“free marriage” was advocated, it didn’t mean that young people could choose their partners—as Judith
Stacey observes: “the essence of marriage in rural China continued to be an exchange of rights in women
between two families” (1983, pp. 218-219). This meant that marriage continued to be an economic
transaction between the woman’s family and the prospective in-laws.
There were also problems in the implementation of the policy of equal work and equal pay. The “natural”
sexual division of labour was still dominant both in private and public arenas. Andors points out that
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although more women worked in factories and engaged in white-collar services, this work was confined
to “femininity suited” light factories or junior service sectors (Thakur 1997, p. 49).
The Great Leap Forward, starting in 1958 by collectivisation in rural areas, aimed to encourage masses of
people to devote themselves to the production of goods and thus quicken the pace into socialism (Thakur
1997, p. 50). Although there was a revival of women’s participation in production in rural and urban areas,
once again, gender relations remained stubbornly unchanged and led to the devaluation of women’s labour
in the new system of wages attached to work-points. Women were not given as many work points as men,
under the pretext that they didn’t work as efficiently as men, or that women’s work was affected by the
demands of childcare. Thakur argues that this demonstrates a continuing belief in female inferiority and
resistance to the idea of women working in the fields (p. 50). It was at this time that Mao’s catchword
“women can hold half of the sky” took hold, meaning that women could play public roles in the sphere of
production and politics, which used to be reserved for men. This weakened traditional Confucian gender
relationships, but the new slogan couldn’t bring substantial change to the status of women as the
entrenched belief in women’s inferiority was not eradicated despite the image of women at this stage being
that of the “iron woman”—as strong as men. They wore the same uniforms as men at work. But this lead
to the de-genderisation of women whose unique experiences and characteristics were disregarded (Lee
1999, p. 39), and masculinising women became another way to acknowledge men’s superiority over
women because they would always be “lesser men”.
By recruiting women to take part in production, their economic status was raised to some extent. But taken
as a whole, their real status was still that of dependents and helpers. Women relied on the Party for legal
support in familial matters (Wang 1999, p. 20), and had to give up their work to help their husbands if the
latter worked in important and better paid sectors. In many cases, women had to work both in public arenas
and undertake all household chores. Throughout Maoist China, women were placed in a dilemma. During
the period of the first five-year plan (1953-1957), the role of housewives was often controversial. If they
didn’t partake in productive labour, they were despised. Their roles, especially those of peasant women,
were double, triple or even quadruple that of their male counterparts. They felt social pressure to take part
in production and at the same time fulfil their domestic role in order to become the “new socialist
housewife” (Thakur 1997, p. 49). They were expected to be “breeders” as well, producing offspring for
the revolutionary cause. In addition, they were engaged in private work such as pig and chicken raising
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and vegetable growing in their household lot. These tasks were all considered women’s work (Croll 1983,
p. 11).
Participation in social production raised women’s economic status to some extent, but it was not a
sufficient condition to improve women’s overall status. The greatest obstacle was ideological constraints,
as opposed to material ones. Belief in women’s supposed inferiority, self-abasement and dependence still
prevailed. Recognizing this problem, the PRC adopted new policies in the 1960s to bring further changes
to the position of women (Croll 1979, p. 37). Several measures were introduced to raise women’s selfconsciousness to liberate themselves from traditional “mind manacles” (p. 38). During the Cultural
Revolution (1966-1976), women’s role in production and their participation in politics was once again
stressed; but political participation was considered more important than economic production (Thakur
1997, p. 52). Political consciousness here meant one should subordinate one’s individual interest and
family needs to those of the state. Thus “private” was equated with selfishness and “leisure” with
“bourgeois habits” (Wang 1999, p. 26). Correspondingly, family life was devalued (p. 27). When state
requirements and personal life conflicted, the latter must be sacrificed for the former (p. 28). Given the
degree to which women’s status was tied to their role in the household and the maintenance of family, this
implicitly devalued women.
The most significant campaign during the Cultural Revolution that concentrated on the role of women in
society was known as the anti-Lin Biao7 and anti-Confucius Campaign. It started by criticising Lin Biao
and developed into a wholesale critique of Confucian ethics. The general guidelines opposed
discrimination against women. Groups of women and youths held meetings and carried out educational
activities to fight old attitudes towards women. For example, they protested discrimination against women
at work and men’s refusal to undertake domestic work (Thakur 1997: 52). This campaign coincided with
the second-wave feminist movement in the West. It has been described by Zillah R. Eisenstein in Capitalist
Patriarchy and the Case for Socialist Feminism (1979) and Batya Weinbaum in “Women in Transition to
Socialism: Perspectives on the Chinese Case” (1976) as a demonstration of the superiority of the socialist
system as a way to advance women’s rights (Thakur 1997, p. 53). But these Western feminists failed to
_______________________
7

Lin Biao (1901-71) was an eminent general during the Chinese revolution. During the Civil War (1945-1949), his army defeated
the nationalists and took over Beijing and Tianjin. He was defence minister and designated as Mao’s successor during the Cultural
Revolution, but lost favour later. He failed in an attempted coup and died in an air crash on his escape to the Soviet Union (Lew 2016,
p. 398).
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see the dark side of this movement. Elizabeth Rauch-Nolan, in Chinese Women Speak (1996), interviewed
a group of Chinese women, the majority of whom associated the Cultural Revolution with a total lack of
freedom. “It was a nightmare for those who were over 20-25 years of age in 1966—best forgotten but
impossible to forget: deportation, humiliation, and general mistrust of people were rampant” (VerschuurBasse 1996, p. 97).
The new government policies produced in post-Mao China revived conflicts between women’s equality
and government targets (Thakur 1997, p. 53). Reform of the economic system was carried out in 1979.
With the “household responsibility system” 8 in the countryside and “industrial responsibility system” in
the cities, women were thought to be less productive than men. They were advised to go back home to
look after the children and do housework in order for men to do highly productive work outside the home
(see Lu 2004). Sharp differences reappeared between the official ideology of equality and women’s
practical subordination (Thakur 1997, p. 54). The source of the conflict lay in women’s reproductive roles
and their engagement in waged work. The CCP unceasingly advocated women’s emancipation, but this
support was on condition that women’s specific interests were consistent with the universal interests of the
Party. The new orthodoxy on gender relations was a combination of patriarchy and socialism, where
conflicts between women’s productive and reproductive roles remained. This period of China’s history
proved that gender relations were very resistant to transformation (pp. 60-62). In Judith Stacey’s words,
socialism had pledged at the start to eradicate patriarchy, but patriarchy still prevailed in socialist China
(Stacey 1983, p. 248). She argues that the coexistence of patriarchy and socialism was due to the fact that
the socialist revolution in China was a patriarchal revolution that did not change the role of women within
the family (1983, p. 266).
The incomplete liberation was also due to the fact that the “liberation” from the very beginning didn’t aim
at women’s own welfare, but was a strategy devised by the CCP to recruit women into the liberation of
the country and later its development. As Verschuur-Basse claims, Mao used the women’s liberation
movement to build the new China and it was largely this idea that prevailed rather than the idea of women’s
liberation as such (1996, p. 13). The movement did not prioritise women’s issues, just as the reformists at
_______________________
8 “Household

responsibility system”: this policy aimed at reducing the size of the labour group to encourage greater productivity in
rural areas. It connected reward with productivity per household which signed a contract with the production team regarding
production targets and agreed costs. Payments or bonuses were made according to work fulfilled or over-fulfilled (Croll 1983, p. 24).
The “Industrial responsibility system” carried out in the urban area worked on a similar principle.
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the beginning of the twentieth century had not. Chinese feminism was merely a by-product of nationalism
and socialism. Women’s liberation in this period amounted to little more than participation in social
production, as the quote at the beginning of this chapter conveys. As Rowbotham points out, the image of
women in Maoist era was moulded and remoulded by the Party according to the demands and expectations
of the state, and women were not active agents in their own emancipation (Leung 2003, p. 366). According
to Wang Zheng, a Chinese feminist, feminism in China was “state feminism”, meaning that feminist
movements were heavily state dependent and there was hardly any space for feminist movements outside
government law making and propaganda (Angeloff 2012, p. 17).
However, compared with the past, Chinese women’s economic position on the whole was raised during
this period. Economic independence brought women some power within the family, enhanced by laws
which provided them with a chance to challenge the control of the head of the household and to confront
his patriarchal authority (Croll 1983, p. 1). But confrontation didn’t necessarily lead to major social change.
Many traditional beliefs remained unaltered, especially the importance of harmony within the heterosexual
family. This family remained patriarchal, patrilineal, patrilocal, and a haven for men to wield their power
over women. Within this family structure, women’s subordinate status and gender role in the family had
barely changed. The relationship between the state and the family was still Confucian, meaning that it was
interdependent and inseparable. This is known as jiaguotonggou—the state and the family were part of the
same structure (Lee 1999, p. 17). Thus Confucianism was perpetuated in spite of the CCP’s propaganda
to eradicate it. This accounts, to a large extent, for the survival of misogyny in this period, as reflected in
Maidenhome and Born to Be Subservient Women. Woman as object belongs to somebody as wife, mother,
or other related roles, as Kate Manne points out (2018, p. 173). This is the situation of the women portrayed
in these texts.
The post Mao economic reforms had a great impact on women’s lives. To relieve unemployment and
promote productivity, women were encouraged to go home to benefit family and society. The fifth
National Women’s congress in 1983 resulted in an important policy document that emphasised women’s
roles as mothers and within the family, responsible for the care of the younger generation. Media began to
promote women with a “female temperament” that included attributes such as love of beauty, softness,
tenderness, virtue, submissiveness, and obedience. There was a call for a “return of femininity” (Lu 2004,
p. 3). Women once again were expected to fulfil their roles as caregivers, dutiful wives and loving mothers
(p. 13). Combined with the implementation of the market economy, the reform brought about a resurgence
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of misogyny. Women increasingly became victims of domestic violence, prostitution, pornography,
abduction and trafficking (p. 5). On the other hand, the political liberalisation of the post-Mao decade to
some degree enabled women to openly debate many social and political issues which had been taboo
during the Cultural Revolution. Gender discrimination was discussed publicly. The open-door policy made
information about Western countries accessible, including knowledge of the lives and problems of Western
women as well as feminism in the West. Many Chinese women had a chance to study in these countries.
All these factors helped to arouse Chinese women’s consciousness of their own problems (Honig &
Hershatter 1988, p. 309).
The official Party policy on literature in the post-Mao period again encouraged “letting a hundred flowers
bloom and a hundred schools of thought contend”. There was a renewed liberalisation of the arts and
literature that had first been advocated in 1956. The trend was again accentuated during the fourth Congress
of Writers and Artists in 1979. This liberalisation brought dramatic changes to the literary field including
an increased rate of publication of stories that critiqued Chinese society at different levels (Thakur 1997,
pp. 84-85). Western thought and philosophical concepts such as humanism, individualism and feminism
all found their expression in Chinese writing. The idea of a “personal” as opposed to a collective self
started to appear, alongside critique of the socialist denigration of the separation of public and private
arenas (Schaffer & Song 2014, p. 12).
From the death of Mao in 1976 to the student movement in 1989, the atmosphere was relaxed regarding
the limits of literary discourse. This period witnessed a decade of renaissance for women’s literature, and
for Chinese literature in general. During this period writers explored a diversity of themes. It ushered in a
flourishing of women’s literature, which gave rise to various discourses on gender relations. Women
writers examined and critiqued the social and psychological problems confronted by Chinese (Thakur 1997,
pp. 191-192). These writers had witnessed their parents sent far away from home to receive re-education.
Their own schooling had been disrupted and many were sent down to the countryside to live with peasants
(Wu 2010, p. 409). These women writers adopted new styles, genres, and themes to write about women in
their contemporary social, economic, and political milieu. They wrote about women’s desires, pains, and
sexual discrimination in the hope of improving women’s rights (pp. 410-412). Ding Xiaoqi, whose parents
were sent away for reformation during the Cultural Revolution, was one of these writers. She started to
appear on the literary stage in the late 1970s. Given the predominantly female readership of female-
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authored texts, Hui Wu argues that these women writers write as women, about women, and for women
(2010, p. 413).
Chinese women writers engaged in dialogue with each other, with male intellectuals and with feminists
outside China (Ko & Zheng 2007, p. 222). The majority of post-Mao women’s writing responded to the
social and political issues of the time. After the Cultural Revolution, the recognition of female dignity and
sexual identity encouraged women authors to depict women in a realistic style, also affording them the
opportunity to give their characters a unique voice (Wu 2010, p. 410). The revival of women’s writing in
the 1980s focused on women’s personal and moral concerns related to love, marriage, sexuality, and family
matters (Schaffer & Song 2014, p. 13). It is within these historical, political and cultural circumstances
that the texts chosen for discussion in this chapter were produced.
The two authors, Ding Xiaoqi and Bi Xiyan, though diasporic, had both lived in China during the period
covered by the chapter, but later migrated. Bi’s works are mainly about diasporic life while Ding’s stories
are mainly about women’s life in China. The part taken from Bi’s novel for discussion in this thesis takes
place in Maoist times and Ding’s three stories take place in the late Maoist period and soon after. Ding
focuses on the Chinese social system and state policy, while Bi focuses on women’s own role in the
perpetuation of misogyny. The Chinese wives in Bi’s novel Born to Be Subservient Women internalise
their subordinate role and identify with their roles as wife and mother, thus helping to perpetuate sexism,
the foundation of misogyny.

Born to Be Subservient Women: Internalising Misogynistic Traditions
As long as traditionally female roles go unchallenged, sexism keeps its heavy foot safely in the
corridor. It seems particularly important for women to be delivered of their primary identification
with children and their responsibility for domestic work.
—Judith Stacey, Patriarchy and Socialist Revolution in China (1975, p. 103)

Bi Xiyan majored in Chinese and received her MA from Beijing Normal University. She migrated to
Australia in 1990, the same year as Ding Xiaoqi, and settled in Sydney as a teacher at the University of
Sydney (Feng 2003, p. 93). She has published in Chinese both in China and in Australia. Her works include
essays, sketches, novellas and two novels. Her first novel was Dream of a Green Card (lü ka meng 《绿
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卡梦》, 1996). Born to Be Subservient Women (tian sheng zuo qie 《天生作妾》, 2003) is her second
novel.
Born to Be Subservient Women consists of five fictionalised biographies about five women, the last of
whom, Xiao Liu, is based on the author herself. Their stories are all narrated in the third person, so that
the narrator can move in and out of the characters’ minds freely. There is a “Preface” and an “Introduction”
preceding the story, each of which helps the reader place the text in terms of its genre and its relationship
to the author’s own life. In the “Preface”, Bi explains that her impetus for writing this novel was her
fascination with and the influence of three women in her life. The first woman was her mother who died
when Bi was fifteen, so early that the author had no chance to understand her mother’s inner world. Before
her mother died, Bi discovered a line of poetry in her old diary: “Having been wronged for six years…”
(Bi 2003, Preface 2).9 When she asked her mother what it meant, she refused to answer. This made Bi
eager to know what was on her mother’s mind. She knew that her father had been married twice. Though
he lived with Bi’s mother, he maintained contact with the other woman, which Bi felt was unfair to her
mother (Preface 2). The second woman who greatly influenced Bi was her “grandma”—the concubine of
a relative of her father. This woman served as a housemaid in Bi’s home and was addressed as “grandma”
by Bi and her siblings. The third woman who inspired Bi to write the novel was her mother-in-law, who
had experienced the holocaust during WWII. These three women all kept silent when Bi asked them about
their past. The author’s strong curiosity about these women made her consider a woman’s fate. Combining
their experience with her own, Bi understood that these women have something in common—all have
succumbed to their fate—they have had to compromise with the past to maintain a trouble-free life. Thus
“qie” in her title should not only be translated literally as “concubine”, but also read as one’s
submissiveness to fate (Preface 4). As it is a novel about a group of women, I translate the title as Born to
Be Subservient Women, which differs from Huang Zhong’s translation, Born to Be a Concubine (2012, p.
317).
The “Introduction” functions as an additional frame for the novel in which Bi fictionalises her own
experiences and by so doing separates herself from them. In this part, the author splits herself into two
characters: a framing narrator (a librarian) and Xiao Liu. The framing narrator tells the reader how she
_______________________
9 The

novel is in Chinese. The quotes from the novel are translated by me .
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started to write a novel about five women. She writes that when she was a librarian at a university in
Sydney (a position Bi held before she became a teacher at the University of Sydney) (Zhuang 2002, p.
205), an old man, Bernard, whom she discovered to be an emeritus magistrate of a supreme court,
frequented the library. Bernard was divorced. To reduce his loneliness, he recruited tenants to live in his
house. Bernard told Bi a story about one of his tenants, a Chinese woman named Xiao Liu who lived in
his home during her temporary separation from her husband. Xiao Liu had obtained her degree in Australia
and worked as a psychotherapist in Sydney. Bernard and Xiao Liu exchanged stories. She told Bernard
about four women. One was her mother who sent her to Australia. The second was a traditional Chinese
woman who used to be a concubine. The other two, named Roz and Barbara in the novel, were European
immigrants in Australia. Roz was a Jew who survived the Holocaust by hiding in a cave. Barbara was a
descendant of Hungarian aristocracy. Roz dreamt of becoming a musician, but this dream was destroyed
by the reality of life—she became the wife of an ordinary man and devoted herself to an ordinary life.
Barbara’s life ended in tragedy because of unhappy marital relations. Bernard dies, leaving pictures of the
women, and a letter to the framing narrator. He asks her to write a book about these four women. The
narrator fulfils Bernard’s will, but she adds another woman—Xiao Liu, whose experience echoes that of
the narrator herself.
The novel thus consists of five stories about five women and each part is named after its main character.
Each part can be treated as a separate novella; indeed, the author published the first two parts “Si Nai” and
“Peishan” separately (Feng 2003, p. 93). The genre of fictional biography gives the author much freedom
to extemporise on the lives of the two European women whose lives are less familiar to her than those of
the two Chinese women. It also gives her the flexibility to shift perspective and to fictionalise herself. The
author takes on the role of an external narrator-focaliser, who not only narrates what happens but also gives
a “panoramic view”, in Shlomith Rimmon-Kenan’s phrase (1983, p. 77), of the characters and events. This
role also gives her “the privilege of penetrating the consciousness of the focalized” personae (p. 81), and
of telling the reader what the characters perceive and think.
Born to Be Subservient Women is narrated from a third person perspective, and Xiao Liu, who appears in
all the stories, is the thread that ties the characters together. These separate stories are brought together to
form an integral novel because these women share the same problems in their marriages—all their
husbands have sexual relations with other women, or, in Xiao Liu’s husband’s case, has a close relationship
with other women (Barbara and Joanne).
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The novel is set in China, Hungary and Australia. The time of the stories spans almost the whole of the
20th century from Republican China (1912-1949) to the beginning of the 1990s. The first two parts, “Si
Nai” and “Peishan”, are set in China. The next two parts, “Barbara” and “Roz” are set in both Hungary
and Australia—the two women first live in Hungary and then migrate to Australia. The last part, “Xiao
Liu”, is set in Australia. Xiao Liu (formal name Xie Jingjing) recalls, in reflection or in dreams, what has
happened to these women and herself, and comments on their lives. Her appearance in each of these stories
connects them—all the women are related to her life, past or present. Each part highlights the characters’
submissiveness, and though some show a degree of resistance, they succumb in the end to the demands of
a patriarchal tradition. I will concentrate on the part of “Peishan”, whose protagonist lives the major part
of her life in Maoist China, as the main focus of this chapter is the representation of misogyny during the
socialist period. I will explore the complexity of women’s role in the perpetuation of misogyny as reflected
in this part of the novel.
Peishan’s story starts around the early 1960s, when she and her family move into a new home, the best
house of Compound Ten in Beijing, shared with four other families—the Lis, Zhangs, Dongs, and Suns.
The Xies—Mr and Mrs Xie (Shende and Peishan), their six children and “grandma”, Shende’s father’s
fourth woman addressed as “Si Nai”, catch the attention of the neighbourhood. Peishan (named Mrs Xie
by the neighbours) in particular is the focus of their gossip, for her appearance—she is dressed in the
uniform of a cadre and uses no makeup – and for her difference from other wives as a career woman. She
has been the president of a big trade union for about seven years and has just resigned from this position,
while the other wives are all housewives. The Xie family are allotted the best house because both Mr and
Mrs Xie are cadres—Mr Xie is a senior engineer of a water resources bureau. The Xies live peacefully
until they are visited by a country woman with a baby. The woman sleeps in Shende and Peishan’s bed for
three nights. Peishan is sleepless the first night and goes to her brother’s family the next day. After the
woman leaves, Peishan returns and files for a divorce from Shende. We discover that the woman is
Shende’s first wife, Xiangxiang, who lives in Shende’s hometown.
Xiangxiang had made her first visit to the Xies with her son in 1940, when Peishan and Shende still worked
and lived in Henan. During that visit, Xiangxiang slapped Peishan in the face and called her a “whore”
when Peishan said she was Shende’s wife. Xiangxiang told Peishan that it was she, not Peishan, who was
the rightful wife. Peishan couldn’t bear the insult and demanded a divorce after Shende told her that
Xiangxiang was indeed his lawful wife. He explained to Peishan that he had filed for a divorce from
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Xiangxiang before he married Peishan but was forbidden by his father. When Xiangxiang learned that
Shende was married to another woman and wanted to divorce her, she appealed to the court which ruled
that their conjugal relationship remained legal but allowed Shende to maintain his cohabitation with
Peishan. This placed Peishan in the position of a concubine, which she strongly resented. But Shende told
her that he didn’t love Xiangxiang and refused to be divorced from Peishan. He assured her that
Xiangxiang just wanted to keep her nominal position as his wife and wouldn’t disturb their life. The next
day, Xiangxiang returned to the countryside. With the birth of their first child, Peishan recognised her
responsibility as a mother and the importance of a family to her child and didn’t insist on divorce.
Now, twenty years later, Peishan is the mother of six children. She has made a decision to resign from her
job and move into a new compound where nobody will know about her shameful past. The family have
lived peacefully since Xiangxiang’s first visit but Xiangxiang’s reappearance in their lives unsettles them.
It is revealed that in the previous year, Xiangxiang’s first son had died and Shende went back to his
hometown and stayed there for some time. The new baby is the result of that stay. Peishan feels insulted
thinking about her husband making love with the woman he has declared he does not love, so once more
demands a divorce, but again in vain - the court rules against her, Shende does not want a divorce, and the
neighbours persuade her to stay. Peishan then devotes herself to the education of her only daughter, Xiao
Liu.
She is very strict with her daughter. When Xiao Liu graduates from university and falls in love with a
married man, Peishan decides to send her to Australia, as she doesn’t want her daughter to follow in her
own footsteps. Although Xiao Liu is reluctant to leave, after she arrives in Australia she soon gets used to
her new life and is courted by an Australian man, Simon. She believes that Simon is a good man and writes
home to ask for her parents’ permission to marry him. Peishan warmly agrees. During Xiao Liu’s
honeymoon, Peishan is hospitalised and dies of cancer. Before her death, she leaves a parcel for Xiao
Liu—letters, diaries and other private matters from her past. Peishan hopes that knowing her mother’s
story and understanding her reason for sending her daughter abroad, Xiaoliu will bear no grudge against
her.
In this part and in the novel as a whole, the author reveals women’s contribution to their own oppression.
In this section, Bi demonstrates the discrepancy between the new gender equality of the Party state and
women’s private mentality. Despite the state policy of freedom in marriage and equality between men and
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women, many women have internalised the entrenched misogynistic tradition that keeps them in a
subordinate position and a passive role in marriage. This is clearly demonstrated by the housewives living
in Compound No. Ten. These housewives still maintain that a wife should be the primary carer for the
family, serving her husband and children. According to the narrator, Peishan prioritises her role as a mother
and for her children’s sake doesn’t insist on divorce while Xiangxiang “preserves her chastity” by
maintaining a nominal marriage though she could start a new life. She could have agreed with Shende’s
offer of divorce and lived on her own. Though the Party gives a woman freedom to divorce, economic and
emotional insecurity as well as social prejudice against a divorced woman prevent Xiangxiang from doing
so. Bi suggests that this is why women in Xiangxiang’s situation would rather preserve their marriage,
albeit a nominal one.
The author implies that one reason why these women internalise a misogynistic ideology is related to the
influence of the men in their lives. In Mrs Li, Peishan’s neighbour’s case, it is her husband who passes his
misogynistic ideas on to her. Mr Li reacts critically to Peishan’s position of chairwoman, voicing his
opinion that “however able she is, Mrs Xie has to be mounted by her man in bed, which results in the birth
of six children. All women are to be mounted by men in bed” (Bi 2003, p. 48). When he married Mrs Li,
he made her give up her job to become a full-time housewife. Later, when the country encouraged women
to work, and Mrs Li becomes a worker in a clothes factory, Mr Li feels worried because he doesn’t want
his wife to appear in a public place which will put her sexuality on display He becomes suspicious and
betrays this feeling to Mrs Zhang, who offers to keep a watch over Mrs Li when he is not home (p. 47).
Mrs Li doesn’t interpret her husband’s behaviour as possessive, rather, she regards his attitude as a mark
of his valuation of her. Under her husband’s strong influence, Mrs Li shows her disapproval of Peishan,
not only because she doesn’t fulfil the traditional role of housewife, but also out of jealousy—though
Peishan has resigned from her position, she is still addressed by her former colleagues as “Chairman Yao”
and is revered by them. At home, she is still respected by her husband, who helps with housework and
child rearing, and treats her gently.
Mrs Sun is also under the influence of her husband, who tells her that even if he were paid to sleep with a
woman like Peishan, he would be unwilling to do so (p. 52). Mrs Sun reflects her husband’s attitude in her
comments about Peishan and also about Shende, who prepares breakfast for the family: “However
distinguished she is as a chairwoman, she is a woman after all. Mr Xie debases himself by treating his wife
like that. Many men are like that when their wives are able or beautiful” (p. 52). Here Mrs Sun also points
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her finger at Mrs Li, whose husband is very gentle with her because she is beautiful. In contrast with
Peishan and Mrs Li’s husbands, Mrs Sun’s husband is abusive and she is a victim of his physical violence
when he is drunk. The author suggests that Mrs Sun is motivated by jealousy for Peishan and Mrs Li. But
Mrs Li also echoes Mrs Sun’s feelings about Peishan:
Really? Your husband says that? So does my husband. He says that a capable woman loses the
feminine charm and is less attractive than an incompetent one. He also says that when the man
comes home after a day’s work without his woman serving him, what’s the use for him to have a
wife? If a woman doesn’t know how to dress well, how can she arouse a man’s desire for her? (p.
52)

These gossips exert pressure on Peishan, who feels restless when confronted by their “investigative
consciousness and eyes” (p. 63). She fears these women and their mouths. All she can do is try to keep a
distance from them. The author narrates Peishan’s circumstances in a sympathetic tone and her description
of the housewives is sarcastic: “Mrs Zhang has a pair of thievish and shifty eyes and keeps muttering
something all day…Mrs Li appears to be educated but is no better than Mrs Zhang when one approaches
her. Mrs Zhang has some sense of justice but is too vulgar and easily manipulated by others” (p. 63). The
way Peishan and the other women are portrayed shows the subjective attitudes of the narrator, who adopts
a female perspective.
The men and women who show their dislike of Peishan are defending the misogynous mechanisms that
prevent women from assuming what used to be regarded as men’s roles. As Kate Manne argues,
Agentic women competing with men for male-dominated roles are doubly likely to be punished
and rejected in light of these mechanisms. They are perceived as having more of the qualities they
are less permitted to have than their identically-described male counterparts. (2018, p. 254)

These housewives think Peishan should not be as competent as a man and should be as caring as the other
women. She must conform to the traditional ideology that a woman should stay at home to serve her
husband and children after marriage. According to Manne, “women who channel misogynistic forces
against other women are expected to be excessively moralistic toward those other women”, blaming those
who do not abide by gendered norms and expectations (p. 256). In this novel, this type of women is
represented by Mrs Li and Mrs Sun. They are watchful of what Peishan says and does, voicing their
moralistic judgements. They comment on Peishan’s attitude to her children and Si Nai, her mother-in-law,
saying that Peishan is hard on her children and that she is disrespectful to Si Nai as they hear them
quarrelling. But they misjudge Peishan’s attitude to her children. She loves her children and it is for their
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sake that she puts up with the humiliation of living with her husband as a nominal concubine. As Kate
Manne points out, when people are filled with disgust for someone, they grow suspicious and even if what
she is doing is entirely innocent or even praiseworthy, they judge her falsely (2018, p. 257).
Because of her high social status understood by the housewives in the novel as a masculine status, Peishan
is considered to have “encroached on men’s turf” when she should have conformed to her role as a woman
and a wife. The other women of the compound believe she is not fulfilling her gendered role and does not
display the expected feminine traits of being caring, loving, tender, and compliant. She displays neither
gentleness towards her husband, patience towards her children nor respect towards her mother-in-law. She
doesn’t cook for her husband. She doesn’t go shopping. She doesn’t make herself pretty to see her husband
off to work or for his return home. She doesn’t serve her husband after work. The compound expects her
to perform these roles, like the other wives around her. This discrepancy reflects a conflict between the
inherited values and the new state ideals. Even under the new state policy that allows a woman to take a
job, she must also fulfil the role of wife and mother. Mrs Li does this well, in contrast with Peishan.
These women penalise Peishan not only because they have internalised the misogynous tradition and are
defending it, but because they are protecting their own egos. According to Manne, “penalizing successful
women serves an ego-protective function for other women. It defuses the threatening sense that a similar—
and similarly good, decent, and/or “real” woman—is more competent or accomplished than they are”
(2018, p. 264). Although the other wives list “evidence” to show that Peishan is not a good wife and mother,
they all have to admit that she is a capable woman and that there is something noble in her appearance
when they see her for the first time:
A glance at her shows that she doesn’t like to decorate herself deliberately. Compared with the
other wives living in the compound, she doesn’t use rouge or powder on her face. Nor does she
wear coloured clothes. Her hair is not permed and she doesn’t wear high-heeled shoes. Nevertheless,
her very first appearance in the compound makes her extraordinary…That day, Mrs Xie is dressed
in a white washed Lenin suit, double breasted…Her clothes confirm her as a capable woman and
betrays an aristocratic trait… (Bi 2003, pp. 42-45)

The narrator’s description of Peishan’s androgynous dress and masculinised traits makes her impressive
to the reader and draws the admiration of the other women in the community. Her individuality, which the
narrator admires, is lacking in the other women. During the Cultural Revolution, when two policemen
come to the compound to arrest Mr Dong without giving him a chance to speak to his wife and children,
nobody, apart from Peishan, has the courage to stand up to say a word on Dong’s behalf. She talks the two
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policemen into giving Dong a chance to go back into his house to speak to his wife and children. The
narrator’s praise of Peishan’s bravery, courage, sense of justice and humanity, and her calmness, makes
this character appear even more admirable to the reader. Again, these characteristics are lacking in the
other women. She is different from them in that she has achieved something that they are unable to achieve.
One way of reading the judgemental actions and attitudes of the women is to understand their misogynistic
attitude as a reflection of self-disparagement or jealousy. Peishan is the only career woman with high social
status in the community. Her husband is supportive and polite to her and places her on an equal footing,
while the other husbands are possessive (Mr Li) or violent (Mr Sun). Her children are all well behaved.
All this becomes topics of the other women’s gossip:
Mrs Li: She [referring to Peishan]10 is really capable. All her six children are human shaped but
dog-like [meaning they pretend to look decent].
Mrs Sun: …you don’t know, Si Nai does all the housework.
Mrs Li: But her children are well educated and polite… look at our children, wild all day…
Mrs Sun: They are well behaved, but they are not close to their mother. When they see her, it is
like rats seeing a cat.
Mrs Li: When a woman is able to become such a cadre as chairperson, she must be very powerful.
Look at my husband… and look at yours… and look at Mr Xie. He is always courteous to his wife.
Mrs Sun: No matter how powerful a chairwoman she is, she cannot produce that thing of a man in
her body [meaning she cannot become a man]…” (pp. 51-52)

The sour and sarcastic tone and vulgar language expresses these women’s jealousy of Peishan and the
entrenched ideology of men’s superiority to women. The passage also reflects the narrator’s negative
attitudes towards the other women and her approval of Peishan.
Bi reveals the complexity of Peishan’s situation. She despises Si Nai not only because of the latter’s status
as a concubine but also because of her slavish thought and behaviour. Si Nai performs her role as a
concubine submissively. She is servile towards everybody in her husband’s family while living in the
country, and later towards Mr and Mrs Xie when she lives with them in the city. She meets all their
children’s demands too. Her status reminds Peishan of her own identity as a nominal concubine and Si
Nai’s subservient character reminds Peishan that she doesn’t fulfil her role the way Si Nai does. As argued
in Chapter 1, according to Confucian rules for women in traditional Chinese culture, a married woman
_______________________
10 The

parts in the square brackets in this chapter are my explanations according to the context.
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should serve her husband and offer no resistance to his demands and desires. A concubine should obey the
wife. They should get along well with each other to keep the whole family harmonious. Si Nai does well
in every aspect, but Peishan doesn’t want to be submissive. She despises her role as a concubine, but she
cannot bring herself to change it, because of pressure from society such as her neighbours’ gossip and her
sympathy for Xiangxiang: “a woman gets married atsixteen and gives birth to a son for her man but is
virtually widowed while her husband is still living. She just maintains her wifehood and serves her inlaws… her life is really bitter” (p. 81). Peishan also considers Shende’s dilemma:
…a young man in his twenties, who has received a civilised education but cannot get rid of familial
and worldly manacles, is marooned in an arranged marriage. The longer he lives in an open world,
the more intolerant he becomes to his loveless marriage…now he lives with the woman he loves,
but he still cannot walk out of the shadow of his past… (p. 82)

She is tormented by opposing feelings. She does not have the heart to act too harshly, but she hates herself
and eventually gets cancer, a direct result of her excessive smoking and an indirect result of long-term
depression, according to the narrator (p. 22).
Though the text reveals women’s part in perpetuating misogyny, Bi doesn’t blame them for this.
Throughout the text, the author emphasises the power of entrenched tradition as a result of which
misogynous ideology and practices survive despite a reformed state ideology and new opportunities for
women. Through Xiao Liu, the author conveys the impact of tradition on Chinese women:
She [Xiao Liu] understands tradition that imposes a burden on Chinese women, from the books she
has read. She realises its true meaning from the wives who live in Compound Ten. She has tasted
the toughness of this tradition through her own experience [as a lover of a married man before her
migration to Australia]. (p. 208)

Here “tradition” obviously refers to Chinese patriarchy, which, according to the narrative voice, is deeprooted and resistant to change. In the novel, both men and women have internalised this tradition. Because
of gender biases, the same actions performed by a man or a woman are viewed differently. His behaviour
seems normal, unremarkable, business as usual, but her behaviour tends to arouse suspicion, hostility and
disparagement (Manne 2018, p. 270). After Peishan retires and becomes an ordinary woman like the other
women of the compound, they change their attitude towards her, especially when they see that she is good
at needlework. Her skills in this female-coded arena fill them with respect and admiration.
Xiao Liu is familiar with all these women’s stories. By reflecting on their experiences, she realises their
common problems. Apart from her mother, Peishan, who carries on the misogynistic tradition by
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remaining in a marriage while knowing that her husband has another wife, the other women in the novel,
including the two minor characters Xiangxiang and Joanne, Barbara’s daughter, do the same: Si Nai is
willing to be a concubine of Xie Xiucheng, Xiao Liu’s grandfather. Xiangxiang is willing to be the nominal
wife of Shende, living in the countryside and bringing up their sons one after another by herself. The
Western women, Roz, Barbara and Joanne are no different from the Chinese women in this regard. Roz
tolerates her husband’s affair with another woman, Linda. Barbara still loves her husband although he
moves out to live with another woman his daughter’s age. Joanne stays married to Gao Ping, a Chinese
man who marries her to get his permanent residency, even though she knows that he has had a lover for
many years. These women remain bound by tradition because of their love for and devotion to their
polygamous husbands. So, although this novel primarily depicts the discrepancy between Confucian
ideology and the new state policy in China, it also suggests that these traditional gender roles and
expectations are not the preserve of Chinese culture. By juxtaposing these women’s experiences, the author
exposes the universal problems facing women across a range of cultures (He 2015, p. 109). It is also
possible that this universality was aimed at diluting Bi’s criticism of Chinese culture, as her readership is
Chinese. Like Ding’s, her fiction must pass censorship regulations as this novel was published in China.
However, the author reveals a factor in the survival of polygamy in the novel that is specific to China:
patriarchy in the countryside. This is so powerful that even the Party’s policy to abolish polygamy has no
effect. As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the Communist Party introduced the marriage law
to abolish polygamy and advocated for free choice in marriage as early as 1931, but it was not carried out
in practice. The persistence of polygamy and its negative impact in rural China is demonstrated by the
author in the case of Shende. When he writes to his father to seek permission to divorce Xiangxiang, the
old man objects, saying that it is immoral for Shende to divorce Xiangxiang because she has done nothing
wrong and they already have a son. If he divorces her, he will break the good family tradition. His father
stresses that Xiangxiang is a member of the Xie family while she is alive and is the spirit of the house of
Xie after she dies (Bi 2003, p. 78), meaning that her status in the family is unalterable. The patriarchy
represented by Shende’s father defends the practice of polygamy. The local government is inconsistent in
carrying out the law. This is demonstrated in the novel when Shende files for divorce in 1940. The court
rules that he must maintain his marriage to Xiangxiang, while acknowledging that his relationship with
Peishan as lawful (p. 77).
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The author makes it clear that women’s own attitude towards misogynous traditions also plays an
important part in their perpetuation. Si Nai, Xiangxiang and Peishan are all victims of traditional Chinese
culture. They can avoid their fate, but they choose not to. Si Nai succumbs to foot binding and polygamy
when she has alternatives: there is nobody and no rule that require her to bind her feet, yet she observes
this custom of her own volition. When Shende’s father courts her to become his concubine, she can decline
as her father doesn’t want her to debase herself by being a concubine. Yet she chooses to become a
concubine not only because she admires the man, but also as a result of self-abnegation. She feels happy
enough to have such a man as her husband, happy enough to serve him and his family, and happy enough
to serve his son Shende’s family later. She remains servile until her death. As for Xiangxiang, she is also
a victim of polygamy by choice. When Shende files for divorce, she is still young and could start a new
life, but she chooses to stay, serving her in-laws and “maintaining her chastity”. In this respect, Si Nai and
Xiangxiang are victimising themselves. They, especially Si Nai, are willing to accept their fate.
It is significant that the author shows her strongest sympathy for Peishan as, unlike Si Nai and Xiangxiang,
she is unwilling to be subservient. Bi describes her as “a new educated woman, who has fought against the
backward environment, is wronged and bears the disgrace” (p. 14). She is more educated and has a feminist
consciousness, so she doesn’t want to give in. She is not born subservient, but culture and social reality
make her so. She wants to escape her status as a nominal concubine, but her husband prevents her. When
Shende does not consent to a divorce, she doesn’t insist because she takes her children into consideration.
She knows the importance of a family for the children and the hardship of a single mother. Bi reveals how
she is victimised by her gender role: love for her children and self-sacrifice for the sake of the family. Her
understanding and sympathy for her husband and Xiangxiang are also factors in her compromise. She
doesn’t want to be confined by an unreasonable marriage system, but she cannot free herself. This is why
she is the unhappiest woman in the novel—dissatisfied with her status yet unable to change it.
Living in an environment where tradition plays a more important role than the new State policies, these
women’s internalisation of an old tradition and the submissive nature of their character result in their
subordinate position, in spite of the possibilities offered by the new laws. This is the other reason why the
model for the character of Peishan, Bi’s mother, kept silent when Bi asked her what wrongs she had
suffered. Her marital position was a wound and a secret she was unwilling to disclose. Peishan doesn’t
reveal her past until the end of her life. By this time, Xiao Liu has married and can better understand her
mother.
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To protect her daughter from Chinese patriarchy and prevent her from suffering a similar fate, Peishan
sends her to Australia, but it turns out not to be “the promised land” Peishan had expected. In Australia,
although Xiao Liu escapes her mother’s predicament, her Australian husband has a relationship with
another woman, Barbara. Xiao Liu also witnesses Western women suffering the same fate as Chinese
women. Bi thus reveals universal problems faced by both Chinese and Western women.
Through the character of Xiao Liu, the author points out another major reason for these women’s tragedy
and submissiveness: their love for a man. They all have the fate of sharing their husband’s love with other
women, but they cannot walk out because they love the man. This love makes their situation more complex
and difficult to change.
As this novel shows, women play a role in perpetuating misogyny, influenced by the entrenched tradition
of the sexual division of labour and the stubbornness of patriarchal ideology. The tradition, the reality of
life, and the nature of love lead to their submissive attitudes, which in turn prevent them from breaking
away from tradition or confronting the social environment. As Ketu H. Katrak argues in her book Politics
of the Female Body, tradition is trans-historical and considered as fixed, time-honoured, and unalterable.
Women’s roles are defined and confined “within patriarchal frames and parameters”, inside and outside
the family (2006, p. 157). Through these women’s stories, the author reveals the irony of the novel’s title:
women are not born subservient, but culture and tradition make them so.

“Indica, Indica”: Perpetuation of Traditional Marital Practice
The future of rural women cannot be fully evaluated unless notice is taken of certain developments
and policies whose impact is intended to integrate the urban and rural sectors and thus to sharply
reduce the experiential differences between urban and rural women. Increasing agricultural
production and rural wealth and the expansion of education facilities are all crucially important to
women’s liberation and equality.
—Phyllis Andors, “A Look at the Present Socio-Economic and Political Context
of the Changing Role of Women and the Family in China” (1976, p. 28)

Ding Xiaoqi was born into a scriptwriter’s family in China in the late 1950s. Her father, Ding Hong (19182002), whose true name was Tang Youyan, had written some famous drama scripts, among them Dong
Cunrui, Lei Feng, and Conscription by Press Gang (Zhua Zhuangding). His biography is included in A
Dictionary of Modern Chinese Literature and A Dictionary of China’s Celebrities in the 20th Century.
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Ding herself began publishing in 1979 and joined the Writers’ Association in China in 1988. Her major
works are novellas and short stories. She had also been a stage director and lyricist (Berry, cited in Ding
1994, back cover) before her arrival in Australia in 1990. Also a dramatist, Ding had an avid interest in
French avant-garde dramatists and read their works voraciously in the 1980s (Wang 2014, p. 359). She
published two works for theatre, The Gate of Paradise and Kiss Yesterday Goodbye in Australia in 1991
and 1992. The latter won her an Australia Council award, but she claims the former as the piece with which
she felt most satisfied (p. 360).
Maidenhome is the first collection of Ding’s stories to be translated into English and made available all
over the world. The stories are taken from two collections of stories published in China (Berry 1994). In
1993-1994 this collection was published in Australia, New Zealand and the USA. It was published in
Dutch in 1996. Though it is acclaimed (Ouyang 2008, pp. 117-118), Maidenhome has received both
positive (see McDougall 1994) and negative criticism (see Yeh 1996; Barcan 1994; Berry 1995; Jacobs
1995). The title story “Maidenhome” was revised by Ding into a film script known as “Army Nurse”,
which was released in 1986, directed by Chinese film director Hu Mei.
All the stories take place during Maoist or post-Maoist China except the last one, “The Angry Kettle”,
which is set in Australia and is about the diasporic experience. The stories set in China all centre on female
protagonists, from both the city and the countryside, offering a portrait of Chinese women’s suffering,
oppressions, frustrations, struggles, rebellion and compromises from the Maoist era to the 1980s. These
stories reveal the conflict between young women’s seeming liberation and their actual predicament. The
restrictions come from difference sources: the state, the Party, institutions, society and family. They also
expose the gender hierarchy behind the “equality between men and women” proclaimed by the Party and
state. “The Angry Kettle” shows a Chinese woman’s resistance to cultural dominance and racism
represented by her Australian flatmate Michael: she resists Michael’s correction of every mistake she
makes in English and insists on cooking Chinese food despite Michael’s strong objections. The conflict
culminates in a bitter quarrel and ends in her moving out. The kettle is a symbol of racial discrimination
which implies that the Chinese race is dirty and stains the white race. As Wenche Ommundsen comments,
this story gives “a contemporary setting to a racist myth which has been in circulation ever since the
Chinese were accused of contaminating the water supply on the goldfields” (2000, p. 103).
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Though the readership of these stories is now worldwide, their original readers were mainland Chinese.
Since eighty percent of the Chinese people were country folk and many of them were illiterate (Thakur
1997, p. 82), most readers were urbanites, especially those who had leisure time and interest in reading
literary works. According to Perry Link’s investigation, fiction remains popular among the urban
population (p. 83). The liberalisation of the arts and literature gave Chinese writers freedom to express
their desires and criticise social injustice, so Ding took this opportunity to portray female sexuality, a
forbidden subject during the Cultural Revolution. This appealed to female university students so much that
many of them copied and circulated her story “The Other Woman” (Silber, cited in Ding 1994, p. xii),
which dealt with Chinese women’s suppressed sexuality. The response to “Maidenhome” also came from
women. Ding was inundated with letters from army women who identified with the story, telling her of
their lives and experiences (Berry 1993, p. 202).
Although there was a liberalisation of art and literature in the 1980s, this liberty was limited. Art and
literature was still under official censorship. As Link points out, there was an attempt to control literature
on the basis that it must support the political leadership. To carry out this imperative, editors and publishers,
critics and the top leadership all played an important role (Thakur 1997, p. 75). Ding found herself subject
to criticism when the changes she made to the end of “Maidenhome” in the film version didn’t follow the
direction of the Party and “Indica, Indica” was censured as pornography (Berry 1993, p. 201). This may
also be one of the reasons why Ding doesn’t offer a clear authorial voice in her stories, making it difficult
to pin down the author’s own attitude towards her characters, as Chris Berry has argued (p. 203). The
ambiguity created by the author not only protects her, but also leaves much room for readers to provide
different interpretations of the texts according to their comprehension and experience.
The genre of Ding’s stories is not uniform. Though Ding writes what has been described as psychological
realism, it is also possible to read “Maidenhome” as socialist realism. This story depicts a character who
sacrifices her personal feelings and devotes herself to the revolutionary cause—her work in a military
hospital—thereby meeting the criteria of socialist realism: to create model roles for the masses to learn
from. There are elements in the story that make it appear as if it were conforming to orthodoxy as,
according to Ravni Tharkur, “orthodoxy” is a discourse of the state and “heterodoxy” a discourse that is
opposed to “orthodoxy”. An orthodox discourse describes its objects in a specific way that enjoys both
institutional power and social legitimacy. It is held up as the only sanctified way of addressing a subject.
In the specific cultural milieu of China, institutions of the state, which were subordinated to the Party,
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played an important role in producing an orthodox discourse. Any other discourse was criticised and
proscribed (1997, pp. 187-188). An orthodox discourse according to the Party during this period is one in
which the traditional institutions of the family, the sexual division of labour within the family, and the selfidentity and desires of the characters remain within the confines of the dominant ideals of gender relations.
Ways of presenting a different lifestyle which questioned the norms of gender relations and promoted
alternatives, were regarded as heterodoxy (p. 183). Literature produced in China prior to the publication
of Ding’s work was directed by the Party under the guidance of Marxism and Maoism with the purpose of
serving the peasants and the working classes. This expectation determines the content and style of literature.
Plots and characters must be created to fulfil the ideological requirements of the Party, that is, they must
serve as exemplary heroes and heroines for the masses (p. 191). Qiao Xiaoyu, the protagonist in
“Maidenhome”, complies with this orthodoxy in that she follows the Party’s instructions and always places
work and study above personal feelings. When the Party tells her it is time to marry, she conforms to this
directive and marries a man she doesn’t love. She accepts the Party’s opinion that love can be “bred” and
expresses hope for their marital “happiness” at the end of the story—a kind of “revolutionary optimism”.
In this sense, Qiao Xiaoyu is an exemplary nurse and a gender paradigm. This is a reading of the text at its
face value. However, the subtext of the story is a critique of social realism.
Ding writes in a way that might be understood as heterodoxy in terms of both content and style: she writes
about adultery, about the oppression of women in post-revolutionary China, about women’s self-conscious
attention to and control of their body—all of which were forbidden themes in the Maoist period. She writes
about young city women who have a certain degree of autonomy but live under various restrictions by the
Party, institutions, and the family. She writes about rural women who are victims of the old patriarchal
system. All these women share something in common: they are all confined and suffer in different forms,
though their fate differs.
Ding’s stories reflect the literary trend in China of the 1980s—concern about humanism. Her stories show
deep concern for women, not only their existential predicaments, but their psychological states. To achieve
this purpose, she writes in a form of psychological realism that features stream-of-consciousness and takes
a female perspective with subtle irony (Berry 1993, p. 198). According to Chris Berry, lack of authorial
judgement and didactic commentary are features of Ding’s works, which differentiate her from most male
orthodox Chinese writers (p. 207). This technique leaves much space for the reader to discern hidden
implications as well as read the stories in light of their own views and experience. Ding often writes in the
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inner voice of the characters, sometimes in the first person (“Killing Mum”), sometimes in the second
person (“Indica, Indica”), sometimes in the third person (“Maidenhome”), frequently juxtaposing these
narrative voices. Berry argues that by writing with an inner voice, women writers like Ding claim a
woman’s right to speak as a subject in her own right and to claim self-determination (Berry, pp. 209-210).
Ding also blurs the boundaries between verbal tenses, making use of the ambiguity between the past and
present tense in the Chinese language. In this way, she communicates to the reader the delicate boundaries
between past and present as experienced by the female characters, which reveals their unstable sense of
self (p. 205). According to Berry, these techniques and others are exploited to show a distinct, restricted,
fragmented and fragile representation of the “liberated” women’s subjectivity and autonomy (1995, p. 62;
1993, p. 201).
In “Indica, Indica”, Ding exposes the harsh reality that young country women’s situation remains
unchanged in the socialist period. They are still victims of family marriage transactions, due to poverty,
lack of education and the compromise between Party policy and the rural patriarchy.
“Indica, Indica” was first published in a Chinese fiction journal Chinese Writers (zhongguo zuojia) and
again in Monthly Journal for Fiction (xiaoshuo yuebao) in 1986, and then in Journal of Selected Fiction
(xiaoshuo xuankan) in 1987. It is set in the countryside during the late Maoist period or soon after, as the
villages are organized in brigades and communes (Ding 1994, p. 54; p. 56)—a system which was gradually
abolished from 1979. People were addressed by the androgynous term “comrade”, as the visitor at the end
of the story addresses “daughter-in-law”, the protagonist of the story. Additional evidence of the period is
that the story takes place before the introduction in the late 1970s of the birth control policy, which
demanded that each family in the city should have only one child and two in the countryside. Big families
were very common in the countryside in the Maoist era in part because Mao believed in the value of
manpower but also due to a lack of contraception. The protagonist is a young woman of seventeen who
comes from a poor peasant family in Hunan Province. There are four daughters and one son in her family.
She is the second eldest daughter and the son is the youngest. This young woman is sold by her family as
a bride for an eldest son, addressed as “Eldest”, of a well-to-do peasant family in northeast China, where
there are four sons and a daughter. Despite communist claims that such “feudal” practices had already
been eradicated, the advantage to all parties—the bride’s family, the groom’s family and the trader (the
man addressed as “uncle” at the beginning of the story)—ensured that such marriage transactions were
hidden rather than eliminated in Maoist China. Marriage transactions resurfaced at the end of the 1970s
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when the family was restored as the economic unit and economic interests that linked family members
were consolidated. Factors such as poverty, geographical isolation, and physical or mental disabilities, all
contributed to the ongoing practice of marriage transaction, the sale of daughters often helping relieve the
economic burden on the bride’s family (Evans 1997, p. 169).
The narration is in the second person and the narrator is not clearly identified. Chris Berry argues that the
absence of a clear authorial voice makes it difficult to judge Ding’s attitudes towards her characters (1993,
p. 203). He suggests that the narrative voice might be the student who appears at the end of the story, or
the protagonist, or the author (p. 205). Based on an examination of the tone and particular terms of address
in the original Chinese text, I would argue that the voice is that of the author who addresses the bride as
“you” directly. In this text, the author shows her concern and sympathy for the country women represented
by the protagonist, the bride, who is addressed in the story as “daughter-in-law”. This sympathetic feeling
sharpens her criticism. By presenting the tragic fate of this unfortunate young woman, the author offers an
implicit critique of the socialist system that fails to liberate Chinese women, especially country women.
Her criticism is not only aimed at the social system, but also at the patriarchal tradition that places women
in a subordinate and exploited position and perpetuates the colonisation of their body and mind.
Second person narration became popular in some literary traditions since its inception in the 1960s under
the influence of the French Nouveau Roman (Rembowska-Pluciennik 2018, pp. 159-160). With China’s
open-door policy from the late 1970s and literary liberalisation in the 1980s, Western thought and various
trends in literature found their way into Chinese writing. The influence upon Ding is obvious, the use of
second person technique in “Indica, Indica” being a good example. It not only reveals the author/narrator’s
sympathy with and understanding of this young woman, but also reveals the young woman’s inner longing,
her suffocating experiences, and her silent obedience.
In addition, the reader is implicated in the fictional world by the “you” address. From the very beginning,
Ding brings the reader into the protagonist’s life, encouraging empathy for her longing, her oppression and
her hurt sense of self with the special effect of the you address:
The room is like a wok turned upside down, dark and close. The darkness has spread to your eyes;
open or shut, they can’t see a thing…When you’re sure no one knows your eyes are open, you just
stare into the darkness all night long. (Ding 1994, p. 50)
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We are immediately taken to a place where the protagonist feels oppressed, suffocating under the stress of
her situation. When the shop assistant says, “Oh, I know, you’re the daughter-in-law they bought down
there, aren’t you”, we feel her anger and hurt with the you address:
You want nothing more than to throw the crock of soy paste into that fat face. But you don’t. You
flee the shop and turn onto the busiest street, where you let out a deep breath...you want to let
everybody see…that you aren’t a bought daughter-in-law, you are one of them, and you can buy
whatever you like to eat on this street the same as they can (p. 57)

When a fighting couple cause her crock of soy paste to hit the ground and break, and the onlookers all
focus their attention on the scuffling couple, we feel the protagonist’s loneliness: “No one pays any
attention to you or the soy paste on the ground” (p. 58). Our empathy reaches its height when she is crying
over the forced sexual penetration by her husband:
You are crying, and your tears silently yet uncontrollably run down your cheeks, along our nose,
to your mouth. These are not tears of fright or pain, but tears that come from your sense of being
all alone with no one to help you, no one to tell… (p. 63)

This second person address encourages the reader to feel acutely the protagonist’s helplessness, loneliness
and sadness, imagining we are in her situation.
According to DelConte, the second person is by definition not a point of view, “not a point of seeing or
speaking” but “a point of reception” (DelConte 2003, p. 208). Different from the omniscient narrator of
heterodiegetic narrative, the narrator of the second-person narrative is part of the narrattee-protagonist’s
world and knows the narratee’s story (Fludernik 1993, p. 222). In “Indica, Indica”, the narrator is familiar
with the protagonist’s life and her mind. In this sense, “daughter-in-law” has no subjectivity of her own,
but is given one by the author. As a subaltern, she has lost her capacity for discourse and the author acts
as her agent. This deepens the reader’s empathy. Throughout the text, with the effective use of you, the
reader is encouraged to share the plight of the protagonist as a result of the inclusiveness of the you pronoun
which often blends readers and protagonist together (DelConte 2003, p. 205). Fludernik suggests that
second-person narrative in the “reflectoral” form of the you address is particularly effective. If the reader
shares the same experience as the protagonist or is in similar circumstances to the protagonist, it is likely
that s/he will identify with the you-protagonist (2011, pp. 101-128). The “you” in “Indica, Indica” can be
read as addressed to Chinese women who are in or familiar with a similar situation to “daughter-in-law”.
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Chris Berry argues that this ill-starred woman can be read as a symbol of a universal Chinese woman who
is suffering (1995, p. 59).
In “Indica, Indica”, “daughter-in-law” is unable to speak for herself for several reasons—but primarily
because she belongs to the subaltern class and has no voice of her own. As Spivak has argued, subaltern
women are acted upon and are spoken about in diverse public discourses; though they may act, they cannot
speak for themselves (Berry 1995, p. 59). Daughter-in-law is also shy and withdrawn. She swallows all
the pain she has experienced, physically and psychologically. She is selfless, always considering others’
feelings. Her only self-expression lies in her secret longing for things that are beautiful, like the indica
flowers. She is innocent. She doesn’t know why “Ma didn’t call in Big Sister”, as usually it is the elder
daughter who gets married before the younger, so the addresser explains to her, “because you are not as
resourceful as the oldest and not as exacting as the youngest and not nearly as good-looking as the third,
you have always been the most obedient” (Ding 1994, p. 51). When she is shopping, she is asked by the
sales assistant where she is from. She doesn’t know the intention of the speaker. What the woman wants
to know is her hometown, but she tells the woman her husband’s home. It is only after the woman’s
conclusion that the protagonist understands that the woman is merely curious about her identity as the
purchased daughter-in-law. The day after she returns from shopping, she notices that mother-in-law moves
her bedding, the only new bedding in the house, to the far end of the kang. She doesn’t know what this
means (p. 59). When mother-in-law says “daughter-in-law, later our house will belong to you and Eldest”
(p. 61), she still doesn’t understand why mother-in-law tells her this. She naïvely takes it for granted that
“Eldest” will not impose his marital obligations on her. As the narrator observes, “If you’d stopped trusting
Eldest the way you did the night before last…maybe you wouldn’t have agreed to go on sleeping at the far
end of the kang” (p. 59). This tells the reader that the young woman doesn’t know the worldly way of
things and doesn’t expect sexual penetration by “Eldest” the following night.
The last but most important reason for the author to act as the protagonist’s agent is the latter’s
subservience. She is meek and obedient from beginning to end. From childhood to womanhood, she has
never protested against any injustice done to her. Normally, it is the elder sister who gets married first, but
she is selected to be sold as a bride rather than the first daughter. She complies. When she is insulted by
the saleswoman, she bears the hurt though she wants to throw the crock at her. When “Eldest” gets beneath
her quilt, touches her with his hands and later penetrates her, she endures.
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The tone of the narrative/authorial voice reinforces the narrator/author’s sympathy and concern for the
protagonist in the story. For example, to reinforce the protagonist’s weakness and powerlessness on the
marital night, the author uses the parallel structure “You don’t have the strength to”: “You don’t have the
strength to push his hand away; you don’t have the strength to escape; you don’t have the strength to stop
whatever Eldest wants to do…” (Ding 1994, p. 63). This is all Ding can do as an author: she is unable to
redress the misogynistic practice or change the patriarchal society, but she can reveal her sympathy for the
subaltern to arouse the reader’s attention to the social reality by exposing it.
Throughout the story, the author uses a gentle, soothing and amiable tone to address the young woman, a
tone one would use to address a child. This is reflected in the use of modal particles, an important feature
of Chinese language. These modal particles are very difficult to translate into English because of the lack
of equivalents. We cannot read this tone in Cathy Silver’s translation, where it is left out. For example, in
the original Chinese text, the author uses the modal particle “ya” at the end of the sentence, reminding the
protagonist that her parents have asked her opinion about whether she is willing to go with the “uncle”
(Ding 1986, p. 126). “Ya” is used by an elder, usually female, to address a younger person, especially a
child, to make the former’s voice sound soft and amiable to the addressee. The translation is “Are you
willing to go away with Uncle, your parents asked you!” (Ding 1994, p. 51), which sounds blunt and stark,
compared with the original. The narrator’s address “sha ya tou” (Ding 1986, p. 127) is translated into “a
silly girl like you” (Ding 1994, p. 52), which also fails to catch the original loving tone of the female
narrator. “Sha ya tou” in Chinese is in fact a term of endearment to show an elder’s affection for a younger
person or a male lover’s love for his female beloved, which is close to “sweetie”. Another way to express
an affectionate tone is to use reduplicated words such as “(xi) shengsheng”, “(ci) weiwei” (Ding 1986, p.
132), “(xiao) bianbian sheng” (p. 133); but the translation - “(fine) elastic”, “burrs” (Ding 1994, p. 55),
“hair tie” (p. 57) – does not capture the tenderness of tone. The duplicated words highlight the young age
of the addressee and the tragic fate she is experiencing, making the author’s critique more acute. These
addresses and expressions not only soften the narrative voice, but also create an intimacy between the
addresser and addressee, which helps the reader understand the author’s attitude towards her character.
In addition to the strategy of second person narration and the amiable and soothing tone, Ding uses other
techniques to catch the reader’s attention and harness understanding for the character. A dominant symbol,
the flower indica, meaning something that brings people hope and happiness, in this text stands in for the
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protagonist’s longing. The lyrics of the song of the indica express the protagonist’s identification with a
flower that has a strong life force to grow and bloom despite rain and wind:
Indica, Indica,
Not afraid of wind,
Not afraid of rain.
We work all day and
Have something to say:
Please bloom now! (p. 56)

Ding’s choice of this flower as the title of the story underlines the relationship she develops between this
flower and the protagonist: both are characterised by strong vitality and pliancy. At the end of the story,
when a passer-by who drops in for a drink in their home asks “daughter-in-law” if she is homesick, she
doesn’t reply but just points to the beautiful flowers under the pagoda trees on the dyke near her new home,
which can be understood as an indication of her ability to survive anywhere like these flowers. She sings
the song to herself once more, reflecting her identification with the flowers.
The author’s critique of social reality— the Party’s failure to liberate country women, is intensified through
the sharp contrast between women from the city and the protagonist in the country. When “daughter-inlaw” was young, she met a girl from the city who came to spend her holiday in her grandma’s home in
“daughter-in-law’s” village. This girl’s clean appearance and mode of dress serve as a foil for the country
girl’s life—the latter has no chance to go to school and has to help with farm life. She doesn’t have a pretty
dress and her feet are bare and dirty. Later during the long journey to her in-laws’ home, she endures a
pain in her arms that will not be treated because “Mountain kids aren’t worth that much, and have all sorts
of ailments that come and go”. These kids are like flowers in the wilderness, lacking love and care. The
visitor from the city at the end of the story presents another contrast to the obscure, humble and neglected
“daughter-in-law”. Though the city woman doesn’t aim to hurt our protagonist, what she says pricks her
heart. When she says, “I’m all of twenty-seven and no one’s wanted me yet”, and expresses amazement at
the small space in which the whole family lives and at the protagonist’s lack of a room of her own, or even
a bed of her own, all these comments hurt and embarrass the protagonist. The city woman’s casual
questions and remarks reveal the deplorable circumstances of her country sister—lack of freedom to
choose her marriage partner, lack of any space of her own, lack of control over her own body. The contrast
makes the author’s criticism of the social reality sharper.
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Second person narrative, narrative tone, the use of contrast with the less unfortunate, the keen description
of the character’s mind, and depiction of her character, all work to engage the reader with the character.
All these techniques are employed by the author to call the reader’s attention to, and to show concern and
sympathy towards women like “daughter-in-law” who is of such good character that we feel she deserves
more. This can also be read as a protest against the oppression unfortunate women such as “daughter-inlaw” are suffering.
Ding’s criticism isn’t aimed at particular characters but at the patriarchal system and the misogynistic
tradition that causes the suffering of women like “daughter-in-law”. There is no villain in the story. The
young woman is kind and hardworking deserving of the reader’s sympathy. Everyone in her in-law’s
family is also kind and they all treat the newcomer well. None of them is directly to blame for the young
woman’s misfortune.
The grandmother is presented as a kind and understanding woman. The morning after what has happened
between “Eldest” and “daughter-in-law”, when the latter cuts her fingers at work, the old lady drives away
the younger children to leave space for “daughter-in-law”. She comforts the young woman and dresses her
wounded fingers. She won’t let her work in the fields. The mother-in-law is also kind and generous, giving
her thirty yuan, a lot of money at that time (one yuan is equal to 100 cents, and an egg costs just seven
cents), to buy soy paste and does not blame her when the crock is broken by accident. The morning after
the consummation of the young couple’s marriage, the mother-in-law boils two eggs especially for her
daughter-in-law.
Even “Eldest”, whose penetration is read as “rape” by Carol Anne Douglas (2006), is not presented in the
text as a rapist in the true sense. The way “Eldest” is presented by the author makes him another victim of
the system. He has given passive consent to the arranged marriage. His feelings are primarily shame and
embarrassment. On the day of his bride’s arrival, he dare not have a meal at the table. He is portrayed as a
hard-working and considerate man. When his bride works in the fields, he helps her and does her share
tacitly. When she wants to do what she considers as her job, he does it for her, saying “you’re not strong
enough” to do it (Ding 1994, p. 60). When he talks to her, he dare not lift his head. When they eat, he
makes his grandmother give his eggs to his bride. When she is sent to the commune, he dispatches his
brother to meet her on her way back. He is forced to fulfil his role as a bridegroom. The first night he has
to sleep with her, he doesn’t undress. The second night, pressed by his family, he has to sleep in his bride’s
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quilt, but he still dare not touch her when he feels her resistance. It is only after her loosening the quilt, a
signal he understands as her change of mind, that he advances. After penetration, he feels guilty for what
he has done to her and the next day goes to the fields to work without having breakfast.
Read from a feminist point of view, the forced penetration of the woman by her husband is a “rape”, but
there is no rapist—“Eldest” cannot be strictly labelled as a “rapist” because the culture dictates his action.
To some extent, “Eldest” is positioned by Ding as a victim himself. E. Ann Kaplan argues that crosscultural analysis is difficult and full of danger because one is restricted by one’s own frameworks, theories
and ideologies when reading works produced by “the Other” (1991, p. 142). She points out that crosscultural readings are especially problematic regarding sexuality, posing the questions “How is rape
conceptualised in China? Does the definition of rape vary from culture to culture?” (1991, p. 151)
According to Evans, in the Chinese social and cultural context of this time, in which a woman is understood
to have no sexual self unless awakened by the man, and female sexuality is not recognised, being
subordinated to the dominant male drive (1997, p. 49), the definition of rape excludes forced sexual
intercourse within marriage (pp. 185-186). Given the cultural and legal context, it is hard to read what
“Eldest” does as “rape”. Both he and “daughter-in-law” are the victims of “marriage by sale”, a term used
by the communist authorities for a marriage “arranged or coerced by a third party for the purpose of
obtaining property” (Evans 1997, p. 168).
The woman identifies with the culture and accepts him as her husband. This identification is the result of
the pervasive influence of the misogynistic tradition. At the end of the story, she goes to the fields though
the grandmother won’t let her work. She goes there to give food to her husband —the two eggs her motherin-law has cooked for her. She shows concern for him as he has done for her. She has internalised this
culture by learning from her parents, reflecting, “…how can he do a morning’s work on an empty stomach?
Didn’t Ma always give Pa two eggs as he went off to work in the fields?” (Ding 1994, p. 65). She is
thinking of their life in the future. She is sure that she and her husband will not be as poor as her parents,
and when they have their own child, she will not make him/her suffer her own fate.
Though there is no overt authorial judgement in the text, by examining the way the story is presented and
the characters are portrayed, especially the close attention given to the protagonist’s inner thoughts, we
can read the author’s critique of the misogynistic culture and social system that oppresses subaltern women
like “daughter-in-law”. Her submissive character is the result of the oppressive environment, the
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misogynistic culture and the socio-political system. The city woman’s appearance and unwitting remarks
makes our protagonist’s predicament even more stark. The author’s deep concern for and sympathy with
these victims is obvious, making her social criticism more intense. This text is an implicit critique of the
continuous patriarchy and its colonisation of subaltern women’s minds and bodies. “Indica, Indica”
suggests that these women cannot be liberated until economic and educational conditions are changed, and
the gap between rural and urban life eliminated.

“Maidenhome”: Conflict and Compromise between Autonomy and Control
“In the Confucian view, a man is born into society and cannot prosper alone: the individual depends
on the harmony and strength of the group.”
— A. Nathan (cited in Leung, “Feminism in Transition: Chinese Culture, Ideology
and the Development of the Women’s Movement in China”, 2003, p. 362)
“Maidenhome”, a novella first published in a Chinese journal of fiction named Kunlun in 1983, is an
excellent example of “army literature” produced in the 1980s. According to Zhu, army literature in this
period broke away from traditional restrictions on themes, styles, and narrative techniques. Instead of the
falsity of propaganda, it offers an honest exposure of social reality, and depicts soldiers from a humanistic
perspective rather than promoting them as superheroes (2000, p. 18). The story is told in the first person
from the protagonist, Qiao Xiaoyu’s, perspective. The plot unfolds through her voice, the major part in
flashbacks, interweaving her past with her present life. The adoption of flashbacks although elaborate is
effective. It makes the plot absorbing and the denouement appear both natural and reasonable. More
importantly, the use of flashbacks produces a traumatic memory of the past through which the reader is
made aware of Xiaoyu’s abandonment of her past dreams because her family, the military institution and
the Party have strangled her romantic aspirations and she has had to accept the reality of social life in the
Maoist era. Writing about the characteristics of Chinese films of this period, Berry observes that flashbacks
or access to subjectivity produce sympathetic characters, who, as the objects of political authority, have
suffered the trauma of separation from family or their beloved (2004, p. 112).
The main location of “Maidenhome” is a country military hospital, the confines of which limit the
protagonist’s action. In a military institution, women soldiers/workers were and are, in the story and in
reality, desexualised. They wear the same uniform as their male counterparts. At the beginning of the story,
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Xiaoyu remembers the “oversized army uniform” (Ding 1994, p. 1) she had been given on entering the
hospital fourteen years earlier. Her life has followed the trajectory of soldier, nurse, matron. In the army
there is a rule that soldiers are not allowed to start a love affair before they become cadres (Sang 1986, p.
27). This is why Xiaoyu suppresses her feeling for Ding Zhu at the beginning.
The story spans fifteen years with the main focus on Xiaoyu’s present life around 1983, a transitional time
from the Maoist era to the beginning of Deng Xiaoping’s reform and open-door policy. The zeitgeist was
still conservatism, though there were some expressions of individualism and liberalism. There were
repeated campaigns against “spiritual pollution” and “bourgeois liberalism”, the state/Party insisting on
the didactic purpose of film making (Berry 1991, p. 117), literature and the arts. In this cultural and political
milieu, “Maidenhome” presents a story that appears to conform to the dominant discourse, that being the
necessary subordination of individualism to collectivism when the two conflict, as articulated in the quote
at the beginning of this section.
In this story, the author seems to portray a normative woman, “the good daughter of the Party”, who
sacrifices her individual desire for the revolutionary cause—always complying with the Party’s directives
and instructions. She is an example to her peers. The author presents a character who is subservient to the
Party which acts like a parent and is more important than her parents in the big decisions she must take in
her life. Xiaoyu fulfils what E. Ann Kaplan’s terms “the Chinese revolutionary ideal of commitment to the
community, the submersion of self in the collective” (1991, p. 141).
Xiaoyu appears to be not only a dedicated matron, but also performs her socialist gender role as a woman.
She identifies with her social role—to get married and be a good wife. After a number of disappointing
arranged dates with different men, she considers her lack of success to be her own fault, but she doesn’t
give up hope: “she wasn’t ugly, she was such a hard worker, and she believed if she really did get married,
she’d make a good wife” (Ding 1994, p. 32). When she has passed the prime time for marriage, people
worry about her and keep introducing potential boyfriends to her. Even an old lady Xiaoyu meets on a bus
encourages her to get married as soon as she can and not to be picky, otherwise having children will be
difficult for her (p. 31). Finally, she fulfils her social role. When she is introduced to Tu Jianli by Menghong,
her colleague and friend, she agrees to date him. After meeting each other three times, spending a total of
five hours altogether, and remaining in contact by mail for half a year, they get married (p. 37).
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Xiaoyu’s sacrifice of her personal interest to the dictates of what is perceived as the public good conforms
to the trend of the times. She is apparently the right type of socialist woman—one who sacrifices her
personal needs and desires for the socialist cause. Her acceptance of a marriage without love fits with her
character—one who lives in the eyes of others. The end of the story shows her compromise with social
reality.
We might read this novella as the depiction of a praiseworthy socialist woman who performs both her
professional and gender role according to social expectations. Yet the story is also a critique of this socialist
construction which is built upon women’s selflessness. The author’s critique is achieved through her
depiction of a conflicted character. Though Xiaouyu conforms to the military rules and social norms, this
conformity is not without protest. The author’s description of Xiaoyu’s inner voice is an effective means
to express this, and her manipulation of the first, second and third person perspectives reflects the
character’s complex position. The constant shift between past and present also helps the reader understand
the character’s conflicted personality. What is more important is that Ding presents Xiaoyu as unhappy
throughout the story except when the latter recalls the happy memories of Maomao and Ding Zhu, her
childhood love before her enlistment and her hidden love in the military hospital respectively. The author’s
use of irony also contributes to her critique of social norms. The story can also be read as feminist fiction.
This feminist voice is conveyed through the author’s insertion of the feisty character Menghong, and her
cynical comments on the Party and society.
The stereotypical image of women as passionate and irrational, held by Chinese men as represented by
Commissar Lu in the story, suggests that women need to be guided and instructed by men, as Xiaoyu has
been by her father and Commissar Lu. Commissar Lu says to Xiaoyu: “you girls tend to mess these things
up and get yourselves into trouble, so you should take every problem to the leaders and the Party first…”
(Ding 1994, p. 17), meaning that women cannot deal with the relationship between work and love and
should rely on men to sort this out for them, a form of misogyny related to the objectification of women,
“denial of autonomy” (Nussbaum 1995, p. 257). As a soldier, Xiaoyu must conform to the rules of the
military institutions. As a subject in society, she must conform to directives of the Party-state and to social
expectations. The objectification of Xiaoyu results in her self-objectification. As Calogero et al. observe,
“…socialization of subordinates in a dominant culture achieves a kind of colonization of the mind that
ensures self-imposed powerlessness. So too socialization of girls and women in a sexually objectifying
culture achieves self-objectification” (2011, p. 8). This in turn encourages Xiaoyu to live through the eyes
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of others but the author demonstrates that Xiaoyu cares too much about what people around her say about
her, think of her and how they react to her. For example, when she is with Tu, she fears that he might look
down on her. Ding is exposing the problems inherent in this expectation and positioning of women, for
Xiaoyu is too susceptible to others’ opinions and receptive to them. She internalises the role expectations
for women and will in turn apply them to others:
Almost without thinking about it, she was a married woman with a husband. No more snide remarks
behind her back now. Now she too had the right to talk about all those unmarried girls, men,
children, homes and all the topics only married women could discuss with each other at the hospital.
She’d never have to worry about old ladies asking all sort of questions on the bus again. She was
still in uniform, but she was a real woman at last. (p. 37)

From the representation of her inner thoughts and feelings, we know that she marries Tu not for love, but
to fulfil her social role. In her mind, a woman is not a “real woman” unless she conforms to the social
codes that “translate ‘woman’ into ‘married woman’” (Kaplan 1991, p. 148). In her eyes to get married is
to avoid being the focus of gossip and exaggerated concern. She feels happy not because she loves the man
she has married, but because of the fact that she is now married. When she dates Tu for the first time, her
concern is not to get to know him, but what others think: “she began to enjoy the admiring and friendly
looks they were getting from passers-by” (Ding 1994, p. 36). Love and marriage to Xiaoyu are a public
performance, but behind her momentary excitement, her true feeling is loneliness—“she’d never felt this
lonely before. It was even more unbearable than her loneliness as a single woman in Maidenhome” (p. 42).
The author’s critique is revealed by highlighting Xiaoyu’s loneliness and unhappiness.
Here the “real woman” is obviously an ironic construction. A “real woman” in the conventional sense
refers to a married woman, but it is used in this story to point to the discrepancy between Xiaoyu’s
innermost desire and social expectations. As the film director of Ding’s “Maidenhome” says, “The value
of a woman’s life is not politics, nor career, but love” (Chen 2013, p. 48). What Xioayu desires is not just
marriage, but true love: the romantic feeling for Maomao in her childhood and for Ding Zhu as a young
woman has always remained in her heart. Xiaoyu’s conformity is not all of her own making; it is imposed
on her. Therefore when she reflects on what has happened, she is not as grateful to Commissar Lu as she
used to be. Now her heart is filled with malice against the man who has deprived her of the chance to
pursue true love:
She didn’t eat that day. After work, she cocooned herself into bed very early. She wished Ding Zhu
had written another letter at the start. She would have answered it for sure. She was angry
Commissar Lu hadn’t understood her feelings and had told her to have nothing more to do with
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him. She hated herself most of all. Why had she casually, rashly, given up what was most beautiful
and precious? She cried… (Ding 1994, p. 19)

Xiaoyu is unhappy because she marries Tu for marriage’s sake—an obligation that she must fulfil. But by
repeatedly describing Xiaoyu’s crying, her inner conflicts and detailing her psychological state, the author
reveals that in her character’s innermost heart, love is important and has occupied her mind all these years.
Xiaoyu has treasured the gift Maomao, her childhood love, gives her through all the years after they lost
contact, a notebook which she uses as a song book. She has also kept Ding Zhu’s address although this
has changed to a new one. Looking back on what has happened between her and Ding, she is still
remorseful: “she’ll never forgive herself for what she did next”—for throwing Ding’s only letter to her
down the toilet in a confusion when someone knocked at the door (p. 16). It’s not that she wanted to
suppress her love for Maomao and Ding Zhu, but that she had to, in order to follow her father’s decision
to enlist her when she was not yet fifteen years old, and later to conform to the Party that expected young
people to prioritise study and work, not love, and the military institution that expected young soldiers to
put obligations to the Party before the fulfilment of romantic desires (p. 17). On the train to her husband’s
work unit, it is not her husband that she thinks about, but Maomao and Ding Zhu (p. 37). On her wedding
night, she doesn’t feel happy but cries bitterly (p. 39). She doesn’t communicate much with her husband
but keeps flipping through the song book which records “all her feelings, yearnings, desires and rushing
emotions” (p. 40). She can’t bring herself to be intimate with her husband. It is hard for them to continue
their marital relationship without love for each other. Tu suggests that they break it off and Xiaoyu leaves
him after “living together” for three days. Her early return from her honeymoon holiday is ironically
interpreted by the leaders as her devotion to her work and the cause (p. 2). But Xiaoyu herself reflects on
all that has happened and realises that love is most beautiful and precious, not the honour, nor the awards.
She hates herself for giving up the most beautiful thing in the world (p. 19). Ding leaves us in no doubt
why she is unhappy in the story.
Xiaoyu harbours an instinctive love of beauty that resists the androgynous uniforms. Sadly, this love has
been suppressed until the time she prepares to go on a date with Tu Jianli: “It was summer, but in the
hospital she hadn’t noticed it was the season to wear pretty blouses already. It was the first time all year
she’d been out in something other than her uniforms” (p. 34). It is the first time that she has noticed that
she is a woman:
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She retrieved a blue, patterned, crepe de Chine blouse with short sleeves from under Menghong’s
pillow. It was the first time she’d ever worn such a beautifully tailored piece of clothing. Facing
the mirror, she was pleased to see that suddenly she was showing off her waist and bust, and that
her bare arms were light-skinned, albeit a little flabby. Not bad at all. She smiled at the mirror
contentedly. (p. 34)

This passage articulates Xiaoyu’s self-consciousness of and pleasure in her body and the author’s critique
of the state control of a woman’s body.
Like Duanli, a female character in Ding’s contemporary, Wang Anyi’s, novella Lapse of Time (1981)
(Thakur 1997, p. 134), Xiaoyu’s identification with orthodox expectations makes her suppress both her
desire to beautify her body and her inner contradictions. Female characters like Xiaoyu and Duanli are not
regarded as individuals but as social models who are expected to be uncritical of the dominant discourses
of the Party state and society. How Xiaoyu identifies herself and how those around her identify her result
in her present conflict. Through this character, Ding reveals how traditional gender identities are sustained
in China because women like her accept and internalise a dominant gender identity paradigm, though there
might be other possibilities open to them (Thakur, pp. 134-135). One such possibility is offered by
Menghong, Xiaoyu’s friend.
Ding’s portrayal of the character Menghong is an important factor that enables the reader to understand
the author’s critique of the system and of socialist women. Menghong’s character is diametrically opposed
to Xiaoyu’s timidity and dependence. Though she is not the protagonist, her role in the story is not
negligible. If we understand Xiaoyu as a representative of the woman who conforms to socialist
expectations, then Menghong represents the new woman, the feminist, who lives her life in her own way,
disregarding what people say about her. She is a dissident. She condemns unjust treatment by protesting
that “a military hospital should look after the women soldiers’ rights even more; women soldiers are
soldiers, and they are people too” (Ding 1994, p. 4). She refers to Commissar Lu as a “hypocrite” (4), with
which Xiaoyu disagrees. Menghong has her own views of this world and its people: “women, we keep
hoping, but all we ever get is disappointment. Maybe I don’t want to be disappointed again, so that’s why
I don’t hold out any hope anymore” (p. 26). She is independent, confident, cynical and lively. Her
strongmindedness is a foil to Xiaoyu’s submission and desire to conform. Importantly, in Xiaoyu’s mind,
Menghong is bright like a sunbeam and clear like a cloudless sky (p. 26), and she often relies on Menghong
for suggestions and encouragement. Menghong’s role might appear to be marginal, sidelined by the
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dominant discourse, as American feminist film reviewer E. Ann Kaplan points out: “since Chinese
ideology demands the submission of the subject to the state, ‘duty’ over personal desire, the idea of
feminism as an oppositional practice is hard to insert” (1991, p. 150). Modern independent-minded women
like Menghong remain marginal, but Ding does insert this voice. A character who might have ended up
unhappy as a non-conformist is given strength, independence and happiness. Thus the author’s feminist
intention and subversion of the ideal socialist woman is made clear.
The author’s criticism of the Party’s interference with the women nurses’ personal matters is explicit, not
only in Menghong’s open remarks, but also in Xiaoyu’s inner conflict. As Berry has pointed out, before
the 1980s, Confucian patriarchy and Communism were the two dominant forces that prevented women
from developing their autonomy (1993, p. 198). Xiaoyu conforms to the military rules and sacrifices her
love for Ding Zhu, but this conformity is imposed, and her heart is filled with ineffable grievances (Ding
1994, p. 5). These grievances are the result of the conflict between the outward pressure and her inner
reluctance. As a young soldier who hasn’t been promoted to cadre, she is not allowed to pursue her love
for Ding Zhu. Years later, when love is permissible, she is unable to love another man. This makes her
annoyed at Commissar Lu. Looking back on what has happened in the past and thinking of her present
situation, Xiaoyu is not happy. She now understands what she needs most: to marry a man she loves, not
to seek honour, which she doesn’t value as she used to:
Pulling the cardboard suitcase out from under the bed, she dumped the certificate and the trophy
into it. She used to flick through her stack of certificates, an inch thick already, every time she
opened the suitcase, but not today. She shoved it back under the bed quickly, as though it wasn’t
hers but someone else’s, Commissar Lu’s or… (p. 5)

In her mind, work and honour are for others, only love belongs to her. Yet she has missed her opportunities
for love and has to face the reality of life, succumbing to the social expectations of her.
Behind the seemingly conforming character lies the narrator’s ironic voice and the self-mocking tone of
Xiaoyu’s reflections and commentary. This ironic tone dilutes, or even subverts, Xiaoyu’s apparent
devotion to the socialist revolution. This double reading is not contradictory. As H. Porter Abbott argues,
it is the freedom of fiction to contain competing interpretations (2011, p. 461). In this case, the concept of
the implied author is a useful analytical tool. I suggest that “Maidenhome” might have multiple readings,
given that there are different readerships. There are literary critics in charge of strict censorship of Ding’s
works. Coming from a military family of prominence and being a military writer herself, Ding would be
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expected to conform to the system. At the same time, she has her own opinions about the system, the
people, and her own works. Thus a multiple implied author is Ding’s strategy to cope with this. Socialist
critics eulogize or identify with all the elements consistent with socialist literature; others tune in to the
feminist voice of the author who critiques the system, the interference of the Party in people’s personal
life, the military institution and conventions.
Coming from an army family and having been a soldier herself, Ding was born and grew up in socialist
China. She also witnessed the Cultural Revolution and experienced the vicissitudes of the times. Her
writing reflects her dual identity as a socialist army writer and a feminist but if there is a feminist voice, it
can only exist as a stage whisper, like the voice of Menghong, a strong character with a feminist
consciousness whose critical remarks appear to be mere asides to Xiaoyu in the story. The whole story
appears to be a “national allegory”, to use Fredric Jameson’s phrase (1986, pp. 65-88), meaning that the
story of the private individual is an allegory of the national culture and society. The story might be read
not only as a critique of Xiaoyu, though the criticism is mild, but more as a critique of society. Berry goes
so far as to suggest that Ding’s work is a rejection of socialism (1995, p. 65), in that her characters do not
accept all the rules and restrictions, especially those regarding personal relations, without protest and
conflict.
The author understands Xiao Yu’s dilemmas. She arranges a good man for Xiaoyu, who doesn’t force
himself on her but accepts her rejection. The author thus leaves room for Xiaoyu to have second thoughts
about the marriage so that the twist of the plot might not appear too abrupt and her fate too harsh. This is
the best the author can make of an oppressive system. Tu is an ideal husband: respectful, hardworking,
gentlemanly and considerate. At the end of the story, the author presents Xiaoyu as being full of hope and
expectations for a new life with Tu. This again appears to conform to the keynote of socialist literature—
a kind of “revolutionary optimism”, catering to the kind of readership that identifies with the system. The
story thus avoids Xiaoyu’s otherwise tragic fate caused by the potentially destructive force of her personal
desire, and her weak and submissive character, though the blame is placed more on the system than on the
protagonist’s weakness and submission.
The choice of a third-person perspective allows the author to give the reader insights that Xiaoyu herself
may lack. As Berry points out, Xiaoyu “objectifies herself for most of the story, maintaining third-person
perspective” (1993, p. 205). Yet she has some agency, identifiable in various ways. Her thoughts and
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actions demonstrate the extent to which she is determined to live up to social expectations. Third-person
narration allows the author to retain greater control over the narrative. The intermittent you-address in this
story can be read as part of the protagonist’s interior monologue and forges an intimate connection between
reader and protagonist. But different from Indica, Indica, the you address in this text is mainly reflective,
taking into account the fact that the major part of the story takes the form of flashbacks, which gives the
protagonist time and space to reflect on what has happened in the past. Some of these passages are
addressed not to herself but to Ding Zhu, such as “Do you hear what they’re saying? What are you thinking?
You’re still recovering, so why have you come to the meeting? To laugh at me?” (Ding 1994, p. 2). Her
silent words to Ding Zhu are expressed in a bitter tone, revealing her sad and helpless state. Sometimes
she addresses herself, in a self-mocking or self-comforting way, revealing the bitterness in her heart. As
Berry observes, the second- or first-person also shows the intensity of Xiaoyu’s memories, revealing
Xiaoyu’s strong attachment to the past (Berry 1993, p. 205). She is unable to make peace with the past
because she is unhappy in the present. There are occasional addresses that can be read as the
author/narrator’s encouragement to the protagonist, or the character’s self-encouragement, such as “Here
you’re young, attractive and self-assured. He’s bound to fall in love with you” (Ding 1994, p. 48). These
narrative variations, together with the changes of tense, are manipulated by the author to convey to the
reader the difficulty of the character’s negotiation of the personal and the social. They introduce a variety
of perspectives from which to better understand the protagonist and her difficult circumstances. The
ambiguity of interpretation is the author’s strategy to cater to different readerships.
The author suggests that Xiaoyu’s marriage problem lies in the people around her who impose a gendered
role on her: Ding presents the immense pressure Xiaoyu faces from people around her—from her
colleagues, the political commissar, Commissar Lu, and even from strangers she meets. At the beginning
of the story, Xiaoyu is awarded a third-class merit. She finds it hard to go on to the stage because she can’t
bear to hear her colleagues’ gossip about her due to their misunderstanding and prejudice against her:
They were talking about her, chattering away. She knew what they were saying. She didn’t need
to listen, she could tell from their eyes: that Qiao Xiaoyu, she’s so hot for awards she doesn’t even
want a husband. That’s right, her feelings aren’t worth more than a fifty-buck award. A woman
like that shouldn’t get married, she doesn’t know the first thing about love. She knew there were
people saying things like that about her. (p. 2)

Commissar Lu also warns her, “Xiaoyu, don’t set your sights so high” (p. 32), and later he tells her directly
“Xiaoyu, you’ll be thirty in three months, won’t you? You should get married” (p. 36). Starting from her
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twenty-seventh year, her marriage has become the main topic of conversation in the hospital where she
works (p. 31). These are all the pressures on her, which lead to her hasty decision to marry a man she
doesn’t love. Ding emphasises these pressures to make the reader understand and sympathise with
Xiaoyu’s difficult position and choice.
The optimistic ending of the story, which conforms to the genre of socialist literature, is not convincing.
It is hard to believe that two people who are brought together but don’t love each other, will be happy.
Xiaoyu feels shocked and disgusted by Tu’s bodily defects—his prematurely grey hair and his flat fleet (p.
38). Tu’s feelings for Xiaoyu are hardly more positive. Both of them marry out of “necessity”: “He’s like
you, he needs a home to return to. Neither of them had been looking for love” (p. 39). He also feels
awkward on the wedding night and concludes “Maybe we should just call the whole thing off” (p. 39).
Judging from what has been presented, the reader cannot but consider that the happy ending is merely
Xiaoyu’s one-sided imagination and self-comfort, as suggested by statements such as “…she would be
able to…they would really…he’s bound to fall in love with you” (p. 48). This affected ending reveals the
author’s negotiation as a socialist writer with a feminist inclination in a period of flux.
In the later film script of this story, however, Ding invigorates Xiaoyu with new life, endowing her with
the courage to break from her expected role. She leaves Tu for good and decides to devote herself to her
work. She tears up Ding Zhu’s address as well, implying that she will walk out of the shadow of the past
and live a life of her own. She becomes an independent woman like Menghong.
The audience’s response to this bold revision was mixed. Conservatives expressed their disapproval of
Xiaoyu’s abnegation of her traditional gendered role. The director, Hu Mei, apologised for this. She stated
that she agreed with their opinions and clarified that the revision was made at the author’s persistent request
(Chen 1986, p. 26). Hu identified with women’s traditional social role and expressed her disagreement
with Ding’s revision of the movie ending in which Xiaoyu chooses to leave Tu (Hu et al. 1986, pp. 43-46).
Feminists applauded the revision. For example, Li Mengxue praised Xiaoyu’s courage to abandon a
marriage without love. Li thought this ending reflected Hu Mei’s call for women’s independent thinking
(1989, p. 45); though, in fact, these were Ding’s ideas, not the director’s. These controversial reviews
reflect Chris Berry’s statement that 1980s’ China was “in a permanent state of flux” (1995, p. 123). This
was a time of “hundreds of thoughts”, meaning different schools of thought existed side by side. Deng
Xiaoping’s reform and open policies ushered in a new era. The Party’s control was loosened and it didn’t
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monopolise the discourse on women to the extent it had before (Thakur 1997, p. 63), thus giving the author
some space to express feminist ideas in her works.
In “Maidenhome”, misogyny is represented as rooted in a collective ideology, exemplified by the military
institution, which denies women the autonomy to determine their own life. Ding exposes the perpetuation
of misogyny in the post revolution period in which women were not fully liberated despite the official
rhetoric. Rather than eulogising a socialist exemplar like Xiaoyu, the author can be seen to protest against
the regulations and expectation of the Party state that deprive women of autonomy over their bodies and
minds. At the beginning of the novella, the leaders are waiting on the stage to applaud comrades like
Xiaoyu who have put their work and study first: “We really have to encourage young people like that”
(Ding 1994, p. 2). At the same time, women’s roles as wives and mothers are integral to their social
standing. “Maidenhome” reveals the impact of this multi-layered pressure: not only do young women like
Xiaoyu fall victim, but young men like Tu are also victimised. Like Xiaoyu, “he needs a home to return
to”. Neither is looking for love, because they both think they have missed the age for love and “reached a
time when the windows of the heart close” (p. 39).

“The Other Woman”: Resistance and Compromise
Almost exclusively identified as female, the “third party”…represents transgression of the
incontrovertible boundary between the permissible and the forbidden.
—Harriet Evans, Women and Sexuality in China (1997, p. 200)

This novella, first published in a Chinese journal for fiction, Wilderness (mangyuan) in 1986, is set in the
1980s—the post-Maoist period. The issue of this journal sold out quickly (Berry 1993, p. 202) —an
indication of its popular appeal. Mao’s socialist revolution gave women opportunities to acquire an
education and a job, and thus a degree of freedom. The protagonist of this story is Keke, a young woman
who has benefited from these opportunities and has a career as a playwright. The story revolves around
her professional and private worlds, in both of which she struggles to attain independence. Ultimately, she
manages to get her play staged according to her wishes, and she frees herself from a destructive love
triangle. Professionally and personally, she wins a degree of self-determination.
In this text, Ding depicts Keke as a rebellious woman who breaks away from the restrictions of work,
family and tradition. This young city woman enjoys more independence and self-determination than the
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army woman and the country woman depicted in the other stories, but her freedom is hard won and not
without comprise. In spite of the initiatives she takes in love, she ends up becoming the sexual object of a
predator. With the portrayal of Keke and her lover’s wife, the author implies that in Post-Maoist Chinese
society, women are still in a secondary position, in the family and in sexual relations. There are also many
restrictions in their professional lives. There is still a long way to go before they are fully emancipated in
body and mind, in the family and at work, free from a misogynist tradition.
Unlike Xiaoyu in “Maidenhome” and the bride in “Indica, Indica”, Keke is a woman with a feminist
consciousness. She adorns her body to make herself sexually attractive, and thereby asserts her right to
control her body, which, according to Chris Berry, is “reappropriated as the site of gendered experience
grounding a distinct subjectivity” (1995, p. 62). The story is mostly told in the first person from her
perspective, so the reader can enter into the intimacy of her subjective world, but the parts regarding her
relationship with a married man are in the third person. The alternate use of first- and third-person narrative
in this story may reflect the female protagonist’s moral judgement on herself: she wants to separate herself
from the disgraceful role of the “third party” in a love triangle. From her own narration, we know that she
is a “new woman” who breaks the traditional roles of “good worker” and “good daughter”.
At work, she refuses to comply with the director’s arrangement and revision of the stage props for her
drama rehearsal, which leads to a bitter quarrel. The result is suspension of the rehearsals and the request
for her to undergo self-criticism—a common practice for a Chinese who is considered by her/his superior
to have made a mistake at work. However, with a friend’s help she gets the support of the vice-minister of
the Ministry of Culture, though it is not until she apologises to the director that the rehearsals are resumed.
She proves herself to be a rebellious daughter by leaving her boyfriend, Nan Huang, and getting involved
with a married man, Tian, as a “third party” (disanzhe)—a role played by a woman who intrudes into other
people’s marriage, and a term that signals disgrace. There is another term for such a role, waqiangjiao—
“the foot that digs a hole in the wall”—meaning a woman who “harms other people’s interests and
constructs her own happiness on the basis of someone else’s misery” (Evans 1997, p. 199). Such a woman
is despised by Chinese society as a “scheming sexual trespasser”, “calculating woman” and “immoral” (p.
199). Therefore, in this story, Keke’s relation with her lover Tain is secret and she refuses to admit it when
her mother questions her. Her mother in fact already knows her secret—by prying open Keke’s drawer she
has found Tain’s love letters. Keke’s reaction to her mother’s act is very strong, “What a filthy insult! …
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She thought she’d given me life, so she had a right to my soul” (Ding 1994, p. 112). She doesn’t care about
her mother’s feelings, as a good daughter should. What she cares about is her fragile dignity which has
been hurt by her mother. She reacts against the intrusion into her privacy. In spite of her mother’s sadness
and anger, she doesn’t yield even though she is expelled from the family home. Here, as well as in “Killing
Mom”, another story in the collection, Ding reveals familial restrictions on young women’s independence
and freedom.
In love, she takes the active role instead of the traditional passive one. She first falls in love with Nan
Huang. She makes good use of her opportunity to impress Nan Huang when they are on an outing together
by dressing up very attractively in high-heeled shoes. Although the shoes are broken after a long walk, she
succeeds in gaining Nan Huang’s attention and care. She is the one who initiates, and the one who ends
their relationship after she begins an affair with Tain. She also encourages another girl to take the initiative
in love:
You’d best go talk to him yourself… Be brave… That way you can make him see you really mean
it. Don’t be embarrassed. I only got Nan Huang when I finally took the initiative, didn’t I? … In
the animal world, it’s quite normal for the female to chase the male, so why must human beings be
so false? (p. 88)

In describing her sexual relationship with Tain, however, the narrative voice switches to third person and
it is also in italics in the English translation, while the two parts in the original Chinese text differ in font
and size of characters. As the plot develops further with a juxtaposition of past and the present, the distance
of third-person narration offers space for self-reflection. The frank descriptions of their body contact in
the third person avoid the embarrassment of dealing with it in the first-person, which is consistent with the
conservatism of Chinese women. It might also be that the author wants to distance herself from such a
compromised character for self-protection. This reading is confirmed by the preface in the original Chinese
text. The preface was written by Ding’s friend, Yading, on Ding’s request. Yading says the use of firstperson narration would make the reader think the protagonist, Keke, is the author herself (Ding 1989, p.
2). The switch to the third person might forestall the reader’s judgment, and censorship.
The shift in narrative voice also reflects Keke’s alienation from herself: as the two narrative voices show,
she is divided into two parts—the public and the private. The public self appears to follow the orbit of
normal life, while the private self is conflicted and unacceptable to society. The marginalised Keke is an
outsider in her environment. She resists her family and the social norms they represent. According to these
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norms, a woman should preserve her virginity, but Keke has lost hers to a married man. Keke’s role as a
“third party” transgresses the social norms for women. In breaking social mores, she is othered, but she
also others herself. In this sense, her rebellion is not complete. She resists traditional sexual roles by leaving
a promising boyfriend and starting an affair with a married man, but in her innermost heart, she identifies
with traditional morality: she keeps referring to herself as a “bad woman”, regards her affair as a sin and
believes in “karma”: “What Mom said was so wise: if you don’t get punished for your sins immediately,
it’s because the time hasn’t come, but when the time comes, you get punished for everything” (Ding 1994,
p. 144). By thinking this way, she internalises the misogyny of sexual double standards: a woman deserves
punishment for moral transgression whereas her “co-sinner” is free from punishment.
By contrast to the conscience-stricken and shameful Keke, Tain is depicted as a sophisticated, brazen, and
unbridled sexual predator. He is aware of Keke’s admiration for him as a famous poet and writer and
manipulates her to his sexual advantage. When Keke goes to see the editor-in-chief of a literary journal to
submit the manuscript of her poems and runs into Tain, he detains her by telling a lie that the chief-editor
will be back in the office soon, when the fact is that the chief-editor hasn’t come that day at all. He takes
this chance to impress Keke with a harangue about foreign poets, enchanting her with his wide knowledge.
Keke responds, “I got to know him. We had a conversation… I’m so lucky. I’m sure God has sent him to
help me. I must read all those books he talked about” (p. 114).
He displays his poetic gift to Keke to draw her closer on their first date. When Keke struggles out of his
embrace and resists his demand for a kiss, saying that she has a boyfriend, he makes her relent by telling
her about the hardships he has experienced. In this way he wins her sympathy: “…she didn’t know what
it was to go hungry, she hadn’t eaten moldy dried yams and she hadn’t dug coal in the deep, deep mine.
She couldn’t produce deep thought and rich emotions like he could…” (p. 121). She ends up in his embrace
and accepts his kiss, “fervent as the flames of hunger” (p. 121). Later, Tain makes use of Keke’s gullibility
and infatuation with him to seduce her and deprive her of her virginity (p. 126).
Tain takes advantage of Keke’s unworldliness, credulity, and vanity. He lures her further with promises of
marriage:
If we got married, it would be a national sensation! Do you believe me? He said. An alluring light
shone from his smiling face.
Is that so? That’d be good. I’d like that. I’m not afraid of anything.
You want to be famous?
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Yes, she said. I’d love to be famous! (p. 106)

However, he doesn’t intend to marry Keke. Every time she mentions marriage, he shifts the conversation
to something else. He makes use of Keke’s naivety and sympathy again and again. At first, he tells her
about his miserable life in the countryside and about his forced marriage, making her believe he is an
unhappy man who deserves her love and sympathy: “I could say his fame had stopped attracting me long
ago, and now it was his great pain and sadness, that pain which gave him an iron soul, deep and profound.
It was that suffering soul that was so compelling to me” (p. 117). Keke is naïve enough to believe that she
is the only woman he loves in the world: “Wasn’t it true? She wiped out those other women, wiped out
everything he could remember about them. That was her power” (p. 112). She is a lamb in the mouth of a
lion.
Tain does what he wants with Keke, ignoring her feelings, worries and pressures. He makes Keke
repeatedly act against her own will. When Keke tells him that she has a boyfriend and refuses to meet him,
he insists on coming and insists on kissing her. When Keke agrees to meet him, she simply wants to talk
with him. But every time he comes, he wants her to satisfy his sexual desire, and Keke succumbs, though
she finally realises that Tain comes for sex when she sees he has come prepared with a condom. Tain
doesn’t want to marry Keke at all. That’s why he keeps telling her about his daughter who is so weak and
so attached to him, prompting Keke not to mention marriage to him again. By this time, Keke has put her
full trust in Tain and is totally committed to their relationship. She is willing to wait for him whether he
will divorce or not (p. 118). She believes she understands him and tolerates his behaviour.
By contrast, Tain disregards Keke’s welfare. He places his selfish sexual desire above Keke’s fear and
worry. She knows their relationship is unacceptable to her family, to society, and even to herself, but her
resistance is futile in the face of his overwhelming force:
She shook her head and pushed him away, thinking I’m not that sort of woman, I’m not that sort
of woman…
Let me look at you, Keke. I’ll just take a quick look, just a quick look…
This was the first time she’d ever bared her young body in front of a man…
With his gentle stroking, she found her inner shame had already turned into an indescribable
tumult…
…Opening her eyes, she was dumfounded. This man before her, this man she revered and
worshipped, had taken off all his clothes…
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She suddenly felt disgusted; this naked man was strange and terrifying to her. She struggled with
him on the bed, but knew it was too late. She had no energy, couldn’t find her own strength; he’d
already dismembered her. He was like a lion and her resistance only increased his strength. She
was exhausted, her mind a blank…
He penetrated her…
She wasn’t resisting anymore. Let him do what he wanted. She was his to do with as he wanted,
even though her tears were uncontrollable… (p. 126)

Unlike Eldest’s penetration of Daughter-in-law in “Indica, Indica” which some have read as rape, but
which might be understood differently, Tain’s act is certainly rape— an egregious form of misogyny. He
advances despite Keke’s feeling of shame, her resistance and her humiliation. Here the author reveals the
importance of a woman’s virginity. The loss of it to an inappropriate man is not only unacceptable to
society, but to the woman herself. The inequality in gender relationships is exposed here.
A woman’s involvement in a triangle affair is considered a disgrace for both herself and her family. She
has to bear great social pressure while a man avoids judgement. This is why Keke is scared when she is
threatened by the director who says he has witnessed her inappropriate meeting with Tain. She asks Tain
what to do. Tain understates the likely impact of the threat, saying: “it doesn’t matter what anyone says
unless you’re caught in the act” (p. 131). When she tells him that her family also know of their affair and
she is accused by her mother and brother, his reaction is that of indifference. When Keke says that she has
told her brother that she is Tain’s only love, Tain dare not face her. When she asks him about his intention
to marry her, he again distracts her attention by showing her his gift for his daughter. He even hints that
she shouldn’t break up with Nan Huang (pp. 131-133). From the way the story is presented, it is clear to
the reader that Keke is merely one of Tain’s sexual objects, and that he doesn’t intend to marry her. But
Keke is ignorant of this until her surprise visit to his home when she finds that his wife is not as he has
described her when he claims, “I don’t have a wife. I just have an old woman” (p. 116). She realises that
Tain’s wife has just had an abortion, which makes it clear that they still have sexual relations. What’s more,
Keke discovers that her love letters to Tain, which she thinks he should have cherished, are not valued at
all. An envelope she has taken much care to make has been used as scrap paper by his children. Keke’s
discovery on this visit finally prompts her to leave Tain. The story ends with Keke’s success in getting her
play performed and making a name for herself, while Tain gets a divorce and quickly remarries another
woman. Keke realises that he must have had lots of mistresses, among whom she was “the most sincere
and the most stupid” (p. 144). Nevertheless, she still thinks that Tain’s love for her was true. This is ironic,
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for the reader can see that this is another instance of Keke’s tendency towards self-deception and an attempt
to protect her fragile dignity.
By exposing the difference in the way Tain and Keke treat their love affair, and how differently they are
treated by others, Ding tells the reader that even in the 1980s when sexual control was loosened, even city
women could not have full sexual freedom, because the Confucian heritage that places a high value on
women’s chastity is difficult to dislodge. Female purity was still regarded as an asset and a means to
establish a happy marriage (Evan 1997, p. 106). Many cautionary tales stressed the ruin of women who
lost their virginity, and thereby functioned as a guarantee of legitimate romance and a decent marriage.
This is the social morality that women must observe in a socialist society (Honig & Hershatter 1988, p.
66). While the woman as “third party” is criticised, the man is unharmed by such a relationship. Society
actually connives with a man to have several women, not only because a tradition inherited from patriarchal
society remains powerful, but also as a result of government policy and social requirements in the new era.
In Post-Mao times, the government changed its radical policy for support of divorce in order to protect
social stability. Wives were encouraged to be caring and supportive (Evan 1997, p. 129). They were told
to accommodate, tolerate, and support their husbands even if they betrayed them, for the maintenance of
the family. This amounts to social tolerance of men’s adultery. The surveillance of women’s virginity and
maintenance of the wife’s subordinate position in the family ensured the continuation of patriarchy (pp.
198-200).
Ding’s story reflects this reality. She critiques this society and culture by presenting the story in a realistic
way in terms of the depiction of characters and description of details, especially the presentation of Keke’s
psychological state and internal monologue. Keke is also vulnerable because she thinks so little of
herself—she is so quick to give in to Tain’s wishes, due to the inculcation of traditional values and gender
characteristics accorded women. Ding’s criticism of this misogynistic tradition is reinforced through her
depiction of another woman, Tain’s wife, who represents ideal wifehood— supportive and caring. She is
described as such by Keke when she visits Tain’s home. Keke notices that everything in their home is
clean and tidy; obviously his wife makes it so:
It wasn’t a big room, but it was crammed with objects. Still, they were all organized very neatly,
and everything was spotlessly clean. Even the books on the two sets of shelves along the outer wall
were lined up straight and thoroughly dusted… In the middle of the room was a double bed, also
neat and tidy. (Ding 1994, p. 134)
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The wife knows about Tain’s love for Keke as her love letters are placed casually in their home without
being locked away, yet she still serves Tain sexually and in other ways. The meaning of the title “the other
woman” here becomes clear to the reader: Keke and Tain’s wife are “the other woman” to each other, but
at the same time, both are othered by the man, Tain.
In another story by Ding, “If You Were Still Alive”, there is also a woman who represents this ideal of
wifehood. When her husband, Wang Fuling, works in Beijing, he falls in love with a city woman, Xingxing,
who has just graduated from university. Xingxing doesn’t reciprocate his love because she knows from
their mutual friend that he is married. Xingxing and Wang’s wife meet in hospital when Wang is dying. In
this story, as in “The Other Woman”, the wife is treated as a caretaker and child nurturer. Wang doesn’t
admit in front of Xingxing that he has a wife, nor has he ever mentioned that he has a son. Later he tells
Xingxing that it is an arranged marriage and he doesn’t acknowledge it. He says that he doesn’t love his
wife, and that he “doesn’t even know” his wife (p. 187). But Xingxing’s identification and sympathy with
the wife is obvious, as she describes in detail a scene where the wife nurses Wang lovingly:
She’s carrying a bedpan which has been washed very clean, and she smoothly places it under the
patient’s body. …the woman caresses Fuling’s body with her face. … She takes a cotton ball
soaked with rubbing alcohol from a little bottle on the bedside table, puts both her hands under his
sheets, and gently cleans every part of his body. … Her tears and her snivel stream onto his face,
his hands and his body. … She’s not scared of Fuling’s deathly smell, and she doesn’t find his
death’s head face hard to look at. She is his wife. They have a son. He belongs to her. That was
how it was when he was alive---he’s all hers. … She’s a good wife. She’s already prepared to take
on all the burdens he may have left her. (pp. 192-193)

This detailed description not only reveals Xingxing’s identification with the wife, but also highlights the
wife’s role as a carer who devotes her body and mind to her husband. She tolerates Wang’s feeling for
Xingxing. Her remarks about her husband are all positive. She is another representative of the paragon of
wifehood. These women’s attitude towards their husbands’ betrayal reflects a culture that encourages
men’s misogyny. Ding’s portrayal of these wives subverts traditional stereotypes of the domineering wife
and hen-pecked husband which has been presented as the “justification” for a man’s adulterous behaviour.
As Harriet Evans puts it, “when a wife is garrulous and controlling”, or a man feels “lack in warmth and
intimacy”, his adulterous behaviour is “justifiable” (Evan 1997, p. 199). In these texts, the wives are
actually loving, understanding, concerned and considerate. They are even polite and friendly to “the other
woman” of their husbands. The author makes it clear here that the fault lies not with the wives, but with
the husbands.
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In the adulterous relationships explored by Ding, it is the man, not the woman, who takes the initiative. It
is not that “the other woman” is frivolous, but that the man is manipulative and seductive. A sophisticated
man exploits a young woman’s inexperience and romantic infatuation. It is the calculating man that the
author criticises. These men carry the polygamous tradition into modern times: they enjoy their wives’
care and concern within the family, and outside the marriage they enjoy love and sex from “the other
woman”, as the man did from a concubine in the past. They don’t need to take responsibility in their
relationship with “the other woman” in the new monogamous system. At the end of “The Other Woman”,
Keke compares herself to Western feminists and realizes that “the other woman” exists in Western
countries as well. Inequality in sexual relationships is transnational and transcultural. It exists in both
socialist and capitalist societies. This to a degree diverts attention from the author’s criticism of the
socialist system – it is not the only system in which misogyny can flourish.
Men like Wang and Tain come from poor families in the countryside. After they arrive in the city, they
despise their wives. They show contempt for their wives because of their age and appearance. In “The
Other Woman”, Tain’s wife is a little overweight and Wang’s in “If You Were Still Alive” looks older
than her real age. Though the text doesn’t express it explicitly, there is another reason why these wives are
despised: they are not as intelligent and attractive as the city women represented by Keke and Xingxing.
In this sense Tain and Wang are similar to Shangkang in The Poison of Polygamy: once their social or
economic conditions are improved, they start to despise their wives, leaving them helpless. The family, a
“microcosm of the new socialist society”, which was advocated as the means of maintaining marital and
social stability in the 1980s, once again becomes a source of women’s oppression (Evans 1997, p. 25).
These wives tolerate their husbands’ moral transgressions and are dehumanized as if they had no thoughts
and feelings. This is misogyny in the form of objectification of women, “denial of subjectivity”, that is,
disregarding women’s feelings and experience (Nussbaum 1995, p. 257). It is as though they don’t even
experience the natural feeling of jealousy—in the past, a wife’s jealousy of her husband’s love for his
concubine was a justified cause for him to disown her. In the modern era, things have hardly improved for
a wife—she still has to tolerate her husband’s “other women”. Tain doesn’t hide Keke’s love letters and
Wang mentions Xingxing’s name repeatedly in front of his wife. To these men, their wives are nothing
but their possessions, sub-humans who provide them with sex and care, but have no independent identity
of their own, much like the bride in the story “Indica, Indica”. Keke is also treated by Tain as an object,
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an artefact, devoid of humanity, rationality, and morality. He ignores her feelings of shame, embarrassment,
and fear.
There is a difference between “The Other Woman” and the previous two texts discussed above regarding
sex. During the Maoist decades, there were strict limitations on sex-related discussions. By state direction,
all individual energies must be devoted to national reconstruction, and individualistic interest in matters
such as appearance or romantic love was contained by a morality that promoted selflessness and collective
commitment that should be held above individual needs (Evans 1997, p. 7). Thus Xiaoyu in “Maidenhome”
struggles with her personal desires and ultimately yields to the orthodox discourse. There is no description
of sex in “Maidenhome”, as sex at that time was regarded as degenerate and a waste of energy that should
be devoted to the building of communism (p. 25). Xiaoyu is ashamed of mentioning “love” and afraid her
love for Ding Zhu might be discovered, because in orthodox discourse, love was not an emotional,
romantic and erotic experience, but represented as a social, political and moral response. The romantic
ideal was condemned as an “unsound illusion” (pp. 91-92). Love was considered to be individualistic, antisocialist, anti-collective, and dangerously close to a “bourgeois passion”, thus subjected to attributions of
shame and suspicion (p. 92).
“The Other Woman” is set in the 1980s, a time of flux, so there is plenty of description of sex. But Ding’s
treatment of the themes of romantic love and sexuality is nevertheless rebellious in a socialist China where
the expression of personal desire had been regarded as taboo in the previous age. This might be one of the
reasons why this story appealed to many female university students: Ding writes of the suppressed desires
and feelings that they couldn’t express themselves (Berry 1993, p. 202), for the dominant ideology of this
time was still conservative. As argued by Yan, Ding’s sexual description in the text is regarded as “bold”
and Keke’s rejection of her role as the “third party” is praised as rational (2016, p. 37). Ding’s description
of Second, Eldest’s brother in “Indica, Indica”, who stares at his sister-in-law’s breasts, revealed by her
loose shirt, was criticised as “pornography” (Berry 1993, p. 201). Feminist critics, however, praised Ding
for being brave in writing about love and sex (Sheng 1993, p. 42). However, Ding is careful when she
describes sex. For example, She doesn’t use terms such as “sexy” to describe Tain’s lips and doesn’t refer
to the condom he prepares for their date directly in this text, but uses the word “that” (Ding 1989, p. 18)
and “that thing (p. 27)”, which are translated as “you-know-what” (Ding 1994, p. 88) and “little whatsit”
(p. 102) respectively by Chris Berry. These subtle expressions can be read as Ding’s way of avoiding
censure. They can also be understood as the characters’ reluctance to speak about sexual matters candidly.
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These stories reveal that socialism failed to liberate women, in the country and in the city. Though the
economic and political roles of women had improved under the rule of the Communist Party, the
traditionally accepted position of women in relation to the family, marriage and sexuality had scarcely
changed. While the Communist Party criticised traditional patterns of gender relations based on Confucian
ethics, its critique was limited by the cultural habitus to which its members belong. Ideas about women’s
role as providers of the family are combined with the very structure of gender relations (Thakur 1997, p.
189). In Evans’ words, “the view of sexuality as a key site of women’s emancipation was anathema to the
exponents of China’s discourse on women” (1997, p. 25).
In the period of which Ding writes, professional women gained some autonomy and self-determination,
however their freedom was not without restrictions. In the case of Xiaoyu, her life is constrained by the
institutions of the Army and the Party, “who have taken over the roles that fathers, husbands and sons
would have played in the past” (Berry 1993, p. 199). For Keke, it is traditional Confucian morality she is
measured against, her rebellion is temporary, and she must return to normality in the end. The space these
women want to find for themselves is still hard to attain, their autonomy is “fragile”, in Berry’s terms (p.
201). For country women like “daughter-in-law”, they have no power, political or economic, to resist. By
writing in the genre of psychological realism, Ding claims women’s subjectivity and their right to speak
for themselves (p. 210). The fantasy of her characters is a means for them to break out of the asphyxiating
familial or social environment, as in the case of the little girl in another story, “Killing Mom”, who
imagines that she is killing her mother who doesn’t allow her to own her own space, and Shasha in “Black
Cat”, who believes she has tormented her neighbour’s cat to madness, resulting in her own insanity. Ding’s
writing style and subject matter such as romantic love, women’s bodies and minds, which were suppressed
in Maoist times, are ways to counter the misogynistic tradition. The characters’ control over their bodies,
and the author’s attention to women’s bodies represent a self-conscious performance of gender. Ding’s
writing and that of other Chinese women writers of the time vent their desires and protest against
misogynistic practices on behalf of other women who are still suffering.

Conclusion
Bi Xiyan and Ding Xiaoqi’s texts demonstrate that misogyny survives state feminism despite the Party’s
effort to liberate women. Socialism fails to liberate Chinese women because from the very beginning,
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women’s liberation was secondary to the socialist revolution and later to socialist production. During the
socialist period, Chinese women were still somebody’s daughter, wife, daughter-in-law and mother, as in
the feudal dynasties. They were not given the opportunity to be themselves. In this period, one more role
was added—daughter of the Party and of socialism. Women were indoctrinated to perform these roles to
the best of their ability, as exemplified by Xiaoyu in Ding’s “Maidenhome”, the young bride in “Indica,
Indica”, the wives in “The Other Woman” and “If You Were still Alive”, and the Chinese women in Bi’s
Born to Be Subservient Women. Instead of getting rid of the feudal residue, as the Party advocated,
socialism in reality maintained the Confucian tradition. Its effort to carry out family reform against
Confucian patriarchy was not thorough but “half-hearted”, in Judith Stacey’s words (1975, p. 76), and
constantly resulted in compromise, in part due to the fear that too radical a change would harm the
revolutionary cause. The Confucian tradition and socialism share one thing in common—the value
attached to the collective. Individualism was considered to be dangerous, a sign of bourgeois decadence
(p. 107). This accounts for the contradiction apparent in the Party’s policy and practice: whereas it
advocated women’s free choice in marriage and divorce, it reinforced the need for stability in the family
and society. Ultimately, women’s interests must be subordinate to those of the family, society, and the
Party. As Stacey points out, the anti-individualist ideology of socialism limited women’s liberation (p.
102). Ding and Bi show the reader that women are not the only victims of this culture and tradition. Men
are sometimes victimised too, like Tu Jianli in Ding’s “Maidenhome”, Eldest in “Indica, Indica” and
Shende in Bi’s Born to Be Subservient Women.
As a result of the contradiction between policy and practice, women still lack independence and selfdetermination in deciding personal matters. In the countryside, women’s circumstances are worse than in
the city. They are still objectified as goods in marriage transactions, like the young bride in “Indica, Indica”.
While Ding’s critique targets the Party state and the social system more than the failure of individuals,
Bi’s target is the Confucian patriarchal tradition. Due to a long history of subjugation, Chinese women
display traits of submission, docility and self-abnegation (p. 71), manifested in both Ding and Bi’s texts.
The representation of these women’s willing, if sometimes reluctant, participation in their own oppression,
not only offers a critique of a misogynistic patriarchy, but also recognises the problem of social
psychological domination, as Stacey has argued (1975, p. 71). Bi also points to the complexity of women’s
own part in perpetuating misogyny, resulting from entrenched oppressive traditions, women’s
consideration of factors other than herself, or even because of love for their men. All these factors render
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them unable to take decisive action. Not unlike Lillian Ng who in Silver Sister reveals that some women
carry out misogynistic practices by exploiting and persecuting other women in patriarchal society, Bi’s
text shows that in the socialist period when women are allowed to work outside the home, some women
distance, alienate and exclude other women from their circle because these women of higher social position
are considered to trespass on the male arena. Their malice is also a reflection of their inner feeling of
inferiority. In both Silver Sister and Born to Be Subservient Women, these women collude with men to
defend and perpetuate misogyny.
Keke in Ding’s “The Other Woman” and Peishan in Bi’s Born to Be Subservient Women illustrate that
women’s participation in production and structural reform in familial relationships are insufficient to
liberate women, as feminists have pointed out (Stacey 1975; Andors 1976). These texts show that as long
as the family still performs traditional economic, social or educational functions without other institutions
to take over these tasks, and as long as these are regarded as women’s work, women’s work outside the
home is just an additional pressure, as Andors argues (1976, p. 24). Stacey also points out that the family
is the place where man’s supremacy and woman’s subordination begins, and that women’s oppression
exists in the most intimate and private area of life, related to reproduction. The family is a social institution
based on social convenience that does not necessarily have any relation to love. Romantic sexual love was
an exclusive right for a man to “indulge with a concubine, mistress, servant, or prostitute but an off-limit
for respectable women” (1975, p. 69). Ding’s “The Other Woman” and Bi’s Born to Be Subservient
Women also reveal this oppression to be “transhistorical” and “transcultural” (p. 64; p. 101).
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Chapter 4
Misogyny Migrates: Gender Relations in the New Diaspora
Chinese who have migrated to other countries, whether motivated by homesickness, alienation, or
persecution, often hold tightly to what they have brought from the Old Country; thus, customs and
attitudes that may have altered or disappeared in the mother country may still be continued almost
unchanged in isolated enclaves abroad. And young Chinese women today—even (or perhaps
particularly) those living half a globe away from China—are still haunted by the misogynist
proverbs and attitudes of generations past.
—Amy Ling, Between Worlds: Women Writers of Chinese Ancestry (1990, p. 9)

This chapter examines the migration of misogyny into the Chinese diaspora in Australia in the era of
multiculturalism (beginning from 1970s), as represented in Yu Ouyang’s The Eastern Slope Chronicle
(2002), Lillian Ng’s Swallowing Clouds (1997), and Geling Yan’s short story “Siao Yu” (first published
in Chinese in 1993 and in English in 1999). Though Yan is a Chinese American author, the setting of “Siao
Yu” is Australia, and the time of the story coincides with that of the novels by Ouyang and Ng, which is
why I include it in this chapter. When Chinese people migrate, they pack with them their culture and
traditions, sometimes including a misogynistic ideology, and bring it to the host country. For those who
migrated before the Maoist era which brought drastic changes to social life and traditional ideology, the
old values and associated practices of Confucianism stayed with them long after some of these disappeared
in China. In the selected texts by Ouyang, Ng and Yan, women who are recent migrants find themselves
subjected to harsh treatment by Chinese men who are themselves struggling for recognition in the host
country. However, the texts also suggest that the impact of mainstream Australian culture provides more
space for diasporic women to actively challenge misogynistic practices, rather than submit like the women
in the texts analysed in the previous two chapters. For women depicted by Ouyang, Ng and Yan, new
political and socio-economic circumstances empower them to counter old and new forms of misogyny
after and even before their migration. These texts reveal that Chinese men’s masculinity was in crisis even
before they left China (see Yang 2010), and after migration we see how the altered situation in Australia
places the patriarchal ideology and practice in further crisis.

The New Chinese Diaspora
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As mentioned in the introduction, the new Chinese diaspora in Australia emerged with the second wave
of immigration. There are many reasons for the mainlanders’ second wave of migration. The first was the
establishment of diplomatic relationship between Australia and the People’s Republic of China (PRC) in
1972. In the same year, the Australian government changed its immigration policy from a racial basis to
one based on personal qualities and occupational training. In 1973, Australia was declared a multicultural
society which mandated equal treatment of immigrants from different ethnicities, officially putting an end
to the White Australia policy. In 1975, the Whitlam government passed the Racial Discrimination Act that
declared race and colour-based immigration criteria to be illegal. These significant changes led to waves
of non-white migration, including the Chinese (Ip 2013, pp. 165-166). In the 1980s, Australia adopted the
ELICOS scheme—an international education project aimed at increasing its foreign currency income—
which attracted a large group of international students. This pull factor was so strong that in 1987 and 1988
it produced what Gao has termed an “Australia fever” in China (2017, p. 215).
During the same period, great changes also took place in China. The open-door policy gave Chinese people
opportunities to study and travel in Western countries and led to labour migration within and outside the
country. Consequently, by the late 1980s large numbers of Chinese students from the PRC came to
Australia to study. In addition, the 4 June 1989 Tiananmen Square event in China aroused the Australian
government’s sympathy and many Chinese students were granted permanent resident status (Zhou 2017,
pp. 168-169) in the 1990s.
The new diaspora differed from the old not only in that these migrants were well-educated, but there was
also a dramatic change in the gender ratio. The old diaspora formed a “bachelors’ community” (Yang 2013,
pp. 122-140; Ip 2013, p. 163), as host countries such as Australia and New Zealand set up obstacles to
prevent the arrival of Chinese women for fear of a growing Chinese community (159). Also, imperial
China “did not want to export its women” (Han Suyin, cited from Ling 1990, p. ix), possibly because
women in imperial China were restricted to the internal domestic space as discussed in the first chapter.
The second wave, however, witnessed an inrush of female immigrants and the gender ratio was equalised
by 1991 (Ip 2013, p. 168).
When the Chinese migrated, their cultural traditions migrated with them. As Ray Hibbins’ study on the
construction, deconstruction, and reconstruction of male gender identity among Chinese male migrants to
Australia demonstrates, hierarchy was strong in diasporic Chinese families and patriarchy was still
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emphasised among the male members of the diaspora (2003, p. 27). Hibbins points out that the Chinese
tradition was a significant factor in the reconstruction of gender identity among the male Chinese diaspora
in the new environment (p. 40). Respect for parents and authority was accentuated, and order and harmony
were valued in the extended family (pp. 30-31). Most Chinese men maintained the gendered division of
labour and regarded childrearing as women’s responsibility, even if these women needed to work outside
the home (pp. 28-38). Male Chinese migrants viewed themselves as guardians, protectors, and providers
for the family (p. 37) and unemployment reflected negatively on their masculinity (p. 29). According to
Jankowiak and Li, for Chinese men and women work is the primary domain in which to demonstrate selfworth. (This is the main reason why the diasporic men in The Eastern Slope Chronicle feel so frustrated
when they are either jobless or have to do menial work.) For men in particular success in the workplace is
integrated with their identities (2014, p. 13). This applies to their situation both in China and in Australia.
Diasporic men worked hard to earn money as the wealth, social status and success a man obtained meant
an increase in his prestige and his position in the family (Hibbins 2003, pp. 30-34).
Christina Ho’s study of Chinese women’s experiences of work and family in Australia demonstrates that
the language barrier, the lack of recognition for overseas qualifications, ethnic and gender discrimination,
and the devaluation of previous work experience led to unemployment or descending occupational
mobility for both men and women. Lack of family support for housework in the host country forced women
to take on household responsibilities alone, which reduced the time available for them to participate in
work-related and social activities. This placed them in a more traditional female role (2006, p. 501). Family
members’ experience of disruption and emotional stress also increased women’s caring work (505). Thus
the female diaspora found that the traditional gender roles of wives and mothers were intensified (p. 497).
In this sense, the position of diasporic Chinese women was diminished after migration. The changed
circumstances put them in a more vulnerable position where they were more likely to be oppressed or
exploited by diasporic Chinese men.
The men and women of the new diaspora migrated during China’s reform era. Some knowledge of the
socio-political and economic circumstances in China in the years prior to migration is thus a prerequisite
to understanding the texts to be discussed. For women in China, this era produced contradictory outcomes:
it facilitated misogynistic practices such as the second wife and increased trade in women’s sexuality, but
it also empowered women economically and enhanced their agency to resist the residues of patriarchy and
misogyny.
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The reform era is marked by two epochal measures: the market economy and the open-door policy, both
of which transformed rural and urban life in China, including gender relationships. Reform began in the
late 1970s, as discussed in the previous chapter, but salient changes regarding gender construction didn’t
emerge until the late 1980s. In fact, there was a resurgence of gender discrimination during the reform era,
marked first by the layoff of a large number of women working in factories. Men were also among the
laid-off, but their number was smaller. Women on the one hand were now free to express their gender
difference in dress and hairstyle, unlike the androgynous dressing in Maoist era; on the other hand, they
were in a disadvantageous position in the workforce because of the market reforms which encouraged
women to return to the home (Brownell & Wasserstrom 2002, p. 331) and give employment opportunities
to men. Consideration of women’s biological difference brought about protective labour regulations in
1988 which mandated that institutions pay attention to women’s menstruation, pregnancy, lactation and
childcare, but this resulted in employers’ unwillingness to employ women (Hershatter 2007, p. 46). The
re-emphasis on gender difference also meant that men and women were attributed characteristics related
to their biological functions (Brownell & Wasserstrom 2002, p. 335), which justified the rhetoric that
“women are born to be wives and mothers” (p. 348): women should provide selfless support for their
husbands and commit themselves to their families. This was understood to be the (gender-specific)
requirement of a happy marriage (p. 336).
Despite the many disadvantages for women, some changes brought by the Maoist era were irreversible.
As Kam Louie points out, the Mao years “did leave an indelible impact” and any backward step was
difficult to implement (2016, p. 9). These changes included women’s consciousness of the possibility of
equality in marriage, work and education. They were not as passive as women of the older generations.
Some women of the new era exercised agency in the face of sexual discrimination and social stereotypes.
For example, some professional and intellectual women chose not to marry, and even if they got married,
chose not to have a child. Some even identified as lesbian. These women enjoyed sexual independence
beyond the traditional stricture of wifehood or motherhood (Brownell & Wasserstrom 2002, p. 352).
Adultery was still common and Chinese feminists protested against the tendency to see women as solely
responsible for disturbing marital stability (p. 353). Some women were also resistant to the objectification
of their images for sexual and commercial consumption (p. 352). These women refused to carry the burden
of sexual morality by themselves (p. 353). They contested, challenged, and rejected the gender norms
imposed on them.
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Fertility control also brought many benefits to women, both mothers and daughters, and especially to
young women. The decreased pressure of fertility released mothers from the heavy burdens of bearing and
rearing children. Mothers could spend more time at work to achieve socioeconomic success. Michelle Z.
Rosaldo argues that the root of gender inequality lies in the division of public and domestic sphere activities.
Men’s engagement in public activities “give them privileged access to such resources, persons, and
symbols as would sustain their claims to precedence, grant them power and disproportionate reward” (1980,
pp. 397-398). Now, with women’s partial liberation from domestic labour and participation in public
sphere work, the power imbalance was changed in their favour. Although the one-child policy wasn’t
aimed at empowering women but at modernising the nation, women did obtain an “auxiliary benefit” from
the policy, in Tyrene White’s words (Fong 2002, p. 1100). The mothers’ wage raised their position in the
family in that it proved the woman’s indispensability to the household (p. 1102). Fong’s study also shows
that in some cases, when wives worked or when they earned more than their husbands, their husbands
would help with housework and some even did more than the wives (p. 1105).
The enforcement of the one-child policy resulted in single daughters who received more parental care and
investment because they did not need to compete with siblings for parental resources (Zhang 2007, p. 672).
This was especially so in regard to education: the single daughter could receive a higher education which
enabled her to obtain prestigious and well-paid work, without competition from a male sibling (Fong 2002,
p. 1099). With parental support, daughters were empowered to break the glass ceiling (p. 1106).
As Xinbang Ruan et al. argue, during this new era, women in China enjoyed favourable conditions that
fostered their self-determination and enabled them to achieve equality with men (2004, p. 15). The market
economy which raised women’s economic power, together with their chances to receive an education, also
raised their feminist consciousness and autonomy. Women now had resources to counter traditional
patriarchy. During the reform era, family life also underwent a drastic transformation. Marriage was
determined by the young people instead of by their parents and based on personal preference rather than
obligation to family. The dominance of the former father-son relationship changed into that of the husbandwife relationship (p. 40) which reduced the influence of patriarchy on women’s life. Young people could
enjoy more independence and freedom to determine their own lives (p. 141), including the choice of
marriage partners. Labour migration also reduced the influence of patrilocal marriage and patriarchal
power over women (Zhang 2007, pp. 686-687). Of course, women’s circumstances were diverse and
complex in China, with varying degrees of educational level and economic development in different
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locations. On the whole, however, women had gained more agency in education, marriage and career.
Some of them became even more successful than men: terms like “yinsheng yangshuai” (Song 2014),
meaning male weakness and female prosperity, and “masculinity crisis” (Song 2014; Yang 2010), began
to appear.
These changing political and socio-economic circumstances in the Maoist and reform eras had already
impacted on Chinese men’s ability to maintain patriarchy and associated misogynistic attitudes. These
men’s migration to Australia further challenged their Chinese masculinities. Hibbins’ study of Chinese
men’s masculinity in Australia demonstrates that changes brought by feminism, Western feminism in
particular, impacted on men’s role in diasporic family life (2003, pp. 28-29). The influence of Western
women’s assertion of egalitarianism, independence and individualism on diasporic women, in contrast
with Chinese expectations of women’s supportive role in the family and the focus on collectivism in
Chinese culture, challenged Chinese men’s role as the sole or major provider for the family. The
intersection of race, class and sexuality also worked against Chinese male migrants. Diasporic men felt
acutely the impact of their skin colour on their identity and masculinity (Louie 2001, p. 41). They had to
confront racial discrimination at work. Many migrants belonged to the middle class in China, but to survive
in the new country, they had to work long hours in kitchens or sweatshops. Thus migration saw a
deterioration in their social position and many now lived at the bottom of the social hierarchy in their
adopted country.
Diasporic men also faced a sexual crisis. In a white-dominated society, they were often deemed by
diasporic women to be inferior to Caucasian men who were rated as superior not only physiologically but
also culturally. Diasporic men, according to Zhong Yong, were variously considered as sexually impotent,
“effeminate weaklings”, culturally chauvinistic or “feudalistic, cruel, conservative”, therefore “unworthy
of women’s company”, whereas most Western men were believed to be not only “excellent” love makers,
but “more civilised” and “caring” (2001, pp. 61-63). Shi Guoying, a Sydney journalist, who belongs to the
new diaspora herself, also expresses her preference for Australian men, who have a pure and transparent
heart and are honest, frank and polite, whereas Chinese men tend to “display their chauvinistic dignity in
public” and are not as gentlemanly as Western men. She thinks that Chinese men are inferior to Western
men not only physically but in sex. Chinese men lack skills in sex, and neglect women’s sexual needs, so
most of them are poor in sex while “Western men who are excellent in making love can be found
everywhere” (2002, pp. 143-148). Tseen-Ling Khoo argues that diasporic men, because of their
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disadvantageous position, were often represented as the “feminised or emasculated Other” by Asian as
well as non-Asian writers (2003, p. 120; p. 126). Loneliness, isolation and feelings of deprivation are
prominent themes in the depiction of masculine diasporic life in Chinese-Australian writing of the 1980s
and 1990s (McLaren 2004, pp. 193-195).
Scholars have examined how the politics of gender interact with social class, race, ethnicity, and sexuality.
According to these scholars, culturally or socially marginalised and subordinated men, among them
Chinese male immigrants, will attempt to assert power and privilege over women (Hondagneu-Sotelo &
Messner 1994, p. 215). This is what Manuel Pena calls “the principle of compensation”, giving the example
of Mexican working-class men in American society who demand their wives’ servitude and obedience in
the private domain as a compensation for class inequality in the public domain (1991, p. 41). Though
Pena’s study documents Mexican male immigrants in the US, it is applicable to the Chinese diaspora in
Australia, given that both Mexican and Chinese men insisted on women’s subordinate position in the
family, and both Mexican and Chinese men belonged to the subordinate class in the adopted country.
According to Pena, the subordinate sectors of society have at least three ways to cope with their
subordination in the modern capitalist world: the first is to openly challenge the ideology of dominant
groups; the second to accept the beliefs and values of the hegemonic ruling classes; the third to shift the
class conflict between men in the public arena to that of familial relations between men and women (pp.
40-41).
Diasporic women however did not adopt a passive role in spite of their subordinate position. As discussed
above, before their migration Chinese women had already been empowered economically and
academically and many had been endowed with the urge for independence that comes with a feminist
consciousness. As they had done before migration, they sought jobs after migration, though in many cases
menial work, to support themselves and to help the family. As Pierrette Hondagneu-Sotelo has argued, the
increase in their economic contributions to the family economy, together with diasporic men’s decreasing
economic resources, reduced male dominance in the family (1992, p. 397). This had the effect of
weakening patriarchal gender relations with women gaining power and autonomy and men to some degree
losing authority and privilege (p. 412). Migration also brought changes to traditional Chinese values
regarding family structure, gender roles and gender relations. Migrant women changed their ideas
regarding gender (in)equality and developed a different gender ideology (Satyen et al. 2020, p. 52). They
began to reject the traditional Chinese roles of obedient wife, caring mother and filial daughter-in-law, and
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embraced individualism and the quest for individual happiness. Employment and educational
qualifications also influenced attitudes towards gender roles (p. 53). Australian law provided women with
greater protection than their native country in areas such as marriage (p. 56). The following sections will
explore the nature of diasporic misogyny, and of diasporic women’s response in selected literature of the
1990s and the first decade of the twenty-first century.

The Eastern Slope Chronicle: An Elegy for Male Chauvinism
…even in Australia, they [Australian Chinese men] are likely to want to perpetuate a patriarchal
system that has benefited them for centuries back in China. This is especially the case in terms of
their sexuality…
—Kam Louie, “Chinese, Japanese and Global Masculine Identities” (2005, p. 8)

Ouyang Yu was born in 1955. His birthplace is Huangzhou (Ding 2008, p. 77), where the Literary Red
Cliff (wenchibi) is located. This place is well-known in China because the famous poet Su Shi (style name
Su Dongpo), a great literary figure of the Song Dynasty, was exiled there. During his exile, Su Dongpo
composed many famous poems and two pieces of tune poetry11 were inscribed on the Red Cliff. Thus the
place was also named Dongpo Chibi, in which “dong” means east and “po” means slope, “chi” means red
and “bi” means cliff. Ouyang translates the names of the poet and place as “Eastern Slope” and “Red Cliff”
literally in The Eastern Slope Chronicle.
Ouyang Yu was sent to the countryside in 1973 and returned to the city in 1975 (Liang & Ouyang 2012,
p. 28). He worked as a truck driver in a ship factory (Ouyang 2018, p. 51) until he went to university in
1979 to study English and American literatures. This was followed by study for an MA at Eastern China
Normal University in Shanghai. He then taught at Wuhan University until 1991 when he travelled to
Latrobe University in Melbourne, Australia, on a scholarship to study for a PhD. Ouyang obtained his
degree in 1994 (Liang & Ouyang 2012, p. 28) but failing to obtain a job in Australia, he went back to
_______________________
11 Tune

poetry: also known as “Song-ci”, a kind of poetry produced in the Song dynasty. The poetry is named after the tune. Tunes
names are determined by the number of Chinese characters, the number of sentences, the number of clauses with different character
number, and information of Level and Oblique tones in syllable coda (Wang 2018, pp. 189-192). Ouyang mentions two tune poems
composed by Su Dongpo in this novel—“shuidiaogetou” and “Niannujiao”. Niannu is known as the name of a geisha in the Tang
dynasty, but Ouyang translates this tune name literally as “Missing the Lovely Slave” (2002, p. 30), which is incorrect.
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Wuhan University where he was employed as a professor for three years from 2005 to 2008. He later
taught in Shanghai from 2012 to 2018 (Ouyang 2018, p. 53). Ouyang obtained Australian citizenship in
1998 (Ommundsen 2005b, p. 234). For most of his adult life Ouyang Yu has been a freelance writer. His
early works were comprised of poetry mainly written in Chinese (Liang & Ouyang 2012, p. 28), but soon
after he graduated from Latrobe University, he published two books of poetry in English. To date Ouyang
has published 118 books including fiction, non-fiction, poetry, literary criticism and translation work
(Ouyang 2020, back cover). He established the literary magazine Otherland in 1994 and later his own
publishing company, which provided him with an avenue to self-publish. Many of his works had been
rejected by one publishing house after another before they were finally published, because, according to
Ouyang himself, the publishers thought these works were too experimental, too critical of Australian
society and didn’t have commercial value (2012, pp. 28-33). Ouyang has written his experience of failing
to get his works published into this novel, represented by the character Warne, whose poetry is rejected by
publishers.
The Eastern Slope Chronicle is Ouyang’s debut novel in English. The three main characters—Dao Zhuang
(Zane Dole), Wu Liao and Warne (Wang Fu Fei)—could be read as the split alter egos of the author: Dao
the author as novelist, Warne the author as poet, and Wu the author as student in Australia. Warne might
also be read as an incarnation of a famous Chinese poet, Gu Cheng, Ouyang’s contemporary, who in 1993
committed suicide in New Zealand after killing his wife when she was about to leave him and start a new
life in Germany. According to Qian Chaoying, the Gu Cheng incident attracted wide attention in global
Chinese literary circles. It aroused extensive discussion in the new diaspora and stimulated the literary
imagination in the new diasporic literature (2000, p. 6). Ommundsen argues that Su Shi is another alter
ego for Dao (2005b, p. 246). I would suggest that Su Shi is an ideal that Dao fails to live up to because Su
Shi’s great fame, achievement and established position in Chinese literary history is beyond Dao’s reach.
The main character Dao Zhuang is the same age as Ouyang himself (Ouyang 2002, pp. 69-86), born in the
same place (Eastern Slope), and both obtain Australian citizenship but remain unemployed. In the novel
Dao mentions his novels The Eastern Slope Chronicle and The Angry Wu Zi Li, which are both Ouyang’s
works. Dao, Wu and Warne similarly share many experiences in common with the author: they all come
to Australia around 1989; they all receive or have received a higher education in Australia. The novel thus
has elements of autobiographical fiction or fictional autobiography. It is structured around the three
characters’ stories and each chapter is labelled with the name of one of the three. Dao’s story constitutes
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the major part and is narrated in the first person. Dao is also the character whose life most closely echoes
that of the author, though there are important differences. The other two characters’ stories are narrated
in third person narrative, further distancing them from the author. According to Ommundsen, the adoption
of multiple voices might “serve as a convenient smokescreen” (2005b, p. 247) for the author should the
novel attract criticism for its attacks on Australia and China: blame would fall on the fictional character,
rather than the author. The switch between first and third person not only marks the author’s adroitness in
the manipulation of narrative voices but serves as a distancing device – encouraging while at the same
time problematising an autobiographical reading. Metafictional elements (Wu is a character in a novel
written by Dao) –and authorial intrusion into the narration to create a dialogue with the reader further
confound fiction and fact and add to the complexity and ambiguity of reading the novel. For example,
while presenting Dao’s story, the authorial voice intrudes into the narration. The digression is in italics,
sometimes the information is about Dao, sometimes about Warne, sometimes it is extradiegetic,
confounding the narrator, the implied author and the fictional characters. In fact, Ouyang writes so much
of himself into the novel that some readers have (mis)read the characters unproblematically as the author
and taken Dao’s criticism of his hometown and China as the author’s, charging Ouyang with being “antihome (town and country)” (Wang & Zhao 2005, pp. 78-82). However, whereas Dao criticises his
hometown and China, his alter ego Wu expresses his homesickness by writing letters to his parents,
displaying his attachment to his native place and renaming his residence in Australia following famous
literary practices in Chinese history. He also names a lake near his residence after a famous lake of the city
he comes from. These elements demonstrate the characters’ mixed feelings towards the home country.
The metafictional elements and the multiplication of characters are not the only experimental features of
The Eastern Slope Chronicle. The disruption of time and space is another. Taken as a whole, the novel
narrates the episodes that take place in China and Australia chronologically, but with flashbacks and
digressions, crossing the border between past and present, and between China and Australia. When Dao
narrates his trip in China, stories that have happened earlier in Australia are inserted. Some are identifiable
as related to Warne and his wife, but in the case of some it is unclear whether they are about Warne, Dao,
or Wu as the author mixes third person and second person narration. In this way, Ouyang blurs boundaries
of time, character, and space. The author’s manipulation of these experimental elements—the multiple
voices, leaps of time and space, the collage of episodes, metafictional elements—challenges the reader’s
interpretation of the text.
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Previous scholars have studied the novel’s themes of linguistic alienation, academic exploitation and the
cultural displacement of Chinese immigrants in Australia (Huang 2009), the hybridity of Chinese
Australian identity and the problems of migration (Lee 2006), and the crisis of masculinity in Chinese
migration (Huang & Ommundsen 2015). Scholars have also explored its focus on male sexuality and
aspects of multiculturalism (Ommundsen 2005b). Huang and Ommundsen (2015) claim that Dao Zhuang,
the protagonist of the novel, is a misogynist and that his misogyny can be read as a retaliation for his loss
of masculine power. I argue further that not only is Dao a misogynist, but his friends and roommate are
also misogynistic. This misogyny might be a reaction to their loss of masculinity in diaspora, as Huang
and Ommundsen argue, but I propose that the novel also reveals it to be the result of a thwarted masculinity
that is deep rooted in their cultural tradition and manifested in their contemporary environment, both in
China and Australia. As Renee Mikorski et al. point out, masculine norms are acquired through
socialisation and interpersonal relationships (2017, p. 258). While these characters carry on the
misogynistic tradition, changing conditions in China and Australia frustrate their ambitions. Consequently,
they can only look to the past for comfort and lament a lost world of male dominance.
The novel shows that the existential circumstances of the main characters, Dao, Warne and Wu, place their
masculinity in crisis, which partly accounts for their misogyny. Before migration, these men are cultural
elites whose wen masculinity, according to Kam Louie’s wen-wu dyad (the division of martial arts and
literary achievement of Chinese masculinity) (2003, p. 4), gives them a superior status. Dao is a university
teacher, Warne is a published poet and Wu is a student at a good university, Wuhan University. They have
all received a good education, which plays an important role in their wen masculinity. These cultural elites
have a sense of their own superiority not only in the political arena, but they also assume a leading role in
the moral and social dimensions of life (p. 5). Traditional Chinese masculinity valued wen above wu which
refers to “martial valour”, though both were desirable (pp. 4-6). Migration, however, challenges these
men’s privileged status. The main markers of masculinity—success in family and career, symbolised by
money and status—put great pressure on them because they prove so difficult to achieve in diaspora.
The characters find that their wen masculinity is not acknowledged in the adopted country. They lack
English skills, and their former professional qualifications are not recognised in Australia. Their Asian
face bars them from the job market. Though Dao uses his English name, Zane Dole, in job applications to
mask his ethnicity, he is found out at the interview stage when his Asian face is revealed. Despite Dao’s
“collection of employment clippings…piled high on top of his overflowing bookcases”, he still suffers
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“long-term unemployment” (Ouyang 2002, p. 348). He therefore curses the fake multiculturalism of
Australian society, accusing it of racism. In order to survive, all are forced to do manual work which lowers
their social status and their self-esteem. To make matters worse, Warne has been injured in his previous
workplace and now lives on sickness benefits. Wu’s circumstances are no better. He has done odd jobs,
but his experience of discrimination in a restaurant makes him give up the job. The chef, a well-established
immigrant from Hong Kong, says: “The mainlanders are all like that, you know. They come here and they
do all sorts of low things in order to beg to stay” (p. 95). Doing menial work and being humiliated for it
strike a double blow to his masculinity. Wu gives up looking for work and stays home. These men are
excluded from the elite class and find themselves at the lowest stratum of society, which disadvantages
their gendered position and leaves them vulnerable. Dao’s wife leaves him for an Australian man, Warne’s
relationship with his wife also breaks down, and Wu’s love life is all in the past. They have ended up in a
jobless, moneyless, loveless and sexless existence.
The characters are disadvantaged through both race and class. In gender relations, they also lose their
dominance. The novel demonstrates this change through two women who have sexual relations with Dao.
One is his wife, Xia, the other a divorced woman who is a manager of a big business company. Xia is a
feminist who reverses traditional gender roles in marriage, particularly in relation to sex and the division
of labour. She doesn’t want to do all the housework and she is described by Dao as sexually “quite
demanding” (p. 12). As outlined above, women of the Maoist period and reform era had equal opportunity
in terms of education and jobs. Xia is one of these women, she in fact receives a better education and better
pay than Dao. Her economic and social status enable her to reject a submissive role in relation to her
husband. Dao finds that he has to either humour her or quarrel with her, and harbours resentment in either
case. Her feminism is too much for him—a threat to his masculinity. He calls her a “feminist tyrant” (p.
16); she retaliates that she is leaving him for an Australian man who is “less chauvinistic and more humane”
(p. 17) than Chinese men like Dao. This is the last straw for Dao. They fight and Dao hits her, which brings
their relationship to an end.
The female manager is introduced to Dao by his sister as a potential wife after he goes back to China. She
is not given a name, which is significant as it may indicate the narrator’s belief that this kind of woman is
undeserving of his regard. This woman has made good use of her opportunities and has become rich and
powerful. When she and Dao meet for the first time, she tells Dao that she can buy him a house in Australia
or whatever else he wants so long as he will listen to her (p. 109). Dao feels diminished by her, as she
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makes him see himself as “a nobody from Australia” (p. 106). Though he boasts of his Australian
citizenship, his sister warns him that his unemployed status will drive away any promising woman intent
on marriage (p. 104). Dao disapproves of this woman, noting her remarkable ability to smoke and drink
(pp. 107-108). He detests her raucous laughter that makes it difficult to tell her from a man (p. 110). Worst
of all, her active role in sex emasculates him:
…in the process, I acted the passive guy as I wasn’t even allowed a chance to play the leading role,
reduced to a willing slave to her wild passions, with her taking a pivotal sitting position on top of
me, assuming total control. (p. 111)

Dao’s strong dislike of these women is based on their rejection of the female sexual stereotype which
according to Linda LeMoncheck is characterised by dependence, submission and passivity, in contrast to
male stereotypes of independence, dominance, and aggression (1985, p. 63). These women’s active role
in sex is a transgression of Dao’s sexual expectations. Their elevation in terms of economic position, career
success and sexual dominance is understood by Dao as “masculinisation”, leading him to see himself as
feminised.
To vent their frustration with existential difficulties regarding race, class and gender, diasporic men form
a bachelors’ community in Australia which is also a misogynists’ community. They practise misogyny
individually and in a group, which indicates that misogyny is not only an individual but also a cultural
problem. They resort to onanism, pornography, and fetishism, all of which are represented in the novel as
involving the sexual objectification of women and indicate the characters’ emotional and sexual alienation
from women.
Dao is the central character in the constellation of misogynists, taking up more than seventy per cent of
the text. His narration is predominantly in the first person, including his personal judgment and emotional
involvement. This is complicated by authorial intrusions—some of which read like Dao’s voice, which
indicates his closeness to the implied author. Some read like the author’s voice, discussing his novel as
fiction, and thus distancing the character from the author. Dao’s story spans spaces and time, moving
between Australia and China, progressing chronologically but interrupted by flashbacks to the past as well
as fantasies about the future. Of all the misogynists in the novel, Dao is the most thoroughgoing. He hates
all the women with whom he has had a sexual relationship or who don’t meet his expectations of femininity.
He despises his wife, Xia Yu, for her unattractive appearance, her body odour, her feminist ideas, and her
independence. When he learns that she wants to study for a master’s degree in feminism in Australia, his
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reaction is “What crazy ideas! As if being a feminist tyrant at home was not enough” (Ouyang 2002, p.
16). Dao thinks Xia’s feminism arises from her superiority to him, that her greater academic achievement
and higher professional qualifications encourage her to bully him:
Xia adopted quite an unconscious feminist point of view on domestic issues. Because she had
gained a Master’s Degree from a better university, Wuhan University, and had a better salary than
mine, she had all the reason to bully me into doing things traditionally a woman’s job, such as
going to the market, cooking, cleaning the house, even folding the blankets in the mornings. (p. 11)

Xia’s assumption of superiority and the humble status of the housework expected of Dao pose a threat to
Dao’s masculinity. As a Chinese diasporic man’s wealth, social status and success play an important role
in his position in the family, the new circumstances erode his power.
Dao’s misogyny is evident before he moves to Australia, revealed in his repulsion for the female body.
Recalling his lover Rose (RuShi) whom he met in Shanghai while studying for his MA before migration,
Dao remarks that her beauty was
largely dependent upon her make-up and her fashionable dresses. Once when he helped her take
off her high-heeled shoes and stockings, he found her naked feet not so well formed, with long toe
nails. He winced at this inwardly and was visited by a sudden illumination that perhaps women
were not always what they were dressed out to be. Underneath there may be all sorts of blemishes
in and around their bodies. Modern cosmetics were tools they used to hide away their unsightly
parts. (p. 362)

His expectation of women is based on an ideal—unblemished, perfect, devoid of any bodily defects. She
should look delicate and elegant in appearance and be quiet in character (p. 250). She must be beautiful
and show him respect. She should listen to him but herself be deprived of discourse, which suggests that
what he desires is not a real woman, but a pin-up.
Dao’s misogyny is reflected in his objectification of his wife as well as other women. He does not treat
Xia as an independent individual but desires her “to play different roles, for example, the role of an
English-speaking lady…” “The other role I delighted in her playing was for her to wear all kinds of sexy
clothes and shoes that I bought for her when I came back from Shanghai” (p. 12). Xia is aware that Dao is
sexualizing her as a prostitute by making her dress like this. But his objectification goes further as he
compares her to an animal when she decides to leave him for an Australian man:
Had I spent all these years waiting for you and spent all my money and energy in sponsoring you
to come to Australia just to divorce me and run away to other men? If I had raised a pig, I would
now have been able to enjoy the meat after butchering it. (p. 18)
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Not only does he believe that Xia should be indebted to him, but he also ignores her individual thinking
and feeling. In the face of her accusation that he is insensitive, cruel and miserly, he resorts to violence: “I
hit her across the mouth and put an end to her madness and my misery” (p. 18). After they divorce, Dao
makes use of fantasies of his former wife when he masturbates. He does the same with his former lovers,
including Rose: “I became so infatuated with her in my own secret ways that I masturbated myself that
night against the image of her walking towards me and walking away” (p. 250).
Dao’s misogyny transcends race and age. He detests both Chinese women and white Australian women,
young and old women, all of whom are described in indecent language. He describes the prostitutes he
meets in a dancing hall in Kings Cross, Sydney, as merchandise:
It was like going into a shop full of merchandise with price tags. It was hard for me to regard them
as human beings of flesh and blood that way. Indeed, I had refused to regard anyone of the women
who approached me that way, not if they offered me their bodies for free. (p. 80)

In his mind, sex workers are mere commodities on display or for sale. Dao also denigrates women as things.
He refers to Rose as his plaything: “I wanted our relationship to go steady before I could make up my mind
whether I wanted to divorce my wife for this little young thing or just have some fun for my short sojourn
in Shanghai” (p. 248). Dao and many of his male classmates take a lover or several lovers during their
study away from home without their wives’ knowledge. They consider lovers as essential ingredients that
will make their life more acceptable: “Can you imagine anything worse than studying here for a degree
six months at a time without a woman?” (p. 248) Having just one woman in their life would diminish their
masculinity (p. 248). Dao apparently agrees with this view. The behaviour of these men can be understood
as an extension of the polygamous tradition—a custom that is not acceptable either in modern China or in
Australia.
Warne, another member of the misogynist community, is Dao’s roommate, as well as his (and the author’s)
alter ego. Dao dreams of things that Warne intends to do, such as killing his wife and committing suicide.
Warne’s part of the text only takes up the last three of twenty-three episodes, but his story is integrated
with Dao’s in earlier episodes. He is an amateur poet, but has problems getting his poetry published in
China, as Ouyang himself did. Though Warne’s story is narrated in the third person, he occupies a position
similar to Dao’s. In several instances, Warne’s story is so intertwined with Dao’s that it’s difficult for the
reader to separate them—they have similar experiences and thoughts. For example, Warne’s experience
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in Australia is inserted into the narration of Dao’s activities in China. It is also difficult for the reader to
determine whether some poems that appear in Dao’s episodes without a clear authorship are written by
Warne or are interpolated by Dao or the implied author – the poems are all about the same themes of sex
and ontological predicaments and in the same tongue-in-cheek tone. The fusion of past, present and future
(in the form of dreams), the juxtaposition of China and Australia, are indications of the characters’ unstable
position and feelings of anxiety.
Warne, like Dao, is abusive towards his wife, both have been warned not to approach their wives under an
intervention order (shortened to “Order” in the novel). Warne’s hatred for his wife, Ander, is even more
intense than Dao’s: he thinks of murdering her. When Dao returns to Melbourne from China, he tells of a
dream in which Warne murders Ander and subsequently commits suicide. Warne responds, “It is quite
true, you know, that I have wanted to kill her and myself for a long time…” He explains that in his mind
women are “the worst lot of the world” (p. 343). He cannot get along with Ander and is tired of his own
“rat like life” (p. 30) full of pain and misery (p. 220), for which his wife is in part held responsible because
he is unable to provide the kind of life that she wants and she refuses to obey him as he believes a good
wife should.
When Warne is confined to his home because of an injury, the situation worsens. He tells his wife: “You
are the person that I have to fight and conquer so that I shall be listened to and my words will be obeyed.
Otherwise, you have simply to leave this house” (Ouyang 2002, p. 367). When his warning has no effect,
he calls her names: “you fucking idiot” and “you bastard, you bitch, you pig-fucking idiot, you cow, you
everything dirty in the world!” (p. 368) Warne’s violent language reveals his desperate status. His
chauvinism is fully manifested in his thinking about feminism and “masculinism”, a word he coins:
He firmly believed that one of these days there would appear something like “masculinism” in
response to the so-called “feminism”. The stronger “feminism” is becoming, the stronger the
reaction it will be drawing from “masculinism”. If they demand equality in everything, equality
then is what men demand, in, say, strength. It doesn’t matter. Eventually, the world is not only
divided by colours but also by gender, one belonging entirely to women and the other entirely to
men, the reproduction work left to the scientist specialising in cloning technology….Men and
women, the two races that are bent on destroying each other, will eventually be wiped out from the
face of the earth. Animals are better species. (p. 369)

Again, he thinks of killing “this woman pig”, and himself. Like Dao, Warne is an anti-feminist, but more
extreme. His hatred for women makes him desire mutual destruction. He blames his wife for everything
that is wrong with his life:
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The woman was an insatiable beast hungry for materialistic gains. She wanted better houses, faster
cars, more money, better clothes, better food, less work, less mind, less emotions, so that eventually
she has become a vacuum that craves only for filling itself out to its heart’s content. And the man?
A slave driven by the woman’s impulses and desire. (pp. 369-370)

But Ander is not the unsympathetic and uncaring individual Warne describes. She has, for example,
encouraged him to pursue his career as a poet. There is a discrepancy between Warne’s description of his
wife and the reader’s understanding of her: the narrator defends the male position while the reader, and
particularly the feminist reader, recognises his position as male chauvinism, and becomes what Judith
Fetterley describes as “resisting readers” (Madsen 2000, p. 186). Yet it is difficult not to feel a degree of
sympathy for Warne as it becomes clear that his shouting, his abuse, his fighting are all postures to defend
his problematic masculinity and the many failures of his life—it is in this sense that the novel can be read
as an elegy, mourning the loss of masculine power and purpose. When he calms down, he becomes deflated,
crumbling in his wife’s arms “like the ash on the burning cigarette”: “You are right. I am worthless. All I
used to be able to do was write poetry and now I am nothing but a man of pain. You should be ashamed
of me” (Ouyang 2002, p. 382). This confession reveals his inner vulnerability and despair—a mark of his
failure in the struggle to maintain male dominance.
Wu Liao is further distanced from the author: he represents Ouyang’s past as a student; he is also a fictional
character in Dao’s novel. Wu’s part takes up four episodes in the novel but his role as the incarnation of
the author cannot be underestimated. Wu, an exchange student whose name implies “ennui”, is frustrated
by his life in Australia. As he himself observes, he is welcome nowhere except in brothels and casinos.
Even in such places, he is snubbed: “he noticed that girls never looked his way although many had gone
passing by and never even attempted to touch him…” (p. 57). He attributes this perceived slight, especially
by Caucasian girls, to his ungainly appearance and his Asian ethnicity. The cold treatment he receives in
the casino results in his objectification of the girls who ignore him:
It was a night of disappointment and also restless excitement. After he came home, he had to quench
that excitement by masturbating himself again and again with the imagined red liquid oozing out
of the vagina hole of the passing girls until he was totally exhausted. (p. 58)

Masturbation is a means for Wu to vent his feeling of racial isolation and sexual suppression, but the
grotesque and odd imagery alienates the reader—the characters indulge in sexual fantasies and these
“sexual transgressions” function as “vicarious fulfilment” of the sex that is absent in their life (Jackson
2003, pp. 174-179).
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On another occasion, returning home from watching a sexual performance at the Men’s gallery, “…Wu
was so exhausted that all he could see in front of his eyes was the wall of the girl that stood inviting entry.
In his sleep that night, he dreamt that he entered the girl like a bullet, deep into her until the wall broke”
(Ouyang 2002, p. 66). Again, Ouyang uses unsettling images like “wall” to indicate the impregnability of
the girl, and “bullet”—an image of male aggression and violence. As Jackson argues, characters in fiction
often resort to fantasy to externalise their suppressed desires (2003, p. 125).
The characters’ onanism is described in detail, giving expression to their feeling of racial and gender
oppression—they objectify not only women but also a white Australia in their masturbation fantasy. On
one occasion Wu ejaculates his “Chinese semen” (Ouyang 2002, p. 59) onto the cover of a book, A History
of Australia. This can be read metaphorically as his feminisation of Australia, a country conquered by male
Chinese power. As Ommundsen comments on Ouyang’s poetry collection Moon Over Melbourne:
“Writing about sex, he [Ouyang] baits the prudish, confronting his readers (especially women) with an
aggressive male sexuality” (2005b, p. 232). Ouyang does the same in his fiction, as manifested in this
novel. For example, in the novel the author’s frequent use of the term “fuck”, which denotes a male subject
and female object to be dehumanised and harmed (Dworkin 1974, pp. 117-118), reveals his characters’
aggression and misogyny.
The characters’ indulgence in onanism reveals their emotional and sexual alienation from women. Adam
Jukes argues that masturbation is the regressive result of a very intricate psychological process indicative
of a more emotional alienation from the “other” and the self than physical isolation (1993, p. 209). In this
novel the male characters suffer extreme emotional and physical isolation—they are virtually shut out from
mainstream society and distanced from their partners. They all have issues with women, especially Dao
and Warne. Masturbation is represented as a means of avoiding anxiety, but it is invariably connected with
pain and loss. However, this self-satisfaction is ultimately unsatisfactory, resulting in an increase in
frustration (Jukes 1993, pp. 210-211): Dao feels worse after masturbation (Ouyang 2002, p. 203). When
the characters find “pleasure” (298), the “pleasure” takes the form of a sadistic feeling of conquering and
taking revenge against the women who are out of their reach. Jukes also contends that the lack of
fulfillment and resulting frustration of masturbation originates in a man’s failure to be intimate and his
inability to love or feel loved. In the novel, the men are alienated from their partners, emotionally and
sexually, as a result of their failure to cope with social changes in China and Australia. They still hold on
to the patriarchal past, remain chauvinistic and want their partners to live according to their will. As Dao
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insists: “a man was a man, whose rights of propriety and decency should be respected, I thought, and
insisted” (p. 11). Warne’s attitude is similar. Even when he stays home with nothing to do, he doesn’t help
with housework but waits for Ander to return from work to cook meals for him. When Ander tells him that
she suffers from depression, he is indifferent.
Misogynistic practices go beyond individual activities. The male characters and their friends also engage
in homosocial activities in Australia, and in China, which bolster their misogynistic thinking and practices.
Homosociality has been an important part of Chinese masculinity since the feudal dynasty. As Song Geng
points out, “Homosociality is a key to the study of pre-modern Chinese masculinity because the male-male
relationship played a more important role in the construction of masculinity than the male-female
relationship did” (2004, p. 157). This is because in premodern China, the public arena was dominated by
men. Women belonged to the household and were subordinate to men. Women’s social position was so
low that the classical Chinese novel The Three Kingdoms describes brotherhood as being like a man’s
limbs while wives were like a man’s garment (p. 160). This means that a man’s male friends and brothers
were so important that they were seen as inseparable from his body while his wife was unimportant and
easily replaced. Women were treated as men’s interchangeable property, used to consolidate bonds
between the men who “owned” them (p. 173), and heterosexual love was understood to pose a threat to
male bonds (p. 175). As discussed in the second chapter, in the feudal dynasties, women were considered
to be dangerous and their sexuality destructive, as manifested in the novel The Poison of Polygamy. The
Eastern Slope Chronicle reveals the effects of such homosociality on men’s relationships with women in
the late 20th century both in Australia and China. Unhappy in their heterosexual relationships, homosocial
activities fill the void for diasporic men, but their male solidarity encourages them to consume women’s
sexuality as proof of their masculinity. One form of their homosocial activities is the consumption of
pornography. When Dao returns home, he smuggles “a plastic bag full of junk porn magazines” into China,
“one on bondage and two on gay”, to share with his male friends (p. 228). He regards these as “necessary
rubbish or sexual food for consumption” (p. 229). According to Adam Jukes, pornography is the product
of a phallocentric culture in which “women are presented as sexual objects and playthings for men” (1993,
pp. 206-207).
The characters also frequent leisure venues for sexual entertainment. Wu and Jia visit the “Men’s Gallery”
in Australia where Jia refers to the girls as “chicken[s]” (Ouyang 2002, p. 64). Dao and his male friends
in China go to the Ka La Ok lounge to have fun with teenage girls. They drink and smoke together and tell
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dirty jokes. Dao’s male friends belong to the new middle class, which came into being in the reform era—
a class that favoured consumerism, privatisation and individualisation. Middle-class Chinese men’s
growing wealth enabled them to consume various forms of leisure and promoted a particular kind of
masculine status (Song & Hird 2014, p. 171). Homosociality of itself is not necessarily antithetical to
women but the homosocial gathering of Dao and his pals to consume porn magazines, sex videos and
women’s bodies is shown to promote misogyny. These homosocial activities not only assist in the
construction and display of their masculinity but play a significant part in maintaining “men’s overall
dominance over women”. Song’s observation that these “brotherly” bonds (primarily developed among
men through leisure activities) play an important role in reproducing gender and sexual inequalities (pp.
172-178) is confirmed in this novel, where the men view the young women in the karaoke lounges as
playthings: “They were there for you to play with and you pay them for that” (Ouyang 2002, p. 88).
According to Flood et al., “by the systematic denigration and sexual exploitation of women, these
gatherings and collective male gaze construct and confirm manhood in the homosocial and
heteronormative othering of women (2007, pp. 181-202), and thereby construct, as Rolandsen argues, a
“chauvinistic” culture (Song & Hird 2014, p. 184). But although Ouyang could be accused of replicating
this culture in the novel, he might also be understood to use it to highlight these men’s loss of their
traditionally advantaged gender position in China and their diminished position in terms of race, gender
and class in Australia. The vulnerability of their diasporic position can be seen as a cause of their extreme
behaviour.
As the novel is narrated from a male perspective, it highlights men’s problems in their relationship with
women. They complain that women are defeminised—either because of their feminism or because they
are somehow blemished. According to Morris et al., the objectification of women takes two forms, one is
an overt sexualisation, the other a focus on physical appearance. In both forms, women are stripped of
their subjectivity (2018, p. 1302). Dao’s response to women’s appearance is predicated on his phallocentric
belief that women exist to please men: “Women exist to attract men and if they don’t, there is a problem”
(Ouyang 2002, p. 195). But his chauvinistic, cynical, angry and emotional voice makes him an unreliable
narrator. When he judges Australian women—“if ever there is a type of women that is unlikeable, it must
be Australian women. Their voice is the coldest, the hardest and the most emotionless in the world” (p.
175), “the more educated these women were, the more like men they would look” (p. 357)—the reader
understands his response as a sign of his lack of understanding of Australian women and inability to
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establish a close relationship with them. Isolated from the outside world, loveless and friendless, Dao’s
opinions about women are the products of his prejudice, stereotypes or fantasy. His voice further alienates
the reader, not least the feminist reader. Whatever Ouyang’s intentions, if the alienation of female readers
is the inevitable outcome, he risks discouraging the reader from sympathising with his characters’
desperate predicament.
Unable to change the hostile environment, diasporic men like Dao fall into a dissipated life. Dao and Warne
resort to writing profusely about sex, which in real life is unavailable to them, and about human effluents
like semen and faeces, which, according to Freud, is associated with money (Sedgwick 1985, p. 163),
which is another thing they fail to obtain. But as Andrew G. Christensen (2017) and Joshua D. Esty (1999)
demonstrate, the meaning of excrement in literary works is ambiguous. It might also signify the existential
anxiety and disillusionment of postmodern life, which is clearly demonstrated in Ouyang’s text. Esty also
points out that excremental excess can be writers’ “discursive weapon” to voice their political thoughts
(pp. 22-59). Ouyang’s gritty descriptions of excrement carry another connotation—a protest against the
dominant discourse that identifies dirt with the “lack of hygiene, disease, smell and squalor” (Anderson
2009, pp. 57-58) associated with colonised countries or the third world (Esty 1999, pp. 22-59). In addition
to profuse descriptions of excremental excess, the male characters of Ouyang’s text use abusive language
to vent their anger and frustration at China, and especially at Australia—Australian law, racism, critics,
publishers, and of course, women. At the end of the novel, the narrator, assuming Warne’s voice, curses
the materialistic Chinese women he cannot afford to get or keep:
If Chinese women have degenerated to such a degree that all they care for is money and more
money and nothing else, let them roll in it till they are drowned, for all I care. Let them eat their
money to their graves. (Ouyang 2002, p. 370)

Plagued by their inability to rescue their masculinity in the contemporary world of China and Australia,
the characters resort to elegiac reminiscences of the patriarchal past. Marx, one of Dao’s friends, expresses
his envy of polygynous men in the past—“The fucking ancient Chinese men certainly led a fucking better
life than us, with their concubines and prostitutes, who knew how to please their men” (p. 84). Dao’s
fetishism for shoes, especially high-heeled shoes, is another example. Only girls with “very red lipstick,
deep eye shadow, rolls and rolls of permed hair, big boobs, skin-tight latex trousers and high heels”, can
turn him on (p. 76). High-heeled shoes echo the tradition of foot-binding. But just as bound feet defined
women as ornaments and sexual playthings in the Chinese past (Dworkin 1974, p. 106), so do feet in high-
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heeled shoes in the present. As bound feet mark women’s delicate nature, their weakness, dependence and
passivity in contrast with men’s independence, strength and mobility (p. 107), so do feet in high-heeled
shoes. Dao mentions a shop in his hometown which used to sell small shoes worn by women with bound
feet. He recalls that he and his male classmate used to pass the shop and regret the disappearance of such
shoes when the custom of foot-binding was abolished. High-heeled shoes are a replacement for these tiny
shoes and both Dao and Wu are obsessed with high-heeled shoes and want their partners to wear them
when they make love. In this way they express their nostalgia for a past when women were more
subservient to men both in their sexual devotion and their domestic service. Their partners’ refusal is a
refusal to be objectified or reduced to a passive, submissive, or vulnerable position. The shoe stands in for
the absent, submissive woman:
…The only thing he could think of was vaguely sexy, something related to shoes, spikey shoes,
high-heeled shoes. He felt his penis growing, hotter, and bigger at the thought. He went to the rack
and found the pink kid high-heels that had nice sexy creases on them which years ago he saw a
woman wearing in Shanghai and followed her a long way until she disappeared from view. After
Xia left, possibly for the Australian guy, she abandoned those shoes solely to his fancy and derelict
memory. When he took them in hand, his cock was erect filling his grip. He hung the shoe from
the dickhead with the heel pointing outward, which bent a little with the weight but felt
nice...Minutes later, he came, his seed leaping white into the depth of the pink shoes. (Ouyang 2002,
pp. 202-203)

Leaving her high-heeled shoes behind when she leaves Dao, Xia expresses her refusal to be objectified
and rejection of Dao’s model for femininity.
By splitting one character into three, Ouyang composes a provocative elegy for a lost chauvinism as
experienced by diasporic Chinese men in Australia. Their chauvinism and its loss are presented as a social
rather than simply an individual problem. Ommundsen argues that Ouyang’s rage against Australia in his
poetry is both personal and representative of the attitudes of many of his countrymen (2005b, p. 238), so
too it is in this novel. Ouyang seems to want to elicit readers’ sympathy for these disenfranchised,
disempowered and disaffected men, but the abusive, aggressive and sometimes profane language may have
the effect of alienating the reader. The author’s naming of the female characters has a misogynistic
overtone which resonates with the characters’ attitudes. As Ely Finch points out, character names in both
Western and Chinese literatures are not arbitrary designations, they have heightened significance (2019,
p. 40). In this novel, Ouyang names Dao’s wife “Xia Yu” which means a shower in summer, implying that
women like her are transitory in the life of men, thus justifying their neglect. A female student is named
“Minnie” and the Australian woman “Ant”, indicating their belittlement. Such elements might be read as
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the author’s condonement of, if not participation in, the characters’ misogyny. The author’s identification
with these male characters is further confirmed by his interjection: “It was really a women’s law these
days, don’t you think” (Ouyang 2002, p. 18), crying out against the Australian family law that rules against
men. The similarity between the life of the author and that of the characters suggests that their attitudes
are also the same. However, they might also be read differently—as a critique of the characters’ responses
that is so violent that in condemning women, they in fact condemn themselves. Ouyang’s description of
the characters’ excessive behaviour and his portrayal of Warne’s wife as an understanding and supportive
woman complicates the author’s position and contributes to the reader’s divided sympathy.
Ouyang occasionally distances himself from the central character, Dao. For example, by shifting
perspectives from first person to third person, Ouyang transforms Dao’s role of the observers into that of
the observed. The complexity of the author’s position is underscored by his creation of Minnie, a smart
and honest student with whom Dao has conversations on an intellectually equal footing. Minnie admires
Dao’s literary talent but disapproves of him personally. She confronts Dao directly and points out his
problem: he is “an imposter in China and a failure in Australia”. She also tells him that he is as unreal as
his teeth (he has dentures) (pp. 233-234). The author’s distance from this character is manifest here. This
is confirmed by Minnie’s subsequent comment “you sound more natural without the dentures than with”
(p. 241). Dao’s desire to be integrated into white society by whitening himself—donning “a mouthful of
glittering white teeth” (p. 104)—alienates him and distances himself from other Chinese.
Ouyang also on occasion distances himself from the reader—his attitudes towards the reader are
ambivalent: in some passages he seeks the readers’ empathy and sympathy while in others he distances
them explicitly or obliquely. His outright confrontation with the reader is manifest in provocative and
offensive expressions such as “I am the sort of person who doesn’t really care about the reader” (p. 192)
and “Each time when I write I want to say this to my readers: fuck you! And get away! I can’t be bothered
with you making judgements as if you were a god or something” (p. 237). This effect of shock is congruent
with descriptions of misogynistic and scatological excess in the novel.
With a mixture of sarcasm, irony, self-mockery, bitterness, anger and cynicism, the author sings the swan
song of male chauvinism in its encounter with feminism. The multiple male voices express a chorus of
beaten masculinity. They migrate to Australia for money, freedom and sex (Ouyang 2002, p. 99; p. 179).
They have obtained freedom, but other dreams are dashed. As Ommundsen argues, having walked out of
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“a life of deprivation”, they now find themselves in a “waking nightmare”—left on the “precarious margins”
of a “free and affluent, but unwelcoming” Australian society (2005b, p. 245). They now suffer from
another deprivation—“sexual deprivation”, to use Tomo Hattori’s phrase (1998, p. 233). Here is a portrait
of a male chauvinism that has no place in the new feminist environment. Failure to adapt to the new
environment in both China and Australia is doomed to cause frustration. These characters’ abhorrent
behaviour can be read as a sign of the survival of a misogynistic culture within the diasporic community,
but it also signals its end. The misogynistic ideology and related male behaviour represented in this novel
reflect the mindset of Chinese men of the 1990s—they want to perpetuate a past patriarchy, as expressed
in Kam Louie’s summary of Raymond Hibbins’ study of Chinese Australian men cited at the beginning of
this section (2005, p. 8). As Huang and Ommundsen argue, Dao’s feelings of powerlessness and impotent
anger express not only his personal predicament but that of his generation (2015, p. 449).
These men struggle to fight their way out of their predicament but it is a lost battle. They cannot but admit
their failure. All that is left for them is to deplore the decline of their male dominance and dream about a
past when men could “enjoy concubines”. By occasionally adopting elements from the genre of literary
fantasy, described by Jackson as a literary practice used to write about the “unsaid, unsayable or the
silenced” to “make up for the culture’s lack” (2003, pp. 4-39; pp. 175-177), Ouyang finds a way to express
these characters’ desires. Their anus (Ouyang offers details about his characters’ constipation) and penis
(fantasised sexual violence and ejaculation) and the author’s pen (writing their ontological predicament)
are all outlets for them to release their restrained desires, their dissatisfaction, disillusion and existential
anxieties. The effect is ambiguous and depends on the readers’ own attitudes and contexts.

“Siao Yu”: Humanity versus Objectification
It is true, and very much to the point, that women are objects, commodities, some deemed more
expensive than others—but it is only by asserting one’s humanness every time, in all situations,
that one becomes someone as opposed to something. That, after all, is the core of our struggle.
—Andrea Dworkin Woman Hating. (1974, p. 83)
Unlike The Eastern Slope Chronicle which is written in English and aimed at Australian readers, “Siao
Yu” was originally written in Chinese for Chinese readers and published first in Taiwan in 1993. The
image of the Zhubajie, a character in one of the four greatest classic Chinese novels Journey to the West,
used in Yan’s text to describe an old Italian man, is familiar to her Chinese readers. The story was translated
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into English by Yan’s husband, Lawrence A. Walker, and published in 1999. Set in Sydney “Siao Yu” is
a story about a young woman of 22 who used to be a nurse in China and becomes a part-time worker in a
sweatshop after she migrates to Australia. The story tells how Siao Yu is exploited by her boyfriend Jiang
Wei to obtain permanent residence in a fraudulent way—Siao Yu is forced to marry an old man triple her
age. Jiang Wei and Siao Yu are both students who share a small apartment with other tenants. The old man
is an Italian immigrant who owns a house in Sydney. After their “marriage”, Siao Yu moves in to the old
man’s house but pays him rent. At first, the old man, his partner Rita, and Siao Yu live together. There are
two bedrooms, so Siao Yu has one and the other two have the other. Rita comes to resent this embarrassing
cohabitation, especially the old man’s respect and considerateness for Siao Yu, and moves out. Siao Yu
has to keep living with the old man long enough to obtain permanent residency, at which point she will
file for separation and divorce. When the time comes for her to move out, however, the old man has a
stroke and Siao Yu doesn’t have the heart to leave him, lingering on to help the old man. However, facing
Jiang’s threat that he will leave her permanently if she doesn’t leave the old man as planned, Siao Yu has
to yield.
In this short story Yan portrays Siao Yu as a woman with a powerful inner force, whose actions are inspired
by a humane spirit, which not only forms a contrast with Jiang’s inhumanity, but is an effective way to
counter the misogyny of Jiang’s dehumanisation of her.
“Siao Yu” belongs to the category of “Overseas Chinese literature”, which is literature written in Chinese
language by Chinese writers residing outside China. Overseas Chinese literature is rooted in Chinese
culture but created within and thereby influenced by foreign cultures. It is a global literary phenomenon,
a “hybrid literature”, that allows for the overlap and convergence of multiple cultures. Like much of
Overseas Chinese literature Yan’s story “Siao Yu” reveals “a subtext about the unique living experience
of overseas Chinese within different geographical boundaries” (Rao 2011, pp. 106-107). Yan is a prolific
writer of overseas Chinese (language) literature, many of whose works have been translated into English
and have also been adapted for screen or TV and are very popular. Before her migration to the US in 1989,
Yan was an established writer and a member of the Chinese Writers’ Association of the PRC. Her
experience as a ballerina and folk dancer in the People’s Liberation Army and as a war correspondent
during the Sino-Vietnamese in the late 1970s (Miao 2016, pp. 81-82) inform many of her works.
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The story is narrated in the third person. The narrator is extradiegetic and heterodiegetic, narrating the
story with omniscient and external focalisation, which gives her the advantage of being able to observe the
surroundings and characters freely. Judging from the way the story is presented, we may infer that the
narrator is a Chinese woman who knows Chinese tradition and culture well, presenting the story from a
female perspective which orients the reader’s reception. Unlike Ouyang who intrudes into his story in The
Eastern Slope Chronicle, Yan in “Siao Yu” lets the characters play out their roles free from authorial
commentary. The author “shows”, rather than “tells”, having “retreated to the wings”, to use Wayne
Booth’s (1983) terms. But although there is no authorial moral judgement, Yan’s narrative techniques win
the (female) reader to the female character’s side. The way she constructs the story, the narrative voice,
the focaliser and perspective are all leading elements that impact our feelings and judgement about the
characters. Siao Yu is presented as a typical traditional Chinese woman. According to Wei Miao (2016),
Siao Yu is named after the Danish fairytale “The Little Mermaid” as “siao” in Chinese means “little” and
“yu” means “fish”. This allusion foreshadows Siao Yu’s selflessness and sacrifice and also hints at the
author’s praise of and identification with this female character. As Booth points out, even though authorial
commentary might be absent, there are many other devices such as patterns of imagery and symbols that
are effective in modern fiction in directing the reader’s evaluation of details (1983, p. 272). Like the little
mermaid who is deprived of her voice, Siao Yu is also a character of action rather than speech. As the little
mermaid makes a huge sacrifice for the prince she loves, so too does Siao Yu for Jiang—she sacrifices her
reputation and endures humiliation; but rather than belittling her, this raises her in the reader’s esteem.
Yan’s way of portraying Siao Yu as a woman with integrity wins the reader’s approval of her character
and morality.
At the beginning of the story, the narrator draws the reader’s attention to two kinds of women—from the
lower class and belonging to the middle class. Siao Yu is of the first type. As discussed earlier in this
chapter, more pressure—economic, educational and familial—is brought to bear on diasporic women after
migration. This is clearly the case in Yan’s text, where Siao Yu, who used to work as a nurse in a hospital,
now works in a sweatshop every weekday, goes to class on the weekend and does all the housework. She
shops for cheap groceries after a day’s hard work, cooks meals and cleans the house. Her poor living
conditions and the narrator’s description of her marriage appeal to the reader’s compassion—while other
women meet their husbands at the train station, Siao Yu’s “husband” is not really her husband:
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The sixty-seven-year-old man with whom she had gone to the marriage registry office had no
connection with her at all. What could she have in common with an old man? And with him? A
degenerate old Italian with the skin of his belly folded in layers like a terrace field? Siao Yu was
only twenty-two—would she want a husband whose age exceeded hers by half a century? (Yan
1999, p. 158)

This series of questions not only capture the reader’s interest but invite identification with this young
woman whose “husband” is a total stranger to her: they have had no connection, and the italicised pronoun
“him” implies their alienation. “Half a century” highlights their hefty age gap. The ungainly appearance
of the old man brings embarrassment for Siao Yu, as we later discover: “just the idea of standing, even for
a short time, side by side with such a pig before the magistrate would drive most girls crazy. Not to mention
having to go to various offices with him to be stared at and interrogated” (p. 162). When we are privy to
the marriage ruse designed by her partner, Jiang Wei, our heart goes out to Siao Yu. Here the narrative
voice identifies with this character: “By ‘marrying’ him, Siao Yu suffers a loss of decency; her very
association with him could itself be called a form of degeneracy” (p. 170).
Siao Yu’s apparent malleability and compliance result in her objectification by Jiang, who not only denies
her autonomy and subjectivity, but treats her as a tool to achieve his purpose. Jiang controls Siao Yu’s life:
he arranges her migration and school registration without asking her what she wants. He also arranges the
sham marriage between Siao Yu and the old Italian. To save money, Jiang chooses an old man as “husband”
for Siao Yu because “the more pig like the man, the lower the price” and “that’s a good deal” (p. 162).
The narrative voice is apparently ironic here—this is a good deal for Jiang, but a bad one for Siao Yu, and
this trade itself is a great humiliation for her. Siao Yu has to endure all the suffering including being
required by the marriage officers to report on private details relating to her “husband”, a total stranger to
her, known only from a brief embrace and kiss in presence of other people at the registry office. Jiang
doesn’t care about Siao Yu’s feelings. He only cares about his own loss of face and vents his feelings of
humiliation by treating her harshly: “Jiang Wei stormed into the bathroom, tore off a length of toilet paper,
pinned her face with one hand and used force to wipe her lips, swabbing her nose and cheeks at the same
time…” (p. 165). We hear Siao Yu’s inner voice, “surely he must have seen that there were paper napkins
on the table”, yet he chooses to shame and hurt Siao Yu like this. Jiang treats her as his possession. When
he sees Siao Yu clean the house shared with other tenants, he protests angrily: “Are you mine, or are you
for public use?” (p. 166)
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As David Lisak argues, the objectification of women is motivated by two factors: the culture, and
individual psychological development, in accordance with the dominant social environment (1991, pp.
244-245). In the text, Jiang Wei is presented as a selfish and egocentric individual who lacks humanity
and consideration for others, forming a sharp contrast with Siao Yu. The marriage transaction is arranged
by him, yet he poses as victim rather than victimiser. When he goes to the station to meet Siao Yu, he
doesn’t give her a hand to carry the large shopping bags home (Yan 1999, p. 166). Jiang is apathetic and
indifferent to others’ feelings and suffering. When the old man is picking up scattered money in the street
in heavy rain and Siao Yu wants to help him, Jiang stops her, saying, “Don’t embarrass me, people will
wonder if you have something to do with that old tramp” (p. 176). Later when the old man slips on the
slick pavement and Siao Yu helps him to stand up, Jiang turns his back and walks away without her. Near
the end of the story, when the time has come for Siao Yu to leave the old man, Jiang reminds her to request
the return of the extra rent charged by the old man. When Siao Yu tells him that the old man is very ill and
might die, his response is: “what’s that got to do with the rent” and “what’s that got to do with you?” (p.
180) He often complains that he has had enough of her, whereas the reader is brought to think that it is
Siao Yu, who should have had enough of him. The author’s attitude towards Jiang is disapproving, evident
in the narrator’s words: “He behaves as though he were the only one who had made a sacrifice this year,
as though only he suffered from all this underhanded business, only he were making all the concessions”
(p. 181). These parallel sentences reinforce the image of Jiang as selfish, morally and emotionally deficient.
The way that Jiang speaks and acts, taking for granted his dominance and Siao Yu’s subordinance, reveals
the impact of his cultural background and social environment. As Lisak argues, men identify with the
gender-based values of their society and enjoy the privileges of patriarchal culture, and their attitude and
behaviours conform to social expectations (2011, p. 245). The patriarchal Chinese culture, likewise,
defines men’s gender roles as competency, achievement and agency, which encourages men to be powerful,
controlling and dominant. This cultural milieu accounts for attitudes and behaviours that allow for and
normalise the objectification of women (Szymanski et al. 2011, p. 21). Jiang’s attitude towards Siao Yu
and the way he behaves demonstrate that diasporic experiences exacerbate his behaviour and attitudes
towards his partner. As Rao points out, overseas Chinese (language) literature is deeply rooted in its home
culture (2011, p. 107). This culture is influenced by the patriarchal tradition. Targeting a Chinese
readership originally and first published in China, this text doesn’t overtly criticise the Chinese culture,
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but we can read the critique from the way the author presents the story. The ironic presentation of Siao Yu
at the beginning of the text reveals one aspect of the impact of cultural tradition and social environment:
She was neither tall nor large, yet she had the chest and buttocks of a tall or large woman; there
was a certain voluptuousness about her. Everybody thinks that this kind of woman is ideal for
giving birth and raising children, suffering hardship and working hard, but she doesn’t have much
of a brain. A little less brain but a little more heart. Otherwise how could Siao Yu have become a
nurse when she was only seventeen? (Yan 1999, p. 159)

Yet Yan doesn’t present Siao Yu as a victim, but as a woman who has her own way to deal with people.
The portrayal of her is not consistent with the image of a woman who “doesn’t have much of a brain”. The
irony lies in the discrepancy between the stereotype and Siao Yu’s true value and inner world, which are
not immediately apparent. She appears to be passive, submissive and malleable: “…if anyone invited her
to dance, she would dance. If they held her close, she was close, and if they kept her at a distance, she was
at a distance: she smiled all the same” (p. 159). Yan’s critique of the sociocultural role which dictates
women’s submissiveness is obvious here. The author’s sociocultural criticism can also be seen in her
frequent use of sentences such as “everybody thinks…”, “they all said…” and “people said…” (p. 159).
These sentences reveal the impact of social norms and expectation. As Fredrickson et al. argue, in a culture
that objectifies women they are coaxed to “adopt an observer’s perspective of self”, which “might fully
supplant a woman’s own first-person perspective on self” (p. 187). To conform to social prescriptions and
expectations of “a good woman”, women can experience a “loss of self”, as Gilligan et al. suggest
(Fredrickson et al. 1997, p. 187). Yan makes clear that Siao Yu, like Xiao Yu in Ding’s “Maidenhome”,
is selfless as a result of sociocultural conditioning, but this doesn’t undermine her essential values upon
which she acts regardless of opposition.
Yan reveals that women are not by nature submissive, but society and culture make them so. In the text,
Siao Yu expects the men in her life to be more caring, but she is disappointed. Confronted with a selfish
partner, she is forced to compromise: “she was scared to death that if she struggled, the anger from his
repressed humiliation would vent itself without check…if both cry, who will be left to give comfort” (Yan
1999, p. 165). Later on, when Siao Yu has extra money extorted from her, she has to be hard on herself to
save money. She wouldn’t have to make the sacrifice alone if Jiang were not so selfish:
What else could she do? Jiang Wei wouldn’t say, I’ll quit smoking, I’ll stop going to nightclubs,
I’ll skip eating out with my mates, and you use the money I save to take the train. He wouldn’t do
this; he could only raise a ruckus… (p. 173)
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Siao Yu also expects the old man to be considerate: “She thought he might say, next month when you pay
the rent, keep back enough money to buy yourself a transit pass” (p. 173). But neither Jiang nor her
“husband” is considerate of her. Her subordinate gender position makes her compromise again and again
in the face of Jiang’s dominant masculinity. As for her Italian “husband”, her disadvantaged diasporic
status forces her to succumb to his exploitation; she has to endure it to obtain permanent residency.
As the story proceeds, we find that Siao Yu’s seeming lack of assertiveness comes from her understanding,
compassion and tolerance of human nature. The author draws Siao Yu as a woman full of humanity: loving,
caring, accommodating, compassionate, understanding and tolerant. She is portrayed as pure, simple and
innocent—someone who smiles “with no ulterior motive” and doesn’t “know” that “men are at times idle
and indecent”. This is ironic, however, Siao Yu is not “simple” but chooses to be seen as such. As a nurse
before migration, she looked after patients to whom “no one paid attention” (p. 159). After she “marries”
the Italian, she creates a clean and beautiful environment out of the old man’s house. After she takes a
shower, she cleans the bathroom. When she is overcharged by the old man, she doesn’t complain. She
thinks, “It was only ten dollars! Just give the old man this one petty pleasure” (p. 169). Each time she
receives a bill, she immediately makes the payment without complaint, and never discloses anything to
Jiang Wei: “If he found out, he’d argue and yell, accusing the old man while staring straight at Siao Yu.
She would rather use her money to buy peace of mind” (p. 173). Three times the old man has raised the
rent, but Siao Yu doesn’t protest. She saves every penny to settle the issues. To save money to make the
extra payment, she has to stop taking the train to work (p. 173). Though she is exploited by the old man,
she bears no grudge against him, instead, she offers a hand when he is in need. When she sees the old
man’s money blown away by the wind, she helps him pick it up. When the old man falls over, she helps
him stand up (p. 176). Although this might be read as unduly accommodating or submissive, she takes
these actions against Jiang’s objection. After a fall in the rain when the old man has a stroke and becomes
paralysed, Siao Yu offers to help him because his partner Rita has left him (p. 166). Even when the time
comes for her to leave the old man’s house, she still cleans his house so as to “leave the old man a fresher,
more humane abode” and “leave behind her an old, run-down but pleasant dwelling” (p. 178). Again,
although these thoughts and actions might be read as unduly self-abnegating, Siao Yu is presented as
altruistic and considerate. Her response to Jiang’s violence is surprising:
She didn’t struggle; she was scared to death that if she struggled, the anger from his repressed
humiliation would vent itself without check. She wanted to cry, but seeing him with his head buried
in her shoulder, sobbing with abandon, she felt his hurt was even deeper and more terrible than
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hers. Give him the chance to cry, she thought. Otherwise, if both cry, who will be left to give
comfort? She used strength to shoulder his sobbing, his trembling, his grievance against heaven.”
(p. 165)

Here again Yan uses irony and hyperbole in the expression “his grievance against heaven”: if there is
grievance generated by the sham marriage, it is Siao Yu, not Jiang who “suffers” greatly. The
overstatement of Jiang’s “grievance against heaven” highlights Jiang’s selfishness and lack of
consideration for Siao Yu.
The author highlights the power of Siao Yu’s humanity which transforms the degenerate Italian man, her
“husband”. It is her generosity, consideration for others, selflessness and kindness that transform the old
man. He begins to be considerate of others. When he learns that Siao Yu will come back, he turns on the
lights for her (p. 168). He offers a hand with housework, taking out the trash. He stops making small gains
at other people’s expense: he no longer goes to his neighbour’s door to read their newspapers and desists
from charging drivers who happen to park their car near his house (p. 178). He starts to go out and sell his
art to earn a living for himself. As Rita says to Siao Yu: “He behaves toward me like beast to beast, but
toward you, it’s like human to human…It’s strange: being with a human, a beast starts to be like a human…”
(p. 174). Before Siao Yu leaves the house for good, the old man presents her with a train pass—an act that
atones for his former exploitation of her. By the end of the story, Siao Yu’s humanity is fully apparent.
The reader realises that the social stereotype of her character is ironic: she is not a woman who “doesn’t
have much of a brain”, but a woman who is “too” humane, her inner value and mindset are misunderstood
by society and by her partner Jiang Wei. From beginning to end, Jiang remains egocentric and chauvinistic.
His resistance to transformation, unlike the Italian man, seems to suggest that patriarchy is more
entrenched in Chinese than in Western culture and tradition.
Though Jiang’s selfishness and chauvinism distance the reader, his insecure position as a member of the
Chinese diaspora cannot be ignored. Positioned on the lower rung of Australian society, he is sensitive to
his abject position and lack of status as an “Australian”. He often suggests that Siao Yu should marry a
foreigner, but when Siao Yu points out that he himself is a foreigner in Australia, he is furious: “What?
You’re calling me a foreigner? Do you mean that, just because I don’t have permanent residence, I’m some
kind of foreigner? Do you?” (p. 161) He feels frustrated and is eager to obtain Australian citizenship to
improve his status. The sham marriage is his shortcut way to accomplish this. Yan seems not to blame
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either him or Siao Yu for this: “This was, of course, a ruse well known to the immigration authorities…
Everybody did this” (p. 158), and indeed, Jiang’s hurt is tangible to the reader. At Siao Yu’s “wedding”,
the narrator describes his reaction: “his Adam’s apple bobbing up and down furiously” and “the froglike
muscles on his body bulging out all over” (p. 162). He is also a victim of the patriarchal social stereotypes
which defines men’s gender roles as “oriented towards competency, achievement, and agency”
(Szymanski et al. 2011, p. 21). This is reflected in his friends’ joke when they give him farewell parties
before his departure for Australia—“after you’ve hung out there and become half-foreign, don’t forget to
haul your buddies out too” (Yan 1999, p. 159). Jiang identifies with these masculine traits and works hard
to meet social expectations of masculinity. His problem is that while he is the initiator of the sham marriage,
he poses as its sole victim, indulging in the “wrong” done to him and his “sacrifice” without consideration
for others.
In the film version (1995) of “Siao Yu”, the setting of the story is moved to New York. This suggests that
experiences are similar across the Chinese diaspora in the West. In the film, the old man is named Mario.
In the story Yan doesn’t give a name to the Italian man, which implies that his personal identity is less
important than his Australian citizenship. This positions the Italian man as similarly displaced, which may
go some way toward “explaining” his abhorrent behaviour. In the short story Yan makes the point that
both men are diasporic. Be they Chinese or Italian, neither is recognised in Australian society.
Aimed at a Western audience, the film’s feminist criticism is more overt than the original text. In the film,
Jiang Wei has a lover but cannot stand Siao Yu’s kindness to Mario, which reveals the film editor, Sylvia
Chang’s, unequivocal critique of patriarchal society with its double standard of sexual morality. In the film
it is Mario who teaches Siao Yu to care more about herself, to show respect for herself and to be
independent. At the end of the film, Siao Yu doesn’t yield to Jiang’s threat but stays to nurse Mario. But
in giving Mario the power to change SiaoYu’s submissive character, the film shifts agency from woman
to man and undermines the positive value ascribed to SiaoYu’s moral strength in Yan’s story.
Growing up in China and familiar with Chinese culture and tradition, Yan is skilled at depicting Chinese
women, especially ordinary and marginalised women. In her works, women have an inner power that
enables them to survive in extreme conditions. For example, the heroine Fusang in The Lost Daughter of
Happiness survives the experiences of being a child bride, a prostitute abducted to San Francisco, rape by
white racists and marriage to a Chinese criminal. She is a silent woman, but silence is her unique weapon
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to resist misogyny and male chauvinism, sexual and racial discrimination. Yu Mo in The Flowers of War
leads a group of prostitutes to protect twelve teenage girls from being victimised by the invading Japanese
army. Her undaunted sacrifice alters society’s prejudice and denigration of prostitutes. Wang Putao in The
Ninth Widow fights against misogynistic customs and protects people from corrupting social forces as well
as the Japanese invaders. Siao Yu also possesses a unique weapon to counter misogyny and the patriarchal
tradition. This weapon is her humanity—her generosity and kindness, her understanding and tolerance of
the defects of human nature.
Having experienced life in diaspora, Yan brings out the latent power and vitality of her female characters.
This power and vitality is contained in women’s maternal qualities, generosity, tolerance and self-sacrifice,
which come from Yan’s reverence for the traditional female virtues of meekness, humility, tolerance and
forbearance. Endowed with these traits, Yan’s female characters subvert traditional power relations
between men and women—men are weak, and women are powerful. Men become takers and women
givers. Yan’s women help to bring order to the world destroyed by men in their struggle for power (Li
2004, pp. 62-63).

Swallowing Clouds: The Revolt of the Medusa
The future must no longer be determined by the past. I do not deny that the effects of the past are
still with us. But I refuse to strengthen them by repeating them, to confer upon them an
irremovability the equivalent of destiny…
—Hélѐne Cixous, “The Laugh of the Medusa” (1976, p. 875)

This section explores misogyny and how women counter misogyny as manifested in Lillian Ng’s second
novel Swallowing Clouds. This novel, published in 1997, is set during and after the Tian’anmen Square
event. It centres on the amorous relationship between Syn, a member of the new Chinese diasporic
community in Australia, and her boss, Zhu Zhiyee, whose family belong to the old Chinese diaspora. Syn
comes from Shanghai in mainland China and is studying in Sydney, stranded because of the political storm
in China. She makes a living by working in Zhu’s butcher shop. Zhu is married and has fathered three
daughters. His family are well-established in Australia. His father was a successful businessman and
gardener who bought property, a large vegetable farm and market gardens. At the time of the story, Zhu
lives with his own family separately from his now widowed mother, who tolerates his extramarital
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relationship with Syn and dislikes Zhu’s wife KarLeng who takes a dominant role in their conjugal life.
KarLeng will not allow Zhu to have a lover, and when Syn displays excessive sorrow at ZhuMa’s funeral
her suspicions are aroused. She demands that Zhu sack Syn and forces them apart.
While the main thread of the novel concerns the love affair of Zhu and Syn, it is intercalated with Syn’s
travel in China after her separation from Zhu. Syn tells her past love story to one of her travel mates, but
the story is narrated in the third person, thereby allowing the narrator to give an omniscient view of the
characters and to penetrate their minds in order to recount past and present events. There are many
descriptions of sex between the two lovers, to which some critics have responded by labelling the novel as
a pornographic travelogue and “Oriental grunge” (see Khoo 2000). Ng’s inclusion of “Exotic Erotica” in
the novel alienates some readers like De Castro Lopo who, reading the novel as “pornography”, and
disapproving of Syn, describe her as “flat and dull, no more than a sexual toy” (1999, pp. 255-261). But
critics like Lopo neglect the feminist voice in the novel. The description of sex between Syn and Zhu
should not be read literally as erotica but understood as a critique of women’s passive and sacrificial role
in sexual relations and men’s misogynistic practices reflected in Zhu’s sexual perversion. Tseen Khoo,
who interprets Syn’s name as “sin”, reads her as “the essence of sin and her enduring punishment for being
an adulterer in a past life” (2000, p. 166). It could be argued, however, that Ng’s portrayal of Syn allows
her to voice her protest against the misogynistic tradition in Chinese culture, past and present: Syn is a
nemesis rather than a sinner, designed to avenge women’s unfair treatment under the patriarchal system
with its sexual double standards.
The name “Syn” means “fairy” in Chinese (Ng 1997, p. 12), and as such she symbolises the reincarnation
of a woman sentenced to death by drowning as deemed fit punishment for adultery by the traditional
Chinese patriarchal society of Shanghai at the beginning of the twentieth century. Syn is the “fairy” who
will avenge this injustice. Her apparent reincarnation and her capacity to right a wrong is also suggested
through the repeated image of the snake which symbolises rebirth (p. 31; p. 76). The novel defies Khoo’s
categorisation of it as “confessional literature” (2000, p. 166). It does not “plead for forgiveness or seek
transformation”, nor does it seek “spiritual salvation” on the protagonist’s behalf, significant features of
confessional writing identified by Stickney (2006) and Gill (2005). Neither are the descriptions of Syn’s
travels merely “verbatim tour-guide commentaries” that “seem only to provide instructional slabs of
Chinese history and potted cultural analogies” as Khoo (2000, p. 171) argues; they have feminist
connotations consistent with the theme of the novel. For example, the visit to the Forbidden City is
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designed to elicit Syn’s reflection on women’s fate in the past, for example Concubine Pearl’s drowning
by a eunuch under Empress Dowager Cixi’s command. The visit to the Great Wall arouses Syn’s and the
reader’s sympathy for the subaltern—the men who built the wall and were buried under it, as well as for
one of the men’s wife, Meng Jiangnü, who drowned herself because of grief over her husband’s death.
Taken together, these visits strengthen the feminist message of the novel.
Swallowing Clouds begins with a prologue presenting an adulteress who suffers the “public humiliation”
of being “paraded in a wicker pig’s basket” and then “executed with an air of festivity”—the wicker basket
containing the woman is thrown by two “strong men” into the Huangpu River in Shanghai. The adulterer,
by contrast, is “free to continue his existence”. The woman keeps protesting (“unfair, unfair”) and moaning
(“Karma, karma…ohm, ohm”), vowing to seek revenge on men as “redress for this most unfair and unjust
death penalty” (Ng 1997, pp. ix—xii). The woman is unnamed, indicating that she represents all women
who suffer injustice in a patriarchal society. From the very beginning then Ng critiques a misogynistic
culture, in particular through the voice of the woman’s mother who mourns the “unworthiness of a female”:
We are inferior, born to obey and serve men. The male is the better of the two sexes, the superior
gender. It is his prerogative to be polygamous, his privilege to indulge in extramarital sex, his right
to womanise, to take as many concubines as he can afford. But if a married woman is unfaithful
she is doomed to die... (p. xi)

The Buddhist mantra “karma, karma” and the belief in the “transmigration of the soul” and “re-incarnation”
tint the story with mysticism. This is intensified by Syn’s experiences: she identifies with the woman’s
previous life as an adulteress and fulfills the soothsayer’s prediction that she will live to enact the unnamed
woman’s revenge. The love affair between Syn and Zhu is narrated in flashbacks, interwoven into Syn’s
four-day-visit to Beijing. This allows Syn to reflect on her past with the soberness of distance. Their brief
love affair is painful to Syn, though not without romantic memories such as their early dates at the beach,
a luxurious dinner, and happy times in their palatial “love nest”. Unlike Silver Sister which is narrated in
the first person, Swallowing Clouds is narrated in the third person which makes the story sound more
dispassionate, suggesting Ng’s othering of and distancing from Syn in order to present the story in a way
that makes it more malleable, enabling the author to introduce extradiegetic and intradiegetic matters.
Ng frames this novel with the prologue in order to call the reader’s attention to misogyny against Chinese
women. Syn relates her story (that takes place in Sydney) during a 4-day trip to Beijing to a travelling
roommate, a trustworthy Australian lawyer who is “wise and knowledgeable” (Ng 1997, p. 5). The novel
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is thus retrospective but uses the narrator’s voice instead of the character’s voice. That is, the assumed
narrator”, Syn, doesn’t use first-person narration, but a third-person voice which, in this case, can be
identified as the implied author. This is a perspective which, in Lorna Martens’ words, enables her to
“enjoy the advantages of an omniscient narrator” (2017, p. 187). Syn is the foregrounded character, whose
perceptions and central consciousness “reflect the fictional world” (Jahn 1997, p. 445). She feels ashamed
of her story and expects her listener will “blush with embarrassment” on hearing it (Ng 1997, p. 5).
Through the prologue, the author introduces the “primacy effect” of the novel, drawing the reader’s
attention to the fate of Chinese women.
Syn is a member of the new diaspora who benefits from China’s open-door policy and a chance to study
English in Australia. But the political maelstrom in China leaves her stranded: her financial source is cut
off and she is forced to make a living on her own. Her experience as a doctor in China doesn’t help her in
Australia as her qualifications are not recognised. Her disadvantaged position gives Zhu a chance to exploit
her. She is paid thirty dollars for a long day’s work, while her other job in a nursing home earns her as
much as four hundred dollars for two afternoons on the weekend. Here Ng exposes the exploitation of the
new Chinese diaspora by the old. Syn is now, as Ommundsen points out, “trapped in a different kind of
basket: social and cultural isolation; lack of economic independence; sexual exploitation by her lover; the
misogyny seemingly inherent in the diasporic culture” (2005a, p. 409). Syn is also exploited by Zhu in
another way: he uses her name to hoard assets secretly, claiming that it’s for BaiTien, his disabled
daughter’s. But the main target of criticism is Zhu’s sexual predation. Economic prosperity is an important
mark of masculinity and money enables Chinese men to perpetrate a new form of polygamy in the reform
era—to have “ernai”. This applies to diasporic Chinese men as well. Zhu Zhiyee exemplifies this kind of
man: Syn is his “concubine” in contemporary diasporic society.
As argued above, when the Chinese migrate, their culture and tradition accompany them as does their filial
piety, an important part of Chinese masculinity. As Bret Hinsch observes: “Ever since antiquity, deference
to senior kin, especially parents, has constituted as paramount virtue. The elevation of filial piety to a
preeminent masculine ideal marks a radical distinction between manhood in China and the West” (2013,
p. 7). This is exemplified by the Zhu family which has been in Australia for about forty years. coming
from a traditional family Zhu cannot choose his own wife—his mother wanted him to marry a Chinese
woman and KarLeng is arranged for him because “there were not many eligible Chinese women living in
Australia in the late fifties and sixties” (Ng 1997, p. 134). According to Chinese tradition, son and
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daughter-in-law should show filial piety towards their parents and parents-in-law, but KarLeng is not
bound by Chinese tradition and her relationship with ZhuMa is strained. For Zhu who is close to his
widowed mother, the strained relationship between his wife and mother frustrates his masculinity. Flanked
by these two women he is emasculated. His relationship with Syn provides an outlet for his suppressed
masculinity.
Patriarchal ideology is more ingrained in the minds of the old diaspora in Australia than in the new. ZhuMa
still values the male heir as bearer of the family line and holds the belief that a woman should look after
her husband. She despises KarLeng who bears only daughters:
That woman bragged she was a dragon lady, born in the year of the dragon, 1940, and that she
would bring Zhiyee lots of sons and prosperity. Huh, so far after twenty years she only managed
three daughters. And she neglected BaiTien, casing her brain damage! (p. 101)

ZhuMa and her daughter Mayee often complain that KarLeng doesn’t cook Zhu’s favourite dishes for him,
and ZhuMa complains about KarLeng’s lack of filial piety (p. 97). In her eyes KarLeng is a bad woman
who has married her son not out of love, but for his money and the life he can offer her in Australia:
…she clung to him like a leech, and threatened to be shut up for life, to be a Carmelite nun, if he
didn’t bring her back to Sydney. I guessed her ulterior motive—she wanted to use him as a stepping
stone for the rest of her family to come here. She was after his money. (p. 100)

For ZhuMa, Syn’s appearance partly fills the gap left by KarLeng’s shortcomings as wife and as daughterin-law. Syn’s regular visits to ZhuMa give her company and comfort, fulfilling by proxy KarLeng’s
obligation as a daughter-in-law. In this sense, Zhu fulfils his filial duty through Syn who even thinks of
begetting a grandson for ZhuMa.
Compared with Dao, Warne and Wu in Eastern Slope Chronicle and Jiang Wei in “Siao Yu”, Zhu in
Swallowing Clouds is a prosperous member of the Chinese community: he owns real estate, an established
business and lives in a palatial house. But beneath this marker of masculine success lies what might be
construed as an effeminate trait, his inability to defy his mother’s choice of partner or to break up with
KarLeng. KarLeng threatens to go to a nunnery if he does not marry her, and after marriage, she uses his
fear of divorce to manipulate and control him. Whenever he quarrels with her over BaiTien, she threatens
him with divorce:
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Divorce. A threat that Zhu Zhiyee feared most. It spelt a broken home, a split of a unit, a disrupted
family, a division of assets, separation from his children, but most of all to him, a loss of face. His
family would lose its good standing in the Chinese community. (p. 132)

Diasporic women are empowered by Australian marriage law in case of divorce:
With the amendments to the Family Law, he also knew that his wife would stand to gain a lot more
than him if they divorced: custody of the children, their matrimonial house, alimony, assets,
perhaps everything. And he would lose so much, the material things that brought comfort to his
life. (p. 134)

As a result Zhu is forced to swallow KarLeng’s abuse of BaiTien. But in his heart, Zhu despises her:
… he wouldn’t miss KarLeng, even if she left him, for he derived no pleasure or enjoyment from
her. For years he’d tolerated her coarse features, so rough like those of a fisherwoman—weatherbeaten and crude. (p. 134)

Zhu’s response to KarLeng is similar to other male characters such as Shangkang in The Poison of
Polygamy and Tain in “The Other Woman”. These men despise their wives who do not conform to male
expectations of feminine beauty and take on young and beautiful women as concubines or mistresses. But
while both Shangkang and Tain’s wives are traditional, Zhu’s is beyond his control. He resorts to adultery
to relieve his frustration and assert his masculinity. His role in the adultery is predatory and Syn is his
victim. Like the authors of the earlier texts who chastise their male protagonist, Ng reveals her disapproval
of Zhu. At the very beginning he is presented as salacious. When Syn enters his shop to start work, he
scans her up and down, “His pair of lizard eyes, slanting and slitlike, seemed to consume her” (p. 13). His
male gaze not only focuses on Syn, but falls on other female customers patronising his butcher shop:
Syn watched Zhu’s eyes rove all over the modern housewives dressed in the latest fashion: mini
and tight-fitting skirts. When his lizard slanting eyes narrowed to slits Syn sensed he was mentally
undressing them. (p. 17)

These observations are made from Syn’s perspective, implying that she knows what kind of man Zhu is—
“sly and scheming” (p. 17). Zhu’s appearance is presented as unpleasant—the author repeatedly describing
his “slit eyes” and “stout and short” stature (p. 11). He is also portrayed as greedy: “Butcher Zhu grinned
as he collected, at intervals, the hundred and fifty dollar bills to stash away into a safe inside the freezerroom” (p. 16). But his most prominent characteristics are his salaciousness and sexual perversity. When
they meet for the first time Zhu is immediately infatuated with Syn’s beauty: “He was electrified by the
sight of her unblemished, translucent skin, unlined, smooth as silk” (p. 13). As her name “Syn” implies
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not only reincarnation, but also “fairy” in Chinese, and fairies are all beautiful, “he thought he had seen an
apparition of, or had a visitation from, one of the four Chinese classical beauties from the poem” (p. 136).
Zhu begins to seduce Syn with coarse and dirty jokes. At first Syn shies away from them, but then she gets
used to them. Soon she falls into his trap, feeling that Zhu’s attention to her is “like a ray of sunshine in
the dark cloud of her life” that distracts her from dwelling on her “longings, worries and debts” (p. 20).
She is unaware of Zhu’s predatory and misogynistic nature.
Zhu’s attitude towards Syn undergoes a progress from “benevolence” to hostility, to borrow Peter Glick
and Liana Raberg’s term regarding the division of benevolent and hostile sexism (2018, pp. 363-380) with
which misogyny is associated (Manne 2018, p. 80). A typical feature of misogyny lies in its differentiation
of good and bad women and the punishment of bad women (80). In this novel Zhu adores Syn at first as
his “goddess” and later abuses her as a “whore”. When she is obedient to him, Syn is “the fairy, the goddess
who came to his rescue”, rescue, that is, from his highhanded and sexually indifferent wife. He rewards
Syn’s subservience with expensive gifts such as precious pearls and a gold necklace. As Glick and Raberg
argue, benevolent sexists “reward” women—giving them affection, protection and provision if they
“remain in subordinate roles and fulfil men’s needs” (Glick & Raberg 2018, p. 364). Misogynists do the
same. However, behind the misogynists’ “benevolence” lurks a hostility which emerges when women fail
to perform femininity as expected (p. 360). This explains Syn’s fall from the pedestal of
“goddess/Madonna” to “whore. This happens when KarLeng forces them apart and Zhu demands that Syn
transfer all properties and shares—their joint investment—to him. Syn feels deceived and refuses to
comply with his demand. As he is unable to do anything about her refusal to sign the papers, he is filled
with contempt and disgust for her—she is no longer his “docile and obedient doll” but a “whore” and
“slut”:
“You whore!” he shouted at the top of his voice. “I’ll smear your name and reputation among the
Chinese community in Chinatown until you won’t have a place to stand. I’ll make sure you’ll not
be able to get a job anywhere here. I’ll tell everyone how you whored around to swindle my assets.
I’ll get you deported. Slut!” (Ng 1997, p. 282)

Even though the misogynist appears “benevolent”, his “benevolence” aims to maintain his dominant
position. Women are not counted as his equal but are dehumanised—objectified as a piece of property
totally under men’s control. This is apparent in Ng’s depiction of Zhu’s attitude and behaviour toward Syn:
Now that he possessed her as a chattel, he controlled her social life, and censored her friends. He
did not encourage her to make friends or meet up with the old ones, did not allow her to attend
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parties or functions. He forbade her to have any visitors to his golden house, and even screened her
telephone calls as well as her mail. As time went on, Syn lost all contact with her friends. (p. 137)

According to Glick and Raberg, male partners’ “benevolence” breeds female partners’ dependence (p.
368), and women who internalise this benevolence tend to be more willing to accept their male partners’
restriction of their independence (pp. 369-370). We see this played out in Syn and Zhu’s relationship.
When Syn receives Zhu’s first gift, she says to him: “I’m now your concubine…I belong to you now, my
man” (p. 48). Zhu’s “benevolence” is not merely manifested in his purchase of small gifts, he also rewards
Syn with a house, a “palace” of their own. This encourages Syn to become more submissive, telling Zhu
that “You are my lord and master. I am at your command” (p. 79). She succumbs to Zhu’s sexual fantasy,
even his sadism:
Slowly, Zhu raised and lowered his hand across her buttocks. Syn winced at each slap, which
imprinted a red-petalled rose on her lily-white skin. As her buttocks became redder Syn couldn’t
help but wriggle with pain. Zhu felt an intense surge of excitement… (pp. 82-83)

This scene happens on the first night of Syn’s move into the new house. Zhu treats her violently because
he was once flogged by his female teacher in the village school in Guangdong: “he was humiliated in front
of the whole class, had his bare bottom whipped…” (p. 84). Having suffered a deep hurt to his young
masculinity at the hands of a woman, Syn becomes the target of his sadistic revenge.
Misogyny in Swallowing Clouds is also manifested in Ng’s juxtaposition of food and sex: Syn is objectified
as food. Ng’s association of food with sex echoes the consumption of food and women’s bodies in Chinese
culture. The title of the novel, Swallowing Clouds, is a pun which refers to a Cantonese food, wonton,
literally, and to the consumption of women symbolically, as “clouds” represent “yin”, or a passive and
receptive femininity (McLaren 1994, p. 6). Isaac Yue argues that the tendency to equate beautiful women
with delicacies in Chinese culture reveals how Chinese society views women. It is the manifestation of a
chauvinistic tradition of hedonism that, according to Yue, “endured and intensified” in imperial China
(2013, p. 97). Ng’s novel demonstrates that it survives in modern times in the Chinese diaspora. When
Zhu and Syn date, he always addresses her as his “dim sum”. When he takes her to his home during his
wife’s absence, he says, “Lovely dim sum, I love to eat my lovely dim sum” (Ng 1997, p. 39). Syn is
“constantly reduced to food and consumption”, as Shirley Tucker comments (2001, p. 129). His greediness
is stressed in Ng’s descriptions of Zhu and Syn’s first experience of sex:
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Like a hungry hunter-butcher, Zhu, dribbling with warm saliva, his mouth wide open with a pink
dangling tongue, was ready to devour his prey; he was licking his lips and smacking his tongue in
anticipation of savouring the long-awaited piece of meat, to crush and mince his favourite dim sum.
(1997, p. 39)

Syn is Zhu’s prey, a relationship which reveals women’s passivity and men’s dominant role in Chinese
culture. The images of Zhu as predator and Syn as his prey reappear later: “Syn heard the sniff-sniff-sniff.
Successive short inhalations. Like a hungry animal, a stray dog scavenging for food” (p. 56); “Syn
provided the tangy taste of the wild game bird which his jaded wife of twenty-odd years failed to supply”
(pp. 136-137). These repeated images reveal Zhu’s predatory nature that reinforces Syn’s victimhood. In
the text, Ng frequently presents Syn directly as Zhu’s “plaything, whore, delicious side dish”, a mere body
(p. 137). She is anything but a human being. She is his property to be “wrapped up” and “kept” in their
“love nest”, “solely for his eyes and his service” (p. 140).
Zhu’s professional role as a butcher is also significant. He is mentioned frequently in the novel as “Butcher
Zhu” and sometimes “carnivorous Zhu” (p. 39). According to Carol J. Adams, the butchering of animals
is patriarchal and male-oriented, and “a cycle of objectification, fragmentation and consumption” relates
butchering to sexual violence in Western culture. The oppressor views others as objects over which he has
full control (2015, pp. 20-48). Violation follows. In Ng’s text not only animals are dismembered by Zhu’s
hand, but also women—Syn in particular. Woman and animal share the same characteristics: they are
considered to be passive and consumable. According to Freud, the fact that women are “less active than
men” in bourgeois society makes them desirable as potential objects of male love (Bowlby 2009, pp. 1819). Chinese traditional culture is the same. Ng reveals the relationship between men, animals, meat,
women and sex in this novel—the fate of animals and women is the same in that they are oppressed and
violated by predatory men. Meat and women’s bodies are inert objects for men’s consumption. Ng
describes Zhu’s relish of Syn’s body and equates his butchering of animals with Syn’s fate: “Syn felt
trapped in the deft hand of an expert butcher, at the tactile mercy of one who handles meat all day” (1997,
p. 40). In a later scene, “She was totally disrobed, her dress and pants peeled away hastily, displaying her
long torso and four skinny limbs with white pimply skin, like a chicken in his shop. Naked flesh” (p. 40).
Ng’s choice of the word “peel” and the equation of Syn with the chicken in Zhu’s butcher shop—human
flesh and animal meat—further reveals the common fate of woman and animal: they satisfy men’s desires,
sexually or gastronomically.
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Ng’s portrayal of Zhu, although multifaceted, is largely negative. His steadfast position as his daughter
BaiTien’s protector and provider and his tender care for her gains the reader’s approval at first, but his
complicity with KarLeng to send BaiTien away to a “home” and his demand for Syn to return his
investment to enlarge his business instead of saving for BaiTien’s future reveals his duplicity and
hypocrisy. The main criticism, however, relates to his misogyny which provide him with an avenue to
express his suppressed male chauvinism or his hurt masculinity.
Ng’s critique of patriarchal sexual politics is also apparent in her subversion of the Chinese mythology
related to the fox. In Chinese folklore and literature fox tales are a recurrent theme: a fox transforms into
a beautiful woman who seduces, most commonly, a poor scholar (Khoo 2003, p. 166). During copulation
the fox woman drains the essence from the scholar’s body until he is enervated, pines away and perishes
(Ng 1997, p. 138). In the traditional tale, it is a woman who obtains energy from a man. But in Ng’s text,
it is Zhu who feeds on Syn and wants to obtain longevity through sex (120). On the one hand, Ng exposes
men’s subjugation of women—the “sexual sacrifice of yin to yang” in Chinese culture. On the other hand,
Ng transforms the misogynistic motif of the fox myth: traditional fox tales inculcate the danger of women’s
sexuality, often ending with punishment or retribution for these femmes fatale (McLaren 1994, pp. 5-7).
This is also manifested in The Poison of Polygamy, as argued in Chapter 2. Ng’s text, however, subverts
this motif. She designs Syn to be approachable, amenable and manipulable in the sexual relationship with
Zhu. She poses no danger in their relationship. After they break up, however there is retribution, Shu’s
betrayal and unfair treatment of Syn is avenged. So the novel introduces a twist to the fox tale—the
woman’s weakening of a man’s power is deferred, removed from the sexual act itself. This is a significant
feminist move.
As argued above, diasporic Chinese women are less likely to accept a passive role despite their traditional
subordinate position. In this novel, Syn is not presented to the reader as “flat and dull” character, or as a
mere “sexual toy” as Lopo argues (1999, p. 261), but rather as a woman who revolts against the misogyny
she suffers at Zhu’s hand. She doesn’t always endure Zhu’s sadism. At one point she snatches the cane out
of Zhu’s hand to stop him from inflicting further pain: “I’m made of flesh and blood, and have feelings
and emotions” (Ng 1997, p. 85). These moments are rare because she is reliant on Zhu who “rewards” her
submission with economic and emotional security. But when she is deserted, she takes action. This is why
Ng must twist the fox tale—a feminist stance demands that power must be derived from the outside, not
from sex. Syn’s case, that power is economic. Syn’s revolt is two-fold. First she refuses Zhu’s attempt to
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obtain the lion’s part of their joint investment because he has broken his former promise of provision for
a lifetime income for Syn. Also, it is their joint investment, not only Zhu’s, as Syn has invested all her
income into it too. Her refusal to sign the transfer contract is not tantamount to “swindling and
blackmailing” as Ommundsen argues (2005a: 409), nor is the money “stolen” from Zhu, as Khoo argues
(2000, p. 171). Secondly, Syn takes revenge by breaking the now happy marital relationship between Zhu
and KarLeng:
She ransacked her bookshelf, drawers and wardrobe, searching for any clue or evidence of their
affair. She planned to mail the items, one by one, to Zhu Zhiyee’s home. She would mark the
parcels “personal” on the front and write her own name and address as the sender, in order to attract
KarLeng’s attention. She had heard Zhu Zhiyee grumble that his wife opened all his mail, gave
him no privacy. Syn thought this would be the best way of getting even with him. To show KarLeng
evidence of their recent secret love. (Ng 1997, p. 283)

These pieces of evidence will be sufficient to affect Zhu’s conjugal life, “causing disharmony, hatred,
arguments, quarrels, fights”. However, Ng doesn’t tell the reader the result of Syn’s “sweet revenge”,
indicating that all this might only be wishful thinking on Syn’s part. But the Syn’s role as avenger is
emphasised with a reminder of the adulteress referred to at the novel’s beginning, who cherished a hope
for the transmigration of her soul and re-incarnation so as to extract revenge on man. The words of the
soothsayer echo in Syn’s head during her affair with Zhu and after she is abandoned by him: “You are that
ghost back on earth. To have your revenge. On men…to take their money…it’s your rightful compensation
for justice in this life and the one before” (p. 68), “keep the money if you can’t keep the man. Revenge is
such. You mete your own justice” (p. 216). By the end of the novel, Syn has fulfilled her mission as an
avenger. She also wins independence—she has completed her education, obtained a better job, sold the
“love nest” Zhu bought her and purchased a house of her own. The ending further subverts the misogynistic
message of fox tales—for the “fox woman” is not only not punished but prospers. As Shirley Tucher argues:
“Syn is presented as having an important and powerful alliance with female ‘heavenly’ forces” (2001, p.
138). Syn at one stage is pregnant by Zhu, but the death of the male foetus in the womb is significant: since
the death of ZhuMa, symbolising the disintegration of the traditional patriarchal power structure, there is
no need for a male heir to the Zhu family. The death of the foetus also represents a break with Syn’s
shameful past as she now realises that she has misunderstood Zhu’s sexual attention for love, and the foetus
is thereby not a “love child” as previously thought. Its death allows Syn to live a new and independent life.
Ng’s moral stance is clear throughout the novel: adultery is a sin, but it is unfair to blame the woman
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alone—the man should also take responsibility for his part in the illicit relationship. Syn’s vengeance is
justified by Zhu’s unjust treatment of her. However, the novel’s moral message is not unqualified.
Third-person narration makes the author appear detached from the story and Ng’s attitude toward Syn is
not always positive. There is a suggestion that Syn’s desire for material things increases her vulnerability
to Zhu’s predatory behaviour. For example, Syn is lured by ZhuMa’s “palatial home”—a “two-storey
house with five bedrooms and four bathrooms, all with toilets!” (Ng 1997, p. 22) The exclamation mark
reveals the appeal of material things to Syn. Her dream of becoming a landlady, of having a house of her
own, drives her to become Zhu’s doll. Nonetheless we can still detect sympathy for the female protagonist,
especially in the revelation of her helplessness:
So Syn was left in a quandary. A stranded student with no official national status, deceived, now
abandoned and deserted. Carrying in her womb the child of the man who had used her, and was
ready to rule her out of his life. (p. 276)

The sympathy is extended to all women who suffer a common fate in their relationships with men. Syn
identifies with KarLeng: “At that moment it occurred to Syn that she and KarLeng were like clay bodies
to Chu Zhiyee. For him to knead, to mould, to explore and experiment with. Deep within, they were the
same” (p. 214).
Likewise, the depiction of KarLeng is also complex. On the one hand she is depicted as a “bad woman”
especially a bad mother who mistreats her eldest daughter BaiTien—a mentally disabled child. KarLeng
insists that BaiTien have a hysterectomy so that if she is raped, she will not get pregnant. A daughter like
BaiTien needs more care, love and protection, but KarLeng not only neglects her, but she also abuses her.
It is often Zhu, rather than KarLeng, who takes care of their daughter, including bathing her. Disabled
people endure double suffering—from society which is “unable or unwilling to embrace the disabled body”
and from their own bodily pain. They are often desexed and vulnerable to abuse (Stuart 2000, p. 166). In
this text, BaiTien is subject to KarLeng’s verbal and bodily abuse. Betsy Hartmann (2016) argues that
contraception should be a woman’s birthright, in that it touches on power relationships at every social level,
from family to state. In Swallowing Clouds, BaiTien as a mentally disabled daughter, is deprived of her
rights and treated as “a disability”, not “a person”, in Clair Kaplan’s words (2006, pp. 450-456). A
hysterectomy is carried out on her without her knowledge or assent. As Van Felix argues, reproductive
issues centre around the basic problem of who controls women’s bodies (1989, p. 9). In this text, both the
father (Zhu) and the daughter (BaiTien) are under the control of KarLeng. Although Zhu plays the role of
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a loving and caring father, in the face of a powerful wife he is unable to protect his disabled daughter and
instead has to connive at KarLeng’s abuse of the girl and to comply with her arrangements for BaiTien,
including sending her away to an institution. The author does not display her attitude towards KarLeng’s
determination to control her daughter’s life, so that BaiTien appears to the reader as a “natural victim”, to
use Stuart’s term (2000, p. 167), to the reader. KarLeng’s actions, however, are in no way natural. Disabled
people shouldn’t be denied their sexual agency, and they should be protected from abuse (Stuart 2000, pp.
167-181).
KarLeng not only controls Zhu’s money but shows no sexual interest in him. Not content with what she
has, she resents ZhuMa’s control of the family business. When ZhuMa dies, she shows relief rather than
grief:
KarLeng had never liked her mother-in-law and was not at all moved by the death. She felt relief
instead, as if a gigantic obstacle had been removed from her way... She knew ZhuMa blamed her
for BaiTien’s abnormal development, and looked down on her for conceiving only girls. She was
jealous of ZhuMa’s position of control and command in the Zhu family business, of her demands
that Zhu Zhiyee should call on her every day and even on weekends. Now, without ZhuMa, she
could relax and enjoy life. She would make Zhu Zhiyee devote himself entirely to her, hand over
to her all power and control of the Zhu family assets and business. (p. 193)

The presentation of KarLeng as a domineering, selfish, grasping woman seems to explicate, if not excuse,
Zhu and Syn’s love affair.
On the other hand, we can read KarLeng in terms of the rebellion and triumph of a modern daughter-inlaw over the patriarchal tradition and her rejection of the role of submissive wife to a dominant husband.
KarLeng defies her mother-in-law’s expectation of a filial daughter-in-law, her son’s dutiful wife and her
granddaughters’ caring mother. She refuses further pregnancies for the purpose of begetting a son for the
Zhu family. Unlike Dawn, the victimised wife to a womaniser husband in Ng’s previous novel Silver Sister,
KarLeng inverts this relationship by taking the dominant role. Diasporic women do not have to take a
passive role in the face of misogyny. They can make use of favourable Australian laws to protect
themselves. KarLeng’s threat of a divorce which, according to the Australian marriage law might deprive
Zhu of his assets, forces Zhu to leave his mistress. KarLeng also takes the opportunity to remove another
obstacle—her mentally disabled daughter. By sending BaiTien to a “home” for handicapped children, the
cause of KarLeng’s marital quarrels is removed and the couple can resume a happy life together. Ng
portrays KarLeng as a modern woman who concentrates on her individual happiness, disregarding the
traditional Chinese gender role.
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Swallowing Clouds is yet another novel which critiques the perpetuation of misogyny in the Chinese
diaspora in Australia. Ng’s description of sex is not for “sexotica”’s sake, as Tseen Khoo argues, but serves
to critique the misogynistic culture of men’s sexual dominance and women’s sexual passivity and sacrifice.
Though Ng critiques China in relation to the Tiananmen Square event and the country’s misogynistic
history and praises Australian freedom, democracy and human rights (p. 298), she also acknowledges the
universality of misogyny as Syn hears similar stories told by her Australian travel companions: “Men are
all the same. No matter what race, what culture, what religion or what country” (p. 248). Although the
novel demonstrates the persistence of misogyny in the Chinese community in China and the diaspora, it
portrays women who can act as agents to change their victim status—women like KarLeng who resists the
role of a good daughter-in-law, supportive wife and dutiful mother, and Syn who revolts against her role
as a submissive mistress and avenges the unfair and misogynist treatment by men like Zhu. This novel
reveals that the impact of the past still remains, but women’s fate is not fixed, as Cixous’s quote at the
beginning of this section suggests.

Conclusion
The Eastern Slope Chronicle, “Siao Yu” and Swallowing Clouds reveal that diasporic Chinese men’s
misogyny is rooted in classical patriarchal ideology that establishes men’s dominant position over women
and women’s subservient status to men, which develops into male chauvinism displayed by the characters
Dao Zhuang, Warne, Wu Liao, Jiang Wei and Zhu Zhiyee. Their performance of misogyny covers all
aspects of life: work, family, leisure. For men like Dao, Wu, Warne and Jiang, their poor circumstances
and career failures in diaspora exacerbate their wounded masculinity which aggravates their enmity
towards women, at the same time as they blame the dominant culture, unfavourable policies and their
disadvantaged racial and ethnic status for their predicament. Men like Zhu, rendered effeminate by
powerful mothers and wives, seek to reclaim their frustrated masculinity through exploitation of
disadvantaged women like Syn. These men’s own insecure position inside or outside the family increases
the urge, derived from Chinese traditional notions of masculinity, to dominate women. For diasporic men
like Dao, Wu and Jiang Wei, their partners are their possessions that they cannot afford to lose—they feel
compelled to control the bodies and their minds of their partners or suffer disempowerment. Once they
feel that their women are out of their control, their hostility escalates. For well-established men like Zhu,
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a mistress is a means to compensate for their powerless position in a family translated into the Australian
diaspora where a new cultural milieu has weakened Chinese tradition.
Different narrative perspectives, the authors’ gender and different readerships produce different meanings.
Narrated from a male perspective by a frustrated male author The Eastern Slope Chronicle mourns the loss
of a patriarchal past while exaggerating the misogynistic responses of the emasculated men to the point
where reader sympathy is lost. “Siao Yu” critiques male chauvinism represented by Jiang Wei and praises
women’s humanity despite a dehumanising phallocentric culture. The story engenders understanding and
sympathy for women like Siao Yu. The omniscient narrator of Swallowing Clouds criticises misogyny in
past and present Chinese culture with a focus on the impact of the misogynistic past on present sexual
practices. The novel also offers criticism of Chinese society, politics, and social system. Aimed at
Australian readers, Swallowing Clouds presents scenes of sexual exoticism, deemed as repellent
pornography by readers like Lopo. This might be Ng’s strategy for market appeal, as Khoo and Lopo have
argued, but the novel critiques an obdurate misogyny and the tendency in Chinese traditional culture for
men to objectify and dominate women. In spite of differences, all these texts voice the same message—
though misogyny is ingrained in Chinese culture and transplanted into the adopted country by the Chinese
diaspora, and though the impact of the past on the present is still strong, women in diaspora have the
agency to shake off their past roles of subservient wife, obedient daughter-in-law, and submissive mistress.
Men are hanging on to the vestiges of a glorious dominant position which has been superseded. These men
now have to face changes of time and place that empower women to counter misogynistic practices.
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Conclusion
Misogyny is embedded in Chinese culture and survives in spite of massive social and political change, and
when Chinese people migrate, misogyny travels with them. As revealed in Wong’s The Poison of
Polygamy, Ng’s Silver Sister and Swallowing Clouds, and Ouyang’s The Eastern Slope Chronicle,
misogynistic ideology and practices have accompanied the Chinese diaspora to Hong Kong, Singapore
and Australia from their original soil of mainland China. As Stuart Hall argues, history “continues to speak
to us”; it is “constructed through memory, fantasy, narrative and myth” (1994). This history includes the
history of misogyny, and we can see its impact in these diasporic texts.
Hall’s argument that cultural identity is “a matter of becoming as well as of being” and subject to continual
transformation (1994, pp. 392-403), is equally valid for misogyny. When old forms of misogynistic
practices are eradicated, new forms replace them: polygamy, foot-binding and prostitution as described in
Wong’s The Poison of Polygamy and Ng’s Silver Sister are eradicated, but new forms of polygamy take
their place, such as the husband taking a lover outside a marriage in Ding’s The Other Woman and Ng’s
Silver Sister and Swallowing Clouds. Men’s desire to dominate women and their sexual objectification and
exploitation of women continues, as illustrated by Ouyang’s The Eastern Slope Chronicle and Ng’s
Swallowing Clouds. These texts demonstrate the ways in which the culture of origin and in diaspora
remains stubbornly resistant to change.
These texts reveal that misogyny is a societal, familial and individual problem. Social expectations of
women’s roles as good wife, good mother and good daughter play an important part in the perpetuation of
misogyny. In The Poison of Polygamy, Qiaoxi fails to fulfil her role as a chaste woman and her failure to
be faithful to her man contributes to her being condemned and lynched by the villagers. In “Maidenhome”
Xiao Yu is expected to be a good nurse in the military hospital and to place her work above her personal
feelings. These expectations deprive her of her identity as an individual; she is objectified, which is a form
of misogyny.
As all the texts examined in this thesis show, the family is the most common site of misogynistic practices.
This is most overtly demonstrated in Ng’s Silver Sister where daughters are merchandise to be sold and
servant girls are treated as sexual objects and procreative machines, and in Ding’s “Indica, Indica” where
the daughter-in-law is the victim of a marriage transaction even in the “new society” when women have
officially been “liberated”. In Ouyang’s The Eastern Slope Chronicle, Dao’s and Warne’s wives suffer
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sexual objectification and domestic violence in contemporary Australian society. But misogyny also
affects relationships outside the family, as in Tain’s relationship with Keke in Ding’s “The Other Woman”
and Zhu Zhiyee’s relationship with Syn in Ng’s Swallowing Clouds.
Ding’s “Maidenhome” shows that the impact of a misogynistic tradition is uneven, and that not all men of
the same culture are misogynistic. Xiao Yu’s husband, Tu Jianli, remains respectful towards her, and even
though they are married by law, he doesn’t force Xiao Yu to “fulfil her responsibility as a wife”—their
marriage is not consummated. In “The Other Woman”, Keke’s boyfriend Nanhuang is also respectful
towards her. By contrast, Zhu Zhiyee in Swallowing Clouds and Dao and Warne in The Eastern Slope
Chronicle, who all live in a more feminist environment in Australia, maintain their misogynistic ideology
practices.
Ng and Bi’s texts show that misogyny is not only perpetrated by men but very often by women. It involves
not only gender but also class, social status and race. These texts explore the ways in which women
internalise a misogynistic ideology, are integrated within the system of abuse and participate in the
persecution of other women. In doing so, they are complicit with the perpetuation of a misogynistic culture.
In Ng’s Silver Sister, Tai Tai’s mother-in-law enforces the patriarchal requirement to produce a male heir,
threatening Tai Tai and encouraging her son to take a concubine. In this case it is the mother-in-law who
helps to maintain the misogynistic practice of polygamy. Tai Tai in turn victimises the slave girl Gold,
turning her into a vessel for procreation in order to secure her own authority as mistress of the House of
Tang. Silver Sister’s mother has assimilated misogynistic culture and inculcates it into her daughters. She
also engages in the misogynistic practice of female infanticide. In Bi’s Born to Be Subservient Women, the
women living in Peishan’s compound have internalised the view that wives should serve their husbands
and make themselves desirable to their men. They keep a distance from Peishan whom they regard as
lacking in femininity. In their eyes, Peishan is not a good wife, a good daughter-in-law or a good mother;
she therefore deserves their animosity and ostracisation.
Tai Tai’s mother-in-law and Tai Tai belong to an upper class that victimises the women of the lower classes.
They also take advantage of their social position, the former as mother-in-law who demands obedience
from her daughter-in-law, the latter by bullying the abject slave girls. Mr Xi’s wife Rose in Silver Sister
and KarLeng in Swallowing Clouds take advantage of the social status and legal position of a wife to
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persecute their husband’s lovers. These women do not recognise the part they play in the misogynistic
tradition, as both victims and victimisers.
Yan’s “Siao Yu” reveals that misogyny is also related to race in a multicultural society. Rita, the Italian
old man’s partner, assumes the air of the mistress of the house. In Rita’s eyes, Siao Yu is an “other”, an
Asian woman who is inferior. Rita’s hostility to Siao Yu, as well as her voyeuristic gaze at Siao Yu through
the keyhole of the bathroom door, are racist in nature.
Ding’s texts show how institutions, traditions, social norms and systems work together to perpetuate
misogynistic practices. In “Maidenhome”, Xiao Yu is deprived of agency to choose her partner because
of the rules of the military institution and the interference of the Party, both of which serve the new
patriarchy. In Ding’s stories we also see that men, as well as women, can be victims of misogynistic norms
and systems, as in the case of Tu Jianli in “Maidenhome” and “Eldest” in “Indica, Indica”. The social
norms of Chinese culture require a man of marital age to establish a family and have a child. Tu’s marriage
to Xiao Yu is a marriage entered into without love. “Eldest” has no choice in his marriage—his wife is
bought for him and he is forced by family expectations to consummate the arranged marriage.
Different readerships and different contexts play an important part in representations of misogyny. “There
is always a politics of position”, as Hall argues (1994). Though the authors are all of Chinese ancestry,
their cultural backgrounds and locations vary, and their representations of misogyny differ correspondingly.
Written in Chinese language, for a Chinese readership, Bi’s text stresses the role of tradition in misogyny
and makes it clear that both Western and Chinese cultures are misogynistic, thus softening her criticism of
Chinese culture. Ding’s texts were originally written in Chinese and published in China. Her military
family background may have influenced the political stance of her texts. Her critique of the Chinese system
and the tradition of misogyny is covert, and her texts are open to different interpretations. However, Ding’s
sympathy with the female protagonists of her texts is obvious, especially in her effective use of secondperson narration. As Fraser points out: “Literary works are sites of …resistance” (2015, p. 114), and Ding
makes full use of the tools and techniques of literary writing to resist the misogynistic social and military
system and to expose women’s existential dilemma in contemporary China. Also aimed at a Chinese
readership, Yan’s text doesn’t offer an overt critique of the Chinese social system but rather focuses on
women’s own power in their resistance to misogyny.
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Unlike Ding, Bi and Yan who grew up in China and write for Chinese readers, Ng was brought up in
Singapore and settled in Australia where she writes in English for a predominantly Australian readership.
She is not restricted by Chinese culture and is free from Chinese critics. Her exposure of Chinese misogyny
is overt and severe. The contrast between Chinese and Australian cultures and systems in her texts is sharp
and her preference for the Australian system is apparent through the mouthpiece of Silver Sister in the first
novel and the authoritative third-person narrator of the second.
The texts also demonstrate that an author’s gender may impact their representation of misogyny. Unlike
the female authors whose feminist voices are unequivocal in their texts, Wong and Ouyang’s texts adopt
male voices in their novels to produce diametrically different effects. In Wong’s The Poison of Polygamy,
the narrator takes a nationalistic stance and speaks to the male Chinese diaspora under the threat of the
White Australia Policy. His aim is to arouse the nationalistic consciousness of Chinese men and encourage
them to abdicate their backward social customs in order to modernise China and to enable China to resist
foreign invasion. Soaked in the misogynistic tradition, Wong cannot rid himself of his cultural roots. His
seemingly critical representation of misogyny is misogynistic in terms of his language and in the depiction
of female characters. His attitude towards the liberation of Chinese women reflects what Najmabadi terms
“modern-yet-modest”, meaning that women’s emancipation and their participation in the nationalistic
movements are their “duty” rather than “right”. Their activities must be confined to what is consistent with
their “womanly nature” (cited in Kandiyoti 1994, p. 379). The narrative voice of Ouyang’s text is full of
frustration, fury and failure, reflecting the existential anxiety of the male Chinese diaspora in Australia.
Their inability to maintain a dominant role in the family, or to assert their masculinity in Australian society,
exacerbate their misogynistic ideology and practice.
Some of these texts demonstrate that women do not always take a passive role when they experience
misogynistic treatment. Their improved economic position and social status helps them to confront
misogyny, as exemplified by Dao’s wife Xia Yu, who refuses to be sexually objectified by Dao and leaves
him when he abuses her. We also see that migration to Australia can be advantageous to women in that it
weakens the power of patriarchy by improving women’s legal status. In Swallowing Clouds, KarLeng and
Zhu Zhi-yee live in their own house, thus weakening the power of the mother-in-law ZhuMa who harbours
malice against KarLeng because she doesn’t give birth to a son or perform the traditional role of good wife
or good mother. The Australian marriage law protects women’s interest, enabling KarLeng to defend her
interests against her misogynistic husband.
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These texts suggest that to combat misogyny, women cannot wait for men to liberate them: they must
liberate themselves. The first step is that they must have a feminist consciousness, then they need to be
independent economically and emotionally. These become effective weapons to counter misogyny, as
demonstrated through the characters Meng Hong in “Maidenhome”, Peishan and Xiao Liu in Born to Be
Subservient Women, and Syn in Swallowing Clouds.
My reading of these texts makes it clear that despite a change of period and place, misogynistic ideology
and practices are ingrained and appear to be ineradicable, though misogyny may take different forms
depending on time and place. From the past to the present, from China to other countries where Chinese
people have migrated, misogynistic attitudes and practices remain stubbornly persistent, in part because
misogyny is complex. Its perpetrators are not necessarily men; they might be women. It takes place inside
and outside the family and goes beyond conjugal relationships. The representation of misogyny in these
literary texts is complex, varying according to the authors’ personal history as well as their gender, social
position, and their political and moral stance.
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